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Preface 
 

What this is and isn’t 
 

This online paper is a translation of and commentary on a chapter of the Chinese classic, Lĭjì 禮
記, or “Book of Ritual.” The chapter is named “Tán Gōng” 檀弓 and it exists as a rather 
marginal item in the Confucian canon. Even the meaning of its title is obscure. It appears to be 
called “the sandalwood bow,” which sounds exotic enough, but the title turns out only to be the 
name of a character in its opening anecdote, an eponymous hero who disappears after the first 
four sentences of the text, is mentioned in no other connection in early literature, and about 
whom we know nothing. This was not a good marketing strategy, and the text has never garnered 
a great deal of attention, although a few individual passages have become well known. In the 
Introduction, I explain why I think this chapter is significant, but the fact of the matter is that it is 
not the sort of text that will excite many people. The reason this translation is here is because I’m 
interested in it, and as a retired professor of early Chinese studies, I get to choose what I want to 
do and to post it online, like any other superannuated faculty member. In a sense, this is a long 
blog post, satisfying to complete, but unlikely to capture an online audience beyond double digits 
(if it earns that many). 
 
For many years I have been interested in the development of early Confucianism, especially 
during first centuries after the death of Confucius in 479 BCE. We don’t have much reliable 
information bearing on this history, and what we do have is floating in a sea of unreliable 
information. Better scholars than I have worked on distinguishing the two, and continue to do so, 
but I hope to make a contribution at some point, and part of that task must involve analyzing 
carefully the mass of early literature bearing on the careers of Confucius’s immediate disciples. 
The Tán Gōng is an important part of that mass, and finding a way to fix my attention on 
studying it closely has been my project in recent months. With no vita to maintain and no 
seminars to prepare for, my vehicles for fixing my focus have been this translation and an 
imagined audience of scholars and students eager for a garrulous guide through the text. 
 
I have not approached this as a scholarly project, and this is not a scholarly work. As I note at a 
couple of points, I have not gone back to read modern secondary scholarship bearing on the Tán 
Gōng and related texts, either items I’ve read before or new scholarship from writers better 
informed than I. I have approached this as a retirement project, along with putting in new flower 
beds, organizing family photos, and avoiding cleaning the garage. I like reading early texts, and, 
up to a point, I enjoy reading traditional commentaries: that is what I have chiefly done to 
generate this translation. But the Tán Gōng is a text deeply concerned with the details of 
mortuary ritual, and to undertake even this much, I have been forced to confront the problem of 
studying technical works about the ritual procedures that Confucius and his followers held to be 
orthodox, particularly those recorded in the Yílĭ 儀禮. Reading ancient guides to mortuary rituals 
is a soporific undertaking, even at an age when those rituals are gradually gaining in personal 
relevance. One goal of this online product is to help make Tán Gōng intelligible for others who 
do not need to have their characters further strengthened by undergoing study of the Yílĭ and 
similar texts. If this provides anyone a shortcut around that task, I will feel it was worth the effort. 
There is still much that I feel I do not know, and if I ever learn it, perhaps Version 2.0 will be the 
result. 
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I have not presumed to ask any colleague to take on the tedium of reading the draft of a project 
not destined for publication, so it is unreviewed and unedited by anyone but myself – caveat 
lector! Consequently, there is no one to exculpate from the many errors to be found herein: as is 
obvious, I own them all. I know there are many: I find some every day and surely tomorrow 
would have been no exception. But sooner or later the time must come to clean up the attic or 
finally face the garage, and so I have brought this project to a close. As I notice further errors or 
have them called to my attention, my plan is to correct them silently, if they are small, or to post 
revised versions 1.x to confess larger sins.  
 
 

1 December 2016 
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Introduction 
 
The Tán Gōng is a chapter in the classic anthology Lĭjì 禮記 , or “Ritual Records,” a 
compendium of forty-six texts with varying degrees of focus on issues of ritual conduct, history, 
and meaning. While the compilation of the Lĭjì compendium almost certainly dates from the 
early Imperial era, at least some of the component texts were written much earlier. For example, 
a bamboo text edition of the “Zīyī” 緇衣 chapter, dating from approximately 300 BCE, has been 
recovered (it is published in the Shanghai Museum collection of bamboo texts from Chŭ 楚). The 
origins of the Tán Gōng are unclear, but it is itself a composite text, bringing together roughly 
200 “micro-texts,” relatively short passages, that often follow one another in sequences with no 
clear editorial logic. All editions of the Lĭjì since the Táng Dynasty have printed the Tán Gōng in 
two parts: “upper” (shàng 上) and “lower” (xià 下); however, the earliest extant Lĭjì commentary, 
by the famous Later Hàn scholar, Zhèng Xuán 鄭玄 (127-200 CE), itself gives no indication that 
the text was divided in this way.   
 
Although many other chapters in the Lĭjì have captured more philosophical and sinological 
attention than the Tán Gōng – most obviously the two Confucian summa, Dàxué 大學 and 
Zhōngyōng 中庸 – the Tán Gōng is, by far, the longest and most editorially complex portion of 
the Lĭjì, occupying over ten percent of the classic’s entire text. Its two parts together total 10,503 
characters, almost twice the length of the next longest component of the Lĭjì. For comparison, the 
Analects, which the Tán Gōng resembles to some degree as a mixed collection of anecdotes and 
precepts, totals 12,700 characters: the Tán Gōng, is well over eighty percent of its length. 
 
The Tán Gōng has never attracted a readership remotely as wide as the Analects, and the reasons 
are not hard to see. Whereas the Analects focuses on one individual, Confucius, and the familial 
group of disciples he gathered around him, the Tán Gōng has no narrative focus: its unifying 
theme is simply death and the ritual lĭ that surrounded it. While almost exactly half of the 
passages in the Tán Gōng portray Confucius and his circle, the other half, interspersed 
throughout, are either about other political actors and patricians or are impersonal ritual 
prescriptions and interpretations. None of the intimacy of the Analects is conveyed, and the result 
is that the chapter as a whole is a literary failure, even though a few of its component micro-texts 
have become famous. 
 
There are several other reasons why the Tán Gōng does not have a history of particularly intense 
attention. For readers, which would include many centuries of elite males who studied the text as 
part of the civil service exam curriculum, the Tán Gōng was not marked as an independent work 
worthy of notice. It is titled in the manner of a text component, rather than an independent text 
(unlike the summa noted above or the utopian “Lĭyùn” 禮運 chapter, “The revolutions of lĭ”), 
named for an insignificant character mentioned at the text’s outset. The text’s thematic interest in 
death and death rituals is more clearly headlined in five other Lĭjì chapters, all of which use the 
word for mourning and mortuary affairs, sāng 喪, in their titles, and are more clearly marked as 
prescript collections or treatises. Moreover, among the three classic texts (jīng 經) devoted to lĭ 
禮, including also the Yílĭ 儀禮 and Zhōulĭ 周禮, the latter two, both largely unified texts that 
present a systematic portrait of ritual institutions (or, in the case of the Zhōulĭ, originally titled 
“Zhōuguān” 周官, of bureaucratic institutions), generated a denser history of scholarship than 
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did the Lĭjì, where scholarly attention focused on selected chapters focusing on ethical or 
theoretical issues. Nevertheless, both as part of the Lĭjì and very occasionally on its own, the Tán 
Gōng has received some significant scholarly attention, as discussed in more detail in the section 
on “Scholarly Sources,” below. 
 
My own engagement with the Tán Gōng grows out of an interest in the dynamics of the early 
community of “Rú” 儒, a term that denoted men most generally identified by their professional 
profile as ritual masters, available for hire. This interest has, over the years, led me to return 
again and again to the Tán Gōng, together with the final five chapters of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (as 
noted in Appendix B, a remarkable thirty percent of the passages in the Tán Gōng have parallels 
in the final chapters of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ), texts that portray interactions within the early Rú 
community and its relations with elite society, going well beyond the Analects in picturing the 
way Rú disciple groups developed after the death of Confucius. Accordingly, the next section of 
this introduction will include a brief overview of the way I see the Rú community and the 
relevance of the Tán Gōng to it.  
 
However, because understanding the Tán Gōng requires some familiarity with the mortuary 
practices that so many of its component micro-texts describe, my attempts to get a firm hold of 
the contents of the Tán Gōng have required me to spend a good deal of time reading, with self-
coerced attention, purely ritual texts, such as the mortuary sections of the Yílĭ and relevant 
chapters of the Lĭjì, in order to get a sense of what may be at stake in the Tán Gōng anecdotes 
and ritual prescripts. The commentary sections of this translation are, in many cases, records of 
this reading, and the inspiration for putting this research in some preliminary order and posting it 
online has been to make this information more easily accessible to students of the early Rú – 
especially those whose command of literary Chinese is still in formation, and whose interest in 
the ritual foundation of Ruism may founder on the difficulties of dealing simultaneously with the 
linguistic challenges of studying matters of ancient lĭ and the intrinsic dryness of the subject. 
 
To lay some groundwork for understanding this background of ritual practice and prescript, 
following the discussion of Rú as ritualists, I have written some brief overview sections on early 
mortuary rituals, intended to introduce concepts and vocabulary concerning mortuary lĭ, and to 
allow readers to picture more easily the stage on which so much of the action of the Tán Gōng is 
set. 
 
The Rú 儒 profession 
 
Confucius is generally regarded as an ethicist, philosophical thinker, political idealist, and 
cultural force. My basic approach to pre-Imperial Confucianism lays great stress his role 
developing a curriculum to train ritual experts and the way that some of his disciples may have 
passed along that expertise to the next generation if Rú. Because there are two brief mentions of 
Rú as teachers in lists that appear in the Zhōulĭ, which was traditionally understood as a report of 
the royal bureaucracy of the eleventh century BCE (reinforced by the fact that some passages 
include official titles found on early Zhōu bronze inscriptions and terms that are archaic in a late 
Zhōu context), these references are used to demonstrate the antiquity of role of Rú in Zhōu 
society. I find this positive evidence far less persuasive than the negative evidence of the 
otherwise absolute absence of references to Rú in early texts, until the term is linked to 
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Confucius and his group. As I mention towards the end of Appendix A, below, I have explained 
elsewhere in some detail why I believe that both the term Rú and the particular Rú profile of 
ritual expertise actually grew out of a local culture in southern Lŭ during the seventh and sixth 
centuries BCE, and was associated with one particular branch of the ducal clan, based near Mt. 
Fáng (Fángshān 防山), the site where Confucius’s parents were buried, a family at whose court 
Confucius’s father served and whose leader he seems to have been close to personally. I see 
Confucius’s Rú movement as an innovation, born in a context of cultural tension and complexity 
that characterized the marginal geographical site of Lŭ, where Zhōu culture and the culture of the 
Yí 夷 peoples met and lived in a state of tension and interaction for half a millennium. North and 
west from southern Lŭ, the realm of Zhōu culture stretched for a thousand miles; south and east 
stretched an equal expanse of territory occupied by the many small and large realms of Yí 
peoples. Confucius was raised at the edge of these two tectonic cultural plates, and the Rú 
movement that spread from his inspiration can be seen as an outcome of this pressure, fiercely 
loyal to Zhōu cultural identity, but with a vision of that identity that was in critical respects 
different from traditional Zhōu attitudes. 
 
While the ethics and broader philosophy of Confucius and those of his later followers who 
inscribed their ideas in texts were of great historical importance, I think the fundamental driving 
force of early Confucianism concerned three elements tightly connected to lĭ: the development of 
Rú codes for a variety of complex and socially important rituals, such as cappings, weddings, 
and funerals; training to mastery of the codes; and marketing these skills in serving as court or 
family ritualists, or as experts hired on an occasional basis. The rituals of the Rú needed to be 
recognizably tied to tradition in order to appeal to their target clientele, but given gaps and 
inconsistencies existing in ritual practice by the last days of the Spring and Autumn period, the 
specific details of these complex rites needed to be reinvented and made uniform within this new 
profession, and, in many instances where innovation might require justification, they needed to 
be bolstered with a cultural rationale that would both appeal to clients and be consistent with 
their understanding of the authoritative culture of “antiquity.” The portrait of antiquity developed 
in the Tán Gōng demonstrates that for the Rú who generated the text, a successful reconstruction 
of tradition would not simply be a return to a model that existed at one time in the past, but 
involved a careful overlay of lĭ surviving from all of the “Three Eras” (sāndài 三代): that is, the 
Xià 夏, Shāng 商, and Zhōu 周, a criterion that required specialized expertise that ordinary 
priestly types who had presumably all along been available for hire would probably be unable to 
fulfill.  
 
Bearing on these points, it is worth noting that in the Yílĭ, there is no mention of Rú, although 
ritual specialists are referred to throughout. These men are called zhù 祝, a term which I have 
rendered as “liturgist” in this translation. The Yílĭ specifies the participation of “Xià 夏 zhù” and 
“Shāng 商 zhù,” men trained in the ritual lĭ associated with former dynasties, and commentators 
generally assume that the term zhù unmodified signifies a liturgist specialized in Zhōu lĭ. If the 
Yílĭ was indeed a Rú text, in the sense of being the product of men associated with Confucius’s 
tradition, then it would appear that they built into the text the consensus formulas concerning 
choices to be made from among the lĭ of all the Three Eras (or at least believed to derive from 
those eras), an issue we find discussed at a number of points in the Tán Gōng. This suggests that 
the Rú represented a specialist overlay beyond the “functionaries” who were responsible for 
particular, routine tasks of ritual execution. If the common liturgist was “licensed” to enact rites 
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understood as orthodox for one of the Three Eras, the Rú may have presented themselves as 
orthodox in a universal sense beyond the competence of available liturgists specializing within 
the confines of one dynastic variant. This more universalistic approach to lĭ would have been 
essential to the Rú “brand,” as the followers of Confucius sought to attract patrons and make 
their way in the world. This means that for the Rú, lĭ were not necessarily justified simply on the 
authority of the past: a rite needed some ethical or functional rationale, and we certainly see 
considerable discussion devoted to rationalizing specific ritual choices in the Tán Gōng and other 
Confucian texts. This need to rationalize the specific forms of Ruist ritual expertise, something a 
more traditional specialist may not have been required or able to do, may well have been the 
impulse that led Rú to escape the bounds of ritual professionals and become a school articulating 
a universal ethics and metaphysics, the aspect that dominates the textual record of Confucianism 
from the era of the Mencius and Xúnzĭ on. 
 
We know from certain late Warring States texts that the Rú “divided” into a number of factions, 
varying in number as well as in the names assigned to them, though all seem to be referred to in 
terms of ritual lineage founders, disciples of Confucius or figures from later Rú generations. 
Contemporary scholars are interested in these factional differences chiefly to learn the way they 
may reflect different approaches to Confucian ethics and anthropology. I am also interested in 
approaching these factions as competing traditions of professional ritualists, whose different 
prescripts of lĭ, sometimes apparently in matters of detail that seem trivial to us, generated 
different bodies of rationalizing doctrine: ethical, historical, or more generally philosophical. 
 
The great value of the Tán Gōng in this regard is that it seems to have been a text that not only 
provides clarification concerning certain rules of mortuary ceremony through direct prescriptions, 
but presents disputes about these rules in the form of anecdotes that pit against one another 
positions ascribed to named figures from the early Ruist pantheon. While this may seem a 
bewilderingly disorganized way to approach issues of orthodoxy, when read as part of a 
curriculum designed to train Rú in their duties as ritualists and enrich them with an identity 
configured through group membership, the texts draws on methods characteristic of certain types 
of clerical literature in other traditions, such as Talmudic discussions in the Jewish tradition or 
Islamic hadith, which intermix instructions with illustrative tales and authoritative 
pronouncements. This is a view of the Tán Gōng as, at root, a training text, making ritual study 
more accessible by intermixing direct prescript, authoritative pronouncements of early Rú, and 
stories about those forbears of the teaching lineages to which the target readership belonged 
(whether a single one or more is difficult to say, as Appendix C explores). 
 
The ultimate outcome of the debates reflected in sources like the Tán Gōng would seem to have 
been the Yílĭ, a master compendium of the detailed paraphernalia, liturgy, and choreography of 
ritual. The Yílĭ was generally understood to be a compendium of orthodox Zhōu ritual, which 
masters of ceremony used as a codebook. But, as I argue in Appendix A, we see examples in it of 
rituals that the Tán Gōng claims as late innovations in the state of Lŭ, and the Yílĭ is probably 
more accurately viewed as the outcome of a reconstructive process whereby the Rú established a 
unified orthodoxy for the lĭ they would employ, with the Tán Gōng being, in part, an imaginative 
record of how that process was settled through disciple contention, often resolved by appeal to 
the authority of Confucius. 
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General outline of the sequence of mortuary rituals 
 
The Tán Gōng presumes an understanding of the basic sequence of mortuary ritual that was 
required in Warring States China. What such rituals actually involved probably varied from 
region to region, but since the Yílĭ seems to reflect the outcome of how the actual was 
transformed into a new orthodoxy in areas of Rú influence (chiefly the states of Lŭ, Qí 齊, and 
Weì 衛, on or near the Shāndōng peninsula), it is helpful to read the Tán Gōng with the Yílĭ 
prescriptions as a background. Based on the chapters of the Yílĭ that prescribe mortuary 
choreography (Shì sānglĭ 士喪禮, Jìxì 既夕, and Shì yúlĭ 士虞禮), the following summaries 
represent a very brief characterization of the sequence of major stages. 
 
(1) Anticipation. If death through illness or weakness of age is anticipated, the person is moved 
from the normal sleeping chamber to a bed in the formal chamber (zhèngqĭn 正寢), which is 
where it was believed that death should occur. As death becomes imminent, family gather around 
the bed and perform certain duties, such as holding the limbs secure and placing fabric near the 
breathing orifices to allow the cessation of life to be observed. 
 
(2) Immediate aftermath. The first activity after death is the summons to the soul, which is 
performed by a household functionary. Liturgists are called in to supervise the preparation of the 
corpse for the dressing and encoffining that will occur within the first two days. From this point, 
both the duties of close family members and the ceremonial actions that express their grief are 
prescribed in great detail. The clothes are removed from the deceased and the body washed, the 
hair and nails dressed, and the mouth and feet manipulated to counter the effects of rigor mortis. 
The body is wrapped in a two-piece shroud and the process of ensuring that ritual food and drink 
is always present by the corpse is begun. At the same time, word of the death is sent out and 
condolence calls and contributions to the funeral may begin the same day. The chief mourner, 
whom the ritual texts envision as the eldest son of the household head by his principal wife, 
moves immediately to a mourning lean-to, constructed along a wall within the courtyard area of 
his residence. 
 
(3) Initial (minor) dressing (xiăo liàn 小斂). The first stage of dressing the corpse for burial. This 
involves a ceremony that occurs on the day after death, and it is the point at which large numbers 
of callers bearing condolences arrive. The corpse is moved from the formal chamber at the rear 
of the compound out to the main hall, where it is dressed in three suits of clothing. Guests are in 
attendance and participate once a curtain is removed after the initial stage of preparation.  
 
(4) Encoffining ceremony (dà liàn 大斂). More literally called “the major stage of preparation of 
the corpse,” this ceremony takes place on the following (third) day, and is, along with interment, 
the most formal of mortuary rituals, the one which powerful patrons would be most likely to 
attend. The full and final dressing of the body takes place, which involves up to nineteen layers 
of clothing. The body is placed in the coffin, which is then sealed with plaster and placed in a 
hole dug in the foundation of the hall, the hole also being plastered over. (Corpses were not 
embalmed, thus it was important that the coffin and its holding chamber be well sealed.) 
 
(5) The mortuary period (bìn 殯). For three months, the coffin remains in place at the home. On 
the day after the encoffining ceremony, the mourning clothes being completed, the period of full 
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mourning begins. The gravesite and burial date are set through divination and reciprocal visits in 
thanks of condolence are made by the chief mourners. Ritual offerings are made to the dead day 
and night, enhanced on days of the new moon. Mourning rituals of wailing and stamping (a type 
of stylized leap that was expressive of grief) continue throughout, and the chief mourner 
continues living in the mourning lean-to. 
 
(6) Funeral procession. The funeral procession begins on the eve of the march to the grave with a 
ceremony of invited guests, where the coffin is exhumed from its holding chamber in the floor of 
the hall, mounted in a catafalque on the hearse, and brought to the ancestral shrine for a final 
farewell. The following morning, it is taken to the grave and interred. The funeral rites end with 
the return of the family from the grave and the performance of a ritual to provide succor to the 
spirit of the dead: the Sacrifice of Comfort (yújì 虞祭). 
 
(7) Post-interment ceremonies. On the day following the Sacrifice of Comfort, the spirit tablet of 
the deceased is installed (fù 祔) in the appropriate ancestral temple. Major rituals are performed 
on the one-year anniversary of death (actually in the thirteenth month), and on the two-year 
anniversary (the twenty-fifth month). These ceremonies share a single name: xiáng 祥. After the 
final xiáng ceremony concludes, a terminal ceremony (the tăn 禫; some sources read dàn) marks 
the end of the mourning period (it is disputed whether this occurs in the twenty-fifth or twenty-
seventh month; this translation assumes the latter). Over the entire period, a gradual easing of the 
rigors of mourning is phased in on a schedule. 
 
All of the ceremonies for these stages include prescriptions for dress, the design, arrangement, 
and movement of special objects, choreography, scripted speech, and so forth. It is little wonder 
that the Mòzĭ caricatures the Rú by saying that one could not act out all their rituals in a year, or 
master their curriculum in three lifetimes. 
  
Mourning clothes and degrees of mourning 
 
The rituals of mourning for a specific person differed for each individual, most importantly 
according to his or her relationship to the dead, but also according to status within the family or 
in the broader social hierarchy, and the generational relation to oneself, as well as according to 
gender. There were basically five degrees of mourning, each reflected in a specifically tailored 
suit of clothing worn by the mourner. The determination of which of the five degrees of 
mourning clothes was appropriate for each individual were clear enough at the first and second 
degrees, which were reserved for very near kin, but the designation became more complex as the 
circle widened for the lesser degrees, and at all levels there were strictures concerning the 
varying lengths of time mourning was to be worn in specific cases. Mourning garb also involved 
auxiliary paraphernalia, such as walking staffs, hats, headbands, and sashes, which were 
deployed in complex ways according to mourning degrees and specific stages of mortuary ritual. 
Duties and expressive performance actions for individual mourners were largely correlated with 
the degree of mourning appropriate for that person. 
 
The five degrees of mourning were represented in language by the names of the mourning suits 
worn by mourners of each degree. Thus, for example, the first degree of mourning was called 
zhăncūi 斬衰, literally, “frayed sackcloth,” the name of the suit of clothing worn by mourners of 
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the first degree. Because the five forms of clothes stood not just for dress but also for relation to 
the dead in several permutations, the names of mourning dress are simply rendered by degree 
number in this translation, to emphasize that it is not the clothes but the relationship that is 
basically at issue.  
 
The five degrees are listed and discussed below, with illustrations from the Sāncaí túhuì. 
 
(English versions of the detailed Yílĭ lists of these relationships, along diagrams of mourning 
degrees correlated with familial relationships, perhaps adapted from a set appearing in the Sòng 
era Yílĭ tú 儀禮圖, were published in an 1853 article by Walter Medhurst, which James Legge 
helpfully appends to his translation of the Tán Gōng. Because of its availability, I will keep these 
descriptions brief.) 
 
First degree (zhăncūi 斬衰; “frayed sackcloth”) 
 
First degree mourning dress was reserved for a very small 
circle of people. A man wore this suit when mourning his father; 
his wife wore it to mourn him or his parents (not her own), and 
a concubine wore it for the man to whom she was a consort. 
The Yílĭ specifies that a father wears it for an adult heir who 
dies before him, and that unmarried women living at home 
wear it for their fathers. As dress for political mourning, 
ministers wear it for their lords, and, so the Yílĭ says, lords wear 
it for the Son of Heaven. 
 
First degree mourning was generally worn for the maximum 
three-year period (actually twenty-seven months). The mourning suit was composed of very 
coarse fabric made from the hemp plant, with the borders left unhemmed. As was true of each 
grade of mourning dress, there were prescribed sashes, hats, and shoes to be worn, and this most 
stringent of all levels also required that the mourner carry a staff, to help support him in his 
heavy grief. (The hat and woven sandal are shown enlarged on the right). The Yílĭ prescribes the 
materials to be used in painstaking detail, specifying the gender of hemp plant fiber, the fineness 
of hat cloth weave, the species of rushes that the shoes were made of, the material used for the 
staff, and so forth.  
 
Second degree (zīcuī 齊衰: “trimmed sackcloth”)  
 
Second degree mourning was worn for a broader range of people, but was still 
very heavy mourning, as reflected in the carrying of the staff. It was typically 
worn for a year in the case of closer relations, such as a man’s wife, brother, 
grandparents, or junior sons (some with a staff, some without), but it was worn 
for three years for his mother. It might also be worn for only five months, as in 
the case of great-grandparents, or even three in other cases. 
 
The second degree mourning suit differs from the first chiefly in having 
hemmed borders, but there are other details that distinguish it. For example, the 
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hemp fabric comes from the male, rather than the female plant; the staff is pared. The hat differs 
from that worn with first degree mourning, but is identical to that worn with clothes of the third 
degree. 
 
Third and fourth degrees (dàgōng 大功; xiăogōng 小功: “greater and lesser handiwork”) 
 
The names of the clothes for these degrees reflect the essential 
difference between them: the handiwork reflected in the fineness 
of the weave of the cloth. “Greater” designates more space in a 
weave that is not as fine, and that is therefore less comfortable, 
than a “lesser” (finer) weave. (Thus one might expect that there 
was more handiwork involved with a garment of “lesser” 
handiwork.) Fineness of weave is, in fact, the chief distinction in 
all three remaining grades, which is why it may be difficult to see 
any significant differences in the three illustrations of them (at 
least, it is difficult for me). 
 
Some examples of relatives for whom a man might wear third degree 
mourning would be a married sister, an heir who died before adulthood, a first cousin, or a 
nephew’s wife. The fourth degree would be called for in the cases of second cousins, a father’s 
male first cousin or his wife, or an unmarried grand-niece. 
 
Third degree mourning was generally worn for no more than nine months, fourth degree for no 
more than five. 
 
Fifth degree (sīmá 緦麻: “hemp linen”) 
 
Fifth degree mourning clothes were made of finer linen, though still half the 
thickness of ordinary linen. Fifth degree mourning was generally worn for three 
months. It is, perhaps, as clear a sign as possible of the hierarchical patriarchy that 
characterized China’s early kinship system that a man wore only this degree of 
mourning for a mother who was a concubine, rather than a principal wife. Other 
relatives would include, as a more distant example, a second cousin’s son. A wife 
would wear it for the wife of her husband’s first cousin. 
 
The fifth degree mourning suit was one that was sometimes worn as a courtesy in 
cases where it seemed inappropriate to wear no mourning, and these more 
improvisatory rules came to be inscribed as well, often in reciprocal pairs, an issue 
that arises, for example, in Tán Gōng 3.63. 
 
The mortuary stage: the “funeral home” 
 
In contemporary China, funerals are often coordinated, as in the U.S., through a bìnguăn 殯館, 
that is, a funeral home. But in ancient China, mortuary rituals, which lasted for months, were 
conducted in the bìngōng 殯宮, that is, the home residence, transformed by the encoffined corpse 
dwelling within as a “funeral home” in a very literal sense. For the elite class that followed the 
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type of extensive mortuary rituals that the Rú declared fundamental to filial love and service, the 
death of a family member converted the family compound in which the extended family dwelt 
into a mortuary theater, within which the various stages of mortuary ceremony were performed. 
 
The elite homes that became 
“mortuary residences” are under-
stood by commentators to have 
generally followed a common 
pattern, sharing certain features of 
floor plan that make sense of the 
prescriptions found in the Yílĭ, as 
well as in other texts that describe 
ceremonial activities in the home. 
These common features can be 
diagrammed to resemble the floor 
plan at right. The east and west 
chambers represent the main living 
quarters, and additional ones would 
have been arrayed along the north-
south corridors that flank the main 
hall. 
 
The formal chamber is the location 
that a mortally ill person would have 
been moved to prior to death, and 
the place where the body would be 
bathed and dressed after death. 
During the minor dressing ceremony 
(xiăo liàn) the body would have 
been carried out into the main hall, 
and placed above the eastern steps 
or, for those conforming to Shāng 
era norms, between the two pillars. 
After the encoffining, it would have 
been temporarily lowered into a pit 
dug at the left side of the hall and 
covered. Paraphernalia of various kinds would be placed at specific locations during the course 
of the mortuary sequence. For example, soon after death, a stand (the chóng 重) would have been 
placed in the courtyard between the stele and the gate, on which certain types of pots were hung 
for preparation of food offerings to set beside the deceased. 
 
The ceremonies for these rituals would have involved the presence of visitors paying condolence, 
and these visitors would generally have entered through the compound gate, proceeding to bow 
to the chief mourners, who stood in the “host” position by the eastern steps up to the hall. The 
visitors would then generally stand by the stairs to the west, the pattern of ascending and 
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descending stairs from courtyard to hall being an essential part of the ritual choreography, the 
“hosts” using the eastern steps, the guests the western ones. 
 
The later stages of the mortuary rites, including preparations 
for the funeral cortege to the cemetery and the installation of 
the spirit tablet after interment, also involved the ancestral 
temple, which, for the elite, was a part of the family 
compound. It is my understanding that there is no definitive 
single plan that illustrates the precise location of the temple, 
but that it was located on the eastern side of the compound. I 
have constructed one model illustrating how the temple with 
its shrines – one for an ordinary gentleman (shì 士), three for 
a grandee (dàfū 大夫), as in this illustration, and so on up the 
ladder of hereditary elite – might have been situated, 
including its own walled area. (While my handiwork may call 
to mind a mother robot and baby, this does not reflect Warring 
States era mortuary ideology). The departing coffin’s visit to 
the shrine and the subsequent installation of the ancestral 
tablet there, involving, for all but the simple shì, the 
destruction of the oldest subsidiary shrine and construction of a new one, would represent the 
culmination of the mortuary rituals. Sacrifices performed in the temple at the end of the first and 
second years, and then after the full twenty-seven month “three year” mourning period, would 
complete the ritual labyrinth through which the bereaved family needed to proceed, if they were 
attempting to accord with Rú prescripts. 
 

* * * 
 
This brief overview fails to capture the intricacy and extensiveness of mortuary rituals, at least as 
laid out in the Yílĭ. Obviously, to the degree that Rú persuaded elite members of society that 
failure to follow orthodox lĭ involved a risk of spirit protection and social esteem, they created 
demand for their services, and the complexity and length of the ceremonies must have yielded 
substantial fees. If my interpretation of Tán Gōng 4.24 is correct, it provides a vivid portrait of a 
sometimes tense balance of authority between the chief mourner and the hired Rú, who was 
dependent upon the chief mourner’s patronage and satisfaction. This was an economic as well as 
a religious transaction. On the whole, it does not seem difficult to understand why Mohists 
would have attacked Ruist mortuary demands as wasteful and extortionate, and why the 
Zhuāngzĭ would the picture Rú as delighted to learn of a local death, excited by the income to be 
earned leading mourners through this serpentine process.  
 
Scholarly reference sources 
 
It remains to clarify the scholarly basis for this translation. I am not a specialist in Zhōu lĭ, nor in 
the Lĭjì. While I have had an interest in the role of ritual in Confucianism for forty years, and 
explored its philosophical dimensions at the level of masters texts, I have generally used the 
ritual texts only as source material to draw on, although I fought my way through them as a 
graduate student, retaining little of the technical discussions Since I view the ritual classics as 
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post facto idealizations that were actually enacted only to an uncertain degree in the late pre-
Imperial era, I think that degree of engagement is probably enough for most scholarly work on 
early Confucianism in a Western research context. But it is not enough to open up a text like Tán 
Gōng, and my goal in this translation has been to provide a service and make the Tán Gōng more 
accessible, both to myself and to anyone who might come across this record. So I have tried to be 
conscientious in becoming familiar with more details of the texts on mortuary rituals, and with 
the commentarial tradition on the text. I have gone about this by consulting numerous traditional 
commentaries (which are often entertaining to read on issues of interest), using modern Chinese 
editions of the Tán Gōng as cribs, along with James Legge’s perfectly serviceable 130-year-old 
translation. 
 
Base text. The base text for this translation is the Chóngkān Sòng bĕn Lĭjì zhùshū fù jiàokàn jì 重
栞宋本禮記注疏附挍勘記 , printed in Nánchāng 南昌  in 1815, and published in 
photoduplication by the Yìwén yìnshūguăn 藝文印書館 in Táibĕi (1955). I have matched that 
edition against the Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn 禮記逐字索引 text, produced by the Chinese University of 
Hong Kong Institute for Chinese Studies (1992). Wherever these texts disagree, I have noted the 
divergence, generally explaining why I have chosen one over the other. In a small number of 
cases, I have accepted textual emendations from other sources, but I believe only when there has 
emerged a commentarial consensus. 
 
The Lĭjì zhùshū is actually composed of four separate elements: 
 
1. The earliest extant commentary to the Lĭjì, the Lĭjì zhù《禮記注》, by the Later Hàn 漢 

exegete Zhèng Xuán 鄭玄 (127-200), basic to all subsequent editions. Because of Zhèng 
Xuán’s relative proximity to the living tradition behind the text, his many specific 
elucidations are often treated as insider information: valid glosses of obscure phrases and 
identifications of unknown figures for which any second source was long ago 
extinguished. However, in certain cases it does seem that despite the impressive 
foundation and range of Zhèng Xuán’s scholarship, he was either accepting as authority 
the improvisations of former teachers, or passing along his own. 

2. The applicable section of Lù Démíng’s 陸德明 (556-627) Jīngdiăn shìwén《經典釋文》, 
completed about 590. Lù Démíng’s focus was almost exclusively on issues of 
pronunciation and loan character usage, with occasional comments interspersed. 

3. The standard subcommentary, embedding the work of both Zhèng Xuán and Lù Démíng: the 
Lĭjì zhèngyì《禮記正義》 , part of a series of early Táng Imperially commissioned 
editions of the standard Confucian “classics,” which were becoming of increasing 
importance as the newly regularized examination system took root. The head of the large 
editorial team, Kŏng Yĭngdá 孔穎達 (574-648), receives credit as the authority behind 
this detailed commentary, but his role may have been as much bureaucratic as scholarly, 
and when the final product was submitted to the throne, he had already been dead five 
years. Nevertheless, I cite Kŏng Yĭngdá by name throughout this translation. 

 
These first three components were included as the Lĭjì edition chosen for inclusion in the 
Southern Sòng era publication project, Shísān jīng zhùshū《十三經注疏》, which forms the 
basis of the Qīng 清 era modified reprint we have today. 
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4. The final component consists of the text-critical notes of Ruăn Yuán 阮元 (1764-1849), upon 

whose initiative this edition of the Shísān jing zhùshū was published in 1815, at a time 
when he was Governor of Jiāngxī. Nine years earlier, Ruăn had completed a full text-
critical apparatus for all of the Thirteen Classics (the Shísān jīng jiàokàn jì《十三經挍勘

記》), and in sponsoring a reprint of the Sòng-era Zhùshū series, he had this work 
selectively incorporated in his reprint edition, relying on Lú Xuānxún 廬宣旬 (about 
whom I know no more) to make selections. This last component is titled the Lĭjì zhèngyì 
jiàokàn jì《禮記正義挍勘記》. 

 
In preparing the translation here, I have made extensive use of the Zhèng Xuán and Kŏng Yĭngdá 
commentaries, consulted Lù Démíng’s phonetic notes as needed, and made very little use of 
Ruăn’s work. 
 
Principal additional commentaries consulted. In addition to this base source, I have consulted 
the following commentaries to the Lĭjì: 
 
5.  Lĭjì jíshuō《禮記集說》, by Chén Hào 陳澔 (1260-1341), printed in 1328. Chén was himself 

an astute interpreter of the text, and his work includes the commentary of Sòng era 
Confucian scholars. After Zhèng Xuán and Kŏng Yĭngdá, Chén is probably the most 
frequently cited Lĭjì commentator. His writing is clear, concise, and generally well 
reasoned. Writing in an era that prized Sòng scholarship, Chén is not unduly deferential 
to the earlier, authorized commentaries, but his scholarship is textually grounded and, at 
least in the sections on the Tán Gōng, not reflective of the theoretical bent of Sòng 
Confucian studies. 

 
6.  Lĭjì zhāngjù 《禮記章句》, by the Míng-Qīng scholar-eremite Wáng Fūzhī 王夫之 (1619-

1692). Like many of Wáng’s commentaries, this work is less reliant on the existing 
commentarial tradition than most, and reflects Wáng’s rather idiosyncratic intellectual 
approach. The result is that his ideas sometimes seem simply off the wall, but Wáng often 
brings illuminating insights to the text that can’t be found elsewhere, and he was a terrific 
scholar. His scholarship is critical and textual, but also engaged, with occasional 
reflections on the intellectual or moral significance of the text that are rare in other 
commentaries. No commentary was more fun to read. 

 
7.  Lĭjì jíjiĕ《禮記集解》, by Sūn Xīdàn 孫希旦 (1736-1784), completed about 1780, but only 

published in 1868. Sūn was not particularly eminent, and his commentary languished for 
nearly a century before his descendants, Sūn Yīyán 衣言 and his young and brilliant son, 
Sūn Yíràng 詒讓, published it. Now, however, Sūn’s commentary, continually reprinted 
in easily available modern editions, may be the most influential traditional commentary 
on the Lĭjì (it was the edition I was trained on).  

 
8.  Li Chi: Book of Rites (1885), by James Legge (1815-1897), the only full English translation 

of the Lĭjì. Legge’s accomplishments in translation were extraordinary, and it is 
disappointing to have to say that readers will do just fine if they skip any work I’ve done 
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here and just use Legge’s, which is available online. Although I disagree with Legge on 
many points, I’m not sure why anyone should much care: Legge’s work has endured for 
130 years, and I would not place any bet on this translation being endured by 130 readers. 
Legge, of course, was aided by a terrific team of Chinese scholars, including, most 
notably, Wáng Tāo 王韜, but anyone working today gets comparable assistance from the 
published work of of contemporary Chinese scholars, and I have particularly benefited 
from the two listed next. 

 
9.  Lĭjì jīnzhù jīnyì《禮記今注今譯》, by Wáng Mèng’oū 王夢鷗 (1907-2002). Published in 

1970 by the Commercial Press in Táibĕi, Wáng’s edition was part of a publication series 
that was essentially a set of primers in classical works, intended for a college audience in 
Taiwan, including full vernacular translations along with scholarly notes. The scholarship 
in the series was nevertheless often quite strong. Although I purchased Wáng’s edition as 
a student in Taiwan only to use as a crib when studying Sūn Xīdàn’s work, I have 
benefited from it in preparing this translation. Wáng was an admirer of Wáng Fūzhī’s 
commentary, and cites it often (perhaps a bit more often than he should have). 

 
10.  Lĭjì yìzhù《禮記譯注》, by Yáng Tiānyŭ 楊天宇 (1943-2011), published in Shànghăi in 

1997. Like Wáng Mèng’oū’s edition, Yáng Tiānyŭ’s includes a translation into modern 
vernacular, along with careful annotation. Yáng was a specialist in Zhōu ritual tradition, 
as his scholarly translation of the Yílĭ, noted below, demonstrates. Yáng tends to be 
somewhat more conservative than Wáng Mèng’oū in his interpretations, but he draws on 
a very wide range of commentaries, as well as his own thorough understanding of the 
ritual classics. 

 
These have been the commentaries that I have basically tracked passage by passage in preparing 
this translation, though I have certainly not consulted them all for passages that seem free of 
problems.  
 
Commentaries occasionally consulted. There have been, in addition, a number of other 
commentaries that I have consulted to greater or lesser degrees, searching for dissenters and 
unusual readings that might have promise in difficult cases. These include the following: 
 
11.  Lĭjì zuănyán《禮記纂言》, by Wú Chéng 吳澄 (1249-1333), printed in 1334. An excellent 

commentary, comparable to Chén Hào’s in value. I did not make as much use of Wú’s 
work as I’d have liked because he rearranged the order of the passages of the Tán Gōng 
into a classified scheme of his own devising. This makes it necessary to scan through the 
text until one comes across the passage one is looking for (or to learn Wú’s classification 
scheme and guess where each passage might be located), and I did not have the energy to 
do that often. Ultimately, I found the commentary so interesting that I created an index 
for the Sìkù quánshū 四庫全書 Wényuāngé 文淵閣 edition. Unfortunately for me, I only 
decided to invest the effort to do this quite late in the process, and have not really made 
much use of it. But I have placed this index in an appendix to this translation, so that 
others may profit from it. (Readers with access to the online Sìkù quánshū can 
accomplish the same process using the search engine function with key phrases. Being a 
twentieth century person, I found this a slog.) 
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12.  Tán Gōng cóngxùn《檀弓叢訓》 , by Yáng Shèn 楊慎  (1488-1559), dated 1502. As 

indicated, this work deals only with the Tán Gōng chapter. It is very brief, but despite 
collating selected commentary by others, Yáng does manage to add many points of his 
own. In addition, he adds notes on readings and punctuation by Xiè Fāngdé 謝枋得 
(1226-1289). 

 
13.  Lĭjì xīyí《禮記析疑》, by Fāng Bāo 方苞 (1668-1749). Fāng’s introduction says that his 

chief inspiration was Chén Hào’s commentary, which he had studied closely for many 
years, detecting errors he sought to correct. The commentary is restricted to such points. 
(According to Wáng È 王鍔, Fāng wrote this work while in prison.) 

 
14.  Tán Gōng yíwèn《檀弓疑問》, by Shào Tàiqú 邵泰衢 (fl. c. 1730). A short, selective text, 

mainly consisting of Shào’s own observations, though he occasionally quotes others. It is 
useful in raising questions about the way that commentators have rationalized apparently 
problematic passages. 

 
15.  Lĭjì yìshū 《禮記義疏》, edited by È’ĕrtài 鄂爾泰 (Ortai, 1677-1745) et al., 1748. The 

official author for this Imperially commissioned commentary is actually the Qiánlóng 乾
隆 Emperor, but it was in fact a committee project. It includes a judicious selection of 
comments from earlier scholars, and has the added feature of often providing the full 
names of commentators who are elsewhere identified only by surname. 

 
16.  Lĭjì xùnyì《禮記訓義》, by Jiāng Yŏng 江永 (1681-1762), published in 1760. This partial 

commentary selects passages that Jiāng found problematic. Jiāng was a major scholar of 
the classics, and his observations are often valuable. I gained more from Jiāng’s work 
than from most others listed in this section. 

 
17.  Zhèngshì Lĭjì jìjiān《鄭氏禮記箋》, by Hè Yìxíng 郝懿行 (1757-1825), published in 1795. 

Hè was a fine scholar, but his additions to existing commentary seem to me to be few. 
 
18.  Lĭjì xùnzuăn《禮記訓纂》, by Zhū Bīn 朱彬 (1752-1834), dated 1842. Zhū’s commentary 

incorporates comments of later Qīng era scholars. 
 
19.  Lĭjì zhíyí《禮記質疑》, Guō Sōngtáo 郭嵩燾 (1818-1891), published in 1890. Guō, for 

whom scholarship was largely a fallback career after many years in government and 
diplomacy, wrote as a contrarian, seeking out passages where he could challenge the 
rationality of established interpretations. His scholarship is not visibly strong in a 
traditional sense, but he does sometimes reveal the shaky basis of accepted readings, and 
offer novel ideas. 

 
Sources for the Yílĭ. Beyond commentaries on the Lĭjì or Tán Gōng chapter specifically, I have, 
as noted earlier, needed to learn a significant amount about the orthodox mortuary rituals of the 
period during which the chapter was written, so far as these can be known. The standard text for 
this is, of course, the Yílĭ, and particularly its chapters on mortuary practices: “Sāngfú” 喪
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服,“Shì sānglĭ” 士喪禮, “Jìxì” 既夕, and "Shì yúlĭ” 士虞禮. Although I have occasionally 
consulted the standard Shísān jing zhùshū commentary edition, with notes by Zhèng Xuán and 
subcommentary by a Táng era team of scholars, led by Jià Gōngyàn 賈公彦, almost all my 
reading in the Yílĭ has relied on two more accessible sources: 
 
20.  Yílĭ yìzhù 《儀禮譯注》 , by Yáng Tiānyŭ, a scholarly edition with full vernacular 

translation, published in 1994. Yáng’s work is careful, clearly presented, and 
accompanied by numerous illustrations, which are very helpful in envisioning the 
paraphernalia and choreography of early ritual. 

 
21.  The I-Li, by John Steele (1868-1960), published in London in 1917. Steele’s translation 

seems to me such an extraordinary item that I want to devote a little space to celebrating 
it here, especially in light of the fact that information on Steele is exceptionally hard to 
find: no sinological source or library listing seems even to be aware of his year of death. 
Steele begins his preface by referring to a note in Legge’s introduction to his Lĭjì 
translation. Legge there mentions the French translation of Édouard Biot (1803-50) – a 
labor which, Legge suggests, helped lead Biot to his early grave – and asks, “Is there no 
sinologist who will now undertake a complete translation of the Î Lî?” Steele answered 
Legge’s challenge. Steele was, as Legge had been, a non-Anglican British Protestant 
missionary in China, arriving there in the 1890s. He taught at the Swatow Anglo-Chinese 
College in Shàntoú 汕頭, and developed both a syllabary for Shàntoú dialect and a 
system of Braille for Chinese characters. But while he had obtained a Masters degree in 
Belfast and a doctorate in Dublin (though a Presbyterian, Steele was born in Ireland), he 
had produced nothing of scholarly note beyond an English rendering of one chapter of the 
Sānguózhì yănyì 三國志演義  (number forty-three). Nonetheless, for the Yílĭ Steele 
produced an excellent translation of one of the world’s most soporific texts (he remarks 
that reading the text in English is likely to be, for readers, “almost as wearisome a task as 
was the translation of it”). Steele completed his work in 1913 and, taking his family on 
the Trans-Siberian Railroad, he left China for good in 1914. He returned to Scotland and 
England, where he seems to have devoted the remainder of his long life to service as a 
minister in the Presbyterian Church, producing no further scholarly work on China. If 
translating the Yílĭ killed Biot, perhaps in Steele’s case it had the milder effect of killing 
his interest in Chinese scholarship. But for those of us who have relied on his translation, 
it has brought this most wearisome of texts within the bounds of patient exploration, and I 
think we should be very grateful to John Steele. 

 
Helpful sources for illustrations. More scholarship pertaining to lĭ and the Tán Gōng can be 
found in works that deal with all three canonical ritual texts together (the Zhōu lĭ 周禮 being the 
third). I have not ventured into those texts for this project; I have, however, drawn from some of 
them to the extent of consulting relevant illustrations, some of which I have included here. 
Sources for these include the following: 
 
22.  Sānlĭ tújí zhù 《三禮圖集注》, by Niè Chóngyì 聶崇義, whose active career spanned the 

Five Dynasties era and into the Sòng. Published in 961. 
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23. Yílĭ tú《儀禮圖》 , by Yáng Fù 楊復 ; published in 1228. The diagrams of ritual 
choreography in Yáng’s work seem especially detailed, but are unfortunately difficult to 
make out in both modern reprints and online formats. 

24.  Sānlĭ tú《三禮圖》, by Liú Jī 劉績 (jìnshì 進士 1490); published c. 1500.  
25.  Sānlĭ tōngshì《三禮通釋》, by Lín Chāngyí 林昌彝 (1803-1876), published in 1864. 
 
I have naturally also made use of the well known Sāncaí túhuì 《三才圖會》of Wáng Qí 王圻 
(1530-1615), published in 1609.  
 
Let me note in addition a few further sources that I frequently consulted as reference works. 
With regard to dating the reign periods of rulers mentioned in the text, I relied on The Cambridge 
History of Ancient China, edited by Edward Shaughnessy and Michael Loewe (1999), with 
dating tables on pages 25-29. For dates of individuals, where available, I have used the tables 
from Qián Mù 錢穆 (1895-1990), Xiān-Qín zhūzĭ xìnián《先秦諸子繫年》(1935), pp. 615-620, 
treating most dates as approximations. Finally, in assessing and exploring many texts relevant to 
this project, I have frequently consulted Wáng È’s 王鍔 painstakingly annotated bibliography, 
Sānlĭ yánjiù lùnzhù tíyào《三禮研究論著提要》(2001). In addition, although I don’t think 
Wáng drills very deep, the chapter on the Tán Gōng in his Lĭjì chéngshū kăo《禮記成書考》

(2007) provides useful information.  
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凡例 
 

(Editorial Notes) 
 
As everyone who deals with sinology knows, Chinese reference works generally include a page 
explaining the scholarly apparatus that readers need to understand in order to use the work 
profitably. These helpful guides are generally written in a unique style of literary Chinese, 
designed to conceal their meaning from all but the highly trained traditional scholars who 
comprised the intended audience for the work. Organized by bullet points that seem to advertise 
clarity, the modern reader finds only an opacity that translates, roughly, “Figure it out yourself.” 
When I taught research methods courses in sinology, I would schedule time devoted solely to 
exploring and decoding some examples of these fánlì 凡例 (general procedures) pages. If I were 
to prepare a true page of that nature, I would compose it in Chaucerian English. Lacking the 
necessary skills to do it right, I have to hope this explanation of how I’ve organized my Tán 
Gōng translation will be confusing enough in plain vernacular.  
 

• Although the Tán Gōng is only a two-part chapter in the larger Lĭjì, and thus should be referenced 
in quotation marks and roman type (“Tán Gōng”), because this translation treats the chapter as a 
text in itself, and for aesthetic reasons, the title is italicized throughout; other chapters from the 
Lĭjì and from other texts are not. 

 
• All passages are numbered, following the Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn system, which treats the two parts of 

Tán Gōng (shàng 上 and xià 下) as chapters three and four of the Lĭjì. Therefore, all passages in 
part one have an index number in the form 3.#, and those in part two, 4.#. (The two parts of the 
initial “Qūlĭ” 曲禮 chapter begin with passages numbered 1.1 and 2.1 in the Zhúzì suŏyĭn system.) 

 
• The Zhúzì suŏyĭn passage divisions are largely based on the treatment of the text in the Shísān 

jīng zhùshū edition. These divisions are, in my view, frequently invalid. Other modern editions 
that use numbers, such as Yáng Tiānyŭ’s, number the passages differently. In this translation, 
when I feel it is a significant issue that the Zhúzì suŏyĭn combines two clearly separate passages 
under one number, I separate them, adding upper case letters, e.g., 3.25A, 3.25B. When I break a 
passage into multiple sections for convenience of translation and commentary, but the passage is 
nevertheless best construed as a textual unit, I designate the sections with a lower case letter, e.g., 
3.34a, 3.34b. (This applies particularly to 4.15, which comprises close to ten percent of the entire 
second part, and which I break into seventeen subsections, 4.15a-q.) 

 
• I have attempted to make the Chinese text consistent with the Zhúzì suŏyĭn text, with a couple of 

exceptions, which are noted. The punctuation is my own, and adapts my English rendering to 
something closer to Chinese norms. 

 
• I have separated numbered notes, specific to names and phrases in the text, from general 

comments, some unconscionably verbose, which appear after the mark   . Notes and commentary 
are in small, blue type, making them convenient to ignore. 

 
• Where references to other early texts are cited in the notes, I have generally used Zhúzì suŏyĭn 

index numbers to specify the location of passages; if a single number or no number appears, it 
means the Zhúzì suŏyĭn edition does not divide the text chapters into numbered micro-texts, and 
only the juàn 卷 title or number is provided. Exceptions to this norm include citations of the 
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Zŭozhuàn, where I have used Harvard-Yenching Concordance numbers, indicating reign year of 
the chronicle and sequence of Chūnqiū passages within each year (with “f” [for fù 附] denoting 
passages appended by the Zŭozhuàn beyond the chronicle), and citations of the Shĭjì, where 
reference numbers indicate the juàn and Zhōnghuá shūjú 中華書局 edition page number. In the 
case of the Mencius, I use the Zhúzì suŏyĭn passage divisions, but cite according to the traditional 
seven-book framework. 

 
• I have used tone marks throughout, and there may be problems connected with this. I did not 

notice till quite late that my autocorrect feature was wiping out tone marks on words it thought it 
recognized as English. I may not have discovered some of these. I set up macros for tone marks, 
and as I’m not used to them, I’ve caught instances where I mistyped the tone mark. Some may 
remain uncorrected – please assume that all mistaken tone marks are typos, rather than the 
revelations of ignorance which they more probably are. I have also not adopted any standard 
about which vowel in a sequence will bear the tone mark. The way I have set this up, certain 
letters swallow others with diacritics when they are typed in sequence (for example, if I type ‘a’ 
and then ‘ò’ the result is �). I’ve simply tried unsystematically to minimize these sorts of 
sequences. 

 
• I have included pronunciations for uncommon characters, pòyīn 破音 readings, and loan usages 

in text boxes squeezed to the right of the text. My basic goal is to make the text read more 
accessibly for those who may not yet have the broadest literary vocabulary. There has not been 
room for too many of these notations, so I’ve had to draw a rather arbitrary line. Any word I had 
to look up is included. Any instance of an unusual loan usage is noted as well (in such notations, 
the character that normally denotes the underlying word appears to the right in brackets and non-
bold text). I’ve added besides many other words that I feel likely to be challenging to some 
readers still in the process of expanding their skills in reading ancient texts.  

 
• Whenever I have noted reconstructions of archaic Chinese pronunciations, I have relied on Axel 

Schuessler’s transcriptions in his Minimal Old Chinese and Later Han Chinese (2009), rather 
than the Baxter-Sagart system, which is the most recently published reconstruction. I am 
confident that William Baxter and Laurent Sagart have improved the accuracy of phonological 
analysis, and I much appreciate their making their results available open source online. But in the 
context of annotating a translation like this, given a choice between, for example, Scheussler’s 
*lə̂mʔ and the Baxter-Sagart system’s *[m.]rˤ[u]mʔ, I think the former provides readers innocent 
of formal phonological training (like me) both challenges and information adequate for the issues 
at hand, while the latter is unlikely to provide illumination. 

 
• I have chosen to leave a number of terms in transcription, untranslated. These include: jūnzĭ 君子, 

lĭ 禮, rén 仁, and Tiān 天. For discussion of these four terms, see 3.9, note 3 (on jūnzĭ), 3.25B, 
note 1 (on lĭ), 3.26, note 3 (on rén), and 3.36, note 2 (on Tiān). The term “Dào” is now so 
ubiquitous in English that I have not thought it necessary to mark it as a transcription (even 
though I include the diacritic tone mark) or to include an explanation. 

 
• As will become obvious, the commentary here does not attempt to engage with contemporary 

secondary literature at all, either on the literature on the Tán Gōng specifically or on 
Confucianism and ritualism more generally. That is a function both of the limits of the online 
project as I set out to pursue it and of the limits of my knowledge.  

 
• In accord with the discussion of Rú above, I have used both the words “Confucian” and “Rú” in 

this text, as well as “Confucianism” and “Ruism” (an awful word!). I have not been very 
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disciplined about it, but my general notion is to use the “Confucian set” as a default, and always 
when it is tied to the person of Confucius himself, but I often use “Rú” and “Ruist” when I am 
specifically emphasizing the identity of our protagonists as a group of ritual professionals. (And, 
to be clear, I do not use the noun “Confucianist,” though I use “Ruist” as an adjective; 
“Confucian” already serves as both adjective and noun. We get by without Christianists; we’ll 
survive without Confucianists.) 
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Lĭjì, Chapter 3 
 
 

Tán Gōng, Part I 
 
 
 

《禮記。檀弓上》 
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3.1.   公儀仲子之喪，檀弓免焉。仲子舍其孫而立其子。檀弓曰：「何

居？我未之前聞也。」趨而就子服伯子於門右，曰：「仲子舍其孫而

立其子，何也？」伯子曰：「仲子亦猶行古之道也。昔者文王舍伯邑

考而立武王，微子舍其孫腯而立衍也；夫仲子亦猶行古之道也。」子

游問諸孔子，孔子曰：「否！立孫。」 
 
At the obsequies for Gōngyí Zhòngzĭ,1 Tán Gōng2 attended wearing a mourning turban.3 
Zhòngzĭ had passed over his late heir’s son and named his own younger son to be his heir.4 Tán 
Gōng said, “What is this?5 I have never heard of such a thing before!” He hurried over to Zĭfú 
Bózĭ,6 who was standing to the right of the gate, and said, “Why did Zhòngzĭ pass over his late 
heir’s son in favor of his own younger son?” 
 Bózĭ said, “Zhòngzĭ was indeed merely following the ancient Dào. In the past, King Wén 
passed over Bóyì Kăo and set up King Wŭ as his heir;7 Wéizĭ passed over his grandson Dùn and 
set Yăn up as his heir.8 Zhòngzĭ was indeed merely following the ancient Dào.” 
 Zĭyoú9 asked Confucius about this. Confucius said, “Not so. The grandson should be set 
up.” 
 

1The identity of Gōngyí Zhòngzĭ is unknown, but commentators suggest that the Gōngyí lineage was 
probably part of the ducal Jī 姬 clan of Lŭ 魯. The stage of mortuary ritual pictured here was likely the 
initial dressing (xiăoliàn 小斂). 
 
2Tán Gōng’s identity is uncertain. Given Zĭyoú’s appearance, it would seem that Tán Gōng was likely 
engaged in some way with the Rú community in Lŭ. 
 
3According to commentary, the wèn 免 (絻) headband was the mourning emblem for relatives of the fifth 
remove and for friends coming from other states. It was a cloth band wrapped to encircle the hair fully from 
the neck up, and was worn in place of a cap. 
 
4According to Zhōu lineage norms of primogeniture, the lineage of the eldest son has precedence so long as 
there is a male heir. 
 
5The expression used (héqí 何居) is a strong mark of “Qí 齊 dialect”; it occurs again in the Tán Gōng 
chapter only in 3.3 (and no more than a score of times in all early literature). 
 
6Zĭfú Bózĭ is tentatively identified by commentators as Zĭfú Jĭngbó 子服景伯, a figure met in the Analects). 
The Zĭfú family was a sublineage of the ducal Mèngsūn 孟孫 clan. Tán Gōng has crossed from the west to 
the east side of the lineage hall to ask his question of a higher ranking noble. 
 
7Commentators note that Bóyì Kăo, King Wén’s eldest son, had died without issue, and that therefore Zhōu 
lineage rules dictated that King Wŭ would become heir. 
 
8Wéizĭ was a member of the Shāng royal family. Commentators note that Shāng lineage rules called for 
succession to proceed among brothers until the generation was exhausted.  
 
9Zĭyoú is the Confucian disciple Yán Yăn 言偃. See Appendixes C and F for discussions of individual 
disciples and their roles in the Tán Gōng. 
 
  The issues raised in this passage concern the norms of succession, the privilege of ritual criticism, the 
norms for family rationalization of improper behavior, and perhaps the norms of manipulating ritual 
symbolism to convey a point. 

On this last, commentary is divided on the question of whether Tán Gōng’s funeral garb was itself 
intended as a criticism. Zhèng Xuán’s early commentary held that Tán Gōng was intentionally showing 

免  wèn  [絻] 
 

舍 shĕ [捨] 
 

何居  héqí 
 

腯  dùn 
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disapproval of Zhòngzĭ by appearing in inappropriate garb, but Sūn Xīdàn, among others, notes that the 
issue of succession is raised after the garb is noted in the tale, which suggests that the two are unconnected. 
Without knowing more about Tán Gōng’s relation to the Gōngyí lineage and the norms of mourning garb in 
the eyes of the original composers of this tale, it is not possible to adjudicate this issue. (The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
parallel text noted below makes no mention of Tán Gōng’s dress.) On the basis of the passage itself, Sun’s 
argument makes better sense. However, the commentary tradition reads this passage in light of 3.54, with 
which it shares both thematic elements and the common pivot of the disciple Zĭyoú. 
 On the matter of Bózĭ’s explanation, it seems clear that we are to view it as illegitimate; however, 
it may be that we are to understand that it is meant to serve as an appropriate face-saving excuse for the 
unusual decision of a likely kinsman.  

An alternative version of this anecdote appears in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (44.2): “Gōngyí Zhòngzĭ’s heir 
died and Zhòngzĭ designated his younger son as heir. Tán Gōng addressed Zĭfú Bózĭ, ‘What is this? I have 
never heard of such a thing before.’ Zĭfú Bózĭ said, ‘Zhòngzĭ was indeed merely following the Dào of the 
ancients. In the past, King Wén passed over Bóyì Kăo and set King Wŭ as his heir; Wéizĭ passed over his 
grandson Tú and set Yăn up as his heir.’ Zĭyoú asked Confucius about this. Confucius said, “Not so. 
According to the Zhōu system, one should designate the grandson.’” (公儀仲子嫡子死，而立其弟。檀弓

謂子服伯子曰：「何居？我未之前聞也。」子服伯子曰：「仲子亦猶行古人之道。昔者文王捨伯邑

考而立武王，微子捨其孫腯立其弟衍。」子游以問諸孔子。子曰：「否。周制立孫。」)  
 
3.2.   事親有隱而無犯，左右就養無方，服勤至死，致喪三年。事君有犯而無

隱，左右就養有方，服勤至死，方喪三年。事師無犯無隱，左右就養無方，

服勤至死，心喪三年。 
 
In service to one’s father, there are circumstances where one may conceal his errors,1 but one 
may never contravene him;2 assistance and provision of nurturance are unlimited; one’s efforts 
on his behalf are undertaken to death; one exhausts the mourning rites of three years.3  

In service to one’s ruler, there are circumstances where one may contravene him, but one 
may never conceal his errors; assistance and provision of nurturance are according to one’s 
office; one’s efforts on his behalf are undertaken to death; the mourning rites of three years are 
followed according to one’s office.  

In service to one’s teacher, one may never contravene him nor ever conceal his errors; 
assistance and provision of nurturance are not governed by rule; one’s efforts on his behalf are 
undertaken to death; one mourns in the heart for three years.4  
 

1By “concealment of error,” the text may refer to the interaction between father and son (that is, it may 
mean that the son conceals from the father that the father is in the wrong), or it may refer to the son’s 
concealment of the father’s faults from others. 
 
2Contravention likely refers to face-to-face contradiction. It is unlikely that disobedience in action is 
licensed for any of these cases. 
 
3The three year mourning period (actually twenty-seven months) was the longest prescribed ritual 
obligation, due to parents from children. 
 
4“Mourning in the heart” is explained by Zhèng Xuán as to wear the expression of mourning without 
wearing mourning clothes. 

 
3.3.   季武子成寢。杜氏之葬在西階之下，請合葬焉。許之。入宮而不敢哭。

武子曰：「合葬非古也，自周公以來，未之有改也。吾許其大而不許其細，

何居?」命之哭。 
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Jì Wŭzĭ1 was constructing a chamber. A grave belonging to the Dù family lay beneath the steps 
on the western side, and the family asked permission to perform a joint burial rite.2 Permission 
was granted, and when the Dù family entered the compound, they did not dare to wail. Wŭzĭ said, 
“Joint burial is not an ancient practice. This has been unchanged since the time of the Duke of 
Zhōu.3 How could I have granted the greater matter yet not grant the lesser?”4 He ordered that 
they wail. 
 

1Jì Wŭzĭ the posthumous name of Jìsūn Sù 季孫夙 (d. 535 BCE), leader of the powerful Jì family of Lŭ. 
 

2The ritual that fits this case would involve reburial in a joint grave at a different location; thus, the Dù 
family asked permission to remove the remains in the grave in order to bury them elsewhere. A number of 
commentators, including Wáng Mèng’oū and Yáng Tiānyŭ, read the passage this way. However, traditional 
commentators such as Kŏng Yĭngdá and Chén Hào see the Dù family requesting to inter a new coffin in the 
grave within the Jì family precincts. Guō Sōngtáo, invokes the comment of Zhāng Zài 張載 that zàng 葬, in 
this instance, probably denotes bìn 殯, and suggests a different scenario. Rather than a burial already 
existing on the site of Wŭzĭ’s new construction, this is instead the laying out of a concubine of Wŭzĭ who 
was a daughter of the Dù family, the Dùs requesting permission to come take her coffin and bury it in the 
family plot. The interpretation has the advantage of clarifying why wailing would have been an issue. 
 
3There are two ways to read these phrases. Wŭzĭ may be saying that joint burial was not a practice in early 
times, but had been since it was authorized in the time of the Duke of Zhōu (that is, with the advent of the 
Zhōu Dynasty), or he may be saying that it was not a traditional practice, and that this had been unchanged 
during the Zhōu era. The former interpretation is a commentarial consensus. However, I argue for the latter 
reading in some detail in Appendix A, below. 
 
4The co-occurrence of the idiomatic question word héqí in 3.1 and 3.3 may suggest that they share a source, 
and also, perhaps, that 3.2 was inserted between entries contiguous in an earlier redaction. 
 
  The passage seems to me puzzling on the traditional interpretation because it is unclear how Wŭzĭ’s 
comment about the antiquity of reburial is relevant. If the practice had been sanctioned for five centuries, 
what in the story would motivate Wŭzĭ to note that it had not been earlier? Commentary follows Zhèng 
Xuán who says that Wŭzĭ “saw that he had leveled someone’s grave and was finding a pretext for his 
mistake” (自見夷人冢墓以為寢: 欲文過之), but it is difficult to see how the pretext would work if 
reburial had been the norm since the time that the state of Lŭ had been founded. Kŏng Yĭngdá attempts to 
explain by claiming that Wŭzĭ implies, “At the time that I was constructing my chamber, I judged this 
grave to date from the time before the Duke of Zhōu; therefore reburial was not necessary and I leveled it” 
(我成寢之時, 謂 此冢墓是周公以前之事, 不須合葬, 故我夷平之). The upshot is that the text seems 
focused on the issue of Wŭzĭ violating lĭ (regarding joint burial) in an act of generosity, while commentary 
seems focused on his violating lĭ in an earlier act of selfishness. (On the term lĭ, see 3.32B, note 2.) 
 I believe the proper interpretation is that reburial was not traditional, and in the context of the state 
of Lŭ, this has a particular application. Prior to the advent of the Zhōu, the customs of the region accorded 
with those of the Yí 夷 peoples, whose burial rites involved the construction of raised mounds within which 
many members of a family were interred. When Zhèng Xuán says that the grave was “leveled” (yí 夷), it 
suggests that the Dù family were of Yí descent and preserved pre-Zhōu burial practices. (Note that Zhèng 
Xuán’s comment on Wŭzĭ’s action could be rendered, “Seeing that it was the grave mound of an Yí family, 
he had taken it for his chamber.”) With the family tomb now being leveled, the family has requested the 
right to remove the remains in order once again to inter them in a joint mound. It is permission to pursue 
this unorthodox ceremony that is the “greater matter” that Wŭzĭ has agreed to, and in comparison to which 
the minor disturbance of wailing is of no moment.  
 There is a lengthy Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage concerning joint burial (44.3) that bears on Tán Gōng 3.3. 
For an analysis of it, see the discussion in Appendix A. 
  

3.4.   子上之母死而不喪。門人問諸子思曰：「昔者子之先君子喪出母乎？」

曰：「然」。「子之不使白也喪之，何也？」子思曰：「昔者吾先君子無所
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失道；道隆則從而隆，道污 a 則從而污。伋則安能？為伋也妻者，是為白也

母；不為伋也妻者，是不為白也母。」故孔氏之不喪出母，自子思始也。 
 

a Wū 污 is glossed by Zhèng Xuán as shài 殺: “lesser; reduced.”   
 
Zĭshàng’s1 mother died and there was no mourning for her. Zĭsī’s disciples questioned him about 
this. “In the past, did your great forbear2 allow mourning for the mother he had divorced?”3 

 “Yes.” 
 “Why then did you not allow Bó to mourn?” 
 Zĭsī said, “In the past, my great forbear never failed to accord with the Dào. Where the 
Dào called for lavishness he was lavish; where the Dào called for simplicity he was simple. How 
could I have such ability? When she was my wife, she was Bó’s mother; once she was no longer 
my wife, she was no longer Bó’s mother.” 
 Accordingly, the tradition of the Kŏng family not to mourn for an expelled mother began 
with Zĭsī. 
 

1Zĭshàng (personal name: Kŏng Bó 孔白) was the son of Confucius’s grandson, Zĭsī (personal name: Kŏng 
Jí 伋). Zĭsī had divorced Zĭshàng’s mother. 
 
2The phrase xiān jūnzĭ  先君子 (literally: “former jūnzĭ”)  refers to Confucius, and I rendered it accordingly. 
 

3 Confucius had divorced his wife, the mother of his only son, Kŏng Lĭ 鯉, but permitted his son to wear 
mourning for her when she died. 

 
  This puzzling passage purports to be an explain the etiology of a Kŏng family custom, one which would 
only be of interest to an audience acquainted with the mourning practices of the Kŏng family, but it stands 
out for its unsympathetic portrait of Zĭsī. Zhèng Xuán considered it a criticism of Kŏng family practice in 
general. Sūn Xīdàn finds this so unusual that he develops an alternative reading. While prior commentators 
had noted that ritual distinguished between the duties of a son to a divorced mother before and after the 
death of the son’s father, Sūn argues that the actual issue here was that Zĭshàng’s mother had remarried and 
that this was the reason Zĭsī’s conduct differed from Confucius’s. Zĭsī’s answer merely reflects a reluctance 
to respond undiplomatically to his disciples’ question. Sūn’s argument notwithstanding, Zhèng Xuán’s 
interpretation clearly reflects the intent of the authors, who ascribe the governing rule to Zĭsī’s own 
invention. 

Although it seems unlikely that this was a focus for the passage authors, Zĭsī invokes a major 
philosophical point in comparing himself to Confucius. While he himself is guided by a rational rule, that is, 
when a woman is no longer a man’s wife she is no longer considered his son’s mother (at least in terms of 
family rituals), Confucius was able to adapt his conduct to the appropriate ritual level regardless of the 
particulars. In Confucianism, considerations of context supersede rules as a matter of general principle, but 
only in proportion to the actor’s virtuous ability to grasp the thematic substance underlying the rule, and to 
assess the moral balance of the context with objective discernment. The ability to act in accord with this 
rule-free criterion is an essential element of sagehood. As the passage shows Zĭsī acknowledging, his rule-
based formula is inferior to his grandfather’s performative adaptability, but is a consequence of his lacking 
the virtue to assess the moral context adequately to act without reliance on rule. 
 

3.5.   孔子曰：「拜而后稽顙，頹乎其順也；稽顙而后拜，頎乎其至

也。三年之喪，吾從其至者。」  
 
Confucius said, “To bow head to hands before one bows one’s forehead to ground is to perform 
in accord with submissiveness. To first kneel and bow one’s forehead to the ground and only 

稽 qĭ 
 

頹  tuí 
 

頎  kĕn [懇] 
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then bow head to hands is to express the extreme of earnestness. In performing the three-year rite 
of mourning, I follow the extreme.” 
 

  Commentators treat the bow to one’s hands as an acknowledgment of the person towards whom the bow 
is directed, and the kowtow as an expression of one’s own feelings: the former a courtesy, the latter 
heartfelt. For Zhèng Xuán and Kŏng Yĭngdá, the distinction here is between Shāng and Zhōu ritual forms, 
Confucius opting for the Shāng form in the case of the three-year mourning rite. Sūn Xīdàn disputes this, 
and notes that the Zhōulĭ distinguishes among nine different styles of combining the bow to the hands and 
the kowtow. 
 The idea underlying the passage accords with Analects 3.4: “In funeral ritual it would be better to 
be guided by one’s grief than simply to attend to the ritual stipulations.” 

The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.19) includes this passage, but adds the following context: “Zĭzhāng was 
observing the funeral rites for his father. Gōng Míngyí was supervising the ritual and asked Confucius 
about bowing the forehead to the ground.” (子張有父之喪。公明儀相焉，問啟顙於孔子。) 
 

3.6.   孔子既得合葬於防，曰：「吾聞之：古也墓而不墳。今丘也，東

西南北人也，不可以弗識也。」於是封之，崇四尺。孔子先反，門人

後，雨甚；至，孔子問焉曰：「爾來何遲也？」曰：「防墓崩。」孔

子不應。三，孔子泫然流涕曰：「吾聞之：古不脩墓。」 
 

Confucius, having completed the joint burial at Fáng,1 said, “I have heard that according to 
ancient rule, graves should not be mounded.2 Now, I am a man from all parts, north, east, south, 
and west, and cannot fail to mark this grave.” Thereupon he marked the grave with a mound that 
was four feet tall. 
 Confucius returned first. As his disciples followed later, a strong rainstorm burst. When 
they arrived, Confucius asked them, “Why have you come back so late?” 
 “The grave at Fáng collapsed,” they said.3 

 Confucius did not respond. After the disciples repeated what they had said several times, 
Confucius flushed with tears. “I have heard that according to ancient rule, no mound was 
constructed on graves,” he said.4 

 
1Fáng was the name of a mountain south of the capital city of Lŭ. 
 
2Whether Zhōu lĭ called for graves to be mounded is not entirely clear. Confucius here says that the practice 
of mounding graves is not “ancient,” and it is clear that he takes constructing a mound on his parents’ grave 
to contravene contemporary rules, since that is the reason the issue arises, but there are a number of early 
text passages that suggest that mounding graves was, at least, a norm, if not a sanctioned rule during the 
Zhōu. These issues are discussed in Appendix A. 
 
3Shào Tàiqú 邵泰衢 offers an interesting interpretation of this phrase. He reads this instance of fáng 防 as 
using the term in its normal form as a verb: “to prevent” (his own gloss reads shèn 慎: “to take care”). 
Confucius’s tears are a sign of sorrow not about the mound collapsing, but about his own insufficient 
attention to care for his parents, care that his followers had evinced. 
 
4It may be that in the Tán Gōng passage, Confucius is not merely rephrasing his earlier statement 
concerning grave mounds, but citing the rule of the “Sānglĭ sìzhì” noted above, “one does not repair a grave 
mound.” In a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel passage (44.3), there is an added phase that specifies that the disciples 
who stayed behind and encountered the rain repaired (xiū 脩) the grave. They are not portrayed reporting 
this to Confucius, but the general thrust of Confucius’s final comment may be inferred to mean that he was 
reproving them for that act, rather than making a rueful comment on his own. This, however, removes any 
literary function for Confucius’s extended silence. These issues are discussed in Appendix A. 
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  The tale of Confucius searching out the location of his father’s grave and burying his mother there is well 
established (see, e.g., Shĭjì 47.1906-7). The prefatory context for 3.6 appears below, at 3.10 (an inverted 
sequence that underscores the editorial disorder of Tán Gōng; see the discussion in Appendix B).  

I have argued at length elsewhere that this tale provides confirmation that Confucius’s family 
background was rooted in the Yí 夷 lineage of the state of Zhū 邾 (alt. Zoū 郰; Zhūloú 邾婁), rather than in 
the Zhōu lineages and culture of Lŭ, which accounts for Confucius characterizing himself as “a man from 
all parts,” that is, a man without any single home state tie. The Yí culture, broadly settled in China’s eastern 
coastal regions, is archaeologically distinguished by high, mounded graves, the remains of which have been 
found intact in many locations (though no intact examples exists in the immediate region of Lŭ, to my 
knowledge). Later, the Tán Gōng will describe Confucius’s own grave as mounded with care by his 
disciples (3.92). For the composers of this passage, Confucius was clearly violating Zhōu norms as a 
reflection of his unusual position as a man caught between two cultural worlds. These and further 
arguments are laid out in more detail in Appendix A, which also considers textual parallels to 3.6. 
 

3.7.   孔子哭子路於中庭。有人弔者，而夫子拜之。既哭，進使者而問

故。使者曰：「醢之矣。」遂命覆醢。 
 
Confucius was wailing for Zĭlù in his central hall.1 A man came to pay his condolences and 
Confucius bowed. Once he had completed his wailing, Confucius had the messenger brought 
forward and asked him for his news. “They minced him,” said the messenger. Confucius ordered 
that his household’s mincemeat be discarded. 
 

1 Zĭlù was killed in the course of a coup d’état in the state of Weì 衛, where he had been serving as a 
courtier, and his body is said to have been minced and eaten by those who prevailed. 
 
  It is not entirely clear that the visitor paying condolence and the messenger are one and the same, but the 
narrative has no coherence unless this is the case. 
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes a parallel passage with greater context (43.21): “Zĭlù and Zĭgāo took 
court positions in Weì. When the troubles associated with Kuăi Kuì broke out in Weì, Confucius heard 
about them in Lŭ. He said, ‘Chaí will come through it; Yoú will die.’ Later a messenger from Weì arrived. 
‘Zĭlù has died,’ he said. Confucius wailed in his central hall. A man came to pay his condolences and 
Confucius bowed. Once he had completed his wailing, Confucius had the messenger brought forward and 
asked his news. ‘They minced him,’ said the messenger. Confucius ordered his followers all to discard 
mincemeat. ‘How could I bear to eat that?’ he said.”  (子路與子羔仕於衛，衛有蒯聵之難。孔子在魯，

聞之，曰：「柴也其來，由也死矣。」既而衛使至，曰：「子路死焉。」夫子哭之於中庭。有人弔

者，而夫子拜之。已哭，進使者而問故。使者曰：「醢之矣。」遂令左右皆覆醢，曰：「吾何忍食

此！」) 
 The sentiment in this passage is one that is easy to sympathize with, but it may be worthwhile to 
reflect on the commitment to mortuary service to the corpse that we see throughout Tán Gōng and similar 
mortuary texts in order to imagine how powerful this anecdote may have been in an early Rú context. 

 
3.8.   曾子曰：「朋友之墓，有宿草而不哭焉。」 
 
Zēngzĭ said, “When the grass sprouts anew on the grave of a friend, one ceases to wail for his 
loss.” 
 
3.9.   子思曰：「喪三日而殯，凡附於身者，必誠必信，勿之有悔焉耳

矣。三月而葬，凡附於棺者，必誠必信，勿之有悔焉耳矣。喪三年以

醢  hăi 
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為極，a 亡則弗之忘矣。故君子有終身之憂，而無一朝之患。故忌日不

樂。」  
 

a Commentators break the sentence in two different ways, some punctuating after wáng 亡. 
 
Zĭsī said, “At death, if one encoffins the corpse on the third day, making sure with due care that 
all appurtenances for the body are in order, one will afterwards have no regrets. If, at the third 
month, one inters the coffin, making sure with due care that all appurtenances for the coffin are 
in order, one will afterwards have no regrets.1 In mourning, the three year period for the parent is 
the limit, but one never forgets them after they are gone.2 Therefore, ‘A jūnzĭ3 has lifelong cares, 
and but never so much as a morning’s confusion.’4 Therefore, on the anniversaries of his parents’ 
deaths he abstains from music.”5 

 
1According to Zhèng Xuán, “appurtenances for the body” refers to the grave clothes, and “appurtenances 
for the coffin” refers to the objects interred with the dead, such as models of items needed for daily use in 
the afterlife called “numinous objects” (míngqì 明器). 
 

2The alternative punctuation for these phrases would read: “The three-year mourning period for parents is 
for the greatest of losses; thus, one must not forget them.” Both approaches are reasonable. 
 

3Jūnzĭ 君子 is one of several key Confucian ethical terms that are generally left untranslated here (others 
include lĭ 禮 [see 3.32B, note 2] and rén 仁 [see 3.26, note 3]). Jūnzĭ, which is given translations such as 
“noble man” or “authoritative person,” denotes an ethical ideal of character, the specific contours of which 
are to some degree consistently articulated and to some degree shaped by particular textual contexts. The 
term is also occasionally used non-normatively to refer to someone in a position of power, in which case it 
is generally translated by a word such as “ruler.”  
 

 4These phrases are found in Mencius 4B.28. The contexts and meanings of the phrases differ. It may be 
that Tán Gōng is citing Mencius, but perhaps more likely that both texts are citing a common saying.  
 This sentence seems to me a clear intrusion into the text of this passage: it has no obvious 
connection with the rest of the passage and, is, as noted, cited elsewhere, and begins with an adverb, gù 故 
(“therefore”), that is repeated to begin the following sentence, a point of diction that seems to expose the 
“seam” in the splice. Because the phrases are inserted within an otherwise seamless passage, it is not 
treated here as a separate micro-text. 
 

5The word yùe 樂 (music) simultaneously carries here its second meaning as lè: “joy.”  
 
  The Lĭjì, “Jìyì” 祭義 chapter (25.5) includes the following phrases: “‘The jūnzĭ has lifelong mourning’: 
this refers to death anniversaries.” (君子有終身之喪, 忌日之謂也。) It seems possible that this passage of 
the Tán Gōng, conflating the former phrase with the similarly structured maxim that appears in the Mencius, 
has, at some editorial phase, altered an originally more straightforward citation along the lines of the “Jìyì” 
text. We could speculate that an original text for the the third section of this passage might have been more 
closely parallel to the first two, reading, perhaps: 喪三年以為極，必也弗忘，勿之有悔焉耳矣。故君子

有終身之喪，忌日之謂也。 
 
3.10.   孔子少孤，不知其墓。殯於五父之衢。人之見之者，皆以為葬也。其慎
a也，蓋殯也。問於郰曼父之母，然後得合葬於防。 
 

a The character 慎 is read by commentators as a loan for yĭn 引 or zhèn 紖: to draw (the coffin carriage), or 
the rope by which the carriage is drawn. 

 

樂  yuè 
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Confucius was a child when his father died and he did not know where his father’s grave was 
located. He led the hearse [of his mother] to the Crossroads of the Five Elders.1 Those who saw 
him there first took this to be a rite of interment, but observing the rope of the carriage, they saw 
it was an encoffining rite.2 After questioning the mother of Mànfŭ of Zoū,3 Confucius was able 
to complete a joint burial at Fáng. 
 

1The Crossroads of the Five Elders was a located south of the capital city of Lŭ. 
 
2The term bìn 殯, which sometimes is used to point generally to the entire period when the encoffined 
corpse lies in wait of burial (as in the next passage), may refer to the ceremony of encoffining the corpse, 
generally at the residence of the chief mourner or deceased (normally identical, as the chief mourner was 
usually the eldest son, living in the same compound as the parent), or it may refer to the ceremony of 
placing the coffin on the hearse carriage and proceeding to the ancestral temple, or the journey of the coffin 
on the hearse to the gravesite on the following day. The funeral procession to the gravesite was generally 
performed using a more elaborate decoration for the hearse than the colored draw rope referred to here. 
Confucius appears to be depicted performing the initial rite of preparing the corpse for transport to the 
gravesite in public, which occasioned the confusion noted among spectators. Commentators agree that we 
are intended to interpret this as an intentional breach of lĭ for the purpose of exciting comment that would 
reveal to Confucius the location of his father’s grave.  
 
3In the Shĭjì account of this episode, the name Mànfŭ appears as the term wănfū 輓夫 : one whose 
occupation includes drawing funeral hearses for pay. Commentators take Mànfŭ’s mother to have been a 
neighbor and intimate of Confucius’s mother, but the Shĭjì version more plausibly suggests her knowledge 
derived from familiarity with her unnamed son’s work. Zoū 郰 is an alternative name for the state of Zhū 
邾, or Zhūloú 邾婁 which was adjacent to Lŭ to the south. The northern portion of Zhū had been absorbed 
into Lŭ after 613 BCE, and thus the reference to Zoū here likely refers to ethnicity, rather than to state 
affiliation. It was in this region that Confucius was born, to a mother of Zhū ethnicity. 
 
  This well established tale is of slim plausibility, as Sūn Xīdàn insists, and Shào Tàiqú writes with great 
agitation about the irrationality of this portrait of Confucius. Noting the egregious violation of lĭ involved in 
having his mother’s body lie in state at a crossroads, Shào asks why Confucius could not have made 
inquiries earlier, and why he would, in any event, credit the report of a stranger who told him where his 
father lay. However, the tale is a fixed feature of Confucius’s biography. The occasion for the mortuary 
rite – the death of Confucius’s mother, who is never actually mentioned in this passage – is not explicit in 
this version, which is closely paralleled in Kŏng Cóngzĭ  孔叢子, “Chén shìyì” 陳士義 (15). 
 An anomalous dimension of this story and its historical background is the status of Confucius’s 
mother in the Kŏng family. The Shĭjì (47.1905) tells us in a laconic manner that Confucius’s father and 
mother “conjoined in the wilds” (yĕhé 野合), a phrase whose meaning is much disputed: does it mean, 
perhaps, “married outside the region of Lŭ ducal control,” “differed in age beyond normal bounds of a 
married couple,” or simply “without the protocol of marriage?” The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, “Bĕn xìng” 本姓 chapter 
(39.1) tells us that Confucius’s father was an old man when he wed Confucius’s mother, having in his 
younger years given birth to nine daughters and to a son with a deformed foot by a concubine. The text tells 
us that Confucius’s father took his mother as a wife (qī 妻), implying that he had either divorced his 
original wife or that she was dead. But it appears that shortly after Confucius was born, his father moved 
north with his patrons, the noble Zāng 臧 family, and left Confucius behind to grow up with his mother’s 
family, the Yáns 顏. It also appears from the current passage that upon the death of Confucius’s father 
when Confucius himself was, we are told, three suì, either none of Confucius’s elder siblings was aware of 
the burial site of their father or that the entire household had moved north with Confucius’s father, leaving 
only Confucius and his mother behind and out of touch. Although the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ account is detailed in 
portraying the process by which Confucius’s father sought a wife from Confucius’s maternal grandfather, 
these other features simply do not fit the profile of a marriage. It seems to me likely that the tale of 
Confucius seeking out his father’s grave and burying his mother there, whether based in historical fact or 
not, is a literary reflection of a process whereby Confucius established his mother’s legitimacy as a member 
of the Kŏng family, and thereby established his own. 
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3.11A.a   鄰有喪，舂不相；里有殯，不巷歌。 
 

a For an explanation of upper and lower case letters added to index numbers, see the discussion in the 
“Editorial Notes,” p. 17. (The short answer is that added upper case letters, such as this one, mean that 
multiple portions of one Zhúzì suŏyĭn section are treated here as independent passages; lower case letters 
mean they are understood as one passage with multiple components, best analyzed separately.) 

 
When there is a death in the neighborhood, none beat their pestles in time;1 when the 
neighborhood has an encoffining, there is no singing in the lane.2  
 

1I am reading xiàng 相 as in the phrase, chéng 成 xiàng, denoting a rhythmic or melodic counterpoint. 
 
  This passage appears verbatim as the opening of a longer string of rules in Lĭjì, “Qūlĭ” 曲禮 (I) (1.35). 
Yáng Shèn points out that the Yántĭe lùn 鹽鐵論 (29) reformulates the grammar, making the reading clearer: 
“In ancient times, when there was death in the neighborhood, pestles were not beaten in concert and songs 
were not sung in the lane.”  (古者，鄰有喪，舂不相杵，巷不歌謠。) 

 
3.11B.   喪冠不緌。 
 
The ties on funeral caps are not lengthened as ornaments.1 

 
 
1That is, they end under the chin, not in the tasseled extensions of ordinary cap strings. 

 
3.12.   有虞氏瓦棺，夏后氏堲周，殷人棺槨，周人牆置翣。周人以殷人

之棺槨葬長殤，以夏后氏之堲周葬中殤、下殤，以有虞氏之瓦棺葬無

服之殤。 
 
Under the Yŏuyú clan, people made earthenware coffins.1 Under the Xiàhoù clan, people 
chambered the coffin in tiles.2 The people of Yīn3 used inner and outer coffins. The people of 
Zhōu surround the coffin with a screen of pennons. The people of Zhōu adopted the Yīn custom 
of inner and outer coffins for those older youths who died; for those who died in adolescence and 
late childhood, they follow the Xiàhoù clan custom of tiling the coffin.4 In cases of children who 
die so young that no mourning clothes were to be worn, they follow the Yŏuyú clan custom of 
earthenware coffins.5 

 
1The era of the Yŏuyú clan was that of Yaó and Shùn.  
 

2The Xiàhoù clan refers to the Xià Dynasty. 
 

3Yīn was an alternative name for the Shāng 商 Dynasty. It is used throughout the Tán Gōng where 
contemporary scholars would use Shāng. 
 
4According to Kŏng Yĭngdá, the three classes of youths specified here as dying young (shāng 殤) span the 
ages of sixteen to nineteen, twelve to fifteen, and eight to eleven (all sùi 歲). Other texts specify that once 
young men had been capped (at age twenty), the term shāng was no longer applied at their deaths. However, 
the same is said for girls whose hair was bound (jī 笄), which was customary at age fifteen.  
 

堲   jí 
 

翣  shà 

相  xiàng 
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5No mourning was worn for children who died at age seven suì or earlier. (Archaeologists have indeed 
found widespread evidence of urn burials for infants in late Neolithic China. I am not aware of evidence 
from later periods, as is suggested by the close of this passage.) 
 
  Language from this passage appears in the Huáinánzĭ 淮南子, “Fànlùn xùn” 氾論訓: “Under the Yŏuyú 
clan, people made earthenware coffins. Under the Xiàhoù clan, people chambered the coffin in tiles. The 
people of the Yīn used outer coffins. The people of Zhōu surrounded the coffin with a screen of pennons.” 
(有虞氏用瓦棺，夏后氏堲周，殷人用槨，周人牆置翣。) Language adjacent to this in the Huáinánzĭ 
passage appears below, in 3.44A. 

 
3.13.   夏后氏尚黑；大事斂用昏，戎事乘驪，牲用玄。殷人尚白；大事

斂用日中，戎事乘翰，牲用白。周人尚赤；大事斂用日出，戎事乘

騵，牲用騂。 
 
The Xiàhoù clan took black as its color; at death, the corpse was dressed at disk; in war, chariots 
were drawn by black horses; sacrificial beasts had dark coats.  

The people of Yīn took white as their color; at death, the corpse was dressed at midday; 
in war, chariots were drawn by white horses; sacrificial beasts had white coats.  

The people of Zhōu take crimson as their color; at death, the corpse is prepared at 
daybreak; in war, chariots are drawn by red bays; sacrificial beasts have red coats. 
 

  The text overlaps with Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 24, which presents a similar list including these items, but 
interspersing others as well. 

 
3.14.   穆公之母卒，使人問於曾子曰：「如之何？」對曰：「申也聞諸

申之父，曰：哭泣之哀、齊斬之情、饘粥之食，自天子達。布幕，衛

也；縿幕，魯也。」 
 
“When the mother of Duke Mù1 died, the Duke sent someone to ask Zēng Shēn, “How should 
this be managed?”2  

“I have heard it from my father that, concerning the wailing laments, the mourning 
clothes of greatest grief,3 and the gruel mourners eat, these are alike for all from the Son of 
Heaven on down. The hemp tent is used in Weì; the silk tent is used in Lŭ.”4 

 
1Duke Mù of Lŭ reigned 415-383 BCE. 
 
2Zēng Shēn 曾申(c. 475-405 BCE), referred to as Zēngzĭ, or Master Zēng, here, was the son of Confucius’s 
disciple Zēng Shēn 參 (505-436 BCE), who is more commonly known as “Zēngzĭ.” 
 
3The mourning clothes referred to (zīzhăn 齊斬) are those worn for the three-year mourning period: zīcuī 
齊衰 for one’s mother, zhăncuī 斬衰 for one’s father. 
 
4The purpose of citing both Weì and Lŭ customs here is disputed by commentators, some taking the point 
to be that the Lŭ custom is a presumptuous appropriation of Zhōu royal rites, while others seeing this 
simply as an area where Zēngzĭ felt that equivalent options existed. The ritual practices of these two states 
are also contrasted in passage 4.75. 
 
  It may be that the final phrases of this text are actually a separate micro-text, not necessarily meant to be 
read with the initial portion of 3.14. I considered breaking this into A/B micro-texts, but because Duke Mù 
ruled in Lŭ, one of the two states contrasted in the closing phrases, it is possible that the passage was 

驪  lí 
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composed to show the contrast between universal application of large-scale ritual norms, and the 
permissibility of variation on the smaller scale, and so I have left it as an undivided passage. Wú Chéng 
treats these portions as two separate passages. 

 
3.15.   晉獻公將殺其世子申生。公子重耳謂之曰：「子蓋言子之志於公

乎？」世子曰：「不可。君安驪姬，是我傷公之心也。」曰：「然則

蓋行乎？」世子曰：「不可。君謂我欲弒君也，天下豈有無父之國

哉！吾何行如之？」使人辭於狐突曰：「申生有罪，不念伯氏之言

也，以至于死。申生不敢愛其死；雖然，吾君老矣，子少，國家多

難，伯氏不出而圖吾君；伯氏茍出而圖吾君，申生受賜而死。」再拜

稽首，乃卒。是以為「恭世子」也。 
 
Duke Xiàn of Jìn was preparing to kill his heir, Crown Prince Shēnshēng.1 Prince Chóng’ĕr2 
spoke to his brother. “Why do you not express your true intentions to the Duke?” 
 The Crown Prince said, “I cannot. Our lord is happy with Lí Jī, and if I did as you say, it 
would break the Duke’s heart.”3 

 “Then why do you not flee?” 
 “I cannot. Our lord has labeled me a would-be patricide. Where in all the world is there a 
state without fathers? Where would I flee?” 
 The Crown Prince sent a man to bear his regrets to Hú Tú,4 saying, “I have transgressed; 
I failed to bear in mind your words, Master, and so have come to the point of death. I dare not 
begrudge my death. However, my lord is old and his son is young; the state is beset by many 
troubles, and you, Master, do not come forward to advise my lord. Were you to do so, I would 
die grateful for this gift.” Then the messenger twice bowed and knelt with head to ground, after 
which the Crown Prince died.5 

 This is why he is known as the Reverent Crown Prince. 
 

1Duke Xiàn reigned 676-651 BCE. Shēnshēng’s death occurred in 655 BCE. 
 

2Prince Chóng’ĕr is the future hegemon, Duke Wén of Jìn (r. 636-628 BCE). 
 
3Lí Jī was the young consort of the Duke’s old age, with whom he was infatuated. The Prince’s 
predicament was the product of her scheme to have her child declared heir by slandering the Duke’s other 
children. 
 
4Hú Tú was a patrician who had served as the Prince’s tutor, now living in retirement out of fear that he 
would himself be put in danger. (His son was afterwards Duke Wén’s closest advisor; see passage 4.13.) In 
the Gúoyŭ 國語 version of this tale, the following speech to Hú Tú refers to specific advice that Hú Tú had 
given the Prince to take steps to evade the likely plots against him. 
 
5Other versions make clear that the Prince committed suicide. 
 
  This anecdote has no clear theme related to death rituals or any theme stressing lĭ of any kind, and it fits 
poorly in the Tán Gōng. The story was a famous one, and exists in many versions. The closest parallel to 
the version here is Shuìyuàn 說苑 (4.9-10). The most extensive account appears in the “Jìnyŭ” 晉語 section 
of the Gúoyŭ: these particular events (recounted as the initial section of “Jìnyŭ II” [4.10]) constitute a pivot 
in a the long narrative arc that extends from the beginnings of Duke Xiàn’s infatuation with Lí Jì, through 
the extended romance of Chóng’ĕr’s long exile and rise to the throne, all of which occupies most of “Jìnyŭ 
I-IV.” Some of the initial matters in that long narrative are condensed in the Zŭozhuàn, which has its own 
version of the death of Shēnshēng (Xī 4/9f). 
 This passage is complemented by 4.13, below, which parallels a later section of “Jìnyŭ II.” 

蓋  hé [盍] 
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3.16.   魯人有朝祥而莫歌者。子路笑之。夫子曰：「由，爾責於人，終無已

夫？三年之喪，亦已久矣夫。」子路出，夫子曰：「又多乎哉！踰月則其善

也。」 
 
There was in Lŭ a man who in the morning performed the xiáng ritual and in the evening sang.1 
Zĭlù laughed at him. The Master said, “Yoú,2 will you never stop criticizing people? Maintaining 
three years of mourning is a long task, indeed.” 
 After Zĭlù had gone out, the Master said, “Yet, was there much time left? Had another 
month gone by before he sang, all would have been well.”3 

 
1The xiáng 祥 ritual marked the beginning of the twenty-fifth month of the “three-year” mourning period 
for a parent’s death. The three-year period actually lasted twenty-seven months, with a series of 
intermediate rituals marking the gradual easing of mourning strictures. According to the Lĭjì, “Sāngfú sì 
zhì” 喪服四制 chapter (50.5), after the xiáng ritual was complete, the mourner was permitted to play the 
zither; however, commentators here stress that playing the zither with one’s fingers is a lesser release than 
singing, which mobilizes the body’s qì 氣.  
 

2Yoú 由 was the personal name (míng 名) of the senior disciple Zĭlù. 
 

3Singing was permitted after the tăn 禫 ritual had been completed at the beginning of the twenty-sixth 
month. 

 
  The passage manages to convey several points. In general, it makes clear the strictures governing the 
xiáng ritual’s role in the mourning process, but what it highlights is that Rú should not hold others too 
strictly to the onerous burdens of ritual that they promoted. The final comment, addressed to disciples (and 
readers) out of the judgmental Zĭlù’s hearing, endorses the standards, despite the adjuration that they should 
not be applied without a degree of flexibility. 
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ has a parallel passage with only insubstantial variation (42.23). 
 

3.17.   魯莊公及宋人戰于乘丘。縣賁父御，卜國為右。馬驚，敗績，公

隊。佐車授綏。公曰：「末之卜也。」縣賁父曰：「他日不敗績，而

今敗績，是無勇也。」遂死之。圉人浴馬，有流矢在白肉。公曰：

「非其罪也。」遂誄之。士之有誄，自此始也。 
 
Duke Zhuāng of Lŭ met the men of Sòng in battle at Chéngqiū.1 Xuán Bēnfŭ was his charioteer, 
and Bŭ Guó rode as his right hand warrior. Suddenly, their horse shied and the chariot broke 
from the ranks. The Duke fell out, and those in an attendant chariot threw him a strap to remount. 
The Duke said, “This was not foretold in our divinations.”2  

Xuán Bēnfŭ said, “On other occasions the chariot has not broken from the ranks, but this 
time it did. This shows a lack of valor,” and he rushed into battle to die.3 

When the groom was later bathing the horse, he found an arrow lodged in the inner thigh. 
The Duke said, “It was not his fault!” Whereupon the Duke composed a eulogy in Xuán Bēnfŭ’s 
honor.  

This was the beginning of gentlemen receiving eulogies.4 

 

縣  xuán 
 

隊  zhuì [墜] 
 

綏  suī 
 

圉  yŭ 
 

誄  lĕi 
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 1The battle occurred in 684 BCE, and is reported in a brief Zŭozhuàn entry (Zhuāng 10/5), which mentions 
none of the events in this tale. The battle was, in fact, a major victory for Lŭ, which faced a combined force 
of armies from both Sòng and Qí. 
 

2There is much debate among commentators about the Duke’s words. The word for “divination” (bŭ 卜) is 
also the surname of Bŭ Guó, and many follow Zhèng Xuán in reading this as a criticism of Bŭ Guó, rather 
than as a comment on divination. 
 

3The text uses elliptical phrasing, but it is clear that Xuán Bēnfŭ attributes the horse’s behavior to his own 
weakness, and that his death in battle was motivated in response. 
 

4The designation of “gentleman” (shì 士) was not hereditary, and thus a gentleman did not belong to the 
aristocratic class. 
 
  This is the first of three entries in Tán Gōng that concern the etiology of specific lĭ. The others are 
passages 3.20 and 4.14. (See also 3.4.) 

 
3.18.   曾子寢疾，病。樂正子春坐於牀 a 下，曾元、曾申坐於足，童子

隅坐而執燭。童子曰：「華而睆，大夫之簀與？」子春曰：「止！」

曾子聞之，瞿然曰：「呼？」曰：「華而睆，大夫之簀與？」曾子

曰：「然，斯季孫之賜也，我未之能易也。元，起易簀。」曾元曰：

「夫子之病革矣，不可以變；幸而至於旦，請敬易之。」曾子曰：

「爾之愛我也不如彼。君子之愛人也以德，細人之愛人也以姑息。吾

何求哉？吾得正而斃焉斯已矣。」舉扶而易之。反席未安而沒。 
 

a Following the Shísān jīng zhùshū edition. The Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn text uses the graph 床. This discrepancy 
applies to instances of this word in 3.84 and 4.25B as well. 

 
Zēngzĭ lay in his chamber, mortally ill. Yuèzhèng Zĭchūn sat by his bed; Zēng Yuán and Zēng 
Shēn sat at its foot.1 In the corner, a servant boy sat holding a candle. The boy said, “Is that not a 
grandee’s mat, patterned and glittering?”  

“Hush!” said Zĭchūn. 
Zēngzĭ heard and cried out in consternation, “Eh?” 
“Is that not a grandee’s mat, patterned and glittering?” 
Zēngzĭ said, “Yes, this was a gift from the head of the Jìsūn family.2 I have not had the 

strength to change it yet. Yuán, lift me up and change the mat.” 
Zēng Yuán said, “Your illness is at a crisis, Sir. The mat cannot be changed. Should 

fortune bring you to dawn, allow me respectfully to change it for you then.” 
“Your care for me does not match this boy’s,” said Zēngzĭ. “In caring for others the jūnzĭ 

is guided by virtue, the petty man by convenience. What do I ask? Simply to die according to 
what is proper.” 

They lifted him up and changed the mat, and before he had comfortably settled back 
down, he was gone. 

 
1Yuèzhèng Zĭchūn was a disciple of Zēng Shēn 參 (Zēngzĭ). Zēng Yuán and Zēng Shēn 申 were Zēngzĭ’s 
sons. 
 
2The Jìsūn clan leader was the de facto ruler of Lŭ. 
 

睆  huăn 
 

簀  zé 
 

瞿  qú  
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  A number of commentators, such as Wú Chéng and the Yìshū editors, note that it is unclear what point of 
lĭ is actually at stake here. If it was permissible for Zēngzĭ to sleep on a mat above his station, why would it 
be a breach of protocol if he should die upon it? It may be that those who composed the story simply did 
not reason through the issue as thoroughly as later scholars.  

There are in early literature several accounts of Zēngzĭ on his deathbed. None holds a candle to 
this one for literary skill. Yáng Shèn was moved to add an editorial critique in praise of it: “A thousand 
years later, it all seems right before our eyes!” 

 
3.19.   始死，充充如有窮；既殯，瞿瞿如有求而弗得；既葬，皇皇如有望而弗

至。練而慨然，祥而廓然。 
 
In the first wake of the parent’s death, the son should be seized with grief, as though blocked, 
with no way to move. Once the body is encoffined, his eyes should wander, as though seeking 
what cannot be found. Once interred, he should appear distracted, as though gazing far for what 
cannot be seen. When the heavy mourning dress is put off after the sacrifice marking the 
thirteenth month, he should sigh with regret.1 When the lighter mourning dress is put off after the 
sacrifice marking the twenty-fifth month, he should droop with melancholy. 
 

1The term liàn 練 denotes the sacrifice of the thirteenth month by synecdoche, the change in mourning 
dress being used to represent the sacrificial rite. The reason is that this sacrifice bore the same name as the 
sacrifice of the twenty-fifth month, named directly after: the xiáng 祥 sacrifice; the two are sometimes 
called the “greater” (dà 大) and “lesser” (xiăo 小) xiáng sacrifices.  

 
  The strictures of mourning convey the mix of emotion and performance that characterizes the way the 
early Rú community seems to have treated much of ritual propriety. Passages such as this one should 
probably be read as equally a set of prescriptive stage directions and descriptive characterizations of the 
process of grief, the actual performance serving to prompt the feelings as much as the feelings may 
spontaneously generate the performance. A number of passages in the Tán Gōng resonate with this one, 
some particularly close in rhetoric. Passage 4.29 is so much a parallel that it appears almost as a textual 
variant, while 3.41 employs different diction to embed this idea in a dialogue setting. A close parallel 
appears in the Lĭjì, “Wèn sāng” 問喪 chapter (36). 

 
3.20.   邾婁復之以矢，蓋自戰於升陘始也。魯婦人之髽而弔也，自敗於

臺 a鮐始也。 
 

a Taí 臺 is understood by Zhèng Xuán as a graph error for hú 壺. 
 
In Zhūloú,1 the custom of shooting arrows to call back the dead probably began with the battle of 
Shēngxíng.2 In Lŭ, the custom of women paying condolences wearing the zhuā headdress began 
with the defeat at Hútái.3 

 
1The state of Zhūloú, also known as Zhū 邾 or Zoū 郰, was an Yí 夷 (non-Zhōu) state on the southern 
border of Lŭ. Lŭ and Zhūloú were frequently at war. 
 

2The battle of Shēngxíng, fought in 638 BCE (Zŭozhuàn Xī 22/3), was a decisive victory for Zhūloú. Zhèng 
Xuán claimed that despite the victory, the Zhūloú dead were so numerous that there were not clothes 
enough to use to summon back the spirits of the dead, so arrows were used. (The use of clothing to 
summon the dead was, to my knowledge, only practiced when no corpse could be recovered for burial.) 
Sūn Xīdàn’s explanation differs only in stating that summoning the dead when abroad involved not clothes 

陘  xíng 
 

髽  zhuā 
 

鮐  tái 
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but the use of chariot straps (apparently analogous to the rescue in 3.17 above), as stated in the Lĭjì, “Zájì” 
雜記 chapter (20.1-2). 
 

3Zhuā denotes a pinned hair bun worn without the usual cloth covering (see the following passage, 3.21). 
The battle of Hútái (according to the Zŭozhuàn, written 狐鮐), took place in 569 BCE. As with the battle of 
Shēngxíng, Zhūloú prevailed. 
 
  This passage appears to link two related micro-texts together, the second, perhaps, originally linked to 
3.21. It would be valid, I think, to treat 3.21 as having A and B parts, or to link the second part to 3.21 as 
3.21A. However, the current treatment of 3.20 as a two-part, balanced creation and 3.21 as a separate text 
on a common element is reasonable. 

The Zŭozhuàn has text that also links the zhuā 髽 hairstyle to the battle of Hútái (Xiāng 4/7f): 
“Invading Zhū, we were defeated at Hútái. Those people of the state who met the returning wagons of the 
dead all wore the zhuā, and from that time those in Lŭ first began to wear the zhuā.”  (侵邾，敗于狐駘。

國人逆喪者皆髽，魯於是乎始髽。) 
 
3.21. 南宮縚之妻之姑之喪，夫子誨之髽曰：「爾毋從從爾，爾毋扈扈

爾。蓋榛以為笄，長尺，而總八寸。」 
 
At the funeral of the mother of Nángōng Taō’s wife, the Master instructed her on the zhuā. “Let 
it not be too high, nor let it be too broad. You should use a hazelwood pin one foot in length, and 
allow the strings of the binding cord to dangle eight inches.” 
 

1Nángōng Taō is Nán Róng 容, to whom the Analects tells us Confucius married his elder brother’s 
daughter (5.2). Thus Confucius here instructs his niece. This is made explicit in a version of this passage 
that appears in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.18). There, the passage, otherwise identical with this one, begins: 南宮縚

之妻，孔子之兄女，喪其姑 (“The wife of Nángōng Taō, the daughter of Confucius’s older brother, lost 
her mother . . .”).  
 
  Passages 3.20-21, taken together, relate at a number of points to Confucius’s connections with Zhūloú, 
noted briefly above, in connection with 3.6 and 3.10.  

i. The defeat at Shēngxíng is described in the Zŭozhuàn as the result of Duke Xī of Lŭ ignoring the 
advice of his prime minister, Zāng Chén 臧辰 (Zāngsūn 孫 Chén; Zāng Wénzhòng 文仲; d, 617 
BCE), whose demesne south of Lŭ at Fáng 防, occupying ancestral Zhūloú lands, was the burial 
place of Confucius’s parents (see 3.10).  

ii. The defeat at Hútái was the unfortunate turning point in the career of the Lŭ general, Zāng Hé 臧紇 
(Wŭzhòng 武仲), grandson of Zāng Chén; Confucius’s father, Shúliáng Hé 叔梁紇 was a courtier 
and military leader in the service of Zāng Hé. 

iii. Nángōng Taō is also frequently identified as Nángōng Kuò 适 (also known as Yuè 閱; Jìngshú 敬

叔), one of two brothers said to have been Confucius’s first students, both the sons of a nobleman 
of Lŭ, Mèng Xīzĭ 孟僖子 (d. 518 BCE; his father is praised in 3.22, below) and a woman of Zhūloú, 
whom Xīzĭ lived with there, rather than at his family compound in Lŭ, just as Shúliáng Hé bore 
Confucius of a woman of Zhūloú who remained in Zhūloú when Hé moved, with Zāng Hé, to Lŭ. 
(Qián Mù, among others, has argued that Taō and Kuò were different people; if so, Taō would 
likely have been a brother or son of Kuò.) 

 
3.22.    孟獻子禫，縣而不樂，比御而不入。夫子曰：「獻子加於人一等

矣！」 
 

縚  tāo 
 

扈  hù 
 

榛  zhēn 

比  bì 
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When Mèng Xiànzĭ1 completed the tăn sacrifice,2 he hung his chimes, but made no music; he 
readied his women, but did not enter his sleeping chambers.3 Confucius said, “Xiànzĭ was at a 
level above others.”4 

 
1Mèng Xiànzĭ (d. 554 BCE) was leader of one of the three powerful warlord clans of Lŭ. 
 

2The tăn 禫 sacrifice marked the end of the twenty-seven month mourning period for a parent. 
 
3Kŏng Yĭngdá cites the Lĭjì, “Sāng dàjì” 喪大記 chapter, which says, “Having performed the tăn, one may 
resume relations with one’s women (cóngyù 從御); having performed auspicious sacrifices (jíjì 吉祭), one 
may return to one’s chamber” (23.20). “Auspicious sacrifices” refers to non-mortuary ceremonies, and the 
tăn did not belong to that category; only several days later, with the installation of the spirit tablet in the 
ancestral shrine, would these begin (see passage 4.15q, below). Mèng Xiànzĭ seems to be pictured here as 
exercising exceptional discipline is waiting additional days before returning to sexual relations with his 
harem. While the phrase bìyù 比御 in the current text may actually be a graphic variant for cóng 从 yù, and 
thus have an identical meaning to the “Sāng dàjì” text, I have rendered the text as it stands, following Wáng 
Fūzhī’s interpretation of it as “setting the order of his concubines” (cìxù qí qún qiè 次序其群妾): that is, 
designating which he would sleep with each night as he resumed relations. 
 

4According to Kŏng Yĭngdá, in these measures Xiànzĭ was merely conforming to the strictures of lĭ where 
others failed to. “Thus, the Master praised him, saying that Xiànzĭ was at a level above other men, but he 
did not say he was at a level above lĭ.”  
 
  A parallel passage appears in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.22): “When Mèng Xiànzĭ completed the tăn sacrifice, 
he hung his chimes, but made no music; though it was permissible to sleep with his women, he did not 
dwell in his sleeping chambers. Zĭyoú asked Confucius, ‘Did this not go beyond lĭ?’ Confucius said, 
‘Xiànzĭ was at a level above others.’” (孟獻子禫，懸而不樂，可御而不處內。子游問於孔子曰：「若

是則過禮也？」孔子曰：「獻子可謂加於人一等矣。」) 
 
 

3.23.   孔子既祥，五日彈琴而不成聲，十日而成笙歌。 
 
After completing the xiáng sacrifice,1 Confucius for the five days following plucked the zither 
without forming a melody, and for ten days did not harmonize song with mouth organ.2 

 
1Legge asserts that this was very likely the xiáng ceremony performed at the close of the one-year 
mourning period for close relatives other than parents, rather than either the greater or lesser xiáng 
ceremonies, performed during the course of the three-year mourning for parents. I have not found the 
commentarial basis for this claim. 
 
2The shēng mouth organ is a reed instrument composed of bamboo pipes bound in a circle and affixed to a 
gourd wind chamber. 

 
  Zhèng Xuán applies to the distinction between zither and mouth organ here the same rule he applied in 
passage 3.16: because the zither only involves finger movement while the mouth organ mobilizes the qì, it 
is appropriate to delay engagement in the latter for a longer period. 
 On a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel (44.3), see the comment under 3.6. 

 
3.24.   有子蓋既祥而絲屨、組纓。 
 
After completing the xiáng sacrifice, Yoŭzĭ1 seems to have worn silk-decorated sandals and 
colored silk hat strings. 
 

屨  jù 
 

纓  yīng 
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1Yoŭzĭ (Master Yoŭ) is Yoŭ Ruò 若, a disciple of Confucius who figures prominently in Book I of the 
Analects. 
 
  Commentators seem uniformly to read this as a criticism of Yoŭzĭ, based on the deviation of his conduct 
from prescriptions in other ritual texts. 

 
3.25A.   死而不弔者三：畏、厭、溺。 
 
Condolences are not presented in three types of death: death from fear, from being crushed, and 
from drowning. 
 

  Commentators generally follow Zhèng Xuán’s example in interpreting these three ways of meeting death 
in ways that suggest irresponsibility. Zhèng Xuán interprets death from fear as a death that results from 
being unjustly attacked, as Confucius was in the state of Kuāng 匡 (Analects 11.21), though it is unclear 
why, had Confucius died, it would have been judged any fault of his in that case. Sūn Xīdàn interprets 
death from fear as cases where intimidation leads someone to commit suicide, which seems more fitting. 
Death from being crushed is generally read in terms of Mencius 7A.2, which notes that a jūnzĭ does not 
stand beneath high walls – that is, he does not court death and so eliminate the opportunity to fulfill his 
destiny. Drowning, for Zhèng Xuán, is a case of recklessly declining to use a bridge or ferry. Fāng Bāo 
finds this explanation unsatisfactory, and suggests that these are cases of unanticipated death, and one 
avoids condolence visits so as not to exacerbate the shock the family has received. He cites Zhū Shì 朱軾 
(1665-1723), whose view is that the rule does not suggest disapproval of the deceased, but rather of the 
types of situations that lead to such deaths. 

 
3.25B.   子路有姊之喪，可以除之矣，而弗除也。孔子曰：「何弗除也？」子

路曰：「吾寡兄弟而弗忍也。」孔子曰：「先王制禮，行道之人皆弗忍

也。」子路聞之，遂除之。 
 
Zĭlù was mourning for his elder sister. When the time came when it was permissible for him to 
take off his mourning dress he did not. Confucius said, “Why do you not remove your mourning 
clothes?”  
 Zĭlù said, “I have few siblings and cannot bear to do it.” 
 Confucius said, “The former kings designed lĭ;1 no one can bear removing mourning 
dress.”2 

 When Zĭlù heard this, he took off his mourning clothes. 
 

1The key Confucian term lĭ 禮 is generally left in transcription throughout this translation. The term, 
conventionally rendered “ritual,” denotes a wide range of conduct, from everyday etiquette to complex 
religious and secular ceremony, that well exceeds the range connoted by that English equivalent. At times 
the term lĭ clearly designates a prescribed formula of ceremonial conduct, but it may also serve as a general 
term of ethical approval that “ritual” in no way conveys. Moreover, “ritual” is a neutral term that may be 
used pejoratively (e.g., “mere ritual”), while it is almost always normative in early Chinese texts. Because 
of the term’s ambiguity and its centrality to Confucian discourse and the practices of the early Rú 
community, its meaning is not circumscribed through translation (though I have not hesitated to use the 
terms “ritual” and “rite” where they seem appropriate in characterizing other terms of ceremony). 
 

2Sūn Xīdàn notes that Zĭlù is sometimes referred to as Jì 季 Lù, the word jì being a marker of generational 
seniority, which suggests that he was the eldest of several brothers, although they may have predeceased 
the sister mentioned here. (Zĭlù is also known as Zhòng Yoú 仲由 [Yoú was Zĭlù’s personal name], and 
Zhòng, was a marker of greater seniority than Jì. The discrepancy may indicate that Zhòng was used as a 
surname by Zĭlù’s family, while Jìlù served as an alternative form of Zĭlù’s formal name.) 
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  An almost identical passage in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.28) provides a partially different quote for 
Confucius here: “No one can bear removing mourning dress. The former kings designed lĭ so that those 
who exceeded the rule would lower their gaze and conform to it, and those who did not come up to the rule 
would gaze up towards it on tiptoe” (行道之人皆弗忍。先王制禮，過之者俯而就之，不至者企而望之). 
The latter two phrases appear in a similar passage, at 3.32a, below. 
 

2I am reading xíng daò zhī rén 行道之人 as “the man in the street,” following the interpretation of Wáng 
Fūzhī. Zhèng Xuán’s interpretation is more commonly adopted: “those who practice the Dào.” Both 
readings are acceptable. 
 
  See the comment on 3.27concerning links with this passage. 

 
3.26.  大公封於營丘，比及五世，皆反葬於周。君子曰：「樂，樂其所

自生；禮，不忘其本。古之人有言曰：狐死正丘首。仁也。」 
 
After the Grand Duke was assigned his demesne at Yíngqīu, the following five generations of his 
heirs were returned for burial in the Zhōu homeland.1 The jūnzĭ says,2 “The theme of music is 
delight in that from which one sprang; the theme of lĭ is not forgetting one’s roots. The ancients 
had a saying: When the wolf dies, he turns his face towards the hills. Such is rén.”3 

 
1Grand Duke Jiāng 姜 was military advisor to the Zhōu dynastic conqueror, King Wŭ, for which service he 
was rewarded with the demesne of Qí 齊, the Shāndōng region here designated as Yíngqīu. The Shĭjì 
indicates that the Grand Duke’s ancestors were originally from Eastern China, but that they had been later 
assigned estates in the areas of Lǚ 呂 and Shēn 申, both of which were in Southern Hénán. The Grand 
Duke’s personal name was Lǚ Shàng 尚, indicating that his origins lay in Lǚ. However, the story of his rise 
suggests that he was discovered by King Wŭ and raised to power when living in Zhōu territories: that is, in 
the Weì 渭 River Valley, to the west, the region referred to here as Zhōu. 
 

2“The jūnzĭ says” is a commentarial preface often encountered in the Zŭozhuàn. It is often understood as an 
oblique reference to Confucius, though its meaning can be well construed as, “A jūnzĭ would say . . .” 
 

 3Rén 仁 is a key Confucian virtue, often translated as “benevolence.” Its denotative range varies widely: in 
the Analects it is a comprehensive cardinal virtue, embracing all other virtues; in other texts, its meaning 
can be as narrow as the term “kindness.” Here, it seems to concern one’s rootedness in family and 
consciousness of fulfilling one’s ancestral legacy. Because the specific sense of the term is often elusive, as 
it is here, it is rendered solely in transcription in this translation. The word appears only a handful of times 
in the Tán Gōng. 

 
3.27.   伯魚之母死，期而猶哭。夫子聞之曰：「誰與哭者？」門人曰：

「鯉也。」夫子曰：「嘻！其甚也。」伯魚聞之，遂除之。 
 
Bó Yú’s mother died.1 After a full year of mourning had elapsed, he still wailed for her. The 
Master heard him and said, “Who is wailing?”  

“It is Lĭ,” said a disciple. 
“Ach!” said the Master. “Too much!” 
When Bó Yú heard of this he gave off wailing. 
 
1Bó Yú was Confucius’s son, Kŏng Lĭ 孔鯉.  
 
  This passage resonates with two earlier sections. In passage 3.4, it is noted that Confucius allowed his 
son to mourn for his mother, although she had no longer been Confucius’s wife. In 3.25B, the same moral 

大  tài  [太] 
 

樂, 樂  yuè  lè 

期  jī  [朞] 
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concerning obedience to the limits of mourning is conveyed, and the final sentences use precisely identical 
forms: X X 聞之遂除之. 
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes a parallel passage (42.29), the only significant difference being that in 
his final comment, Confucius adds, “This is a violation of lĭ” (feī lĭ yĕ 非禮也). 

 
3.28A.   舜葬於蒼梧之野，蓋三妃未之從也。季武子曰：「周公蓋

祔。」 
 
Shùn was buried in the wilds of Cāngwú.1 It seems none of his three consorts were buried with 
him.2 Jì Wŭzĭ3 said, “It is likely that joint burial began with the Duke of Zhōu.” 
 

1The legendary place of Shùn’s death and burial was a distant one, south of the Yángzĭ delta region. 
 

2It is unclear whether the issue originally addressed here concerns the killing and burial of the consorts as 
grave attendants (xùn 殉), a practice known to have occurred in prehistoric China, with instances (not 
necessarily involving consorts) persisting into the Spring and Autumn period, or simply the sharing of a 
single burial chamber or mound, which is clearly what the appended comment by Jì Wŭzĭ refers to, and 
thus what the Tán Gōng authors intend.  
 According to legend preserved in the Shàngshū 尚書, Shùn was presented by Yáo 堯 with two of 
Yáo’s daughters to be his brides. Wáng Mèng’oū argues, convincingly, I think, that sān 三 is an error for èr 
二, and it is these daughters who are meant here.  
 
3On Jì Wŭzĭ, see passage 3.3, note 1. 

 
  Although the technical term used for joint burial (fù 祔) is not the same as the phrase “joint burial” 
(hézàng 合葬), used in passage 3.3, above, it is clear that this passage must relate in some manner to the 
same situation. Jì Wŭzĭ, the senior member of the Jìsūn warlord clan, is here quoted as an authority on 
ritual history, a highly unusual role for the de facto ruler of the state of Lŭ.  

Kŏng Yĭngdá, writing in the Táng Dynasty, comments, “Jì Wŭzĭ lived not far from the time of the 
Duke of Zhōu, and what he says cannot be doubted.” As Kŏng Yĭngdá would have been well aware, the 
Duke of Zhōu and Jì Wŭzĭ were separated by five centuries. 

 
 
3.28B.   曾子之喪，浴於爨室。 
 
Upon his death, Zēngzĭ’s corpse was bathed in his kitchen. 
 

  Commentators agree that this was a breach of lĭ: the corpse should have been bathed in the chamber. 
(Wáng Mèng’oū cites Wáng Fūzhī’s 王夫之 notion that what is being discussed here is the heating of the 
bath water, which lĭ prescribes be done on a temporary stove set up in the chamber.) The question that 
vexes commentary is the reason for this breach. Zhèng Xuán maintained that Zēngzĭ, in his dying words, 
had instructed that this be done as a way of reproaching his son, Zēng Yuán, for the hesitation described in 
passage 3.18, above, but there seems to be no basis for this. Sūn Xīdàn believes this is simply an erroneous 
report. Yáng Tiānyŭ concludes that the issues here are beyond adjudication, and it is hard to disagree. 

 
3.29.   大功廢業。或曰：大功，誦可也。 
 
When one wears mourning clothes of the third degree,1 one puts aside one’s studies. Some say 
that recitation is permissible.2 

 

爨 cuàn 

祔 fù 
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1The dàgōng 大功 mourning clothes were worn for nine months upon the death, for example, of a paternal 
first cousin. 
 
2The term sòng 誦 is especially associated with poetry chanting, though it was also applied to the chanting 
of non-poetic, memorized texts. Poetry chants were generally accompanied by music, particularly the zither, 
and Sūn Xīdàn and others take the specification that recitation is permitted to implicitly prohibit the playing 
of music. 

 
3.30.   子張病，召申祥而語之曰：「君子曰終，小人曰死。吾今日其庶幾

乎！」 
 
Zĭzhāng fell ill. He summoned Shēn Xiáng1 and told him, “We say that a jūnzĭ ‘concludes,’ 
while we say a small person dies. Today, I am almost there.” 
 

1Shēn Xiáng is generally taken to be Zĭzhāng’s son. Zĭzhāng’s family name was Zhuānsūn 顓孫, and some 
commentators speculate that shēn was a phonetic equivalent in certain regions (a speculation that does not 
seem likely, based on phonetic reconstruction of the two words: 申  *lhin and 顓孫 *tonsûn). Wáng 
Mèng’oū evades this problem by identifying Shēn Xiáng as a disciple, rather than as a son. 
 
  While the distinction in terms is novel, it is clear that “conclude” carries a positive sense, and we can 
infer that the jūnzĭ fulfills the end he is destined for, whereas the ordinary person merely ceases to live. Sĭ 
死 does not normally carry any pejorative sense, but here Zhèng Xuán projects one by glossing the word as 
sī 澌: “to be drained dry.”  
 The word used for “illness,” bìng 病, was often used to mean a mortal illness, signifying that 
Zĭzhāng is, indeed, on his deathbed. His final comment means both, “I’ve almost (but, perhaps, not quite) 
reached the level of a jūnzĭ,” and “I’m just about on the brink of death,” combining humility and stoicism in 
a play on words. The passage seems to convey humor in the face of death, and was probably meant to 
valorize Zĭzhāng by portraying the proper spirit in which to die. 

 
3.31A.   曾子曰：「始死之奠，其餘閣也與？」 
 
Zēngzĭ said, “May not the offerings for one who has just died consist of whatever remains on the 
serving shelf?”1 

 
1The serving shelf is simply the place where food would normally be placed in the chamber. Thus food 
offerings to one newly dead are made as food service would be offered in life. Only later does the transition 
to the mode of ancestral sacrifice occur. 

 
3.31B.   曾子曰：「小功不為位也者，是委巷之禮也。子思之哭嫂也，為位，

婦人倡踊。申祥之哭言思也亦然。」 
 
Zēngzĭ said, “That mourners of the fourth degree1 should not form in ranks is the lĭ of those who 
live on crooked lanes.2 When Zĭsī 3 wailed for his brother’s wife he had mourners form in ranks 
and his own wife4 first do the mourning stamp.5 When Shēn Xiáng6 wailed for Yán Sī7 he did the 
same.”8 

 
1This is the xiăogōng 小功 level of mourning, which involved wearing mourning dress of moderately 
coarse linen for a period of five months. 
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2At funeral ceremonies, mourners assumed positions according to degree of relation to the deceased. 
Mourners of the fourth degree were relatively distant relations, and the question here is whether they too 
are to sort themselves according to fine distinctions of relationship, something that Zēngzĭ views as proper. 
“Crooked lanes” would be where members of the less genteel, uncultivated classes lived. 
 

3There is dispute about the identity of this Zĭsī. Normally, we would expect this name to denote 
Confucius’s grandson, Kŏng Jí 孔伋, but the term for sister-in-law here, săo 嫂, generally denotes an elder 
brother’s wife, and Kŏng Jí had no elder brother. Moreover, Zēngzĭ, who was much senior to Kŏng Jí, 
would not be expected to refer to Kŏng Jí by his formal name (his zì 字), but by his personal name (míng 
名): Jí (as in 3.32A, below). Wáng Mèng’oū notes that for these reasons, commentators Huáng Kăn 皇侃 
(488-545) and Yú Yuè 俞樾 (1821-1907) believe this to refer to the disciple Yuán Xiàn 原憲, whose 
formal name (zì 字) was also Zĭsī 子思. It is a reasonable argument, but one that I don’t find particularly 
persuasive. The Tán Gōng shows almost no interest in Yuán Xiàn (he appears elsewhere in only one 
passage, 3.72), and Zēngzĭ’s swipe at people living in relative poverty would be a very strage choice if he 
meant to contrast them with Yuán Xiàn, who is famous principally for having elected to live in poverty 
after the death of Confucius. 
 

4 Zĭsī’s relation to the dead here would not have required any mourning dress at all, and it appears that the 
point is that, even so, Zĭsī observed the precedence of ranks, much less would he have omitted them had he 
worn the xĭaogōng mourning clothes. Sisters-in-law linked by fraternal husbands observed fourth-degree 
(xiăogōng) mourning mutually, thus Zĭsī’s wife would have had priority over him at the funeral of his 
brother’s wife, accounting for her performing the mourning stamp before him.  
 
5The mourning stamp (yŏng 踊) was a ritual that symbolized pent up feelings of distress. Yŏng 踊 literally 
means “leaping”: this was a ritual form of expressing anguish that involved jumping up with both feet and 
landing forcefully. Legge renders the term “leap,” but because of the association of that term with joy, as 
well as the association of “leap” with forward motion, rather than a jump-in-place, I have followed Steele 
in using “stamp” (the word “mourning” is added in this first instance for clarity), emphasizing the forceful 
landing and sound, which were, perhaps, most expressive of grief. The stamp is a major and repeated 
element of mortuary ritual: the Yílĭ ritual choreography frequently prescribes the precise number of stamps 
to be executed at particular points, and at certain points of high emotion, it specifies that the stamps should 
be “without number.” 
 

6Shēn Xiáng is generally understood to have been Zĭzhāng’s son (see passage 3.30). 
 

7Yán Sī is identified by Zhèng Xuán as the son of the disciple Zĭyoú 子游 (Yán Yăn 言偃). The close 
connection between the sons of Zĭzhāng and Zĭyoú would be of interest, although if Wáng Mèng’oū is 
correct in identifying Shēn Xiáng as Zĭzhāng’s disciple, rather than as his son, the interest then becomes 
instead the close connection between second generation members of these teaching lineages. Since there is 
in no other text any mention of Yán Sī, even the assumed connection with Zĭyoú in this passage must be 
regarded as tentative.  
 

8Note that “the same” here would not include the precedence of the wife’s stamp. 
 
3.32A.   古者，冠縮縫；今也，衡縫：故喪冠之反吉，非古也。 
 
In ancient times, caps were stitched with vertical pleats; today the pleats are horizontal. Thus the 
custom that mourning caps be different from caps worn on auspicious occasions is not an ancient 
one. 
 

  Commentary takes the distinction between past and present to refer to the Shāng and Zhōu periods. 
 
3.32B.   曾子謂子思曰：「伋，吾執親之喪也，水漿不入於口者七日。」子思

曰：「先王之制禮也，過之者俯而就之，不至焉者，跂而及之。故君子之執

親之喪也，水漿不入於口者三日，杖而後能起。」 
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Zēngzĭ said to Zĭsī, “Jí,1 when I followed the mourning rites for my parents, neither water nor 
congee passed my lips for seven days.” 
 Zĭsī said, “The former kings designed lĭ so that those who exceeded the rule would lower 
their gaze and conform to it, and those who did not come up to the rule could reach it on tiptoe. 
So it is that the jūnzĭ who follows the mourning rites for his parents allows neither water nor 
congee to pass his lips for three days, and is able to stand only with the aid of a staff.”2 

 

1Jí 伋 was Zĭsī’s personal name. 
 

2Passages that deal with a similar issue include 3.25B and 4.73. 
 
  It is noteworthy that in this passage, Zĭsī is portrayed as correcting his senior (and, for some scholars, his 
teacher) on a matter of critically important personal conduct. Given the seriousness of the issue for the 
sectarian reputations of these two figures, it seems unlikely that those who composed the passage were 
merely taking sides on an issue of ritual. It is more probable that the passage reflects tension between the 
families or teaching lineages associated with these two early Rú masters. (See passage 4.73, which may be 
a related.) 
 

3.33.   曾子曰：「小功不稅 a，則是遠兄弟終無服也，而可乎？」 
 

a The character 稅 is here pronounced sùi (some sources suggest tùi), denoting the practice of wearing 
mourning past the stipulated time in cases where news of the death was delayed past the normal mourning 
limit. 

 
Zēngzĭ said, “If it is the case that mourners of the fourth degree who learn of a death after the 
mourning period has ended do not wear mourning clothes, there would be those living at a 
distance who never wore mourning for their deceased cousins. Is such a thing permissible?” 
 

  Mourning in the fourth degree (xiăogōng) lasted five months, and in the premodern world, 
communication with relatives abroad could require many months. It is unclear whether Zēngzĭ is disputing 
the validity of a rule of lĭ on the basis of ethical reasoning, or whether he is disputing that such a rule could 
in fact be genuine. In either case, the tacit approval the passage gives to Zēngzĭ’s statement imputes to him 
a degree of authority quite different from 3.32B, just one of many points at which the text of the Tán Gōng 
seems to suggest that the chapter incorporated writings from multiple Ruist factions. 

 
3.34a.   伯高之喪，孔氏之使者未至，冉子攝束帛、乘馬而將之。孔子曰：

「異哉！徒使我不誠於伯高。」 
 
At the funeral of Bógāo,1 the messenger from Confucius had yet to arrive and Rănzĭ2 took it 
upon himself to present a bolt of silk and a team of horses on Confucius’s behalf.3 Confucius 
said, “What an odd thing to do! All he accomplished was to make me seem insincere with regard 
to Bógāo.” 
 

1The identity of Bógāo is unknown, but it may be inferred that he was from Weì. See 3.34b, below. 
 

2Rănzĭ (Master Răn) is Răn Yŏu 冉有 (personal name, Qiú 求), a senior disciple of Confucius. 
 

3It was customary for those outside the bereaved family to offer gifts to the chief mourners, as signs of 
respect for the dead, and as assistance in support of the lavish funeral expenses called for by lĭ. 
 
  Passages 3.34a and 3.34b appear in reverse order in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. See the comment on 3.34b.  
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3.34b.   伯高死於衛，赴於孔子，孔子曰：「吾惡乎哭諸？兄弟，吾哭諸廟；

父之友，吾哭諸廟門之外；師，吾哭諸寢；朋友，吾哭諸寢門之外；所知，

吾哭諸野。於野，則已疏；於寢，則已重。夫由賜也見我，吾哭諸賜氏。」

遂命子貢為之主，曰：「為爾哭也來者，拜之；知伯高而來者，勿拜也。」 
 
Bógāo died in Weì and news of his death was sent to Confucius. Confucius said, “Where shall I 
wail for him? For brothers I would wail at the ancestral shrine. For friends of my father I would 
wail outside the shrine gate. For a teacher I would wail in my chambers. For friends I would wail 
outside the gate to my chambers. For acquaintances I would wail in the open fields.1 But to wail 
in the fields in this case seems too distant a relationship, while to wail in my chamber would 
overstate my relationship. Since it was due to my connection with Sì2 that Bógāo first received 
me, I will wail for him at Sì’s residence.” 
 So he ordered Zĭgòng to act as the host mourner, saying, “Any who come to the 
ceremony on your behalf you should meet with a bow. You need not bow to those who come 
because they were acquaintances of Bógāo.” 
 

1“Open fields” (or “wilds”) probably simply denotes here the open area outside the walls of a city. 
 

2Sì 賜 was the personal name of the disciple Zĭgòng. It is relevant that Zĭgòng was originally from the state 
of Weì, where this Bógāo is said to have died. Judging by biographical accounts, Confucius first met 
Zĭgòng while traveling in Weì, and it is certainly plausible, if Bógāo was an historical figure whom 
Confucius met in Weì, that Confucius was introduced to him through Zĭgòng. 

 
  The structure of this passage suggests that it was composed primarily to convey a set of rules about 
rituals of wailing when remote from the place of the dead, rather than to report an actual incident. 
 Although Kŏng Yĭngdá’s subcommentaries to 3.34a and 3.34b are separate, this is clearly at root a 
single passage in two parts, and that is how they appear in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.27). In that text, however, 
the order is reversed, creating a more logical structure. The initial section, paralleling 3.34b, is very close to 
the Tán Gōng. However, there are significant differences in the portion appearing here as 3.34a, which, in 
the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, reads: “Having wailed, Confucius sent his disciple Zĭzhāng to pay condolences [in Weì]. 
Before he could arrive, Răn Qiú, being in Weì, took it upon himself to present a bolt of silk and a team of 
horses on Confucius’s behalf. When Confucius heard of this he said, ‘What an odd thing to do! This 
prevented me from fulfilling the requirements of lĭ with regard to Bógāo, and the responsibility lies with 
Răn Qiú.’” (既哭，使子張往弔焉。未至，冉求在衛，攝束帛乘馬而以將之。孔子聞之，曰：「異

哉！徒使我不成禮於伯高者，是冉求也。」). 
  

3.35.   曾子曰：「喪有疾，食肉飲酒，必有草木之滋焉。」以為薑桂之謂也。 
 
Zēngzĭ said, “If one falls ill while mourning, when eating meat and or drinking wine one should 
add flavoring of plant or tree.” By this he meant ginger and cinnamon. 
 

  Judging by the Lĭjì, the dietary rules for mourners were very strict, with meat and wine not permitted 
until the mourning period ended – a full twenty-seven months in the case of mourning for parents, judging 
by the “Jiānzhuàn” 間傳 chapter (38.1; similar language is found in “Sāng dàjì” 喪大記, 22.26-28). Thus 
Zēngzĭ must here be referring to an interruption in the mourning rules caused by the mourner’s illness. 
Zhèng Xuán reasons that the issue here is the need for flavoring to entice the sick mourner to eat, since he 
otherwise would have no appetite (presumably due to the combined effects of illness and grief).  
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3.36.   子夏喪其子而喪其明。曾子弔之曰：「吾聞之也：朋友喪明則哭之。」

曾子哭，子夏亦哭，曰：「天乎！予之無罪也。」曾子怒曰：「商，女何無

罪也？吾與女事夫子於洙泗之間，退而老於西河之上，使西河之民疑 a 女於

夫子，爾罪一也；喪爾親，使民未有聞焉，爾罪二也；喪爾子，喪爾明，爾

罪三也。而曰女何無罪與！」子夏投其杖而拜曰：「吾過矣！吾過矣！吾離

群而索居，亦已久矣。」 
 

a Fāng Bāo and Yú Yuè both argue that yí 疑 should be read ní  擬, which seems very plausible. 
 
Zĭxià lost his son and lost his sight.1 Zēngzĭ went to pay his condolences and said, “I have heard 
that when a friend loses his sight one should wail for him.” 

Zēngzĭ wailed and Zĭxià wailed as well, saying, “Oh, Tiān!2 I am without fault!” 
Zēngzĭ spoke with agitation. “Shāng,3 how can you said that you are without fault? You 

and I served the Master between the Zhū and Sì Rivers; you retired to grow old by the banks of 
the West River4 and allowed the people there to compare you to the Master; this was your first 
fault. When you went into mourning for your parents, nothing in your conduct was remarked on 
by others; this was your second fault.5 When you lost your son, you lost your sight; this was your 
third fault. How can you say you are without fault?” 
 Zĭxià threw his staff away and bowed, saying, “I have erred! I have erred! Indeed, I have 
left the group and lived apart too long!” 
 

1Commentators infer that the reason Zĭxià went blind was due to excessive wailing in grief for the death of 
his son. 
 

2Tiān was the high deity of the Zhōu people. The word tiān means, in addition, “sky.” It is conventionally 
translated “Heaven,” but, except when it appears in the term for a legitimate universal ruler, tiānzĭ  天子, 
for which the standard translation “Son of Heaven” is used here, and when the meaning of “sky” is 
involved in the usage (as in 4.74), the term is left in transliteration in this transliteration. However, so rare 
is the term in the Tán Gōng, that Zĭxià’s exclamation is the only other time it appears in the text. The term 
is, however, used in cognate texts that are translated in the notes. The absence of Tiān from the theology of 
the Tán Gōng, a text devoted largely to issues of death and associated concerns of rituals pertaining to the 
afterlife of ancestral spirits, points to the marginal role played by any high deity in the system of religious 
action that lay at the core of the Confucian school. 
 

3Shāng 商 was Zĭxià’s personal name. 
 

4Confucius’s teaching residence was in the capital city of Lŭ, located between 
the two streams of the Zhū and Sì (see the map at right). 

The place name “West River” here denotes the state of Weì 魏 (which, 
after its founding in 453 BCE, occupied the western reaches of the Yellow 
River’s course over the North China Plain), where Zĭxià was employed as court tutor. The diction of the 
passage, however, requires that “river” be read literally. 
 

5It is not clear in what way Zĭxià’s conduct in mourning for his parents ought to have attracted notice, but 
the implication is that because his mourning for his son was exceptional – as signified by his loss of sight – 
he violated the norm of valuing parents over children (or, more accurately, of enacting such valuation 
through ritual performance).  

 
  Surely, this is one of the least congenial passages in the Tán Gōng. Given the portrait of Zĭxià’s 
acquiescence, however, no commentators have leeway to acknowledge the harshness of Zēngzĭ’s response, 
although some note the likelihood that the tale is a contrivance. (The story of Zĭxià going blind from 
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mourning his son was widely enough known to be included as part of his short biographical notice in the 
Shĭjì chapter devoted to Confucius’s disciples.) 

Clearly anxious to soften the thrust of the passage, Chén Hào cites Zhāng Zài 張載 who makes the 
following remark: “Zĭxià’s loss of sight [only on the occasion of his son’s death] was surely because at the 
time of his earlier mourning [for his parents] he was still vigorous, while when his son died his bodily 
energies had gradually weakened, thus he lost his sight. Yet how could he protest Zēngzĭ’s reprimand?” 
Sūn Xīdàn cites the same passage and, while questioning the veracity of the entire report, says that only a 
worthy man could have accepted Zēngzĭ’s reproof as Zĭxià did.  

What may strike modern readers as most unpleasant about the passage, apart from Zēngzĭ’s 
harshness, is the notion that it is an ethical violation to mourn the death of a child more than the death of a 
parent. While it is not possible to read directly from text to the affective lives of their authors, much less of 
the society that formed the authorial context, this does raise a question about whether pre-Qín Confucians 
and their contemporaries experienced the sentimental attachments of family in a way fundamentally 
different from most people in those parts of the contemporary world where the death of a child is often 
viewed as an unparalleled loss, or whether the issue in this passage concerns instead the ritual performance 
of grief. 

What seems certain about the passage is that it was devised for the purpose of undermining the 
reputation of Zĭxià and any teaching tradition deriving from him. On this point, it is likely that the charge, 
otherwise unreported, that he pretended to greatness on a par with Confucius was probably the one that was 
most serious. 

 
3.37.   夫晝居於內，問其疾可也；夜居於外，弔之可也。是故君子非有

大故，不宿於外；非致齊也、非疾也，不晝夜居於內。 
 
When a man dwells in his chamber during the day, it is permissible to ask after his health; when 
he dwells outside his chamber,1 it is permissible to pay a visit of condolence. Thus a jūnzĭ does 
not spend the night outside his chamber unless there is a great cause,2 and unless he is 
undergoing a purifying fast or is ill he does not remain in his chamber day and night. 
 

1This refers to dwelling in a hut or lean-to outside the gate of one’s chamber, which was the prescribed 
custom for a the chief mourner during the period of mortuary rites for a parent. 
 

2Kŏng Yĭngdá interprets Zhèng Xuán’s gloss of “great cause” as implying either mourning or some crisis 
of state. However, Zhèng’s gloss (sāng yoū 喪憂) can be read as “the cares of mourning”; Sūn Xīdàn 
interprets “great cause” as referring to mourning alone, which fits the passage context.  
 
  This passage seems to share a common source with Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 42.4, which reads: “Confucius visited 
the leader of the Jì family, who was dwelling during the day within his inner chamber. Confucius asked 
after his illness, and Kāngzĭ came out to receive him. After they had finished speaking, Confucius retired. 
Zĭgòng asked, “Jìsūn is not ill; was asking after his illness according to lĭ?” Confucius said, “According to 
lĭ, unless there is a great cause a jūnzĭ does not spend the night outside his chamber; unless he is undergoing 
a purifying fast or is ill he does not dwell within during the day. Thus if he dwells outside during the night, 
even paying a call of condolence is permissible; if he dwells within during the day, although one asks after 
his illness it is permissible.” (孔子適季氏，康子晝居內寢。孔子問其所疾，康子出見之。言終，孔子

退。子貢問曰：「季孫不疾，而問諸疾，禮與？」孔子曰：「夫禮，君子不有大故，則不宿於外；

非致齊也，非疾也，則不晝處於內。是故夜居〔於〕外，雖弔之可也；晝居於內，雖問其疾可

也。」) 
 

3.38.   高子皐之執親之喪也，泣血三年，未嘗見齒：君子以為難。 
 
When Gāo Zĭgāo1 mourned for his parents, he wept blood for three years,2 and his teeth were 
never visible.3 A jūnzĭ takes this to be a difficult thing to do. 

齊  zhaī  [齋] 
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1Commentators take Gāo Zĭgāo to be the Confucian disciple Gāo Chaí 柴, whose courtesy name was Zĭgāo 
子羔 . The phonetic resemblance in Old Chinese of the two forms of “Zĭgāo” makes this plausible, 
especially in light of the common surname, but the identification is otherwise uncertain. The Shĭjì records 
Gāo Chaí as being from Weì 衛; the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (38) says Zĭgāo 子羔 was from Qí, but 高子皐 appears 
elsewhere, together with Confucius, in connection with events in Weì (44.11). 
 

2“Wept blood” is explained as “weeping noiselessly.”  
 
3Zhèng Xuán interprets the term chĭ 齒 (“teeth”) as “smile.” Kŏng Yĭngdá reads xiàn 見 chĭ literally, as 
“expose the teeth,” denoting laughter, rather than smiling. 

 
3.39A.   衰，與其不當物也，寧無衰。 
 
When it comes to mourning clothes, rather than their being improper,1 it is better to wear no 
mourning at all. 

 
1Zhèng Xuán takes the impropriety (literally: “not according with the [stipulated] thing”) to refer to the 
fineness of the weave and the cut of the cloth. 
 
  Although the two components of 3.39 both concern mortuary prescript, they are quite different in focus, 
3.39A concerning mourning dress and passing a judgment, and 3.39B concerning a mourner’s conduct 
outside the mortuary context and constituting simple prescripts. I treat them as adjacent but independent 
micro-texts. 
 

3.39B.   齊衰不以邊坐，大功不以服勤。 
 
When wearing mourning of the second degree, one may not recline to the side while seated. 
When wearing mourning of the third degree, one may not undertake labor.1 
 

1Sūn Xīdàn notes that the implication is that in mourning below the second degree one may recline, and 
below the third degree one may work. 

 
3.40.   孔子之衛，遇舊館人之喪，入而哭之哀。出，使子貢說 a 驂而賻

之。子貢曰：「於門人之喪，未有所說驂；說驂於舊館，無乃已重

乎？」夫子曰：「予鄉者入而哭之，遇於一哀而出涕。予惡夫涕之無

從也？小子行之。」 
 

a The character 說 is read here as tuō 脫 (as in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel). 
 
Confucius traveled to Weì, and there he encountered the funeral of a man with whom he had 
lodged on a previous visit.1 Confucius entered and wailed with grief. When he emerged, he 
ordered Zĭgòng to detach the outer horses2 from his carriage and present them as a grave gift. 
Zĭgòng said, “You did detach your outer horses on the occasion of the funeral of your own 
follower.3 Would not detaching the outer horses on the occasion of one who formerly lodged you 
be excessive?” 
 The Master said, “Just now, when I entered and wailed for him, I encountered one whose 
wholehearted grief moved me to tears.4 How could I shed tears without some accompanying gift? 
Do as I say, young man.” 
 

驂  cān 
 

賻  fù 
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1There is disagreement among commentators as to whether this man had been ordered by the ruler of Weì 
to house Confucius (Zhèng Xuán), or had himself offered to lodge Confucius (Sūn Xīdàn), perhaps as a 
sponsor. 
 

2When a carriage had a team of more than two horses, the horses arranged in a single row; those on the 
outside were called the cān 驂. It is unclear how many horses Confucius was permitted by his status under 
sumptuary laws (an aspect of lĭ) to have attached to his carriage: some commentators say four, others three. 
If the former, then there would have been two outer horses, but of he had only three, the term cān probably 
applied only to one. 
 

3Although a more natural reading of the text would probably be, “You have never detached your outer 
horses on the occasions of your own followers’ funerals,” commentary assumes that this is an oblique 
reference to Yán Yuān’s 顏淵 funeral (the subject of 3.42, below), and I have followed that tradition here. 
According to the Analects (11.8), Yán Huí’s father, Yán Lù 路, asked that Confucius donate his carriage as 
a gift to supply the funds needed for the funeral and Confucius declined. Commentators are at some pains 
to reconcile his generosity here with that action, as readers would naturally have recalled the Analects 
passage, and their reactions would have paralleled Zĭgòng’s. 
 

4The mourner referred to must have been the chief mourner. Commentary interprets yī 一 as adverbial, 
describing the quality of grief (with aī 哀 here serving as a verbal noun: “griever”). 
 
  There is a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel (43.13) with few salient differences. Among these, the funeral to which 
Zĭgòng alludes is not that of a follower, but simply that of “an acquaintance” (suŏ shì zhī sāng 所識之喪).  
 The lesson here clearly concerns the alignment of lĭ with sentiment, but its implications are not 
straightforward. The passage makes clear that for the common mourner, wailing was a performance, not an 
expression of feeling – Confucius finds it exceptional that his own wailing actually resulted in tears. In this 
case, Confucius’s pictured response is not a function of his own grief for the dead, but rather the empathy 
prompted by the chief mourner’s grief. The excessive lĭ that he adopts as his guide is not, in fact, offered 
out of any sincere feeling of grief; it is offered as a token that his emotional response to the mourner was 
sincere. In this case, validation of sincerity takes precedence over both ordinary norms and the emotional 
expression itself. This constitutes a contrast with passage 3.41, following, though it is unclear that the 
editors were focused on the contrast, rather than to the fact that similar issues were raised. 

 
3.41.   孔子在衛，有送葬者，而夫子觀之，曰：「善哉為喪乎！足以為法矣。

小子識之。」子貢曰：「夫子何善爾也？」曰：「其往也如慕，其反也如

疑。」子貢曰：「豈若速反而虞乎？」子曰：「小子識之，我未之能行

也。」 
 
While Confucius was in Weì, he observed a man leading a funeral procession to the grave. “How 
well he conducts this funeral!” said the Master. “He is a model that you should mark in memory, 
young men.” 
 Zĭgòng said, “What do you find excellent in his conduct?” 
 “In going to the grave, he seemed full of affection; in returning, he seemed beset with 
confusion.” 
 Zĭgòng said, “How is this as good as returning quickly to perform the Sacrifice of 
Comfort to the newly dead?”1 

 The Master said, “Mark it, young men. This is more than I would be able to do.” 

 
1The Sacrifice of Comfort (yújì 虞祭) was conducted in the home and provided sustenance to the spirit of 
the deceased. Prior to this, offerings had been laid beside the corpse or coffin, and now were laid at the 
gravesite, but from this point on, the offerings were made to the spirit tablet. For more detail, see passage 
4.15o, note 3. 
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  The passage presents an interesting contest of values. Zĭgòng’s objection is that the chief mourner’s 
obligation is to his late parent, and his concern should be to provide sustenance, in the form of a sacrificial 
offering, as soon as possible. Confucius’s comment, however, seems to prioritize depth of filial feeling over 
fulfillment of filial duty. However, we may also wonder whether the author’s point is that what is 
praiseworthy is not the feeling itself, but rather the performance of apparent feeling. The mourner here is 
praise for “seeming” full of affection and confusion (denoted by the adverbial suffix rú 如), and it is 
unclear whether we are to understand this as a characteristic of the way the man “conducts the funeral” (weí 
sāng 為喪) or the way he feels. In the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version (see below), the added phrase seems to clarify 
that what Confucius is praising is sincere feeling, although its inclusion, if it represents a late insertion, may 
simply be in response to an original ambiguity. 
 Passages 3.40 and 3.41 seem clearly a paired sequence, even properly ordered by introductory 
phrases (Confucius travels to Weì in the initial passage and the sequel takes place while he is there). 
However, the fact that the passages appear in separate chapters of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ indicates that the 
linkage between the two may be an artifact of redaction, rather than of original authorship. 
 There is a close parallel in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.20), which differs significantly only in adding a 
phrase at the beginning of Confucius’s final remark: “This is the ultimate of feeling” (此情之至者也). In 
the introductory descriptions of the Lĭjì, “Wèn sāng” 問喪 chapter (36), there is phrasing very close to 
Confucius’s description of this funeral procession, embedded with descriptive language closely resembling 
resonant text found in Tán Gōng 3.19 and 4.29: “As one accompanies the dead on their way to the grave, 
one seems to gaze far off anxiously, as though pursuing something one cannot catch up to; wailing as one 
returns, one seems flustered, as though seeking something one cannot find. Hence, going to the grave one 
seems full of affection; returning, one seems beset with confusion.” (其往送也，望望然、汲汲然、如有

追而弗及也；其反哭也，皇皇然若有求而弗得也。故其往送也如慕，其反也如疑。) 
 

3.42.   顏淵之喪，饋祥肉。孔子出受之，入，彈琴而后食之。 
 
During the obsequies for Yán Yuān, meats from the xiáng offering were sent.1 Confucius came 
out to receive them. When he went back in, he first played the zither and then ate them.2 

 
1The xiáng sacrifice could refer to the smaller xiáng, offered after a full year had elapsed, or the greater 
xiáng, offered after two years (Confucius died about two years after Yán Yuān). Sending a portion of 
sacrificial meats to someone outside the family was a sign of respect. 
 

2Commentary interprets Confucius’s playing as a release of grief, following Zhèng Xuán and probably 
influenced by the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel cited below. It should be noted, however, that those in the first 
degree of mourning were not permitted to play the zither until after the greater xiáng ceremony (see 3.16), 
and the origin of this passage may be connected with traditions that pictured Confucius mourning Yán 
Yuān as he would a son (see 3.44a). 
 
  There is a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel (44.8): “After the xiáng sacrifice had been performed in Yán Yuān’s 
mortuary rites, Yán Lù sent meats from the offering to Confucius. Confucius came out in person to receive 
them. Returning inside, he played the zither to dispel his emotion and only then did he eat them.” (顏淵之

喪既祥，顏路饋祥肉於孔子，孔子自出而受之。入，彈琴以散情，而後乃食之。) 
 
3.43.   孔子與門人立，拱而尚右，二三子亦皆尚右。孔子曰：「二三子之嗜學

也；我則有姊之喪故也。」二三子皆尚左。 
 
Confucius stood with his followers, clasping his hands in respect before his chest, the right hand 
enclosing the left. The followers all likewise placed their right hands over the left. Confucius 
said, “You gentlemen are inclined to study me as an example, but I stand so because I am in 
mourning for my elder sister.”1 Thereupon, the followers placed their left hands over the right. 
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1Commentary explains that the norm for men was to have the left hand on top because the left was 
associated with yáng 陽; women placed the right hand on top. However, when the lĭ involved a matter of 
misfortune, these were reversed. 

This is a rare acknowledgment that Confucius had an elder sister. 
 
3.44A.   孔子蚤作，負手曳杖，消搖於門，歌曰：「泰山其頹乎？梁木

其壞乎？哲人其萎乎？」既歌而入，當戶而坐。子貢聞之曰：「泰山

其頹，則吾將安仰？梁木其壞 a，哲人其萎，則吾將安放？夫子殆將病

也。」遂趨而入。夫子曰：「賜，爾來何遲也！夏后氏殯於東階之

上，則猶在阼也；殷人殯於兩楹之間，則與賓主夾之也；周人殯於西

階之上，則猶賓之也。而丘也殷人也。予疇昔之夜，夢坐奠於兩楹之

間。夫明王不興，而天下其孰能宗予？予殆將死也。」蓋寢疾七日而

沒。 
 

a There is clearly a lacuna in the text here, and a parallel version in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (40.1) supplies the 
phrase: zé wú jiāng ān zhàng 則吾將安杖 (then what shall I lean on?). (Commentary here explains that the 
ridgepole is that upon which all the other beams lean to support the roof.) 

 
Confucius arose early and sauntered easily to his gate, his hands behind his back, trailing his 
staff. He sang, “Shall Tàishān crumble? Shall the ridgepole tumble? Shall the wise man waste 
away?” When his song was done, he went back in and sat facing his doorway.  

Zĭgòng heard of it. “If Tàishān crumbles, what shall I look up to? If the ridgepole tumbles 
and the wise man wastes away, what can I emulate? It seems the Master is falling ill!” He rushed 
off to see Confucius.1  

When he entered, the Master said, “Sì,2 what took you so long? The coffins of the Xià lay 
in state at the eastern step, so the dead still occupied the host’s position. The coffins of the Yīn 
lay in state between the pillars of the hall, thus the dead occupied a position between host and 
guest. The coffins of the Zhōu lie in state at the western step, which is to treat the dead as guest.3 
Now, I am a man of Yīn.4 Last night I dreamt that I sat between the pillars of the hall with food 
set out by my side. Yet no brilliant king has arisen: who in the world could honor me as a lord? It 
seems I am about to die.”  

He lay ill in his chamber about seven days and died. 
 

1The three phrases in Confucius’s speech rhyme (tuí 頹 *dûi; guài 壞 *krûih; wĕi 萎 *ʔoi), as do the 
phrases in Zĭgòng’s response, including the dropped phrase, preserved in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (yăng 仰: *ŋaŋh; 
zhàng 杖: *draŋʔ; fàng 放: *paŋh). 
 

2Sì 賜 was the personal name of Zĭgòng. 
 

3There is overlap here with a passage in the Huáinánzĭ “Fànlùn xùn”:  “The coffins of the Xià lay in state at 
the eastern step; the coffins of the Yīn lay in state between the pillars of the hall; the coffins of the Zhōu lay 
in state at the western step.” (夏后氏殯於阼階之上，殷人殯於兩楹之間，周人殯於西階之上。) 
Phrases that follow in that text are also found in passage 3.12, above. 
 

4Confucius refers to himself by his personal name, Qiū 丘. Many texts assert that Confucius’s forebears 
came from the state of Sòng 宋, the home of the descendants of the Yīn (Shāng 商) people. 
 

頹  túi 
 

萎  weĭ 
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  This famous passage appears nearly verbatim in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (40.1), the only significant difference 
being the added phrase indicated in the text note. The elaborate structure and portentous content mark the 
passage as late, though what this means is not very clear, given the uncertain date of the Tán Gōng as a 
whole. The phrase, “who in the world could honor me as a lord?” may suggest an underlying belief in the 
view that Confucius was an “uncrowned king” (sù wáng 素王): that is, a sage suited for a ruling role such 
as that played by Yáo or Shùn, but uncrowned because he was born in a time too remote from order to 
allow the fulfillment of such a destiny. The words rendered as “honor me as a lord,” zōng yŭ 宗予, mean, 
literally, “take me as a lineage founder,” and in a political context, this would denote a dynastic founder. 
(The accepted interpretation concerns taking Confucius’s Dào as “guiding principle” [zōng].) The notion 
that Confucius was denied the office of the Son of Heaven by circumstance, rather than by merit, appears 
as early as the Mencius (5A.6); the notion of Confucius as an uncrowned king seems first to appear in the 
Huáinánzĭ, “Zhŭshù xùn” 主術訓. 
 There seems to me a thematic and rhetorical overlap between Confucius’s lament here, decrying 
through a question the fact that he has received a portent of death before the rise of a king that will honor 
him, and the closing passage of the Gōngyáng zhuàn 公羊傳 (Aī 14/1). In the latter text, Confucius’s 
response to the capture of the lín 麟 beast, a portent of a True King’s rise, is to ask, “For whom has it come? 
For whom has it come?” (孰為來哉), followed, after recollections of Confucius’s anguish at the deaths of 
Yán Yuān and Zĭlù, by the lament, “My Dào is exhausted” (吾道窮矣). In the Tán Gōng, the parallel 
lament seems less integral to the passage, isolated in a single sentence that, if removed, would leave the 
passage more rather than less coherent. It seems likely an intrusion within a core ur-text, though we could 
infer that because it appears in the parallel Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version, the intrusion, if that is what it is, may 
belong to a redaction stage prior to the compilation of the Tán Gōng. Regardless, both passages provide 
Confucius the self-aware privilege of being the figure who announces the failure of his own mission, and 
both link this to the advent of a portentous sign. 
 An abridged version of the tale appears in the Shĭjì (47.1944). 
 The two components of 3.44 are obviously related, and are located together for this reason, but 
there seems no reason to link 3.44B with 3.44A rather than 3.45. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallels all seem clearly 
treated as independent in that work. 

 
3.44B.   孔子之喪，門人疑所服。子貢曰：「昔者夫子之喪顏淵，若喪子而無

服；喪子路亦然。請喪夫子，若喪父而無服。」 
 
During the obsequies for Confucius his followers were in doubt about the mourning they should 
wear. Zĭgòng said, “Formerly, when the Master mourned Yán Yuān, he did so as though Yán 
Yuān had been his son, but he wore no mourning clothes. He did the same when mourning Zĭlù. 
Let us mourn the Master as we would mourn a father, but wearing no mourning clothes.”1 

 
1In saying that the disciples would not wear mourning, the text’s meaning is that they would not follow the 
stipulations of any of the five grades of mourning. There was no specific mourning grade assigned for a 
teacher, a point that the Sòng period Chéng 程 brothers discussed in some detail (Èr Chéng yíshū  二程遺

書 2A.7b, cited by Sūn Xīdàn), suggesting that mourning should be guided by one’s feelings towards the 
teacher. This is suggested in passage 3.2 above, where we are told one should “mourn in the heart” 
(xīnsāng 心喪) for a teacher. In the case of Confucius’s death, the way that disciples expressed their 
feelings through clothes is indicated in passage 3.48. 
 
  This anecdote envisions Zĭgòng assuming the leadership role within the Confucian group upon the 
Master’s death. That would be consistent with the portrait of Zĭgòng acting as chief mourner upon 
Confucius’s death (Confucius’s son having died earlier), as described in Mencius (3A.4). 
 In the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, a portion of 40.3 is almost identical to this passage. See also 3.48, below. 
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3.45.   孔子之喪，公西赤為志焉。飾棺：牆置翣、設披，周也；設崇，

殷也；綢練設旐，夏也。 
 
For Confucius’s funeral, Gōngxī Chì1 designed the memorial décor.2 To decorate the coffin, he 
set feathered banners by the surrounding tent, and fastened the coffin with red cloth bands 
gripped by those walking beside the hearse. This was according to Zhōu norms. He set up a 
pennant frame with cone-tipped pegs.3 This was according to Yīn norms. He wrapped the 
pennant pole in silk and hung a black pennant. This was according to Xià norms. 
 

1Gōngxī Chì (also known as Gōngxī Huá 華) was a junior disciple. 
 

2Zhèng Xuán’s commentary suggests that Gōngxī Chì’s role was to write a memorial inscription (zhāngzhì 
章識 ), which is the reading Yáng Tiānyŭ adopts. On this reading, Gōngxī Chì’s connection to the 
remainder of the arrangements is not clear. However, Kŏng Yĭngdá sees Gōngxī Chì’s role extending 
throughout. Wáng Mèng’oū cites Yú Yùe’s text emendation, which alters 識 to zhí 職 (“responsibility”), 
making Gōngxī Chì “in charge of display,” thus supporting Kŏng’s reading, which Sūn Xīdàn also follows. 
(These same interpretive issues pertain to 3.46.) 
 The reading adopted here fits with the much more detailed parallel passage in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
(40.4), which begins: “For Confucius’s funeral, Gōngxī Chì was in charge of the encoffining and funeral 
procession. . . .” (孔子之喪，公西赤掌殯葬焉。) 
 

3This reading follows Wáng Fūzhī, cited by Wáng Mèng’oū. It literally refers to a cross bar with sharpened 
pegs (like teeth) from which the pennant hangs, maintained in outstretched position. Other commentators 
interpret chóng 崇 as a tooth-fringed banner. 
 

  The point of the passage is the synthesis of dynastic ornamentation, implying that Confucius was a 
universal sage, too great to be confined to the symbols of a single dynasty. 

 
3.46.   子張之喪，公明儀為志焉。褚幕丹質，蟻結于四隅：殷士也。 
 
For Zĭzhāng’s funeral, Gōngmíng Yí1 designed the memorial décor. He draped the coffin with a 
red cloth, embroidered with an interlocking pattern like rows of ants at its four corners, 
signifying a gentleman of the Yīn.2 

 
1Kŏng Yĭngdá assumes that Gōngmíng Yí was a disciple of Zĭzhāng, but notes that in a comment in the Lĭjì, 
“Jìyì” 祭義 chapter, Zhèng Xuán says he was a disciple of Zēngzĭ. Little is known for certain about 
Gōngmíng Yí, but he is cited as an authority in four separate passages in the Mencius, which is clearly 
influenced by the Zēngzĭ teaching lineage, rather than Zĭzhāng’s.  
 If Gōngmíng Yí were Zēngzĭ’s pupil, why would he play this role at Zĭzhāng’s funeral (even a 
literary one)? One possibility is that that although the teaching lineages may have had competitive elements, 
there remained a sense of familial closeness between them. In this case, there exists some external evidence 
in support of this, although the evidence is of the tenuous sort so common in traditional canonical exegesis. 
There are two Gōngmíngs mentioned in the Mencius; the other is Gōngmíng Gāo 高, also cited as an 
authority and identified as a Zēngzĭ disciple. In his Xiān-Qín zhūzĭ xìnián 先秦諸子繫年, Qián Mù 錢穆

argues that Gōngmíng Gāo and Gōngmíng Yí are the same person (p. 86n), and, in another context (pp. 
248-49), he notes that The Mòzĭ 墨子 records a conversation between Gōngmíng Gāo and a man named 
Zhuānsūn Zĭmò 顓孫子莫, whom Qián identifies as Shēn Xiáng 申祥, the son of Zĭzhāng (Zhuānsūn Shī 
師; see 3.30; 3.31a). If Qián’s theories reflect the history behind these identities, then the role Gōngmíng Yí 
played in Zĭzhāng’s obsequies would not have been that of a disciple, but rather that of a friend of the chief 
mourner, Zĭzhāng’s son.  

褚  chŭ 

旐  zhào 
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 The notion of a family connection may be reinforced by a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage (42.19) that 
replicates part of Tán Gōng 3.5: “Zĭzhāng was managing the funeral of his father, and Gōngmíng Yí was 
acting as director. He asked Confucius about the bow with head touching the ground . . .” (子張有父之

喪，公明儀相焉。問啟顙於孔子。」) – the remainder parallels 3.5. It is also possible, assuming in the 
first place that there is any historical basis to these reports, that Gōngmíng Yí was simply respected as a 
specialist in funerary ritual, and was asked to provide his services, either for compensation or as a courtesy, 
for that reason. 
 

2The Shĭjì records Zĭzhāng as coming from the state of Chén 陳, which has no necessary connection with 
the Shāng Dynasty, though it was not far to the southwest of Sòng, the homeland of the Shāng people. The 
Lǚshì chūnqiū 呂氏春秋 records him as the child of a humble family in Lŭ (“Zūn shī” 尊師), which also 
implies no necessary connection to the Shāng. Sūn Xīdàn speculates that Gōngmíng Yí chose to use the lĭ 
of the Shāng out of respect for its thematic values of frugality and simplicity. 

 
3.47   子夏問於孔子曰：「居父母之仇如之何？」夫子曰：「寢苫枕

干，不仕，弗與共天下也；遇諸市朝，不反兵而鬬。」曰：「請問居

昆弟之仇如之何？」曰：「仕弗與共國；銜君命而使，雖遇之不

鬬。」曰：「請問居從父昆弟之仇如之何？」曰：「不為魁，主人

能，則執兵而陪其後。」 

 

Zĭxià asked Confucius, “How should one behave with regard to an enemy who has killed one’s 
father or mother?1  
 The Master said, “Sleep on straw2 with one’s shield for a pillow. Accept no position at 
court.2 Be unwilling to abide together in the world with such an enemy. If one should encounter 
this enemy at market or court, one should never need to return home to fetch a weapon, but be 
ready to fight.”4 

 “What about an enemy who has killed one’s brother?” 
 “One may accept a position, but be unwilling to abide together in a single state with such 
an enemy. When one is carrying out a mission on the order of one’s lord, though one may 
encounter this enemy, one may not fight.” 
 “What about an enemy who has killed a brother of one’s parents?” 
 “Do not take the lead. If the principal is able to do so, then grasp your weapon and follow 
behind him.” 
 

1The text only speaks of enemies; it is commentary that reasonably interprets these as mortal enemies, 
responsible for killing one’s family members, and I have incorporated that dimension in the translation. 
 

2 Zhèng Xuán comments that this means continuing to dwell as if in mourning, even if the mourning period 
has ended. 
 

3With revenge as a consuming priority, no conflicting commitments can be undertaken. 
 

4Commentary is at some pains to explain how it would be possible to encounter such an enemy at court if 
one were not in service to a lord; moreover, the passage implies that vengeful son will always be armed and 
ready to fight, but weapons were not permitted in court. I believe the simplest explanation is that shìcháo 
市朝 (“market or court”) simply means “in public” here, and does not necessarily imply either market or 
court on a literal sense. 
 
  This passage appears with almost no variation in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.1). 

The prescription in this passage differs somewhat from a passage on the same theme found in the 
Lĭjì, “Qūlĭ I” chapter (1.38): “As for an enemy who has killed one’s father, one should be unwilling to 
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abide together in the world with him. As for an enemy who has killed one’s brother, need never to return 
home to fetch a weapon. As for an enemy who has killed a friend, one should be unwilling to abide 
together in a single state.” (父之讎，弗與共戴天。兄弟之讎不反兵。交遊之讎不同國). 

 
3.48   孔子之喪，二三子皆絰而出。群：居則絰，出則否。 
 

During the obsequies for Confucius, the followers all wore a sackcloth sash when abroad.1 In the 
case of mourning for others in the group, they wore the sash at home, but not when abroad. 
 

1”Sackcloth” here denotes fiber made from the kudzu plant (gĕ 葛). 
 

  The sackcloth sash (dié 絰) could be worn as a headband or as a belt at the waist. It did not pertain to the 
five grades of mourning, but was a separate sign of respect. The role of the sash is expressed in a related 
passage that appears in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (40.3), prefaced by a section almost identical to 3.44A, above, which 
concerns a discussion among the disciples about how to mourn for the Master. The passage continues, 
“Thereupon the disciples all donned clothes for condolence, wearing hemp. When they traveled to any 
place, they wore a hemp sash. Zĭxià said, “When one is at home it is appropriate to wear the sash; when 
abroad it should not be worn.” Zĭyoú said, “I heard this from the Master: When one mourns for a friend, 
wear the sash at home, but not when abroad. When one mourns a man one reveres, wear the sash at home, 
and even abroad it is permissible to wear it as well.” (於是弟子皆弔服而加麻。出有所之，則由絰。子

夏曰：「入宜絰可也，出則不絰。」子游曰：「吾聞諸夫子，喪朋友，居則絰，出則否；喪所尊，

雖絰而出，可也。」) The topic of the sash is also discussed in 4.22. 
 
3.49   易墓，非古也。 
 
To weed the grave is not ancient practice. 
 

  There are two very different readings for this passage. I am following traditional commentary. Yáng 
Tiānyŭ very reasonably renders the passage as being about changing the place of a grave (găizàng 改葬), 
perhaps having in mind 3.3, where that is the issue, and where such a practice is labeled “not ancient.”  

The discrepancy lies with the character yì 易, which originally represented two very different 
words, one of which came to be pronounced as a rùshēng 入聲, having a -k final, and the other read as a 
qùshēng 去聲. The former was the word that means “change,” the latter the word that means “easy,” or, “to 
make easy,” with a secondary sense of “to put in order.” In modern Mandarin, these two words are now 
phonetically and graphemically identical. 
 Zhèng Xuán and all traditional commentators read 易 here as qùshēng: “to put in order,” and they 
interpret this to refer to maintaining the grave through weeding and so forth. In eastern China, prior to the 
Zhōu, graves were built with tall mounds that were left untended (see 3.6), thus the old custom was not to 
weed the graves. Shào Tàiqú argues strongly for the alternative reading, arguing that letting graves become 
overgrown would never have been a natural approach. He also cites Qín Jìzōng 秦繼宗 (1576-1635): “The 
gravesite was determined along with the date of burial [both divined during the mortuary rites]: thus it is 
permanent and cannot be altered. Moving the grave is a confused, late practice, not the ancient Dào.” 
 

3.50   子路曰：「吾聞諸夫子：喪禮，與其哀不足而禮有餘也，不若禮不足而

哀有餘也。祭禮，與其敬不足而禮有餘也，不若禮不足而敬有餘也。」 
 
Zĭlù said, “I heard this from the Master: In funerary lĭ, rather than the mourning being 
insufficient and the lĭ too elaborate, it is better that the lĭ be insufficient and the mourning too 
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great. In sacrificial lĭ, rather than respectfulness being insufficient and the lĭ too elaborate, it is 
better that the lĭ be insufficient and the respectfulness too great.” 
 

  This passage echoes Analects 3.4: “In funerary lĭ it is be better to be guided by one’s grief than simply to 
attend to the ritual stipulations.”  

It is unusual for the formula, “I heard (learned) this from the Master,” to be uttered by a disciple 
who predeceased Confucius, since the phrasing suggests that Confucius himself can no longer be consulted. 
In Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 42.26, the speech here is delivered by Confucius in conversation with the disciple Zĭyoú 
(see 3.83, below), and it seems likely that Zĭlù’s name here is the result of a scribal error or other 
mistransmission of an earlier version, especially since four of the following five passages concern Zĭyoú. 
 

3.51   曾子弔於負夏。主人既祖，填池，推柩而反之，降婦人而后行禮。從者

曰：「禮與？」曾子曰：「夫祖者且也；且，胡為其不可以反宿也？」從者

又問諸子游曰：「禮與？」子游曰：「飯於牖下，小斂於戶內，大斂於阼，

殯於客位，祖於庭，葬於墓，所以即遠也。故喪事有進而無退。」曾子聞之

曰：「多矣乎予出祖者。」 
 
Zēngzĭ paid a condolence call in Fùxià.1 The chief mourner, having already performed the rite of 
setting out,2 had the offerings removed, the coffin’s position reversed, and the hearse returned to 
its starting point.3 Then he had the women descend the stairs before initiating the lĭ.4 Zēngzĭ’s 
followers asked, “Is this in accord with lĭ?” 
 Zēngzĭ said, “‘Setting out’ carries the sense of ‘about to.’5 What is to prevent a return to 
the starting point?”  
 The followers also asked Zĭyoú, who said, “The corpse’s mouth is sealed with rice below 
the window; it is given its initial dressing within the chamber door; it is given its full dress above 
the eastern steps; it is encoffined at the guest position; it sets out from the court; it is interred in 
the grave.6 With each step it moves more distant. Thus, in obsequies, there is always a motion 
forward, never back.” 
 When Zēngzĭ heard this he said, “A far better statement of the rite of setting out than 
mine!” 
 

1Commentators generally follow Zhèng Xuán in treating Fùxià as the name of a place, located in Weì 衛. 
Kŏng Yĭngdá treats it as a family name. 
 

2The rite of “setting out” (zŭ 祖 [carrying a sense of “origin,” and perhaps related in meaning to the 
cognates cú 徂: “to go to,” and cú 殂: “to die”]) is described in detail in the Yílĭ (“Jìxì” 既夕). It took place 
in the courtyard of the home compound of the deceased the evening before the hearse carried the dead to 
the gravesite. Among its features was the equipping of the hearse with decorations and grave goods and the 
loading of the coffin, which, as the initial steps were taken away from the hall and towards the gate, was 
reversed in direction, so that the head was turned away from the home and towards the grave. Wáng Fūzhī 
has a cogent description of the rite, which may owe more to his power of imagination than to 
documentation: “In ancient times, when one was about to travel far from home, one would drink wine as 
one readied to set out. The filial son treated the dead as he would the living, so after the coffin had 
completed its move to face the ancestral temple, as the sun declined he would lay out an offering for 
‘setting out,’ toasting the deceased as he prepared to set out for the grave” (an interpretation endorsed by 
Wáng Mèng’oū). 
 The “setting out” was, in fact (somewhat as Zēngzĭ suggests), not the actual beginning of the trip 
to the grave, which commenced the following morning, but only the initial movements away from the 
living quarters and towards the compound gate, taken the evening before. 
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3All commentators agree that the phrase tián chí 填池 involves a phonetic loan. Zhèng Xuán and most 
others take it to write the words diàn chè 奠徹 (“the offering was removed”), which I am following here. 
However, Wáng Fūzhī argues that chí 池 refers to a hearse ornament (the chí niŭ 池紐 in the Yílĭ), a cloth 
covered bamboo frame resembling the eaves of the courtyard, set around the coffin. He reads the phrase as 
zhì chí 寘池: “set up the chí,” and this seems a reasonable proposal, which requires emending only one 
graph, rather than two, and which preserves both graphemic and phonetic elements in the loan. However, 
the chí was placed over the coffin early in the process of loading the hearse with grave goods, well before 
the actual “setting out,” and so would be less germane to the issues of the passage. 

According to the Yílĭ, the offering was removed just before the “setting out” was performed (a new 
offering was laid out in the morning, as the trip to the grave began). Here, the offering must have been 
removed at an earlier point, and then replaced when the lĭ was commenced again. The key point here, 
however, is that the direction of the coffin was reversed – the head, which had been moved away from the 
living quarters and towards the gate (headed south) was returned to a position near the living quarters, and 
the hearse, which had already been moved away from the hall steps and towards the gate, was backed up to 
the hall steps. 
 

4The women would have descended the stairs immediately after the “setting out” began. The chief mourner 
here has sent them back up the stairs so that they could reenact that step of the rite. 
 

5 Zēngzĭ here makes a play on words. The graph used for the rite of “setting out” – zŭ 祖 – incorporates the 
element qĭe 且, which means “about to.”  
 

6 Zĭyoú’s response refers to a number of key stages in the mortuary rites. Immediately after death, the 
corpse’s mouth was filled with rice and cowrie shells, and this was done within the death chamber, moving 
the body from its place of death (by the north wall) to the window in the south wall (see the floor plan 
diagram in the Introduction). The initial dressing of the corpse by the chamber door involved fewer sets of 
clothing than the later dressing, which took place outside the chamber. The “guest position” where the 
corpse was encoffined was at the base of the western steps, thus further from the living quarters than the 
place of the full dressing, while the “setting out” carries the corpse away from the stairs towards the outer 
gate. 
 
  Sūn Xīdàn believes we are to understand that Zēngzĭ knew the rules, but was excusing the violation of 
the mourner out of courtesy. However, given the passage’s placement prior to 3.52, it seems clear that the 
major point was to show Zĭyoú’s superiority to Zēngzĭ in matters of lĭ.  

 
3.52.   曾子襲裘而弔，子游裼裘而弔。曾子指子游而示人曰：「夫夫

也，為習於禮者，如之何其裼裘而弔也？」主人既小斂、袒、括髮；

子游趨而出，襲裘帶絰而入。曾子曰：「我過矣，我過矣！夫夫是

也。」 
 
Zēngzĭ went to pay a visit of condolence with his skin jacket covered by a cloth tunic. Zĭyoú 
wore his tunic open, exposing the jacket beneath. Zēngzĭ pointed to draw attention to Zĭyoú and 
said, “That man! If he is expert in lĭ, how can he wear his tunic open and expose his jacket when 
paying a call of condolence?” 
 After the chief mourner had completed the initial dressing, bared his shoulder, and tied up 
his hair, Zĭyoú quickly exited and returned with his jacket covered by his tunic and wearing a 
sackcloth belt and head sash.1 Zēngzĭ said, “I was wrong! I was wrong! That man was right.” 
 

1 Kŏng Yĭngdá, assuming that this anecdote is an accurate account, notes that Zĭyoú must have come to the 
ceremony having brought these items with him in order to alter his dress at the appropriate point.  
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  While the elaborate preparation implied in Zĭyoú’s conduct may seem unrealistic, the account of the 
initial dressing stage given in the Lĭjì, “Sāng dàjì” 喪大記 chapter seems to tally with it (22.19; however, 
the Yílĭ 12 account does not include guests changing their attire). On the other hand, if this were common lĭ, 
as implied in the “Sāng dàjì,” it seems strange that an anecdote would attribute ignorance of it to Zēngzĭ. It 
is probably best to bear in mind that the choreographies of lĭ recorded in the classics may have reflected a 
lively and contested idealization of ritual “standards,” that captured in various and changing ways the 
actual practices of the extended era over which the texts were composed. 

 

3.53.   子夏既除喪而見，予之琴；和之不和，彈之而不成聲。作而曰：

「哀未忘也。先王制禮，而弗敢過也。」子張既除喪而見，予之琴；

和之而和，彈之而成聲。作而曰：「先王制禮，不敢不至焉。」 
 
Zĭxià presented himself, having completed his period of mourning, and he was given a zither.1 
He was not able to put it in tune, and when he played it he could not complete a melody. Getting 
up he said, “My grief is not yet forgotten. The former kings ordained the lĭ and I dare not exceed 
them.” 
 Zĭzhāng presented himself having completed his period of mourning, and he was given a 
zither. He put it in tune and then he played a melody upon it. Getting up he said, “The former 
kings ordained the lĭ and I dare not fail to come up to them.” 
 

1 Zhèng Xuán presumes that these disciples presented themselves before Confucius, and it is he who is the 
person giving them the zither. This clearly seems to be what we are intended to understand, and 
corresponds to the related Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage cited below. Those mourning a parent were not permitted 
to play the zither until the three-year period was over. 
 
  Commentators, traditional and modern, seem to universally relate this passage to one that appears in 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (15.5), in which the contrasted disciples are Zĭxià and Mĭn Zĭqiān 閔子騫. “When Zĭxià had 
completed the three year period of mourning he presented himself before Confucius. The Master said, 
‘Give him a zither and have him play it.’ Zĭxià was delighted and said, ‘The former kings ordained the lĭ 
and I dare not fail to come up to them.’ The Master said, ‘He is a jūnzĭ!’ When Mĭnzĭ had completed the 
three year period of mourning he presented himself before Confucius. The Master said, ‘Give him a zither 
and have him play it.’ Mĭnzĭ was overcome with grief and said, ‘The former kings ordained the lĭ and I dare 
not exceed them.’ The Master said, ‘He is a jūnzĭ!’ Zĭgòng said, ‘Mĭnzĭ had not yet exhausted his grief, 
Master, and you said, “He is a jūnzĭ!” Zĭxià had already exhausted his grief and you also said, “He is a 
jūnzĭ!” The feelings of these two were different, yet you called both of them jūnzĭ. I am puzzled and dare to 
inquire about this.’ Confucius said, ‘Mĭnzĭ could not yet forget his grief, and he was able to use lĭ to cut it 
off. Zĭxià’s grief was already exhausted, but he was able to extend it to accord with lĭ. Is it not appropriate 
to call both of them jūnzĭs?’” (子夏三年之喪畢，見於孔子。子曰：「與之琴。使之絃。」侃侃而

樂，作而曰：「先王制禮，不敢不及也。」子曰：「君子也！」閔子三年之喪畢，見於孔子。子

曰：「與之琴，使之絃。」切切而悲，作而曰：「先王制禮，弗敢過也。」子曰：「君子也！」子

貢曰：「閔子哀未盡，夫子曰：君子也。子夏哀已盡，又曰：君子也。二者殊情，而俱曰君子，賜

也惑，敢問之。」孔子曰：「閔子哀未忘，能斷之以禮；子夏哀已盡，能引之及禮；雖均之君子，

不亦可乎？」) The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version is closely paralleled in the Máo Shī 毛詩 commentary to Sù guān 
素冠 (#147) and in the Shuìyuàn 說苑 (19.25). 
 Clearly, the tropes involved in the Tán Gōng and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passages are drawn from a common 
anecdotal form. Traditional commentators, searching these anecdotes for historical fact, tended to follow 
Kŏng Yĭngdá in noting that the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version is more in line with what we know about Zĭxià, 
accepting the charge that his parental mourning was unexceptional, made by Zēngzĭ in Tán Gōng 3.36, 
while Mĭn Zĭqiān is elsewhere praised by Confucius for his filiality (Analects 11.5). 
 However, it seems to me that this version of the story is more likely a gloss on the well known 
Analects passage: “Zĭgòng said, ‘Who is more worthy, Shī or Shāng?’ The Master said, ‘Shī goes too far; 
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Shāng does not go far enough.’ ‘Then Shī is superior?’ ‘Too far is the same as not far enough.’” (子貢問：

「師與商也孰賢？」子曰：「師也過，商也不及。」曰：「然則師愈與？」子曰：「過猶不及。」) 
Given the similar role of Zĭgòng in the Analects and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passages, it seems likely that at one time, 
the Tán Gōng version existed in a fuller form, resembling the one now seen in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ; it is 
possible that such a version was, in fact, a background source for the laconic Analects passage. 
 Within the Tán Gōng, this passage appears to have been inserted late, breaking up a series of four 
passages meant to illustrate the ritual authority of the disciple Zĭyoú. 

 
3.54.   司寇惠子之喪，子游為之麻衰、牡麻絰。文子辭曰：「子辱與彌

牟之弟游，又辱為之服，敢辭。」子游曰：「禮也。」文子退反哭，

子游趨而就諸臣之位。文子又辭曰：「子辱與彌牟之弟游，又辱為之

服，又辱臨其喪，敢辭。」子游曰：「固以請。」文子退，扶適子南

面而立曰：「子辱與彌牟之弟游，又辱為之服，又辱臨其喪，虎也敢

不復位？」子游趨而就客位。 
 
At the funeral of Sīkòu Huìzĭ,1 Zĭyoú appeared in mourning clothes of fine hemp cloth while 
wearing a sash of coarsest hemp.2 Wénzĭ begged his pardon, saying, “Sir, you deigned to 
associate with my brother and further deign to wear mourning for him. I beg to decline the 
honor.”3 

 Zĭyoú said, “This is according to lĭ.”4 

 Wénzĭ withdrew and returned to his wailing.5 

 Zĭyoú strode over to stand with the household servants.6 Wénzĭ again begged his pardon. 
“Sir, you deigned to associate with my brother, have deigned to wear mourning for him, and now 
you further deign to join his funeral.” 
 Zĭyoú said, “I insist, if you please.” 
 Wénzĭ withdrew, and escorted the heir to stand facing south. “Sir, you deigned to 
associate with my brother, have deigned to wear mourning for him, and further deigned to join 
his funeral. Can Hŭ7 dare not to resume his place?” 
 Zĭyoú strode over to stand with the guests.8 
 

1Huìzĭ was a member of the ducal clan in the state of Weì 衛. His surname, Sīkoù 司寇, means “minister of 
crime.” Kŏng Yĭngdá and other commentators suggest that the title Minister of Crime had been adopted as 
a surname by Huìzĭ’s branch of the clan, analogous to the way the title “Minister of War,” sīmă 司馬, came 
to serve as a family name. 
 

2Fine hemp cloth, woven to the texture of linen, was appropriate for auspicious rituals, such as cappings 
and weddings, but was not fit for mourning rites, which required coarse cloth. Zĭyoú’s sash, however, was 
far too coarse, made from the fiber of the male hemp plant, appropriate only for mourners of the first 
degree, such as sons. Zhèng Xuán explains that Huìzĭ had set aside his eldest son by his wife and set up one 
of his other sons as heir instead. Zĭyoú’s garb was intended as a form of symbolic reproach (jī 譏). (Setting 
aside an heir could involve a flaw in the heir’s conduct or character, but sometimes, when it involved 
naming the son of a younger concubine as heir, it was suspected to be the result of inappropriate sexual 
infatuation on the part of the father, with immoral consequences, somewhat along the lines of passage 3.15.) 
 

3Wénzĭ, who is Huìzĭ’s elder brother Mímoú 彌牟, here has broken off from his performance as a chief 
mourner and approached Zĭyoú because of the unexpectedness of his appearance. His language of apology 
is meant as a polite reproof or query to clarify Zĭyoú’s intent. 
 

4Commentators all agree that Zĭyoú’s statement was not only contrary to fact, but knowingly so. He was, in 
fact, in outlandish violation of lĭ. 
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5Wénzĭ here does not press the point, and commentary interprets this as a likely sign that he has not 
understood the reproach that Zĭyoú was conveying by his conduct. 
 

6 Zĭyoú has here violated lĭ once again. As an outside guest, he should have stood with other such people by 
the base of the western steps up to the hall, facing east, towards the hosts. Instead, he has joined the 
household attendants who stood at the far end of the courtyard, facing north, towards the hall. This leads 
Wénzĭ to break off and speak to him again, and this time he grasps the point. 
 

7Hŭ 虎 is the personal name of Huìzĭ’s eldest son. 
 

8 Zĭyoú here conforms to lĭ. 
 
  Most commentators read this passage as a complement to 3.1, where they see Tán Gōng using 
inappropriate mourning garb as a way of protesting a similar change in family succession. While that 
interpretation may not fit 3.1 (see the comment there on Sūn Xīdàn’s reading), it clearly fits here. Zĭyoú is 
using the grammar of lĭ to convey a message that etiquette forbids putting in words. 
 Wáng Mèng’oū notes that it is only on Zhèng Xuán’s authority that we are led to believe that the 
son, Hŭ’s, original position at the funeral was a sign that he had been passed over as heir (in 3.1, that issue 
is explicit; it is the relation of Tán Gōng’s garb to that issue that is in question). Wáng believes it is as 
cogent to stay within the content of the passage and see Zĭyoú as protesting the way that Hŭ’s uncle had 
relegated him to an inferior position in the obsequies for his father. This is an attractive reading and may 
better capture the original intent, but it does require that we imagine Zĭyoú knowing how the family was 
planning to choreograph the funeral before his arrival.  
 Perhaps no passage portrays more forcefully the image of Zĭyoú as an absolute master of lĭ. It is 
only by regarding him in this way that readers could approve of his bizarre violations of ritual garb and 
choreography. This is particularly true when Zĭyoú seems falsely to assert that his violation of lĭ in wearing 
conflicting dress is in accord with lĭ, a remark which it appears we are to see Wénzĭ as accepting on the 
basis of Zĭyoú’s authoritative status. It is unclear whether we are to conclude that it is simply acceptable to 
lie in this way for the purpose of conveying a point, or whether we are to see the lie as itself a form of lĭ, an 
improvisation from conjoined ritual and moral authority. In the latter case, the passage seems linked to the 
following one. 

 
3.55.   將軍文子之喪，既除喪，而后越人來弔。主人深衣練冠，待于

廟，垂涕洟。子游觀之曰：「將軍文氏之子其庶幾乎！亡於禮者之禮

也，其動也中。」 

During the obsequies for General Wénzĭ,1 a man from Yuè arrived to pay a condolence after 
mourning clothes had already been put off.2 The chief mourner donned a long gown and, 
wearing the cap for the first anniversary ceremony, awaited him at the ancestral shrine, tears 
falling from his eyes.3 Zĭyoú observed him and said, “This son of General Wén has come close 
to the mark, hasn’t he! He has performed perfectly a lĭ for which no prescribed lĭ exists.” 
 

1Wénzĭ is the same man encountered in 3.54. His son and chief mourner is identified by Zhèng Xuán as 
Jiănzĭ Xiá 簡子瑕. 
 

2Yuè was a distant state, south of the Yángzĭ River, and delays in conveying news of Wénzĭ’s death and of 
traveling such a distance has brought the condoling visitor to Jiănzĭ Xiá’s gate only after the ceremony of 
the first anniversary of Wénzĭ’s death (the xiăoxiáng 小祥) had been performed, completing the period 
when mourning rites included condolence visits. (Sūn Xīdàn’s commentary includes an analysis arguing 
that the visitor from Yuè must have been traveling on his own initiative, and not upon his ruler’s order.) 
 

3There are four respects in which Jiănzĭ Xiá has improvised a ritual approach to this situation. The period of 
obsequies having ended, he has elected to receive a condolence in a gown appropriate for either auspicious 
or inauspicious ritual occasions; he wears the cap of softened fabric worn for the first anniversary mourning 
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ritual; he meets his visitor not in his living quarters but at the ancestral temple, where his father’s tablet had 
been installed during the first anniversary ceremony; he cries but does not wail. 

 
3.56a.   幼名，冠字，五十以伯仲，死謚：周道也。 
 
When young, a boy is given a personal name;1 when he is capped he is given a formal name;2 
from the age of fifty he is designated by generational order;3 after death he is known by a 
posthumous name: such is the Dào of the Zhōu. 
 

1The male child was given a personal name (míng 名) at three months. This would be the name used by 
family members and selected intimates throughout life. 
 

2The formal name (zì 字; often rendered as “style name”) was bestowed at the age of twenty sui, as part of 
the capping (guān 冠) ceremony. 
 

3There is much commentarial disagreement on this stipulation. The designations of generational order were 
the elements bó 伯, zhòng 仲, shú 叔, and jì 季 (mèng 孟 being an alternative to bó), which indicated birth 
order among brothers. These were indeed attached to senior patricians, but it is unclear that this involved, 
in real practice, either a uniform age or a uniform style of usage.  

 
3.56b.   絰也者，實也。 
 
The sackcloth sash signifies sincerity. 
 

  This sentence appears to be a insertion in 3.56, as the remainder of the passage entails a contrast between 
the lĭ of the Shāng and Zhōu. 

 
3.56c.   掘中霤而浴，毀竈以綴足；及葬，毀宗躐行，出于大門：殷道

也。學者行之。 
 
To dig a hollow within the chamber area for bathing the corpse;1 to demolish the stove and use 
its tiles to tether the feet;2 when the time for interment comes, to demolish the wall of the 
ancestral shrine so the hearse will pass before the travel altar,3 exiting through the main gate: all 
these belong to the Dào if the Yīn. Those who are learned practice them.4  
 

1The Zhōu custom, as reflected in the Yílĭ, was to wash the corpse of the newly deceased with a pan beneath 
the bed to catch the water, discarding the water in a pit dug outside the chamber. The practice mentioned 
here involved digging a pit and moving the deathbed over it, so that the water would flow into the pit. 
 

2The issue addressed by this custom is said by commentators to have been the propensity of the feet, during 
rigor mortis, to lock themselves into a distorted configuration that would not allow the mortuary sandals to 
be worn. Zhōu custom, again reflected in the Yílĭ, was to use the reclining stool of the deceased to hold the 
feet in position.  
 

3This complex ceremony, which is entirely absent in the Yílĭ, highlights the divergence between the 
traditions identified as Zhōu and Shāng (Yīn). The Zhōu employed the living quarters as the mortuary site, 
dressing and encoffining the corpse, and loading the bier onto the hearse there. The Shāng are said to have 
employed the family’s ancestral shrine for the latter stages of the process, the shrine being located on the 
grounds of the family compound.  
 In life, it was the custom before traveling far from home for the traveler first to visit the ancestral 
shrine and there to make an offering for protection to the spirit of travel (xíng shén 行神), for whom was 
constructed an altar just outside the wall on the western side of the shrine gate; the traveler’s carriage 
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would pass this altar on its way out of the compound through the main gate. At the time when the bier was 
loaded onto the hearse and taken out to the grave, the ancestral shrine being of no further relevance to the 
deceased, the hearse exited through a hole made in the wall of the shrine, near the location of the altar of 
the spirit of travel. Passing out over the mound, the deceased in this way alerted the spirit of travel of his 
departure. 
 

4Zhèng Xuán identified “those who are learned” as those who studied with Confucius. Confucius’s paternal 
family was said to be descended from the Shāng. 
 
  If 3.56b is viewed as an insertion, it is clearer that 3.56a and 3.56c are, indeed, parts of a single passage 
meant to contrast those aspects of mortuary rites that belong to Zhōu orthodoxy with others ascribed to the 
Shāng, the latter, if Zhèng Xuán is correct, being associated with Confucius and his school. The point 
would seem to be that the Rú is superior to common ritual professionals because he distills the best of the 
various dynasties, whereas common ritualists slavishly follow Zhōu prescripts. 
 It is, at present, a moot point whether this celebration of the historically informed approach 
signaled: (i) a distinction between Confucian and non-Confucian Rú; (ii) a distinction between Rú and 
ordinary ritualists (zhù 祝 ), (iii) a distinction among Confucian Rú, between those who, perhaps, 
emphasized Confucius’s Shāng ties and looked beyond Zhōu norms and those who took Confucius to have 
celebrated the norms of the Zhōu: that is, a factional division in which the element responsible for the 
prescriptions here (perhaps in distinction with factions responsible for composing the Yílĭ) labeled itself, 
“those who are learned.”  
 Having noted these implications of the passage viewed as taking parts (a) and (c) as a linked core, 
it is also the case that 3.56c appears embedded in a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage (42.11), where there is no contrast 
between Yīn and Zhōu ritual, but a reference to Yīn ritual origins seems out of place, as if held over from a 
reappropriation of the text: “Confucius was in Weì. Sītú Jìng died and the Master went to pay a condolence 
visit. The chief mourner was not grieving, and the Master did not complete the full course of his wailing 
before retiring. Qú Bóyù made a request, saying, ‘The customs of Weì are rude; we are unpracticed in 
mortuary lĭ. Could we trouble you to stoop and officiate here?’ Confucius agreed. He had a hollow dug 
within the chamber area for bathing the corpse, had the stove demolished, using its tiles to tether the feet, 
and had the corpse shrouded on the bed. When the time for interment came, he had the wall of the ancestral 
shrine demolished so the hearse would pass before the travel altar, exiting through the main gate. Reaching 
the gravesite, he had the men stand facing west and the women facing east; once the coffin was lowered 
into the grave, they returned. All this was the Dào of the Yīn, and Confucius performed it. Zĭyoú 
questioned him: ‘When the jūnzĭ performs lĭ he does not seek to alter customary practice. You have done so, 
Master.’ Confucius said, ‘This is not what that rule refers to. In mortuary matters, one follows simplicity.’” 
(孔子在衛，司徒敬之卒，夫子弔焉。主人不哀，夫子哭不盡聲而退。蘧伯玉請曰：「衛鄙俗，不

習喪禮。煩吾子辱相焉。」孔子許之。掘中霤而浴，毀竈而綴足，襲於床。及葬，毀宗而躐行；出

于大門。及墓，男子西面，婦人東面，既封而歸。殷道也；孔子行之。子游問曰：「君子行禮，不

求變俗，夫子變之矣。」孔子曰：「非此之謂也。喪事則從其質而矣。」) The gravesite actions 
described here are recounted also in 4.24, and the funeral itself in 4.22 (in which setting, however, 
Confucius seems already deceased). The phrase, xí yú chuáng 襲於牀, which interrupts the language from 
3.56c, is found also in 3.84. On chronological issues concerning Qú Bóyù, see 3.59, note 1.  
 

3.57.   子柳之母死，子碩請具。子柳曰：「何以哉？」子碩曰：「請粥

庶弟之母。」子柳曰：「如之何其粥人之母以葬其母也？不可。」既

葬，子碩欲以賻布之餘具祭器。子柳曰：「不可，吾聞之也：君子不

家於喪。請班諸兄弟之貧者。」 
 
Zĭliŭ’s mother died and Zĭshí asked leave to provide for full mortuary rites.1 Zĭliŭ said, “How are 
these to be funded?” 
 Zĭshí said, “I ask leave to sell the mothers of our younger brothers.”2 
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 Zĭliŭ said, “How could one sell the mothers of others in order to bury one’s own? That is 
not permissible.” 
 After the interment, Zĭshí wished to use excess mortuary gifts in order to pay for a full set 
of sacrificial vessels. Zĭliŭ said, “That would not be permissible. I have heard that the jūnzĭ does 
not enrich his own family through mourning. Please have these goods distributed to those of our 
brothers who are in need.” 
 

1 Zhèng Xuán identifies Zĭliŭ and Zĭshí as the sons of Shúzhòng Pí 叔仲皮 of Lŭ (6th c. BCE), identifying 
Zĭliŭ with the man of that name appearing in 4.71, below. Wáng Fūzhī and Guō Sōngtáo argue for a 
different identification: Xiè Liŭ 泄柳, a contemporary of Zĭsī mentioned with praise in Mencius. The name 
Zĭliŭ, appearing here and at 4.71, should not be viewed as unique – the Zŭozhuàn mentions a person from 
Zhèng bearing that formal name; the lists of Confucian disciples in the Shĭjì and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ include a 
Zĭliŭ as well (the formal name of Yánxìng 顏幸, otherwise unknown) – and characters in the anecdote, free 
from further identifiers as they are, may never have been intended to have an historical anchor. 

 

2 Zĭliŭ and Zĭshí are sons of their late father’s wife. The term used for “younger brothers” (shùdì 庶弟) 
indicates that these were sons by concubines, women who, as assets of the father’s estate, could be 
“liquidated” by sale to another family. Unless a concubine’s son had been adopted into the main line of a 
family through an act of his father (as may be the idea in passage 3.54), the privileges of concubines and 
their children were strictly limited within the family. This passage advocates for their respectful treatment. 
 

3.58.    君子曰：「謀人之軍師，敗則死之；謀人之邦邑，危則亡之。」 

 
The jūnzĭ says: “When one is placed in charge of planning for an army, if it is defeated in battle, 
one dies in the fight. If one is placed in charge of planning for a state, if it falls into danger, one 
should resign and leave.” 
 

  The passage concerns appointed generals and ministers (rather than rulers), as can be seen from the 
context provided in a parallel Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage (42.8), where Confucius replaces the anonymous jūnzĭ: 
“Zĭlù asked Confucius, ‘Zāng Wŭzhòng led an army to fight with the people of Zhū at Hútái and 
encountered a defeat. Many in his army were lost, but he was not punished. Does this accord with the 
ancient Dào?’ Confucius said, ‘The ancient Dào is: When one is placed in charge of planning for an army, 
if it is defeated in battle, one dies in the fight. If one is placed in charge of planning for a state, if it falls 
into danger, one should resign and leave. But when the ruler was involved and the action was undertaken 
upon orders, there is no punishment.’” (子路問於孔子曰：「臧武仲率師，與邾人戰于狐鮐，遇敗焉，

師人多喪而無罰。古之道然與？」孔子曰：「凡謀人之軍師，敗則死之；謀人之國邑，危則亡之。

古之道也，其君在焉者，有詔，則無討。」) (It should, perhaps, be noted that Zāng Wŭzhòng was the 
patron of Confucius’s father, and that the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage may have some dimension of advocacy.) 
 It is not obvious why this passage was chosen for inclusion in the Tán Gōng. Although death is 
mentioned, it is not in a context related to mortuary rituals and associated concerns. 

 
3.59.   公叔文子升於瑕丘，蘧伯玉從。文子曰：「樂哉斯丘也，死則我

欲葬焉。」蘧伯玉曰：「吾子樂之，則瑗請前。」 
 
Gōngshú Wénzĭ ascended Mt. Xiá, accompanied by Qú Bóyù.1 Wénzĭ said, “How delightful this 
mountain is! When I die I would like to be buried here.” 
 Qú Bóyù said, “If you find delight in this, Sir, I ask to precede you.”2 

 
1These two men were both from Weì 衛. Gōngshú Wénzĭ was a member of the ducal family, and he is 
mentioned twice in the Zŭozhuàn, in the year 504 BCE, when he is characterized as old, and nine years later. 
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In the Zŭozhuàn, Qú Bóyù (who refers to himself by his personal name, Yuán 瑗) appears only during the 
period 559-544 BCE, where he is associated with the problematic reign of Wénzĭ’s grandfather, Duke Xiàn 
獻 (d. 544 BCE; see 4.36, below). But a passage in the Analects (14.25) indicates he was still alive when 
Confucius attained prestige as a moral teacher, late in the 6th century, and a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage discussed 
in the comment to 3.56c, above (42.11) portrays Confucius and Qú Bóyù interacting as peers when 
Confucius was an adult. 
 
2 Zhèng Xuán’s comments take Qú Bóyù to be reprimanding Wénzĭ for an apparent inclination to seize for 
his gravesite land that was not his own, and although nothing in the text itself requires this interpretation, it 
is adopted in one form or another by all commentators. However, there is disagreement on precisely what 
Qú Bóyù’s comment means. For example, Wáng Fūzhī claims Qú meant, “Let me die and be buried here 
first, so as to steal the land before you!” Chén Hào cites commentary by Liú Yí 劉彝 (1029-1086), who 
believed Qú Bóyù, who had been walking behind Wénzĭ, where he could hear him, meant, “Let me precede 
you so I cannot hear what you say.” Wú Chéng believed Qú was being sarcastic, saying, “Permit me to 
reserve the land for you in advance.” 

 
3.60.   弁人有其母死而孺子泣者。孔子曰：「哀則哀矣，而難為繼也。

夫禮，為可傳也，為可繼也。故哭踊有節。」 
 
The mother of a man of Biàn1 died and he cried like a baby. Confucius said, “Grieving is all very 
well, but this would be difficult to emulate. The lĭ are forms that may be transmitted and 
emulated; hence wailing and stamping are regulated.” 
 

1Biàn probably denotes a small city to the east of Lŭ, usually represented by the graph 卞. Is reported to 
have been the native place of the disciple Zĭlù. 

 
3.61.   叔孫武叔之母死。既小斂，舉者出戶，出戶袒，且投其冠括髮。子游

曰：「知禮！」 
 
When Shúsūn Wŭshú’s mother died,1 at the conclusion of the initial dressing those lifting the 
bier exited the chamber door. Wŭshú exited the chamber door, bared his left shoulder, and then 
tossed away his cap to bind his hair. Zĭyoú said, “He knows li!” 
 

1 Shúsūn Wŭshú was a member of the warlord Shúsūn family of Lŭ, a branch of the ducal clan. 
 
  From Zhèng Xuán on, commentators have taken Zĭyoú’s comment to be sarcastic. The reasons are most 
thoroughly listed by Sūn Xīdàn: 1) Wŭshú exited after the bearers; 2) he did not help bear the bier; 3) he 
altered his costume after leaving the chamber; 4) the description of throwing the cap to bind the hair 
indicates hurried action. According to the Yílĭ, “Shì sānglĭ” chapter, the chief mourner should bind his hair 
and bare his shoulder before the bier is carried from the chamber (Steele II.57; Yáng 570). 
 This text itself gives no indication that Zĭyoú’s comment is not praise, but there is some external 
rationale for anticipating that it would not be, apart from what may have appeared to ritually informed 
readers from the description alone. Wŭshú appears in two passages of the Analects (19.23-24) where he is 
pictured deprecating Confucius posthumously, and claiming that Zĭgòng is superior (from Zŭozhuàn Ai 11 
we know that Zĭgòng served as an aide/translator for Wŭshú when fighting in alliance with troops from Wú 
吳 ). While Zĭgòng himself is given the role of dismissing Wŭshú’s claims, these passages and the 
following one (19.25), all of which picture courtiers advocating for Zĭgòng’s superiority, may reflect a 
contentious situation concerning prestige among the Rú after Confucius’s death, and the Tán Gōng passage 
may be picturing Wŭshú as it does in order to discredit the credentials of those who wished to find an 
alternative authority to Confucius. 
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 On the other hand, there is a partial parallel in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.15): “When Shúsūn Wŭshú’s 
mother died, at the conclusion of the initial dressing, those lifting the bier exited the chamber door. Wŭshú 
followed them and, upon exiting the chamber door, bared his left shoulder, and then tossed away his cap to 
bind his hair. Zĭlù sighed about it. Confucius said, ‘This is according to lĭ.’ Zĭlù asked, ‘When preparing to 
perform the minor dressing one changes clothes. Now he does this when exiting the door, yet you take him 
to know lĭ, Master. Why?’ Confucius said, ‘Your question is a poor one. The jūnzĭ does not appraise a 
person in order to clarify a matter’” (叔孫武叔之母死，既小歛，舉尸者出戶。武孫從之，出戶，乃

袒，且投其冠而括髮。子路歎之。孔子曰：「是禮也。」子路問曰：「將小歛，則變服。今乃出

戶，而夫子以為知禮，何也？」孔子曰：「汝問非也。君子不舉人以質事。」). It is difficult to 
know whether, in the Tán Gōng version, Zĭyoú is playing the part of Zĭlù and criticizing Wŭshú, or the part 
of Confucius and being tactful. 
 

3.62.   扶君，卜 a人師扶右，射人師扶左；君薨以是舉。 
 

a Bŭ 卜 is taken by Zhèng Xuán and others to be a loan for pú 僕, which may refer to a servant generically 
or to the driver of a cart. 

 
A lord’s chief driver and chief archer support him on the right and left. Upon the lord’s death, 
they bear his bier in this way. 
 
3.63.   從母之夫，舅之妻，二夫人相為服，君子未之言也。或曰同爨 緦。 
 
That one should wear mourning with regard to the husband of one’s mother’s sister and the wife 
of one’s mother’s brother is not the stipulation of a jūnzĭ.1 It is said that those who share a stove 
wear linen mourning for one another.2 
 

1The consensus reading for this sentence is rather different: “That the husband of one’s mother’s sister and 
the wife of one’s mother’s brother wear comparable mourning for one another is not the stipulation of a 
jūnzĭ.” I believe that Sūn Xīdàn provides compelling arguments for the alternative reading here. 

 Sūn finds the idea of a mutual mourning obligation between two people who are only described as 
connected via two marital intermediaries and a shared nephew absurd (although there are reciprocal [bào 
報] mourning obligations among some closer blood relatives). In 3.66, the mourning relationship between 
in-laws of opposite sex, the wife of an elder brother and the younger brother, is described with reference 
only to their own mutual status of one marital intermediary, without note of a common nephew. 

Sūn Xīdàn quotes Zhāng Zài and Wú Chéng, who attempt to alter the sense of the passage by 
treating xiāng 相 as involving a single direction proceeding from the shared nephew, rather than denoting a 
reciprocal relationship. Thus, for these scholars, the passage concerns a nephew’s conduct with regard to 
the husband of a maternal aunt and the wife of a maternal uncle, neither of whom are included, by lĭ, within 
the circle of those for whom the nephew by marriage wears mourning. Zhāng and Wú argue that it was 
common for nephews to lodge with maternal uncles and aunts when small, and that feelings of affection for 
their spouses would naturally be strong, accounting for an extra-canonical tradition along these lines. 
 
2The linen here would be the hemp linen (sīmá 緦麻) worn by mourners of the fifth degree. 
 Sūn Xīdàn points out that for the spouses of siblings of the opposite sex to share a stove would be 
“utterly licentious” (dúlùan wú bié shèn yĭ 瀆亂無別甚矣). However, if the phrase refers to the nephew 
who has lodged with his relatives, it is easy to understand. 

 
3.64.   喪事：欲其縱縱爾；吉事，欲其折折爾。故喪事雖遽，不陵節；

吉事雖止，不怠。故騷騷爾則野，鼎鼎爾則小人。君子蓋猶猶爾。 
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In mortuary affairs it is preferable to proceed at a brisk pace; in celebratory affairs it is better to 
be relaxed. Though mortuary rituals move quickly, no step may be skipped; though celebratory 
rituals may even come to a halt, one may not treat them carelessly. To be hasty is rude; to be 
sluggish is to be a boor. The jūnzĭ acts moderately.1 
 

1The specific sense of these adverbial duplicative binomes is largely based on Zhèng Xuán’s readings. 
 
  Passages 3.64-66 might be construed as a group of three, each an aphorism concerning lĭ introduced by a 
two-word topic phrase, sāng X. 

 
3.65.   喪具：君子恥具。一日二日而可為也者，君子弗為也。 
 
A jūnzĭ is ashamed to be fully prepared with all objects of mortuary ritual. Items that may be 
prepared within one or two days are not things the jūnzĭ prepares in advance. 
 

  The logic here is that the filial son always anticipates recovery, and avoids any sign of anticipating death. 
 
3.66.   喪服：兄弟之子猶子也，蓋引而進之也；嫂叔之無服也，蓋推而遠之

也；姑姊妹之薄也，蓋有受我而厚之者也。 
 
That the rule for mourning clothes stipulates that one dresses for a brother’s son as one does for 
one’s own son1 is probably in order to draw brothers closer together. That the rule is that an elder 
brother’s wife and a younger brother do not wear mourning for one another is probably to keep 
them separate. The lessening of degree for a father’s sisters is probably because these women 
have been received from one’s own family by others, whose degree of mourning for them is 
increased.2  
 

1That is, one mourns for these nephews as one mourns for sons other than one’s principal heir. 
 

2The mourning for married female relatives of one’s father is lowered one degree once they have been 
married. 

 
3.67.   食於有喪者之側，未嘗飽也。 
 
 When one is dining by the side of person in mourning, one never eats one’s fill.   
 

  This passage is identical with Analects 7.9, except that the subject there is Confucius and the passage 
descriptive, and here the sentence appears to be imperative (“When the Master dined by the side of one 
who was in mourning, he never ate his fill”). However, the grammar here is unusual for an imperative, the 
phrase weìcháng 未嘗 not generally being deployed in such phrasing (one would expect a negative 
imperative, such as bù 不, or a phrase such as jūnzĭ bù băo 君子不飽), suggesting that there is a specific 
subject missing here – a strong clue that the Analects passage may be the source text in this case (whether 
in a completed Analects or at a prior redaction stage). 

 
3.68.   曾子與客立於門側，其徒趨而出。曾子曰：「爾將何之？」曰：「吾父

死，將出哭於巷。」曰：「反，哭於爾次。」曾子北面而弔焉。 
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Zēngzĭ was standing with a guest by the side of his gate when one of his followers came rushing 
out. “Where are you going?” said Zēngzĭ. 
 “My father has died. I am going out to wail in the lane.” 
 “Go back in. Wail in your lodging.” 
 Then, facing north, Zēngzĭ paid his condolences. 
 

  Zhèng Xuán explained the term tú 徒 as referring to a lodger, but others are obviously correct to note that 
the word was not used to denote lodgers; it means a follower: someone studying with a teacher. 
Nevertheless, the context makes clear that this is a follower who had some sort of living quarters in 
Zēngzĭ’s compound. Yáng Tiānyŭ concludes that Zēngzĭ and his followers were, at the time, traveling. 
However, the Guănzĭ 管子 “Dìzĭ zhí” 弟子職 chapter makes clear that students who came from remote 
places to study with famous masters might lodge with the master, and that appears to be what Zhèng Xuán 
was reasonably envisioning. In any event, the follower rushing out to wail in the lane clearly is not near his 
own home, where he would be expected to return immediately upon receiving news of his father’s death. 
Kŏng Yĭngdá notes that the direction Zēngzĭ assumes for his condolence is one assigned to guests of a 
shared state, and ascribes this to the fact that the condolence is being performed in Zēngzĭ’s own compound. 
 The point of the anecdote seems to be to illustrate both Zēngzĭ’s generosity, following the rule that 
a lodger should be allowed to treat his place of lodging as though it were his own, and his ability to 
improvise a lĭ suitable to the situation. The follower’s rush from Zēngzĭ’s home may be interpreted as a 
desire to avoid imposing the ill fortune associated with death ritual on the home of his host and teacher, the 
view of Zhèng Xuán. 

 
3.69.   孔子曰：「之死而致死之，不仁而不可為也；之死而致生之，不

知而不可為也。是故，竹不成用，瓦不成味 a，木不成斲，琴瑟張而不

平，竽笙備而不和，有鐘磬而無簨虡，其曰明器，神明之也。」 
 

a Zhèng Xuán emends to 沬, which he reads as hùi 靧: “to wash the face.” Kŏng Yĭngdá accepts the graphic 
emendation, but reads 沬 as mèi: “polished.” Yang Shen finds no need to amend the text, taking wèi 味 as 
denoting food by synecdoche. 

 
Confucius said, “Treating the dead as though dead is not rén, and one should not act in this way; 
treating the dead as living is not wisdom, and one should not act in this way. Therefore, 
implements of bamboo not fit for use, pots not fit for food, implements of wood not well hewn, 
zithers strung but uneven, pipes of mouth organs complete but not in tune, bells and chimes 
supplied without frames to hang them on:1 these are called “numinous objects” because one 
treats the dead as spirit-like brilliance. 
 

1This list enumerates types of objects interred with the dead, all conceived to be in some manner useful in 
the afterlife of the grave. It was a feature of such objects that they emulate items of use, but be in some way 
dysfunctional. 

 
  The rendering of míngqì 明器 as “numinous objects” (clumsy, but still, perhaps, better than Legge’s, 
“vessels to the eye of fancy”), follows the gloss in this passage, and attempts to preserve some of the sense 
of sentient intelligence that may be carried by the element míng in the term shénmíng 神明, which connotes 
daemonic immanence, here rendered more literally as “spirit-like brilliance.”  
 A portion of this passage overlaps Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 44.6. See the comment to 4.19, below. 

 

知  zhì [智] 
 

斲  zhúo 
 

簨  sŭn 
 

虡  yú 
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3.70.   有子問於曾子曰：「問喪於夫子乎？」曰：「聞之矣：喪欲速貧，死欲

速朽。」有子曰：「是非君子之言也。」曾子曰：「參也聞諸夫子也。」有

子又曰：「是非君子之言也。」曾子曰：「參也與子游聞之。」有子曰：

「然，然則夫子有為言之也。」曾子以斯言告於子游。子游曰：「甚哉，有

子之言似夫子也。昔者夫子居於宋，見桓司馬自為石槨，三年而不成。夫子

曰：『若是其靡也，死不如速朽之愈也。』死之欲速朽，為桓司馬言之也。

南宮敬叔反，必載寶而朝。夫子曰：『若是其貨也，喪不如速貧之愈也。』

喪之欲速貧，為敬叔言之也。」曾子以子游之言告於有子，有子曰：「然，

吾固曰：非夫子之言也。」曾子曰：「子何以知之？」有子曰：「夫子制於

中都，四寸之棺，五寸之槨，以斯知不欲速朽也。昔者夫子失魯司寇，將之

荊，蓋先之以子夏，又申之以冉有，以斯知不欲速貧也。」 
 
Yoŭzĭ questioned Zēngzĭ: “Did you ever ask the Master about mortuary rites?”  
 “What I learned from him was that in mortuary rites one should wish quickly to be 
impoverished, and in death one should wish quickly to rot away.” 
 Yoŭzĭ said, “These are not the words of the jūnzĭ.”1 

 “I heard them from the Master himself,” said Zēngzĭ  
 Yoŭzĭ said, “These are not the words of the jūnzĭ!” 
 “It was together with Zĭyoú that I heard them,” said Zēngzĭ. 
 Yoŭzĭ said, “If that is so, then the Master must have had a particular reason for saying 
this.” 
 Zēngzĭ reported this conversation to Zĭyoú, who said, “How very much Yoŭzĭ’s speech 
resembles the Master!2  

“Once, when the Master was dwelling in Sòng, he observed Huán, the Minister of War, 
having a stone sarcophagus fashioned for himself.3 After three years it was still not finished. The 
Master said, ‘How improvident he is! Better he rot quickly when he dies.’ His comment about 
wishing quickly to rot after death was made with reference to Huán, the Minister of War. 

“When Nángōng Jìngshú4 returned to court, he brought precious gifts. The Master said, 
‘How extravagant he is! Better he had sunk into quick poverty after his loss.’ His comment about 
wishing for quick impoverishment was made with reference to Jìngshú.”5 

Zēngzĭ reported Zĭyoú’s words to Yoŭzĭ, who said, “So, as I originally said, those were 
not the words of the Master.” 

Zēngzĭ said, “How did you know?” 
“When he set regulations in Zhōngdū,” said Yoŭzĭ, “the Master specified that coffins 

should be four inches thick, and outer coffins five inches.6 This was the reason I know he did not 
believe one should quickly rot away. And formerly, after Confucius lost his position of Minister 
of Crime in Lŭ and was planning to set out for Jīng,7 he sent Zĭxià to scout ahead, and then Răn 
Yŏu in addition.8 This was the reason I know that he did not wish to become quickly 
impoverished.”9 

 
1It is apparent from the text below, where “jūnzĭ” in this phrase is replaced by “the Master,” that Yoŭzĭ 
means specifically that Confucius would not have said these words, not that no jūnzĭ would have said them. 
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2According to accounts in the Mencius (3A.4) and Shĭjì (67.2216), after Confucius’s death, some of the 
disciples looked to Yoŭzĭ for leadership because he “resembled” (sì 似) Confucius. They are said to have 
been quickly disillusioned (the Mencius includes Zĭyoú among the disciples who turned to Yoŭzĭ, while 
Zēngzĭ articulates the argument against him). 
 

3 Huán, the Minister of War, is Huán Tuí 魋, whom the Analects (7.23) and Shĭjì (47.1921) picture as 
Confucius’s mortal enemy. 
 It was a custom among the wealthy in early China to be interred in a double coffin: the guān 棺 
held the corpse and the gŭo 椁 (now generally written, 槨) enclosed the guān, though it was normally only 
a four-sided frame, without top or bottom. The outer coffin was generally fashioned of wood. 
 

4Nángōng Jìngshú was the son of the Lŭ warlord Mèng Xīzĭ 孟僖子, and he plays diverse roles in legends 
of Confucius. The Zŭozhuàn (Zhāo 7/6) and Shĭjì (47.1907-8) say that his father was so convinced of the 
young Confucius’s incipient sagacity that upon his deathbed he charged Jìngshú and his brother to become 
the first to study with him. The Shĭjì also reports that when Confucius made his supposed trip to see Lăozĭ 
in Zhōu, it was Jìngshú who requested permission of the Duke of Lŭ and accompanied Confucius on the 
trip (47.1909). He is sometimes identified as Nán Róng 南 容, to whom Confucius married his niece (see 
the comment to 3.21). It is somewhat incongruous to see Jìngshú serving as a foil parallel to Huán Tuí, one 
of the most reviled figures in the Confucius legend (a problem somewhat mitigated in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
version noted below). 
 

5Note that Jìngshú’s “sāng 喪” (loss) was not connected with mortuary matters; he had apparently lost his 
position at the court of Lŭ, and made visits back with gifts, presumably bribes to return himself to the good 
graces of the duke. (This inference is made certain by Yoŭzĭ’s final remark, and it is an explicit part of the 
version of the anecdote found in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, cited in the comment below.) The implication here is that 
when Zēngzĭ was asked by Yoŭzĭ about sāng, meaning mortuary matters, he recalled – out of context – 
remarks concerning both mortuary matters and unrelated “losses.” 
 

6It is variously reported that Confucius served as the steward of Zhōngdū (a town in Lŭ). The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
report (1.1; the report opens the text) includes this statement concerning coffin specifications. 
 

7Jīng 荊 is an alternative name for Chŭ 楚. Note that the parallel drawn between the case of Jìngshú and 
Confucius’s loss of position in Lŭ is what makes clear the double meaning of sāng in this passage. 
 

8The bracketing of Zĭxià and Răn Yŏu here makes it clear that the composers of this anecdote (or this 
version of it) were no longer in touch with or concerned about details about Confucius’s disciple group. 
While Răn Yŏu was a senior disciple, Zĭxià was very junior, and, if Confucius did resign the position of 
Minister of Crime when he left Lŭ, Zĭxià would have been about ten years-old at the time. 
 
9It is difficult not to feel disappointed with Yoŭzĭ’s explanation, as they involve no principled insight, as we 
might expect. It is possible that early readers were expected to feel let down with Yoŭzĭ, just as the 
disciples were elsewhere said to have been disappointed, as explained in note 2, but this may be reading too 
much into the intent of the passage composers, tempting as it may be. 
 
  The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.2) has a somewhat more elaborate parallel version of the heart of this anecdote, 
without the framing conversation between Zēngzĭ and Yoŭzĭ: “When Confucius was in Sòng, he saw that 
Huán Tuí was having a stone sarcophagus made for himself. Its construction had been underway for three 
years and the artisans were all worn out. The Master frowned and said, ‘How improvident he is! Better he 
rot quickly when he dies.’ Rănzĭ was serving as Confucius’s carriage driver and said, ‘According to lĭ, one 
does not prepare in advance for ill fortuned events. What does this mean?’ The Master said, ‘Once a man is 
dead one discusses his posthumous name; once the name is settled, one divines the gravesite; once he is 
buried the shrine to him is erected: all these are matters for his servants and sons to attend to, and not things 
ordered in advance, much less arranged by the man himself!’ Nángōng Jìngshú offended Duke Dìng by his 
accumulation of wealth and fled to Weì. The Marquis of Weì asked leave to arrange his return, and Jìngshú 
came back to court carrying precious objects. When the Master heard of it he said, ‘How extravagant he is! 
Better he had sunk into quick poverty after his loss.’ Zĭyoú was in attendance and said, ‘May I ask why you 
say this?’ Confucius said, ‘To be wealthy and not love lĭ is to court disaster. Jìngshú’s loss was occasioned 
by his wealth and he has not changed. I fear he will have cause to regret it later.’ Jìngshú heard of this and 
he rushed to see Confucius. Afterwards, he followed lĭ and distributed his wealth.” (孔子在宋，見桓魋自
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為石槨，三年而不成，工匠皆病。夫子愀然曰：「若是其靡也，死不如速朽之愈也。」冉子僕，

曰：「禮，凶事不豫。此何謂也乎？」夫子曰：「既死而議謚，謚定而卜葬，既葬而立廟，皆臣子

之事，非所豫屬也。況自為之哉？」南宮敬叔以富得罪於定公，犇衛。衛侯請復之，載其寶以朝。

夫子聞之，曰：「若是其貨也，喪不若速貧之愈也。」子游侍，曰：「敢問何謂如此？」孔子曰：

「富而不好禮，殃也。敬叔以富喪矣，而又弗改。吾懼其將有後患也。」敬叔聞之，驟如孔氏，而

後循禮施散焉。) 
 The Tán Gōng version is refreshing because the doltish portrait of Zēngzĭ is so contrary to type. It 
is clear that this text had no filiations to any Rú lineage honoring Zēngzĭ, but its portrait of the disciple 
group seems so disjointed that it is unclear whether the disciples portrayed serve as anything more than 
stock figures to illustrate – with considerable wit – the dangers of relying on sententious comments out of 
context. It would appear that in this case, the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version reproduces a preexisting text which 
some stage of Tán Gōng redactors put to a completely novel use. For further discussion, see Appendix C, 
and the final comment under 3.71. 

 
3.71.   陳莊子死。赴於魯，魯人欲勿哭，繆公召縣子而問焉。縣子曰：

「古之大夫，束修之問不出竟；雖欲哭之，安得而哭之？今之大夫，

交政於中國；雖欲勿哭，焉得而弗哭？且臣聞之，哭有二道：有愛而

哭之，有畏而哭之。」公曰：「然，然則如之何而可？」縣子曰：

「請哭諸異姓之廟。」於是與哭諸縣氏。 
 
Chén Zhuāngzĭ died1 and news was sent to Lŭ. The people of Lŭ wished not to wail for him.2 
Duke Mù3 summoned Xuánzĭ4 and questioned him about it. Xuánzĭ said, “Grandees of the past 
did not carry so much as dried sausages as a gift past the border; though one wanted to wail for 
them, how would it be possible?5 Today’s grandees meddle in politics throughout the central 
states. Though one wishes not to wail, how can one help but do so? Moreover, I have heard it 
said that there are two types of wailing: there is wailing from love and wailing from fear.” 
 The Duke said, “If that is so, then what am I to do?” 
 Xuánzĭ said, “I suggest you wail for him in the ancestral shrine of a clan other than your 
own.” 
 Whereupon the Duke joined in a ceremony of wailing at the shrine of the Xuán family. 
 

1Chén Zhuāngzĭ was a grandee of Qí, the Chéns (known also as the Tián 田 family) being the most 
powerful warlord family in the state, effectively acting as the ruling clan and formally usurping the Qí 
throne in 386 BCE. Qián Mù dates the death of Zhuāngzĭ to 411 BCE. 
 

2 Wáng Mèng’oū points out that “the people of Lŭ” is a polite way of referring to the ruler. 
 

3This duke’s name appears in texts variously as 繆公 (miù 繆 being a loan graph in posthumous titles, 
pronounced mù) and 穆公 (as in 4.74, below). He reigned 415-383 BCE (according to Qián Mù’s dating; 
Legge puts his dates six years later). He is frequently portrayed as a patron of Zĭsī 子思 (who lived c. 483-
402). 
 

4 Xuánzĭ is referred to at 3.75 as Xuánzĭ Suŏ 瑣 (Suŏ being his míng, rather than Zĭsuŏ being his zì). 
Neither Zhèng Xuán nor Kŏng Yĭngdá provides a note as to his identity. He is first identified in Chén 
Hào’s Yuán-era commentary, wherein he is said to have been an authority on lĭ (and pronunciation of his 
surname is specified; the variant xuán 懸 appears in some editions of the Kŏng Cóngzĭ 孔叢子). Wáng 
Fūzhī adds that Xuánzĭ was a Lŭ grandee (dàfū 大夫), which would make sense, given the close of this 
anecdote. Modern commentators follow Chén and Wáng. It seems likely that all details of his identity are 
interpretations from context only, and that no independent source providing additional information was 
available to commentators of any era. 

竟  [境] 
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 Xuánzĭ is an unusual figure in that he plays a role in the Tán Gōng very similar to a Confucian 
disciple, yet does not seem to be portrayed as one. Xuánzĭ appears in six entries (others include 3.75, 76, 79, 
84, and 4.74), and is more frequently encountered in this text than in any other. In Tán Gōng, he advises 
Duke Mù, is cited as an authority on lĭ, and criticizes Zĭyoú’s knowledge of lĭ, the only point in the text 
where he directly intersects with known Confucian disciples. Outside of Tán Gōng, Xuánzĭ appears only in 
the following texts: the Lĭjì, “Zájì” 雜記 chapter (once: 21.21, where he is briefly cited as an authority in a 
passage detailing norms of lĭ, with no further context); four times in the Kŏng Cóngzĭ (in the “Záxùn” 雜訓 
chapter twice, and in the “Gōngyí” 公儀 and “Kàngzhì” 抗志 chapters), in all instances there being linked 
to Zĭsī; and once in the Lùn Héng 論衡, in a version of Tán Gōng 4.74 found in the “Míng yú” 明雩 
chapter. 
 

5Dried sausages were a cliché for a pro forma gift of introduction (famously invoked in Analects 7.7). 
Xuánzĭ’s larger point is that while grandee families – that is, families whose hereditary patrician status 
earned their leaders a place at the courts of their home states – once left interstate matters to the legitimate 
rulers, that was no longer the case, which is why rulers were expected to offer them the courtesy of ritual 
wailing upon death, formerly reserved for fellow lords. 
 
  As the detail of note 4 surely reveals, I am intrigued by the significant presence of the mysterious Xuánzĭ 
in Tán Gōng. I see it as an unusual fingerprint: a sign of authorial filiation with a lost ritual teaching lineage, 
one that may or may not have traced back to Confucius. Thus Xuánzĭ may be a forgotten Confucian Rú, or 
he may be a rare and perhaps unique surviving instance of a non-Rú ritualist or non-Confucian Rú. 
Additionally, note that 3.71 shares with 3.70, a passage outside the small “Xuánzĭ corpus,” an unusual 
rhetorical form in the use of the phrase, rán rán zé 然然則 to initiate a quoted response, also, perhaps, a 
mark of common authorial origin or editorial hand. Thus if we attribute a “pro-Xuánzĭ” orientation to 
common authors of these two passages, it would correlate with the “anti-Zēngzĭ” disposition implied in 
3.70. In 3.84, Xuánzĭ seems to exhibit a breezy contempt for Zĭyoú as well, suggesting that his partisans 
may have been broadly ill disposed towards well established early Confucian teaching lineages. (Although 
3.70 most clearly makes Zēngzĭ out to be a dolt, it is possible to read the passage as a general burlesque of 
the Confucian school, Yoŭzĭ’s flash of brilliance turning at the end to routine literal mindedness, and 
Zĭyoú’s expression of admiration for Yoŭzĭ thus seeming shallow.) 

 
3.72.   仲憲言於曾子曰：「夏后氏用明器，示民無知也；殷人用祭器，示民有

知也；周人兼用之，示民疑也。」曾子曰：「其不然乎！其不然乎！夫明

器，鬼器也；祭器，人器也；夫古之人，胡為而死其親乎？」 
 
Zhòng Xiàn1 said to Zēngzĭ, “The Xià Dynasty employed ‘numinous objects,’ and thereby 
indicated to the people that the dead were not sentient. The Yīn employed sacrificial vessels, and 
thereby indicated to the people that the dead were sentient. The Zhōu employed both, and 
thereby indicated to the people doubt.” 
 Zēngzĭ said, “Not so! Not so! Numinous objects are vessels for the shade;2 sacrificial 
vessels are for the living person. How could the ancients bear to treat their late relatives as 
dead?” 
 

1Zhèng Xuán identifies Zhòng Xiàn as the Confucian disciple Yuán 原 Xiàn. Unless the mention of a 
“Zĭsī” in 3.31B refers to Yuán Xiàn, whose formal name is recorded as Zĭsī, passage 3.72 would be the 
only mention of Yuán Xiàn in the entire Lĭjì. The identification is not absolutely certain because Yuán Xiàn 
is nowhere else called “Zhòng 仲 Xiàn,” but a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel noted below uses the surname Yuán, 
and the identification does not really seem in doubt here. Yuán Xiàn was famed for his reclusion, and 
would be an unlikely candidate for inclusion in an anecdote such as this; however, the only commentator 
who seems to doubt this identification is Guō Sōngtáo. 
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2I am using “shade” to render gŭi 鬼 (following Legge in this instance), which may be correlated to the pò 
魄 component of the dead, the aspect linked to the underworld and the grave in popular religious notions, 
as opposed to the component associated with “spirit,” shén 神, which was immanent in regions above 
ground. While sĭ 死 here is linked with a lack of sentience, gŭi were conceived as sentient in some way, as 
was the shén. I don’t mean to suggest a clear and fixed model in connection with these terms; I suspect 
these terms were used in fluid ways. I am chiefly trying to make sense of this particular passage, where it is 
clear that Zēngzĭ is making a distinction between one who is treated as “dead” (sĭ) and one who is treated 
as a gŭi. In the case of sacrificial vessels, the contrast seems to be on different grounds. The recipient of the 
sacrifice was conceived as the shén, but here the point seems to be that the vessels were tools of the living, 
used to express their veneration. 

 
  This passage links with 3.69, where “numinous objects” (míngqì 明器) are explained as a type of bridge 
between treating the dead as sentient and non-sentient. Here, assuming the identification of Zhòng Xiàn is 
correct, Zēngzĭ’s wisdom is celebrated at the expense of Yuán Xiàn, a disciple who seems to have attracted 
a following among some Rú, judging by the way he is valorized in the Shĭjì (there, at Zĭgòng’s expense; 
67.2208; 129.3258). 
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes overlapping text in a passage that also incorporates language from other 
Tán Gōng passages. See 4.19, below. 
 

3.73.   公叔木有同母異父之昆弟死，問於子游。子游曰：「其大功乎？」狄儀

有同母異父之昆弟死，問於子夏，子夏曰：「我未之前聞也；魯人則為之齊

衰。」狄儀行齊衰。今之齊衰，狄儀之問也。 
 
Gōngshú Mù1 had a half-brother by his mother who died. He asked Zĭyoú what to do. Zĭyoú said, 
“Perhaps wearing mourning of the third degree would be correct.” 
 Dí Yí had a half-brother by his mother who died, and he asked Zĭxià what to do. Zĭxià 
said, “I have never learned the rule for this, but in Lŭ, people wear mourning of the second 
degree in such cases.” Dí Yí wore mourning in the second degree. Today’s custom of wearing 
mourning of the second degree accords with Dí Yí’s question.2 

 
1 Zhèng Xuán identifies Gōngshú Mù as Gōngshú Zhū 朱, referred to in the Zŭozhuàn as Gōngshú Shù 戍, 
a patrician from Weì 衛 who fled to Lŭ. There seems no reason for this identification other than a 
resemblance of graph forms in one instance, extended to a phonetic resemblance in another. Since Dí Yí is 
unidentified, an obscure and possibly ahistorical character, this could be the case for Gōngshú Mù as well. 
However, almost all commentators follow Zhèng; again, Guō Sōngtáo is an exception. 
 
  There is a partial parallel in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.14): “There was a man from Zhū whose half-brother by his 
mother died, and he wished to wear mourning for him. Through a connection with Yán Kè he was able to 
pose to Confucius the question of whether this would accord with lĭ. Confucius said, “If he lives with his 
step-father, he would wear mourning for his half-brother. If he does not live with the step-father, then he 
would not wear mourning for the step-father, much less for his son.” (邾人以同母異父之昆弟死，將為之

服，因顏克而問禮於孔子。子曰：「繼父同居者，則異父昆弟從為之服；不同居，繼父且猶不服，

況其子乎？」) 
 In his comments, Sūn Xīdàn carefully explores various approaches to the questions asked of Zĭyoú 
and Zĭxià here. He notes that the rules that apply to half-brothers in the ritual literature all apply only to 
half-brothers by the father, and that the term used here (kūndì 昆弟) specifically refers to brothers by a 
common father, making this entire passage confused. Sūn Xīdàn also considers the rules of mourning for 
mothers who have been divorced, step-fathers, and so forth, and concludes that, “at the most, one might 
wear the courtesy mourning of the fifth degree appropriate for one with whom one has shared a stove.” He 
concludes with this comment: “Lŭ was known as the state that preserved its hold on lĭ, and these two 
gentlemen had studied with a sage. It is inexplicable that they could muddle the lĭ in this way!” He is, in 
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fact, more temperate than his predecessor, Fāng Bāo, who said, “A half-brother by a common mother is like 
any man in the street; one shouldn’t even use the term ‘brother’ for such a person!” (In response, Hè Yìxíng 
cites instances where the relationship seems to have been important historically, and notes that it is a 
relationship discussed in Zhū Xī’s 朱熹 Sòng-era family ritual text.) 
 Fāng’s approach is closer to a text critical one than Sūn’s. He angrily dismisses the passage by 
saying, “How could any person of Lŭ, knowing in his heart that it was wrong, deceptively ascribe these 
statements to worthy men who followed the sage, just in order to make excuses for their behavior?” The 
one point that we can probably safely grant as factual in the passage is the currency of the practice of 
wearing second degree mourning for a half-brother by one’s mother at the time that the passage was 
composed. We also know that there is now a lacuna in the classical ritual texts concerning mourning for 
such half-brothers, and obviously there was one at the time the passage was composed as well (assuming 
that any systematic compilations of lĭ existed then and were regarded as authoritative). We may disagree 
with Fāng as to the appropriateness of the solutions offered in the passage, but his notion that the passage 
was composed to rationalize current practice is surely correct. 

 

3.74.   子思之母死於衛。柳若謂子思曰：「子聖人之後也，四方於子乎觀禮。

子蓋慎諸。」子思曰：「吾何慎哉？吾聞之：有其禮，無其財，君子弗行

也；有其禮，有其財，無其時，君子弗行也。吾何慎哉！」 
 
Zĭsī’s mother died in Weì.1 Liŭ Ruò2 said to Zĭsī, “Sir, you are the descendant of a sage, and all 
in the four quarters look to you in matters of lĭ. You should, perhaps, take great care in this 
matter.” 
 Zĭsī said, “Why should I take great care? I have heard that though there may be a 
prescribed action in lĭ, if he does not have the funds to perform it a jūnzĭ will not do so. And if 
there is a prescribed action in lĭ and the funds are available, if the time is not right a jūnzĭ will not 
perform it. Why should I take great care?” 
 

1Zhèng Xuán tells us that after Zĭsī’s father, Kŏng Lĭ 孔鯉, died, his mother was remarried to a man in Weì 
衛. A further passage concerning her death appears below (4.60). 
 
2Liŭ Ruò is identified by Zhèng Xuán as a man from Weì. 
 
  The mothers of the Kŏng household seem rarely to have been unproblematically mourned. Confucius 
divorced the mother of Kŏng Li, Zĭsī divorced the mother of his only son, Kŏng Bó 白 (see 3.4), and Zĭsī’s 
mother had the misfortunate of her husband’s early death and remarriage away from her only Kŏng-family 
son. Not to mention that Confucius’s own mother lay in state by the side of a crossroads (3.10), her elderly 
husband having left her behind many years before. Sobering thoughts for young women hoping to find a 
sage mate! 

The issue of concern in this passage seems to be the proper mourning role of an eldest son whose 
mother has remarried, and although at first glance we might understand that Zĭsī was stating an intention to 
do less than Liŭ Ruò might wish, Zhèng Xuán takes Liŭ’s concern to be that Zĭsī will do too much: that he 
will impose upon a funeral where he should play a minor role and others must take the lead, because his 
mother is now affiliated with a different lineage. Commentary tradition adopts Zhèng Xuán’s reading. It is, 
however, unclear why Zĭsī cites in his response an aphorism that includes the issue of finances, since that 
matter would not be relevant, except as a convenient excuse. The issue is clearly how the “time” (shí 時) 
affects conduct. Wáng Fūzhī points out that the issue of time is one of context: “‘Time’ denoted the context 
(shídì 時地 ) that one encounters oneself.” Wang’s commentary also draws an interesting general 
conclusion: where the former kings have left lacunae in lĭ, their intention was to license individuals to 
follow their feelings. While it is not clear that this was the attitude of the Tán Gōng authors, it does appear 
that in instances such as the present case, the choices individuals made were seen as significant indicators 
of judgment, and a person of Zĭsī’s ethical authority was cast in a role close to that of the legendary 
designers of lĭ. 
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3.75.   縣子瑣曰：「吾聞之：古者不降，上下各以其親。滕伯文為孟虎齊衰，

其叔父也；為孟皮齊衰，其叔父也。」 
 
Xuánzĭ Suŏ said, “I have heard that in ancient times, mourning was according to closeness of 
relation, with no distinctions reducing the mourning degree.1 Wén, the Earl of Téng, wore 
mourning of the second degree for Mèng Hŭ because the latter was his uncle, and he wore 
mourning of the second degree for Mèng Pí because he was his nephew.”2 

 
1The Zhōu system of mourning, as represented in the Yílĭ, specified a variety of categories that would entail 
scaling back one’s mourning degree by one level: for example, a female family relative, once married into 
another family, was mourned a degree lower than an unmarried relative (because she had entered the realm 
of another lineage; see 3.66); a son would scale back the mourning for his mother one degree if his father 
were still alive (because the father would act as chief mourner). There were also situations where, because 
of relative ranking in social hierarchies, individuals were mourned at a reduced degree in order not to 
encroach on the honor due to someone of higher status within the clan lineage or state. (Thus, for example, 
a grandee who headed a clan branch lineage might be mourned a degree lower than otherwise by collateral 
relatives, who reserved the higher level for the head of the main lineage line; see Chéng Yáotián 程瑤田 
[1725-1814], “Jiàngfú shuō” 降服說.) 
 
2 Zhèng Xuán takes the example here to be drawn from Shāng Dynasty history, probably inferring this 
simply from the rubric gŭ 古: “ancient.” It is not possible to be sure how the example illustrates the point. 
Most commentators take the two Mèngs to be uncle and nephew, but the terms for them are identical, and 
they could have been two uncles of different lineage status. (Wáng Mèng’oū notes that Yú Yuè makes this 
argument, and goes a step further in claiming the two names refer to the same man.) 

 
3.76.   后木曰：「喪，吾聞諸縣子曰：夫喪，不可不深長思也；買棺外內易。

我死則亦然。」 
 
Hoù Mù1 said, “I have heard this from Xuánzĭ: ‘In mortuary affairs one must not fail to plan long 
and in detail. In purchasing the coffin,2 it should be well finished both inside and out.’ Let it be 
thus at my death as well.” 
 

1 Zhèng Xuán identifies Hoù Mù as a member of a branch of the ducal lineage in Lŭ, but his identification 
rests on slender evidence. 
 
2It is very rare that any form of ritual is discussed in explicitly commercial terms in early texts, although we 
occasionally see mention of coffin construction. The only other instance I am aware of with regard to 
coffins appears in the Hán Fēizĭ 韓非子, “Beìneì” 備內: “When a woodworker makes a coffin, his hope is 
that people die young . . .  If people don’t die then coffins are not purchased.” (匠人成棺則欲人之夭死

也 . . . 人不死則棺不買。) 
 
  Zhèng Xuán holds that Hoù Mù is instructing his son, and that the speech is inappropriate, as this is a 
matter a filial son will properly attend to. Kŏng Yĭngdá goes further, and says that the passage is a criticism 
of Hoù Mù. Wáng Mèng’oū points out that it is not necessary to read the passage in this way. In the Tán 
Gōng, Xuánzĭ is otherwise noted only in positive ways, and it would seem inconsistent to gratuitously drag 
him into an anecdote intended only to ridicule someone for conveying his pronouncements. Although it is 
true that sons were in charge of their fathers’ mortuary affairs, this may not always have included the coffin, 
which was one of the few items that it could be appropriate to prepare in advance (see 3.65 on this issue). 
Note that in 3.70, Huán Tuí (perhaps not the best exemplar of high ritual aspirations) makes elaborate 
preparations for his own outer coffin. Certainly, it was common for people in the Imperial period to 
purchase their own coffins well in advance of their anticipated deaths. 
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3.77.   曾子曰：「尸未設飾，故帷堂；小斂而徹帷。」仲梁子曰：「夫婦方

亂，故帷堂；小斂而徹帷。」 
 
Zēngzĭ said, “It is because the corpse has yet to be adorned that the hall is curtained off. Once the 
minor dressing is complete, the curtain is removed.”1 

 Zhòngliángzĭ2 said, “It is because the chief mourner and his wife are at that time in a state 
of confusion that the hall is curtained off.3 Once the minor dressing is complete, the curtain is 
removed.” 
 

1The issue raised here concerns the initial day after death, when the corpse is initially in the death chamber 
and is then brought out to the main hall, which has been curtained off, to be dressed and encoffined.  
 
2The identity of Zhòngliángzĭ (Master Zhòngliáng) is unclear. Zhèng Xuán says he was from Lŭ; in the 
Zŭozhuàn, the surname Zhòngliáng does appear in connection with a family in Lŭ, and this may be the 
basis of Zhèng Xuán’s identification. In the Hán Fēizĭ 韓非子, “Xiănxué” 顯學 chapter, where a division 
of the Rú school into eight factions is described, one of those factions is called, “the Rú of Mr. Zhòngliáng 
仲良氏,” with multiple editions representing liáng with the phonetically identical graph 梁, a common loan 
relationship. 
 There has been extensive discussion in commentary history over the identity of this Zhòngliángzĭ, 
who became at some early point prominent enough to earn recognition as leader of a Rú teaching lineage. 
Apart from this reference in Tán Gōng, there is only one other early reference to a “Zhòngliángzĭ”: it 
appears in the Han period Máo Shī 毛詩 commentary to ode #50, and simply cites this name as the source 
of a minimal gloss, four characters in length. Some writers wish to identify Zhòngliángzĭ with Chén Liáng 
陳良, a man praised by Mencius (Mencius 3A.4), but the identification is based only on the problematic 
idea that the personal name Liang could be rendered as part of a family name: Zhòngliáng shì.” 
 What is clear in this passage, however, is that Zēngzĭ and Zhòngliángzĭ are being offered as 
competing masters in the Rú tradition. Although many commentators believe that Zēngzĭ’s comment on the 
reason for curtaining off the hall is more cogent than Zhòngliángzĭ’s, by placing the latter in final position, 
the composer of the passage implies it is to be preferred, and given the way Zēngzĭ is treated in the 
following passage, if the two are linked we are probably justified in viewing Zēngzĭ as being portrayed in 
error in both cases. (Kŏng Yĭngdá’s commentary treats the two passages as a single unit.) 
 
3Some commentators read the confusion as concerning the proper places for people to stand, but it is 
unclear to me why the comment must be restricted to this issue. 

 
3.78.   小斂之奠，子游曰於東方；曾子曰於西方，斂斯席矣。小斂之奠在西

方，魯禮之末失也。 
 
Concerning the offerings made during the minor dressing rite, Zĭyoú said that they are places to 
the east of the corpse. Zēngzĭ said to the west, and that a mat was used during the rite. The 
placing of the offerings to the west of the corpse was a failing of later Lŭ lĭ. 
 

  The Yílĭ stipulates that the offerings are placed to the east, and a mat is used only for the greater dressing 
rite. Whether the Yílĭ represents the practice that Confucians viewed as orthodox at the time of Zĭyoú and 
Zēngzĭ, the composer of this passage makes it clear not only that we should view Zĭyoú as correct and 
Zēngzĭ as in error, but that Zēngzĭ has adopted as orthodox a degenerate form of lĭ. The passage seems to 
reflect a partisan position within Rú factionalism, consistent with the general thrust of many Tán Gōng 
passages that recognize the authority of Zĭyoú. 
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3.79.   縣子曰：「綌衰繐裳，非古也。」 
 
Xuánzĭ said, “To use sackcloth of kudzu for the tunic and fine, sparsely woven gauze for the 
skirt is not ancient practice.” 
 
3.80.   子蒲卒，哭者呼滅。子皐曰：「若是野哉。」哭者改之。 
 
When Zĭpú died, those wailed for him called out, “Miè!”1 Zĭgāo2 said, “This sort of thing is 
vulgar!” The wailers corrected themselves. 
 

1The identity of Zĭpú is unknown. Zhèng Xuán inferred that Miè was his personal name and all 
commentators have followed him. Sūn Xīdàn points out that the person who would normally be chief 
mourner, the eldest son, would never call his father’s personal name; however, the personal name was, 
indeed, called out at the time of death, during the initial ritual of calling back the soul. 
 

2Identified as the Confucian disciple Zĭgāo 子羔. See 3.38, note 1. 
 
  There is an interesting parallel in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.19): “When Zĭpú of Chéng died, those who wailed 
for him called out, ‘Miè!’ Zĭyoú said, ‘Such wailing is unorthodox. Confucius detested those who wailed in 
an unorthodox manner.’ Hearing of this, the wailers corrected themselves.” (郕人子蒲卒，哭者呼滅。子

游曰：「若哭其野，孔子惡野哭者。」哭者聞之，遂改之。) What is interesting is that the speaker 
changes from Zĭgāo to Zĭyoú, confirming that Zĭgāo (whose identity is not entirely certain) is indeed 
intended to represent a disciple, and that Zĭyoú’s remark adds the phrase that constitutes Tán Gōng 3.109. 

 
3.81.   杜橋之母之喪，宮中無相：以為沽也。 
 
When the mother of Dù Qiáo died,1 the household appointed no one to be in charge of ritual 
arrangements.2 This was viewed as negligence. 
 

1Dù Qiáo has not been identified. 
 

2After the death of a parent, the son acting as chief mourner was seen as too distracted to manage the details 
of mortuary rites, and appointing a person to take charge of them was standard practice. This was, of course, 
a role that members of the Rú community were trained to fulfill, and doing so for compensation was one 
way that they made their living, so it is natural that a Rú text such as Tán Gōng would be critical of 
instances where no ceremonial supervisor was employed. 

 
3.82.   夫子曰：「始死，羔裘玄冠者，易之而已。」羔裘玄冠，夫子不以弔。 
 
The Master said, “During the period immediately following a death, one should simply change 
out of one’s sheepskin jacket and dark cap.”1 The Master never wore sheepskin jacket and dark 
cap when paying a visit of condolence.2 
 

1As the second sentence makes clear, this rule pertains to one’s dress when visiting a bereaved household 
prior to the minor dressing ceremony. 
 

2The final sentence is said of “the jūnzĭ” in Analects 10.5.  
 
  The sheepskin jacket and dark cap were court clothes, to be worn on occasions of propitious ceremony. 
Kŏng Yĭngdá notes that the chief family members would have changed from court clothes to long gowns 
(shēnyī 深衣) as death approached, and this passage (like that in the Analects) probably was composed to 

綌  xì 
 

衰  cuī 
 

繐  suì 

沽  gù 
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deplore a failure of condoling visitors to observe norms of courtesy. The rhetoric of the initial statement, 
conveyed in English by the word, “simply,” conveys a general tone of impatient disapproval. 
 There is a passage in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.22) that incorporates this comment in a narrative context: 
“Jì Huánzĭ died and the grandees of the Lŭ court paid their condolences wearing court clothes. Zĭyoú asked 
Confucius, ‘Is this according to lĭ?’ The Master did not answer. On a different day he asked again, and the 
Master said, ‘During the time soon after death, one should simply change out of one’s sheepskin jacket and 
dark cap. Why would you be unclear about this?’” (季桓子死，魯大夫朝服而弔。子游問於孔子曰：

「禮乎？」夫子不荅。他日，又問，夫子曰：「始死則矣羔裘玄冠者，易之而已，汝何疑焉？」) 
 
3.83.   子游問喪具，夫子曰：「稱家之有亡。」子游曰：「有無惡乎

齊？」夫子曰：「有，毋過禮；茍亡矣，斂首足形，還葬，縣棺而封 
a，人豈有非之者哉！」 
 

a The character fēng 封  is read as biăn 窆 (“lower into a grave”) by Zhèng Xuán. See below. 
 
Zĭyoú asked about the items of mortuary rites. The Master said, “They should accord with the 
means of the household.” 
 Zĭyoú said, “How should one adjust according to means?” 
 The Master said, “If the household has means, let it not exceed lĭ. If it lacks means, then 
so long as the body is covered fully from head to toe, though it is merely taken quickly to burial 
and lowered into the grave, who would object?”1 

 
  The reading of fēng 封 as biăn 窆 is accepted by all commentators. The basis for it is, however, probably 
contextual, rather than philological: that is, the agreement is a product of its good semantic fit, rather than 
because of compelling evidence that a single word is represented by the two characters. The reconstructed 
readings for the characters are *poŋ 封 and *prams 窆, which do not suggest an easy phonetic loan. (The 
graph 窆 is also reconstructed phonetically as *pə̂ms, a closer fit, but this reconstruction seems to trace 
back to Zhèng Xuán’s Tán Gōng gloss here.) The philological argument rests on a passage in the Zŭozhuàn 
(Zhao 12/2), where the character used to signify “lower into the grave” is bēng 塴 (var. 堋) with the 
phonetic element, 崩, reconstructed as *pə̂ŋh. It is clear that 塴 and 封 could be used as loan characters, but 
in such a case, the word being represented would be different from the word *prams (窆).  
 As we have seen in 3.6, the Tán Gōng recognizes the rule that graves should not be “mounded” 
(fén [*bən] 墳), but that Confucius contravened this by mounding (fēng 封) his parents’ grave (and, to his 
dismay, the mound collapsed [bēng 崩]). It appears there was a tension in the state of Lŭ between the Zhōu 
custom, which lowered corpses into a pit (bēng 塴) and a local Yí 夷 tradition of mounding (fēng 封) 
graves. In this passage, the word xuán 縣 (懸) clearly denotes the lowering of the coffin into the grave pit 
by means of ropes. Commentary tradition has followed by taking xuán guān ér fēng 縣棺而封 as: 
“suspending the coffin by ropes (xuán guān) and lowering it into the grave” (fēng = bēng/biăn). But the 
phrase could be read cogently without loan substitution as, “lowered the coffin by rope and mounded the 
grave.” However, there are passages where the character 封 is unambiguously used to represent a word 
whose meaning corresponds to that denoted by biăn (e.g., passage 4.40). These issues pertain to a number 
of further passages below.  

The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes a parallel passage (42,26) that continues with text that appears in Tán 
Gōng 3.50, above. “Zĭyoú  asked about the items of mortuary rites. Confucius said, ‘They should accord 
with the means of the household.’ Zĭyoú said, ‘How should one adjust according to means?’ Confucius said, 
‘If the household has means, let it not exceed lĭ. If it lacks means, then so long as the body is covered fully 
from head to toe, though it is merely taken quickly to burial and lowered into the grave, who would object? 
Thus in mourning one’s loss, rather than mourning be wanting and lĭ be abundant, it is better that lĭ be 
wanting while mourning is abundant. In mounting sacrifices, rather than respect being wanting and lĭ 
abundant, it is better that lĭ be wanting and respect be abundant.’”  (子游問喪之具，孔子曰：「稱家之有

稱 cheng 
 

齊 jì [劑] 
 

還 xuán [旋] 
 

縣  xuán [懸] 
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亡焉。」子游曰：「有亡惡乎齊？」孔子曰：「有也，則無過禮；苟亡矣，則歛手足形。還葬，懸

棺而封。人豈有非之者哉？故夫喪亡，與其哀不足而禮有餘也，不若禮不足而哀有餘也。祭禮，與

其敬不足而禮有餘也，不若禮不足而敬有餘也。」) 
 
3.84.   司士賁告於子游曰：「請襲於牀。」子游曰：「諾。」縣子聞之曰：

「汰哉叔氏！專以禮許人。」 
 
Master of Officers Bēn1 told Zĭyoú, “I will be pleased to clothe the corpse with a tunic on the 
bed.”2  

Zĭyoú said, “Go ahead.”3 
Xuánzĭ heard of this and said, “How full of himself Uncle is!4 He takes it upon himself to 

grant permission in matters of lĭ.” 
 
1The identity of this person is unaddressed in early commentary. Although sīshì 司士 is an official title, 
Sūn Xīdàn suggests that Bēn’s family had taken it as a surname, a common practice. This is certainly 
possible, but Wáng Fūzhī notes that in the Zhōulĭ, the sīshì is in charge of arrangements in mortuary affairs, 
and although the Zhōulĭ was likely assembled only during the early Hàn period and should not be read as 
dependable evidence about early ritual offices, it is probably a text developing alongside the materials in 
the Tán Gōng, and Wáng’s observation seems relevant. 
 
2According to the Yílĭ, this would be proper lĭ. Zhèng Xuán says that according to lĭ, the corpse was to be 
placed on the floor (literally, “the bed is discarded”: feì chuáng 廢牀), but only for the period immediately 
after death. Kŏng Yĭngdá says that the corpse was then to be transferred to the bed for dressing, but that 
common practice had evolved to begin the dressing while the corpse was on the floor. The phrase feì 
chuáng derives from the Lĭjì, “Sāng dàjì” 喪大記 chapter, and it is the canonical basis for the notion that 
the corpse be placed on the floor after death. Wáng Mèng’oū notes a variety of textual difficulties with the 
relevant passage in the “Sāng dàjì,” and, citing a Dūnhuáng manuscript variant of fā chuáng 發牀, takes 
this to be a rephrasing of the movement of the bed from north to south chamber wall, in accord with the 
more detailed description in the Yílĭ, “Shì sānglĭ” chapter.  
 The somewhat awkward translation of Bēn’s statement is an attempt to combine the literal rhetoric 
(“I request to clothe the corpse with a tunic on the bed”) with the verbal use of the word “tell” (gào 告), 
suggesting that Bēn was simply stating his intent. If we see Zĭyoú as being in a supervisory position, the 
word gào could be well rendered as “report.” 
 The phrase xí yú chuáng 襲於牀 appears in the midst of a longer string from 3.56c that is 
embedded in a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage (42.11), which incorporates phrasing from 4.24as well. 
 
3The term nuò 諾 is a perfunctory permissive, generally uttered by those in authority. It is this tone that 
Xuánzĭ objects to in the following comment, implying, perhaps, that Zĭyoú should have cited the authority 
of codified lĭ instead. 
 
4The term by which Xuánzĭ refers to Zĭyoú, shúshì 叔氏, is understood by Zhèng Xuán as Zĭyoú’s formal 
name (zì 字). This would be a very unusual type of zì indeed, and Wáng Fūzhī notes that “Zĭyoú” is already 
a zì. As an individual’s name, shúshì would generally be used to denote the patrician head of a cadet branch 
of a lineage founded by a third son, and the meaning would then be, “head of the third-senior lineage.” The 
term can, however, be used generically to refer to a person by generation – “uncle,” as the translation has 
it – though it would be less respectful, without some specific context, than the term bóshì 伯氏, which 
employs the term for an eldest son (we see this term in 3.15, applied with respect by a prince to the court 
advisor who served as his tutor). The distinction in status between the terms bóshì and shúshì can be seen in 
a Zŭozhuàn passage (Zhao 15/6f), where the Zhōu king addresses a patrician envoy from Jìn and the 
hereditary archivist accompanying him in turn as bóshì and shúshì, although the latter, it is made clear, is 
the direct descendant of the founder of his lineage, implying that the distinction between the two forms of 
address is a matter of status. (It is also the case that, addressing the archivist as shúshì, the king scolds him, 
much as Xuánzĭ is pictured scolding Zĭyoú.) 
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  Short as this passage is, and insubstantial as its ritual question may be, the passage creates a difficult 
issue of interpretation concerning the roles played by Confucian figures in Tán Gōng. Zĭyoú, who is in 
many respects portrayed as the most authoritative of Confucius’s own disciples in most portions of the text 
(so much so that the chapter was traditionally seen by some as the work of Zĭyoú’s disciples), especially 
with regard to lĭ, is here attacked in strong and demeaning terms by Xuánzĭ, who, although a minor figure 
in Tán Gōng and almost completely unknown outside this Lĭjì chapter, is elsewhere in the text only cited 
with implicit praise. 
 Some commentators have suggested that the Zĭyoú of this passage is not the Confucian disciple 
Yán Yăn 言偃 at all, but a different man with an identical zì. Wáng Fūzhī, noting the role of the Master of 
Officers as a state-level official supervising mortuary rites in the Zhōulĭ, believes that the obsequies 
pictured here must be for a ruler, and that the Zĭyoú we see here – called shúshì by Xuánzĭ – was a younger 
brother of the deceased ruler, senior leader of his own cadet lineage branch, who was managing the overall 
ceremonies. This would certainly fit with the possibility that we are here seeing a functionary report to the 
patrician overseeing his performance. 
 Moreover, Xuánzĭ is invariably pictured as an advisor to Duke Mù, who came to the throne in 415 
BCE, thirty years after the death of Yán Yăn (Zĭyoú). Nowhere in the literature are Xuánzĭ and Zĭyoú 
associated as contemporaries; the only Confucian contemporary of Xuánzĭ that is recorded is Zĭsī, pictured 
in the years before his death (in 402 BCE, by Qián Mù’s chronology) The notion that there could be any 
historical context that would picture Xuánzĭ’s comments here as contemporary with a casual (thus 
uninscribed) statement made by the Confucian Zĭyoú is very tenuous. Thus, if Bēn was speaking to a Zĭyoú 
whom Xuánzĭ could “overhear,” that Zĭyoú would almost certainly not be Yán Yăn. 
 However, Xuánzĭ’s comment itself is meaningful only if it is taken to apply to Yán Yăn, who is 
indeed pictured as a man utterly confident of his authority in matters of lĭ. Thus, history and Wáng Fūzhī’s 
enlightening speculations notwithstanding, for the purposes of Tán Gōng, the literary Zĭyoú pictured here 
seems obviously meant to be our Zĭyoú, and Xuánzĭ is being used as a vehicle to take him down a peg in 
very strong terms. 

 
3.85.   宋襄公葬其夫人，醯醢百甕。曾子曰：「既曰明器矣，而又實

之。」 
 
Duke Xiāng of Sòng1 buried his wife with one hundred jars of vinegar and mince. Zēngzĭ said, 
“He called them ‘numinous objects’ yet he filled them.” 
 

1Duke Xiāng reigned 650-637 BCE. 
 
  Simple as it may be, there is still much to debate about this passage. The Zŭozhuàn narrative has Duke 
Xiāng’s principal wife (fūrén 夫人) active as late as 611 BCE, many years after she supposedly predeceased 
her husband. While there are problems with the account there (for example, she is portrayed attempting to 
have an affair with her adult great-grandson, which may suggest issues of identity, chronology, and libido), 
it does call into question the facts stated here. 
 Even if we allow that Duke Xiāng may have remarried or that the Zŭozhuàn account is too 
problematic to trust, we still have a difficult ritual issue. In 3.72 we are informed that the Shāng (Yīn) 
Dynasty did not use “numinous objects” (míngqì), but buried their dead with “sacrificial objects” (jìqì 祭
器): that is, objects for the dead that were the same as objects used by the living. Since the state of Sòng 
was the homeland of the Shāng descendants, it would be unsurprising that they employed Shāng mortuary 
rituals, and we should assume that Zēngzĭ, as the disciple of a teacher who himself was linked to a Shāng 
lineage, would know as much. The only logical interpretation would be that Zēngzĭ was criticizing the duke 
for calling the objects one thing, and treating them as another. However, it seems odd that this detail would 
be clear and worthy of note nearly two centuries after the event in question. 

 
 

醯  xī 
 

甕  wèng 
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3.86.   孟獻子之喪，司徒旅歸四布。夫子曰：「可也。」 
 
At the funeral of Mèng Xiànzĭ,1 his Minister of People2 ordered the retainers to return the funeral 
gifts.3 The Master said, “That was permissible.” 
 

1Mèng Xiànzĭ (d. 554 BCE), was head of a powerful warlord family in Lŭ. 
 

2Sītú 司徒 was a title usually applied at the state level, denoting the high minister in charge of domestic 
affairs related to people’s conduct (often translated as “Minister of Education”). Commentators here debate 
whether such an office existed on the “household” level among grandees; perhaps this was a ducal 
appointee. Since warlords such as the Mèng family leaders appointed a household officer to be their own 
“minister of war” (sīmă 司馬), there is no reason to doubt that sītú could have been a Mèng family office. 
Kŏng Yĭngdá’s commentary provides the name of the Minister of People in this case, Jìngzĭ 敬子, and Zhū 
Bīn notes that in the Lĭjì Ashikaga (足利) manuscript, the text itself includes this name. This might be an 
example of Kŏng Yĭngdá’s notes making their way into a recopied text, but it could also indicate that Kŏng 
Yĭngdá’s source was the text itself in its Táng state, Jìngzĭ’s name being later omitted through a copyist’s 
error after the text that led to the Ashikaga era version had made its way to Japan. It should be noted, 
however, that a Minister of People Jìngzĭ appears later in Tán Gōng: at 4.22, this Jìngzĭ holds the office of 
sītú at the state level in Weì 衛, in a setting that cannot be earlier than the first decades of the fifth century 
BCE: in passage 4.24 it is mentioned that Confucius presided over this Sītú Jìngzĭ’s funeral. It seems likely 
that the name Jìngzĭ was imported into Kŏng Yĭngdá’s commentary and the Ashikaga manuscript through a 
confusion with the only other “Minister of People” appearing in the text. 
 

3 Wáng Fūzhī notes that lǚ 旅 can denote a ritual of display, and he reads this action as “displaying the 
funeral gifts (bù 布) and conveying them to the chief mourner.” This would eliminate what appears to be 
the chief point of interest in the passage: the return of the gifts to those who donated them, which is read by 
other commentators as an act of family generosity that is worthy of celebration. (Wáng thinks that 
Confucius’s comment is not a celebration, but a grudging acknowledgment that no rule was broken.) 
Wáng’s solution has the strength of treating lǚ as a verb, which eliminates some grammatical awkwardness 
in the phrase sītú lǚ guī (which would literally mean, “the minister of affair’s subordinates returned . . .,” 
which would eliminate the agency of the minister of affairs). However, the Ashikaga manuscript that Zhū 
Bīn cites supplies the missing verb shĭ 使 , which appears in Kŏng Yĭngdá’s commentary, and the 
translation here follows that guide by reading shĭ as ellipsed. (I am aware that in note 2, I treated the 
Ashikaga version as unreliable and in this note, one character later, I am relying on it. Rather than defend 
this, I prefer to treasure the irony.) 
 The phrase sìbù 四布 is read as “the gifts brought by guests coming from all directions.” Perhaps 
because fabrics were the principal forms of grave gifts (fùfèng 賻賵), or perhaps because bù (bolts of fabric) 
came to be a generic term for goods in general, the term bù was sometimes used to denote grave gifts 
collectively. (Although the distinction is not at all observed in actual texts, the Gōngyáng zhuàn 公羊傳 
pronounces clear vocabulary distinctions among terms for donated grave gifts: fèng 賵 denotes horses and 
carriages; fù 賻 denotes general goods; sui 襚 denotes coverlets and items of clothing [Yīn 1]. Note that in 
the following passage, fèng seems to be used generically to cover all these. In 3.40, above, fù is used for 
horses.) 

 
3.87.   讀賵，曾子曰：「非古也，是再告也。」 
 
As for the reading of the grave gifts, Zēngzĭ said, “It was not ancient practice. It is a duplication 
of the report.” 
 

  Kŏng Yĭngdá’s commentary treats this as a continuation of the last passage (and adds no commentary to 
it), reflecting the common theme of grave gifts. 
 According to Zhou practice, the reading of the grave gifts took place twice. First, when the body 
lay in state a list of the contributors and gifts was read to the deceased by the side of the bier. Later, just as 
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the procession to the grave was to depart, the list was read out a second time (with the names also displayed 
on a placard on the hearse). 
 As usual, commentators take gŭ 古 to denote the pre-Zhōu, Shāng period, so Zēngzĭ is seen as 
criticizing orthodox Zhōu practice. 

 
3.88.   成子高寢疾。慶遺入，請曰：「子之病革矣。如至乎大病，則如之

何？」子高曰：「吾聞之也：生有益於人，死不害於人。吾縱生無益於人，

吾可以死害於人乎哉？我死，則擇不食之地而葬我焉。」 
 
Chéng Zĭgāo1 was ill in his chamber. Qing Yi2 entered and asked, “Your illness is at a crisis. If it 
should prove mortal, what shall be done?” 
 Zĭgāo said, “I have heard it said that when alive, one should be of benefit to others, and in 
death one should cause them no harm. Since I have been useless to others in my life, could I 
allow my death cause them harm? If I should die, choose a piece of land too barren to farm for 
food and bury me there.”3 

 
1Commentary takes Chéng Zĭgāo to be identical with Guó Zĭgāo 國子高, who appears in passage 3.91. His 
posthumous name was Chéngbó 成伯, thus “Chéng Zĭgāo” would be a reduction of Guó Chéngbó Zĭgāo. 
He was the son of the Qí grandee Guó Guān 觀, who is mentioned in a Zŭozhuàn entry of 478 BCE; hence, 
Zĭgāo was probably at the end of his life sometime in the mid-5th century. 
 

2Qìng Yí was also a member of a grandee lineage in Qí. 
 
3By some interpretations, the sentiment expressed in this passage would be similar to that animating 3.59, 
though the passages convey their ideas through contrasting negative and positive exemplars. 

 
3.89.   子夏問諸夫子曰：「居君之母與妻之喪。」「居處、言語、飲食

衎爾。」 
 
Zĭxià asked of the Master, “How should one behave during the obsequies of the mother or wife 
of one’s ruler?” 
 “In comportment, speech, and dining, be at ease.” 
 

  It is evident that the text here is corrupt; I have had to supply the question phrase, “How should one . . .” 
A comparable passage in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.4) provides a fuller text: “Zĭxià asked Confucius, ‘During the 
obsequies of the mother or wife of one’s ruler, how should one act?’ Confucius said, ‘In comportment, 
speech, and dining, be at ease. When present at the mortuary ceremonies, simply wear the proper 
clothing.’” (子夏問於孔子曰：「居君之母與妻之喪，如之何？」孔子曰：「居處、言語、飲食衎

爾。於喪所則稱其服而已。」). The first part of Confucius’s response seems to concern whether one 
should alter one’s own activities during the period of the ruler’s mourning, to which the answer is no. 

 
3.90.   賓客至，無所館。夫子曰：「生，於我乎館。死，於我乎殯。」 
 
When traveling visitors arrived and had no lodging, the Master said, “If they are alive, let them 
lodge with me. If they die, let their obsequies be carried out by me.” 

 
  A Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage (43.6) includes a more elaborate account, which incorporates, as its opening, the 
following parallel: “Zĭxià asked Confucius, “When a traveler came with no place to stay, you said, ‘When 
they are alive, let them lodge with me.’ When a traveler died with no one to manage his obsequies, you said, 

衎 kàn 
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‘If he has died, let their obsequies be carried out by me.’ I beg to ask whether this is a matter of lĭ or of your 
feelings as a man of ren?” (子夏問於孔子曰：「客至，無所舍，而夫子曰：『生，於我乎館。』客

死，無所殯，夫子曰：『死，於我乎殯。』敢問禮與？仁者之心與？」) Neither text seems fully 
coherent. Both appear to set the core quotation in a narrative context without complete success. The second 
half of Confucius’s comment is paralleled in Analects 10.15, where Confucius is the implicit speaker: 
“When a friend died and there was no recourse, he said, ‘Let his obsequies be carried out by me.” (朋友

死，無所規，曰：「於我殯。」). 
 

3.91.   國子高曰：「葬也者，藏也；藏也者，欲人之弗得見也。是故，

衣足以飾身，棺周於衣，椁周於棺，土周於椁；反壤樹之哉。」 
 
Guó Zĭgāo said, “The word ‘inter’ means to conceal,1 and the concealment is from a desire that 
others be unable to view. For this reason, graveclothes must be sufficient to be an adornment for 
the corpse. Then they surround the graveclothes with the coffin, the coffin with the outer coffin, 
the outer coffin with earth – and then again they build a mound and plant trees on it!” 
 

1On Guó Zĭgāo, see 3.88, note 1. 
 

2The play on words here is lost in translation: zàng 葬 [*tsâŋh] (“to inter”) was a near homophone of cáng 
[*dzâŋ] (“to conceal”). 

 
  Mounding graves was not orthodox according to Zhōu lĭ, and that is confirmed in the Tán Gōng itself 
(e.g., 3.6). However, it is clear from this passage that it was, indeed, common practice, at least in the 
Shāndōng region, where the Guó family homeland of Qí was located. 
 The translation here, which agrees with Legge, has Zĭgāo mocking the reduplication of 
concealment, degree after degree. An alternative translation would make the final phrase, beginning with 
făn 反 (“contrariwise”), a contrast with all that comes before: concealment is reasonable to whatever degree; 
marking the grave, on the contrary, draws attention. Kŏng Yĭngdá interprets in this way (for Wáng Fūzhī, 
mounding is simply an invitation to grave robbers). However, Kŏng also sees Zĭgāo as criticizing all Zhōu 
mortuary care. He cites, as a parallel to Zĭgāo’s view, the Yìjīng 易經: “In ancient times, the corpse was 
heavily dressed in branches and buried in wasteland, with no mound built nor trees planted” (古之葬者, 厚
衣之以薪, 葬之中野, 不封不樹). Kŏng, like Zhèng Xuán, sees Zĭgāo stressing the value of frugality (jiăn 
儉). In this, Zĭgāo would represent a voice that was challenging towards Confucian ritual commitments and 
aligned with Mohist approaches to mortuary rites. 
 Although Guó Zĭgāo appears in only two passages in Tán Gōng, and is not otherwise portrayed in 
the literature, the picture of him here is both vivid in outline and reflective of an unusual level of respect. In 
3.88, his self-deprecating comment is clearly represented as a model of modesty, and here he is provided a 
platform for his unorthodox views to be expressed unopposed. At 4.24, we see the Confucian disciple 
Zĭzhāng advising a Guó Zhāozĭ 昭子, who, if historical time were being pictured consistently across 
passages, would have been contemporary with Zĭgāo. It is not possible to know whether there was any 
relation, historical or fictional, between Zĭgāo, the head of the Guó lineage in his day, and Zhāozĭ, also 
referred to by posthumous honorific. But it does appear that disciples of the early Confucian community 
were patronized by the Guó lineage in Qí. 

 
3.92.   孔子之喪，有自燕來觀者，舍於子夏氏。子夏曰：「聖人之葬人

與？人之葬聖人也，子何觀焉？昔者夫子言之曰：『吾見封之若堂者

矣，見若坊者矣，見若覆夏屋者矣，見若斧者矣。』從若斧者焉：馬

鬣封之謂也。今一日而三斬板，而已封；尚行夫子之志乎哉！」 
 

壤  răng 
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At Confucius’s funeral there was a man from Yān who came to observe. He lodged at the home 
of Zĭxià. Zĭxià said, “Did you think you would see how sages bury people? This is merely how 
men bury a sage. What is there for you to observe? In the past, the Master said, ‘I have seen 
graves mounded like the platform of a hall, like a dyke, like a roof over a grand corridor, and like 
an axe-head.’ We have followed the axe-head pattern. It is called a ‘horse-mane mound.’ Today 
we laid down three layers, formed within the wooden frames, and completed the mound in a 
single day. We have thus respectfully carried out the wishes of the Master, have we not!” 
 

  Although mounding the grave was not Zhōu practice, Confucius’s disciples are here pictured 
constructing a great mound for the Master, just as he had mounded the joint grave of his parents (3.6), in 
spite of strictures against it. 
 A parallel account is found in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (40.5): “He was buried beyond the north wall of Lŭ, 
on the banks of the River Sì. He was interred in the earth, not so deep as to encounter water, and the grave 
was mounded in the shape of an axe-head laid on its side, four feet high, and planted with pines and cedars 
to mark it. The disciples all constructed huts by the grave and followed lĭ as dictated by their hearts. After 
the interment, a man from Yān came to observe, and lodged at the home of Zĭxià. Zĭgòng said to him, ‘We 
are merely men burying a sage, not sages burying a man. What is there for you to observe? In the past, the 
Master said, ‘I have seen graves mounded like a grand corridor and graves mounded like an axe-head.’ We 
have followed the axe-head pattern. It is called a ‘horse-mane mound.’ Today we laid down three layers, 
formed within the wooden frames, to make the mound in only a single day. In this we merely carried out 
the wishes of the Master with respect. What is there for you to observe?” (葬於魯城北泗水上，藏入地不

及泉。而封為偃斧之形，高四尺，樹松柏為志焉。弟子皆家于墓，行心喪之禮。既葬，有自燕來觀

者，舍於子夏氏。子貢謂之曰：「吾亦人之葬聖人，非聖人之葬人。子奚觀焉？昔夫子言曰：『吾

見封若夏屋者，見若斧矣。』從若斧者也。馬鬣封之謂也。今徒一日三斬板而以封，尚行夫子之志

而已。何觀乎哉？」). In the Shĭjì account of Confucius’s funeral (47.1945), there is no mention of 
mounding the grave, and though some elements of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version are present, none of the content 
shared with Tán Gōng is found there.  

A form of the quote from Confucius also appears separately in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 44.3, where 
Confucius utters almost identical words as he mounds his own parents’ grave; see the discussion in 
Appendix A. This suggests that the comment on mound styles may at some point have existed as a micro-
text independent of the surrounding contexts in which it is placed in the Tán Gōng and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ.  

 
3.93.   婦人不葛帶。 
 
Women do not wear kudzu fiber mourning sashes. 
 

  This refers to the dié 絰 mourning sash, worn by men and women both as a headband and as a sash at the 
waist, with the headband of greater significance for men, and the waist sash for women. For those in deep 
mourning (first and second degree), these are initially woven of coarse hemp fiber, but after the period of 
wailing has come to an end with the close of the burial ceremonies, mourners change their clothing (see 
3.95), including a change of sash fiber to kudzu. However, the woman’s waist sash is an exception, and is 
not changed until the one-year anniversary rite. Kŏng Yĭngdá believes this applies only to those in deep 
mourning, but Sūn Xīdàn, citing the Yuán 元 era ritual scholar Aó Jìgōng 敖繼公 as authority, believes it 
applies to all who wear mourning. 
 From this passage through 4.9, a string of over thirty discrete entries, almost all consist of simple 
ritual prescriptions related to mortuary rites, with only three involving narrative or, in one case, a comment 
concerning Confucius. In that sense, this section of the chapter constitutes a fairly homogeneous short 
treatise on ritual; 3.107, 3.109, and 4.5 may be viewed as brief inserts. This nearly sustained “treatise” on 
mortuary lĭ is, however, very different from the long body of text comprised by passage 4.15, another mini-
treatise, which is in itself about two-thirds the length of the thirty-plus entries that begin here. Passage 4.15 
forms a fairly coherent sequence of prescripts, mostly drawing on the established text of the Yílĭ or 
elements from a common source, and much involved with interpretation, whereas the series of entries 3.93 
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through 4.9, although alike in their general concern, reflect no editorial principle of order, very rarely 
overlap with other extant texts, and seem a more unsystematic record of school teachings with a mostly 
practical bent. Many, perhaps most, of the prescripts in this section are found in no other early text. On 
these issues, see also Appendix B. 

 
3.94.   有薦新，如朔奠。 
 
When fresh offerings are made, the ceremony should be the same as the offering at the new 
moon. 
 

  During the three month-long period from the dressing of the corpse to interment, food offerings are 
placed beside the coffin morning and night. The Yílĭ, “Shì sānglĭ” chapter, in which the phrases from this 
passage appear verbatim, specifies that the offerings should consist of must (sweet, new unfermented wine; 
lĭ 醴), wine (jĭu 酒), dried meat (fŭ 脯), and mince (hăi 醢). On days of the new moon, a more elaborate 
ceremony is followed, entailing the use of tripods and the serving of suckling pig (tún 豚), fresh fish (yú 
魚), dried fish (xí 腊), and types of millet (shŭ 黍 and jì 稷) The current passage concerns the addition of 
newly ripened fruit and grain, which are added to the daily offerings when they first come in season. When 
that is done, the ceremonial lĭ should conform to that for offerings at the new moon. 

 
3.95.   既葬，各以其服除。 
 
 After the interment, mourners should alter their mourning dress, each according to degree. 
 

  After returning from the interment and performing the lĭ that mark the end of the initial three-month 
stage of mourning, those whose relationship calls only for three months of mourning dress return to 
ordinary clothes. For others, the various levels of dress and periods of mourning will call for different 
specific changes at the end of obsequies. 

 
3.96.   池視重霤。 
 
The coffin chutes should resemble eave rain gutters. 
 

  According to Kŏng Yĭngdá, the “chutes” were actually bamboo 
brackets adorned with colored cloth that were hung on the edge of the 
bier frame, and into which the edges of the canopy fit. The funeral bier 
(or liŭchē 柳車) was conceived by analogy to a house, with the canopy 
as the tiled roof and the chutes as the eave gutters: that is, “double 
(chóng 重) gutters,” so called because they both caught the rain off the 
roof and also guided it to the ground. 

 
3.97.   君即位而為椑，歲壹漆之，藏焉。 
 
When a ruler assumes his throne, his coffin should be prepared. It should be lacquered once each 
year, and items stored within. 
 

  According to Wáng Fūzhī, only grandee heads of major households and state rulers should have their 
coffins prepared in advance. Zhèng Xuán says that annual lacquering expresses the notion that it is not yet 
ready, and thus that death is not imminent. Similarly, Kŏng Yĭngdá says the coffin is not left empty because 
that would inauspiciously seem to invite the corpse. 

柳車 :《三禮圖集注》 

椑  pái 

重  chóng 
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3.98.   復、楔齒、綴足、飯、設飾、帷堂并作；父兄命赴者。 
 
The summons to return,1 wedging the teeth open, bracing the feet,2 filling the mouth with grain, 
adorning the corpse,3 curtaining the hall: all these are done in rapid succession. Then the elders 
of the generation of the deceased’s father or brothers send a messenger to announce the death.4 

 
1The summons to return is the call made to the soul (hún 魂) of the newly dead. 
 

2Wedging the teeth open with a spoon-like implement (sì 柶) and bracing the feet (done with a stool) are 
both measures taken prior to bathing the corpse, to avoid its being permanently deformed by rigor mortis in 
ways that would prevent proper ritual preparation. 
 

3In filling the mouth (hán 含), grain was supplemented by precious stones or shells among those of high 
rank. This initial adornment of the corpse involved cutting the hair and nails, and sheathing the corpse in a 
preliminary mortuary gown (xí 襲). All these steps occurred during and after the bathing of the corpse. 
 
4I have translated this as a single passage, with the two component parts linked as sequential. It is equally 
possible, however, that the final five characters are an independent micro-text. In that case, there would be 
no implication that all the steps listed in the initial section should be complete before a messenger is 
dispatched. 

 
3.99.   君復於小寢、大寢，小祖、大祖，庫門、四郊。 
 
In the case of a ruler, the summons to return is first made in the small chamber, then in the great 
chamber,1 then in the subsidiary ancestral shrines, then in the great lineage shrine,2 then at the 
outer gate, then outside the walls of the city in all four directions. 
 

1The small chamber is the ordinary sleeping place of the ruler (yànqĭn 燕寢), and the great chamber was the 
place where personal ritual, such as fasting, took place, and where a person was moved when mortally ill 
(zhèngqĭn 正寢). 
 

2For state rulers of the era, who were permitted five ancestral shrines, the subsidiary shrines were to the 
four preceding lineage leaders, sorted by alternate generations (zhāomù 昭穆), while the great shrine 
housed the tablet of the lineage founder and of any other lineage leaders more than four generations prior. 

 
3.100A.   喪不剝，奠也與？祭肉也與？ 
 
Would the rule that one does not leave items uncovered during the mortuary period refer to the 
common offerings, or would it apply to offerings with sacrificial meats? 
 

  From the point of death, offerings of food and drink are placed beside the corpse each morning and night 
(as specified in 3.100C, below). Normally, these consist of wine and dried or pickled preserved meats. 
However, more elaborate items, such as the offerings at the new moon (and, for rulers, at the full moon) 
included fresh sacrificial meats. The issue concerns the prescription to place a cloth over offered items to 
protect them from spoilage by exposure or insects. Although the initial phrase appears to be quoting 
established canon, there is in fact no extant text that includes such a prescript. The passage seems ask 
whether this rule applies to all offerings, or only those likely to spoil. I am following Wáng Mèng’oū’s 
reading. Other commentators read the passage as a declarative rule, but as Wáng notes, the rhetoric is 
interrogative. (Legge also found traditional commentaries unsatisfactory here.) 
 The subjects and diction of the components of 3.100 are sufficiently distinctive that I view them as 
four independent micro-texts concerning fine points of mortuary ritual, located together simply as a 

楔  xiè 
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function of being part of the long section on ritual rules, extending, with a few interruptions, from 3.93 
through 4.9. 

 
3.100B.   既殯，旬而布材與明器。 
 
Once the ceremony of encoffining has taken place, after one ten-day period the grave goods and 
numinous objects are laid out.1 

 
1The grave goods and numinous objects (míngqì 明器) are placed in the outer coffin. Zhèng Xuán says that 
the ten-day wait allows final varnishing of the coffin to dry. Kŏng Yĭngdá reads the term bù 布 as “to 
publish”: that is, to announce the list of goods and contributors. The ten-day period (xún 旬) was a 
calendrical unit, somewhat comparable to the modern calendar week. 

 
3.100C.   朝奠日出，夕奠逮日。 
 
The morning offering is placed by the coffin at sunrise; the evening offering at sunset. 
 
3.100D.   父母之喪，哭無時，使必知其反也。 
 
During the obsequies of a parent, one may wail apart from stipulated times. This ensures that the 
dead will know where to return to. 
 

  I have followed the less orthodox interpretation, first offered by Fāng Bāo and adopted by Wáng 
Mèng’oū. The other derives from Zhèng Xuán and is explained at length by Kŏng Yĭngdá. It reads the 
graph 使 as intransitive: shì, that is, “to serve as an envoy.” Thus: “When serving as an envoy, parents must 
know of your return.” It was in accord with lĭ, when going on travels, for one to announce one’s departure 
and return at the ancestral shrine, just as one would inform one’s parents in life, and, under this 
interpretation, wailing was a way to catch the attention of the dead. Fāng’s interpretation, reading 使 as the 
transitive shĭ: “to cause,” is more straightforward. However, the traditional interpretation is in better 
alignment with the texts if one restricts the notion of unscheduled wailing to the discussion in the Yílĭ, 
where it is prescribed only for the period after the liàn 練 rite, performed at the end of the first year of 
mourning, by which time the tablets of the dead are well ensconced in the ancestral temple, which is their 
point of return. 

 
3.101.   練，練衣黃裏、縓緣，葛要絰，繩屨無絇，角瑱，鹿裘衡長袪，

袪裼之可也。 
 
After the one-year death anniversary sacrifice,1 soft silk inner garments are worn, lined in yellow 
with light red hems;2 the waist sash is of kudzu fiber; rope sandals are worn without lace-hole 
ornaments; ear plugs are of horn3; the deerskin jacket is broad with long sleeves, and the cuffs 
may be hemmed.4 

 
1The anniversary sacrifice is known as the xiáng 祥, but it is here named by the cap worn for it, which is 
fashioned of liàn 練: softened silk. 
 

2The inner garments are unseen, worn beneath the cuī 衰: that is, the mourning skirt. 
 

3The ear plugs were strung from the cap. Normally, they were of jade. In the first year of mourning they 
were not worn at all, but after one year, plugs of less precious horn could be used. 
 

縓  quán   缘 yuán 
絇  qú       瑱  tiàn       
袪  qū       裼  xí 
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4 Zhèng Xuán reads héng 衡 as a loan for hèng 橫, here taken as a synonym for guăng 廣 (“broad”). The 
deerskin jacket was worn underneath the mourning tunic. According to Kŏng Yĭngdá, deerskin was tanned 
to a light hue, close to white, suitable for mourning wear. The change at the one-year anniversary was that 
the jacket was cut broad and sleeves long, in contrast to the tight, short-sleeved jacket worn during the first 
year. 

 

3.102A.   有殯，聞遠兄弟之喪，雖緦必往；非兄弟，雖鄰不往。 
 
When, oneself in the encoffining stage of mourning, one learns of a relative’s death, although 
one may be as distant as a fifth degree mourner, one goes to mourn for them. If it is not a relative, 
though it is one’s neighbor one does not go. 
 
3.102B.   所識其兄弟不同居者皆弔。 
 
If the brother of an acquaintance dies, though they did not live together, one pays a condolence 
visit. 
 

  I have separated the components of 3.102 because it seems to me that although the issue of condolence 
visits is common between them, they are fundamentally different. Passage 3.102A alone deals with rules 
concerning conduct during one’s own period as a chief mourner. Thus these are likely to have been 
independent entries placed adjacent to one another due to a common theme, rather than conceived as a 
single text. 

 
 3.103.   天子之棺四重；水兕革棺被之，其厚三寸，杝棺一，梓棺二，

四者皆周。棺束縮二衡三，衽每束一。柏椁以端，長六尺。 
 
The coffin of a Son of Heaven is in four layers. The inner coffin is covered with water buffalo 
hide, comprising a total thickness of three inches.1 Then there is one coffin of basswood and two 
coffins of catalpa wood. All four of these coffins are enclosed on all sides.2 The coffins are 
secured with bands, two running lengthwise and three across, with a tenon securing the joints at 
each point where the straps cross. The outer coffin is of cedar blocks fashioned from the base of 
the trunk, laid with each board six feet in length, pointed in.3 

 
1There is disagreement on the total number of layers involved, some commentators adding to the four 
named layers to an inmost coffin (thus, perhaps: “The coffin of a Son of Heaven is wrapped four times 
over”). There is disagreement also over whether there are two layers of leather hide or one. Zhèng Xuán 
sees two such layers: one of water buffalo (shuĭníu 水牛) and the other of rhinoceros (sìníu 兕牛). The 
translation here follows Wáng Fūzhī, who believes that sì were of two types, water and land buffalo, and 
that this specifies the water buffalo, the hide of which was water repellant. I also read guān beì zhī 棺被之 
to indicate that the hide wraps an implicit inmost coffin, not that the body is “encoffined” within the hide. 
 

2The specification of being enclosed on all sides is in distinction to the outer coffin (gŭo 椁 [槨]), which is 
a four-sided frame, without top or bottom. 
 
3The term duān 端 signifies both the yellow hued core nearest the root of the cedar and the way 
the cut pieces were used. More elongated blocks than boards, the pieces were piled side to side, 
rather than end to end; thus the ends (duān) formed the visible wall, of which the thickness 
equaled the long side of the blocks. (This is the tícoù 題湊 structure with which some large late 
Warring States and Han tombs were lined [see the illustration at right].) 
 
  Passages 3.103-106 seem closely linked: all concern mortuary forms involving the Son of 
Heaven, and could be considered a single, compound passage. 

重  chóng  兕  sì 
 

杝  yí        梓  zĭ 
 

衽  rèn 
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3.104.   天子之哭諸侯也，爵弁、絰、䊷衣。或曰：使有司哭之。為之不

以樂食。 
 
When the Son of Heaven wails for one of the lords, he wears a sparrow cap, headband, and black 
jacket. (Some say he sends an officer to wail on his behalf.) He forbears to have music 
performed at his meals.1 
 

1I am reading the second sentence as parenthetical because it clearly does not engage with the final 
statement, which logically follows the first: the ruler wails for a lord and suspends music at meals, probably, 
as Zhèng Xuán suggests, during the three-month period of the mortuary rites. Zhèng Xuán’s comment on 
the remark concerning proxy wailing is of interest; he says, “This is false. Matters concerning grief allow 
no empty performance.” 
 However, Sūn Xīdàn points out that, as it would not be possible for the Son of Heaven to attend 
the funerals of the lords in person, the lĭ described here is a form of remote participation. Sūn notes that in 
the Zhōulĭ there is a stipulation that the Son of Heaven wears fifth-degree mourning for a lord (“Chūn 
guān” 春官, Sīfú 司服). That differs from what is described here, and Sūn explains this as the difference 
between remote wailing and the rules followed when the Son of Heaven encounters a lord’s death while 
touring his state, or when the lord has come to the capital on a state visit. 

 
3.105.   天子之殯也：菆，塗龍輴，以椁，加斧于椁上，畢塗屋。天子之

禮也。 
 
When a Son of Heaven is encoffined, wooden blocks surrounding the coffin, on a hearse with 
dragon-decorated shafts, are plastered smooth,1 then the outer coffin is put in place, draped with 
cloth brocaded with the black-and-white axe pattern,2 and the plastering is completed for a room-
like structure. This is the lĭ for a Son of Heaven. 
 

1The term cuán 菆 may be read cóng: it carries a gloss of cóng 叢, and denotes a stack of wooden 
blocks, likened to a “grove” of trees. The hearse here (chūn 輴) is of a type reserved for the Zhōu king 
and his appointed lords of states (zhūhoú 諸侯). (See 4.48, below.) 
 

2The axe (fŭ) pattern is usually denoted by the character 黼, which denotes the pattern itself, rather than 
the object is resembles (see the illustration at right). 

 
 
3.106.   唯天子之喪，有別姓而哭。 
 
Only at the funeral of a Son of Heaven are those who wail segregated by lineage. 
 

  According to Zhèng Xuán, mourners were divided into those who belonged to the royal lineage 
(tóngxìng 同姓), those related to the royal lineage, but bearing different surnames (yìxìng 異姓), and 
unrelated lineages (shùxìng 庶姓). It should be borne in mind that lineage (xìng 姓) and surname were 
distinct: cadet branches of lineages used alternative surnames (shì 氏), without losing clear identification 
with their ancestral lineage. For example, the major warlord families of the state of Lŭ, the Shúsūn 叔孫, 
Mèngsūn 孟孫 (or Mèng), and Jìsūn 季孫 (or Jì) families, all used different family surnames (shì), but 
identified as part of the ducal (and royal) Jī 姬 lineage (xìng). Marriage taboos requiring exogamy extended 
beyond surname to the larger lineage group of the xìng. 

䊷  zī  [緇]  

菆 cuán 
 

輴 chūn 

斧 (黼) pattern 
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3.107.    魯哀公誄孔丘曰：「天不遺耆老，莫相予位焉，嗚呼哀哉！尼父！」 
 
Duke Aī of Lŭ memorialized Kŏng Qiū in an elegy: “Tiān has not bequeathed this elder to me, 
and there is none to aid my throne. Oh, alas! Father Ní!”1 

 
1Kŏng Qiū 孔丘 refers to Confucius by family and personal name. “Father Ní” (Nífù 尼父 ) is an 
unconventional form. Confucius’s formal name (zì 字) was Zhòngní 仲尼, which is literally, “Second-Son 
Ní.” The Duke here combines a familiar form of the formal name with a term of generational respect (Duke 
Aī was a very young man), perhaps suggesting the prerogatives of the ruler. Zhèng Xuán says that Nífù was 
Confucius’s posthumous name (shì 諡), and Legge claims that the Duke’s elegy resulted in Confucius 
being known posthumously as Nífù for a time, but the name does not seem to have become widely used 
until the Six Dynasties era, clearly influenced not by any formal grant of posthumous name or the Duke’s 
prestige, but by the fact that this same anecdote was incorporated in a number of early texts which became 
influential in the Hàn, when the name first begins to be seen in a few works, notably the Yìjīng-inspired 
Jiāoshì Yìlín 焦氏易林. 
 The sources including versions of this anecdote of which I am aware include the Zŭozhuàn (Aī 
16/4), Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (40.2), and the Shĭjì (47.1945). The Tán Gōng version differs from the others in being 
much briefer, and in lacking an acerbic response to the Duke’s elegy by the disciple Zĭgòng. Here is the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version: “Duke Aī memorialized in an elegy: ‘Merciful Tiān has not taken pity, and has not 
extended itself to bequeath this elder to solitary me, that he might protect me on my throne. All alone am I 
in my affliction. Oh, alas! Father Ní! I am without an exemplar.’ Zĭgòng said, ‘It seems to me the Duke will 
not die in Lŭ. The Master used to say, “One who errs in lĭ is benighted; one who errs in words has gone 
astray.” Failure in one’s aims befalls the benighted; loss of one’s place befalls those gone astray. When he 
was alive, the Duke was unable to employ him; now that he is dead, the Duke elegizes him: this violates lĭ. 
The Duke calls himself “solitary me”: this is a misuse of words. Our ruler has failed on both counts.’” (哀
公誄曰：「昊天不弔，不憖遺一老，俾屏余一人以在位。煢煢余在疚，於乎！哀哉！尼父無自

律。」子貢曰：「公其不沒於魯乎？夫子有言曰：『禮失則昏，名失則愆。』失志為昏，失所為

愆。生不能用，死而誄之，非禮也；稱一人，非名。君兩失之也。」). (The term “solitary me” [yú yī 
rén 余一人] was a conventional self-reference of early Zhōu kings.) The Zŭozhuàn and Shĭjì versions are 
very close to this. 

 
3.108.   國亡大縣邑，公、卿、大夫、士皆厭冠，哭於大廟，三日，君不

舉。或曰：君舉而哭於后土。 
 
When a state loses an important district or walled town, the chancellors, high ministers, grandees, 
and gentlemen all wear mourning caps1 and wail for three days at the Grand Temple, and the 
ruler holds no feasts of sacrificial meats.2 Some say the ruler has a feast of sacrificial meats and 
wails at the shrine to the Lord of the Soil.3 

 
1Yàngūan 厭冠 is read as yănguān 偃冠, a type of mourning cap. 
 

2The state envisioned seems to be one where the ruler is the Son of Heaven (that is, a universal state, such 
as the Zhōu), where the chief ministers enjoy the title of gōng 公. Wáng Fūzhī, however, reads gōng as the 
equivalent of  jūn 君, denoting the a lesser ruler of the Eastern Zhou era. Some commentators, including 
Zhèng Xuán, read this jŭ 舉 as referring to music: thus, “the ruler does not hold musical performances.” 
 

3The Lord of the Soil (hòutŭ 后土) refers to the spirit overseeing the land, as opposed to the crops, which 
were overseen by the spirit of grain (jìshén 稷神); their joint shrine (the shèjì 社稷, the shè component 
being devoted to the Lord of the Soil) was a state fixture. 

 

大廟  tàimìao [太] 
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3.109.   孔子惡野哭者。 
 
Confucius detested those who wailed in an unorthodox manner. 
 

  Exactly what wailing in an unorthodox manner (“wild wailing”: yĕkū 野哭) means is not very clear. In 
3.34b, Confucius specifies that he wails for those whom he knows merely as acquaintances in “the wilds” 
(yĕ); as he is recorded there as not averse to such a practice, the word yĕ in this passage ought not to refer to 
wailing beyond the city walls and surrounding crop fields. Zhèng Xuán links the idea to the Zhōulĭ office of 
“Silencer” (to use Hucker’s translation of xiánméishì 銜枚氏), who was supposedly in charge of ensuring 
that soldiers performing an ambush held in place the wooden rods that gagged their mouths, and who also 
prohibited people from “shouting and wailing” or “singing wailing songs” on the street. Kŏng Yĭngdá took 
this passage to refer to wailing in the wrong place (dì 地). Wáng Fūzhī narrows the sense of this to wailing 
in the wrong ritual position (weì 位). The language of this short passage appears in a specific context within 
a longer Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ entry (43.19), discussed above in the comment on passage 3.80 – the issue there 
concerns crying out the deceased person’s personal name. 
 For the redactor who placed this passage here, however, this may have been intended as a 
comment on the close of 3.108, where it is suggested that rulers might wail the loss of territory by wailing 
to the Lord of the Soil at the shè; that is, at the shèjì 社稷 altar. That altar was located west of the ruler’s 
palace. No report seems to exist about whether it was within or outside the outer walled precincts of the 
palace, and since the shrine was an outdoor altar, rather than within a roofed enclosure, it may be that yĕkū 
here refers to wailing in the open grounds of the altar, rather than within the residential-temple complex, a 
reading that would be consistent with Kŏng Yĭngdá’s interpretation. If this were so, this passage would be 
an integral part of the last. However, in this case, the uses to which the phrase is put here and in the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ parallel would be sharply different. 

 
3.110.   未仕者，不敢稅人；如稅人，則以父兄之命。 
 
One who has not yet served in office can give no gifts of family goods to others, except in the 
name of his father or elder brothers. 
 

  The gloss of shuì 稅 as the giving of gifts comes from Zhèng Xuán, and may be a usage unique to this 
instance. Sūn Xīdàn takes the rule here to apply only to funeral gifts. 

 
3.111.   士備入而后朝夕踊。 
 
Only after the gentlemen have all entered are the morning and evening leaps performed. 
 

  The context of the passage is understood to be the funeral of a ruler. The gentlemen (shì) being the 
lowest rank of courtiers and last to join the ceremonial procession, awaiting their entrance means waiting 
until those of all ranks are assembled. 

 
3.112.   祥而縞，是月禫，徙月樂。 
 
After the final anniversary sacrifice, one may wear a white silk cap. Once the month of the 
sacrifice ending the mourning period has come, when the next month begins, one may again 
employ music. 
 

  There were two xiáng 祥 sacrifices: the lesser was performed after one year (in the thirteenth month), 
and the greater after two (in the twenty-fifth month). Commentators generally take this passage to refer to 

縞 gaŏ 
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the greater xiáng, and add that in the case of sons performing the one-year mourning for a mother (when 
the father is still living), the passage pertains to the thirteenth month rite. The reason is that the reference to 
the xiáng is followed by the reference to the tăn 禫, which occurs only at the end of mourning, and thus the 
passage is seen as applying to the one-year anniversary in some cases. The translation here serves either 
case, which seems to me the implication of the text. 
 It may seem surprising on such a basic point, but commentators are not agreed on the total number 
of months entailed in the standard three-year mourning period, and this leads to varied interpretations of the 
latter part of this passage. Some believe that the mourning period ended after twenty-five months; hence, 
the tăn was performed in the same month as the xiáng. This would lead to the straightforward reading of 
the word shì 是 as “this”: “In this same month, the tăn is performed.” Most commentators believe that the 
period was twenty-seven months, in which case the final two phrases would mean, more literally, “In 
whatever month the tăn performed, the next month one may employ music.” This is the idea behind the 
translation here. 

 
3.113.   君於士有賜帟。 
 
If the ruler sends it as a gift to a gentleman, the silk cover may be used. 
 

  An yì 帟 was a spread that was draped over the four curtains surrounding the coffin in state to keep dust 
off. Commentary tells us that patricians could employ this cover without restriction, but for the low ranking 
gentleman it was not permissible to do so on one’s own. 

 

帟 yì 
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4.1.   君之適長殤，車三乘；公之庶長殤，車一乘；大夫之適長殤，車一乘。 
 
When the heir of a ruler dies as a youth,1 his funeral cortege includes three carriages.2 When a 
lesser son of a duke3 dies as a youth, there is one carriage. When the heir of a grandee dies at as a 
youth, there is one carriage. 
 

1The term zhăngshāng 長殤 denotes death at an age of 16 to 19 suì. The Yílĭ designates four different levels 
of premature death, stipulating distinct mourning rites for each; zhăngshāng is eldest of the four (see 3.12, 
note 4, above). 
 
2According to Zhèng Xuán, the carts in question here are particular to the funeral cortege: known as “carts 
of dispatch” (qiănjū 遣車), they were small carts that bore sacrificial meats intended for offering to the 
dead at the gravesite (they are noted again in 4.23). The term “cart of dispatch” refers to the role these 
offerings play is sending the deceased off to the realm of the spirits. 
 

3It is unclear how we are to understand the distinction between jūn 君 and gōng 公 in this passage. Kŏng 
Yĭngdá took jūn to denote a state lord of any rank, of which gōng would be highest. Others, such as Wáng 
Fūzhī, Hè Yìxíng, and Legge, take jūn and gōng to be synonyms here. Kŏng’s interpretation seems to make 
sense. While the late young heir of any rank of lord is provided with three carriages, the late young lesser 
son of even a duke is provided with only one, and the late young son of a grandee is provided with only one, 
even if he was heir. While this explanation seems persuasive to me, it is somewhat undercut by the use of 
gōng in the following passage (and later), where the term appears to refer to a ruler generically. 
 
  According to Kŏng’s extremely detailed commentary, the number of carriages permitted for these 
deceased youths is less than the number permitted for adults. An adult gentleman (shì 士), for example, was 
permitted three carriages at his funeral procession, more than the number allotted a grandee’s immature son. 

 
4.2.   公之喪，諸達官之長，杖。 
 
At the obsequies for a ruler, senior officers of the court adopt the staff of mourning. 
 

  More literally, the passage restricts the staff to senior officers among those who report directly to the 
ruler. 

 
4.3.   君於大夫，將葬，弔於宮；及出，命引之，三步則止。如是者三，君

退；朝亦如之；哀次亦如之。 
 
When a grandee is interred, the ruler pays condolence at the home. As the hearse departs, he 
orders that the bearers pull the carriage ropes, and after they take three steps, he orders them to 
stop.1 After repeating this three times, the ruler withdraws. He does the same if condoling when 
the hearse is borne to the ancestral temple, and also when condoling at the reception hut outside 
the gate.2 

 
1The rationale given for this in commentary is that it signifies the ruler’s recognition of the unwillingness of 
the grief stricken son to face the departure of his father. 
 

2Commentary glosses to the puzzling phrasing are in agreement that the phrase cháo yì rú zhī (朝亦如之 
literally, “appearing at court it is also like this”) refers to the visit of the hearse to the ancestral temple on 
the evening before the procession to the grave (a stage called cháomìao 朝廟). Thus, the ruler may pay his 
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condolence the evening before the interment or as the interment procession is about to set out. The final 
phrase is interpreted as applying to cases where the ruler arrives just after the hearse has departed. In that 
case, the ruler pays his condolence and gives his order to march at a temporary hut set up outside the main 
gate for the reception of visitors. Sūn Xīdàn, however, holds that the phrase means condolences are 
conveyed at the mourning lean-to. 

 
4.4.   五十無車者，不越疆而弔人。 
 
Men over fifty who do not own a carriage do not cross state borders to pay condolences. 
 

  Chén Hào and Sūn Xīdàn cite the “Qūlĭ” 曲禮 chapter of the Lĭjì, which says, “When old, one does not 
exert great physical effort to fulfill lĭ” (1.26). Yáng Tiānyŭ notes that the Lĭjì yìshū points out that this 
would refer only to men without court appointments, as others would have a carriage at their disposal. 

 
4.5.   季武子寢疾，蟜固不說齊衰而入見，曰：「斯道也，將亡矣；士

唯公門說齊衰。」武子曰：「不亦善乎，君子表微。」及其喪也，曾

點倚其門而歌。 
 
When Jì Wŭzĭ was lying ill in his chamber, Jiăo Gù came to visit him without removing the suit 
of second degree mourning he was wearing at the time.1 He said, “The Dào for this is in danger 
of dying out: it is only at the gate of a ruler that a gentleman removes his mourning suit.” 
 Wŭzĭ said, “How fine it is when a jūnzĭ reveals what has been lost to sight!”2 

 When Wŭzĭ died, Zēng Diăn leaned by his gate and sang.3 

 
1Wŭzĭ (d. 535 BCE) was the senior leader of the powerful Jì warlord family in Lŭ. He was thus the de facto 
leader of government in the state, rather than his kinsman, the duke (the Jì family being a cadet branch of 
the ducal clan), and he was generally treated as such. Jiăo Gù is identified in commentary as a gentleman of 
Lŭ. The Lĭjì, “Qūlĭ II” (2.6) chapter specifies that mourning clothes (cuī 衰) should not be worn when 
visiting the house of a ruler (gōngmén 公門).  
 

2Commentators, censorious of the historical Wŭzĭ, generally insist that this comment was grudging and 
insincere praise for disrespect that Wŭzĭ was not in a position to punish. Nothing in the text suggests this. 
 

3Zēng Diăn was the father of Zēngzĭ. He is famously portrayed as an exemplar in Analects 11.26, where his 
great wish in life is to participate in group rituals of dance and song. Here, he seems to use song to illustrate 
that because Wŭzĭ was not a legitimate ruler, his death is of no ritual concern to a subject of the actual ruler. 
The tenor of the passage is consistent with a portrait of Zēng Diăn in the Mencius, which classes him with 
disciples who are kuáng 狂: eccentrically puristic (7B.37). Multiple commentators (e.g., Wàn Sīdà 萬斯大, 
Máo Qílíng 毛奇齡), concerned about issues of historical accuracy, have pointed out that Zēng Diăn would 
have been a little boy at the time of Wŭzĭ’s death. 

 
4.6a.   大夫弔，當事而至，則辭焉。 
 
When a grandee pays a call of condolence, if the chief mourner is engaged in preparing the body, 
he sends a message of regret that he cannot come out.  
 

  Passage 4.6 is a composite of five apparently distinct micro-texts, all sharing the theme of condolence 
visits. The shared theme and roughly comparable length suggest that 4.6 was likely initially edited as a 
thematic collection of elements of equal weight, and incorporated as a single unit by the Tán Gōng 
redactors. Breaking it into independent passages (4.6A, B, etc.) would be a reasonable option; this is, in fact, 
how Wú Chéng handles these phrases. However, I think the passage is better viewed as a composite that 

蟜  jiăo 
 

說  tuō 
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was brought into the Tán Gōng whole. In my view, 4.6 and 4.7 were probably conceived as a single series 
of passages related to condolence visit rules, and 4.4 may have been part of that group, having been split 
off by the insertion of 4.5 (see 4.6c, note 1). 

 
4.6b.   弔於人，是日 a不樂。 
 

aThe Zhúzì suŏyĭn edition has yuē 曰, a clear misprint corrected in the CHANT website text. 
 
If one pays a condolence call, one does not make music on that day.  
 
4.6c.   婦人不越疆而弔人。 
 
Women do not cross state borders to pay condolences.1  
 

1Compare passage 4.4, which places a similar limit on some men.  It is possible that the complementary 
character of 4.4 and 4.6c indicates that 4.4 at one point of redaction was a part of the current 4.6, and that 
4.5 is therefore a late insertion. 

 
4.6d.   行弔之日不飲酒食肉焉。 
 
On the day one pays a condolence, one does not drink wine or eat meat.1  
 

1There are resemblances within this composite list of codes to Analects 7.9-10: “If the Master ate beside a 
person wearing mourning he did not eat his fill. If the Master wailed, he did not sing on that day.”  

 
4.6e.   弔於葬者必執引，若從柩及壙，皆執紼。 
 
When one pays condolence on a burial day, one helps bear the coffin; if at the gravesite, one 
helps bear the ropes as the coffin is lowered. 
 
4.7a.   喪，公弔之，必有拜者，雖朋友州里舍人可也。弔曰：「寡君承事。」

主人曰：「臨。」 
 
If one must conduct a funeral abroad and the ruler of that state pays a condolence visit, there 
must a person who receives him with a bow, though it be only a friend or fellow countryman of 
the deceased, or the one who provided him lodging.  The ruler’s condolence is announced to this 
host with the words, “The ruler has come to assist!” and the host calls out that the ruler has 
arrived.  
 

  Like passage 4.6, 4.7 could be construed as a sequence of independent micro-texts. I view it as a unified 
composite, like 4.6, and perhaps originally added with 4.6 as a single assemblage of micro-texts on 
condolence visit rules. 

 
4.7b.   君遇柩於路，必使人弔之。 
 
If a ruler encounters a hearse on the road, he sends someone to offer condolences. 
 

紼  fú  
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4.7c.   大夫之喪，庶子不受弔。 
 
At the funeral of a grandee, the secondary sons do not receive those paying condolences.1 
 

1Kŏng Yĭngdá notes that this prescript specifies grandees, and reasons that it does not apply to the funerals 
of ordinary gentlemen (shì 士). This would be because grandees served in offices at court on the basis of 
heredity, and for a son not designated as heir to act as host at a grandee’s funeral would be for him to 
assume a role entailing standing at court to which he was not entitled. This would not apply in the case of a 
shì, who would hold official role only on a non-hereditary merit basis. 

 
4.8.   妻之昆弟為父後者死，哭之適室，子為主，袒免哭踊。夫入門右，使人

立于門外告來者，狎則入哭。父在，哭於妻之室。非為父後者，哭諸異室。 
 
If the brother of a wife dies and was heir to his father, he is wailed in the formal chamber of the 
wife’s family.1 The eldest son of the family serves as host and chief mourner; he bares his 
shoulder, wears the mourning turban, wails and stamps.2 The husband enters and stands to the 
right of the door. He appoints someone to stand outside the family gate and inform those who 
arrive, only intimates of the family entering to wail. If the deceased’s father is still alive, the 
wailing takes place in the wife’s chamber. If the deceased was not his father’s heir, he is 
mourned in another chamber. 
 

1This is wailing done at news of the death. The principal mortuary rites are performed by the wife’s natal 
family and their residence. The term díshì 適室 is the equivalent of zhèngqĭn 正寢 (it is for this reason that 
I am reading the character 適 as dí). 
 

2The son acts as chief mourner because his father does not wear mourning for a brother-in-law, while 
nephews wear fifth degree mourning for a maternal uncle. The bared shoulder and turban (wèn 免 [絻], see 
3.1, note 3) are consistent with fifth degree mourning garb. The position of the husband and the informing 
of visitors described in subsequent sentences point to ways in which it is conveyed that the son, rather than 
the head of the household is, in this case, to be treated as host. (Kŏng Yĭngdá indicates that the arrival of 
visitors is anticipated because the sound of wailing will be heard in the neighborhood.) 

 
4.9.   有殯，聞遠兄弟之喪，哭于側室；無側室，哭于門內之右；同國，則往

哭之。 
 
If, while one is conducting mortuary rites in the home, one learns of the death of a brother living 
at a distance, one wails for him in the side chamber; if one’s home does not have a side chamber, 
one wails for him within the main gate, on the right side.1 If the deceased’s home was in one’s 
own state one goes to wail for him there.2 

 
1This pertains to the three-month period when a family member’s body lies in its coffin in one’s home, 
prior to burial, when wailing would be being performed regularly. The wailing locations specified here are 
intended to clarify that the wailing is not for the encoffined relative. The right side would be to the west of 
the gate. 
 

2Zhèng Xuán explains that this accords with the rule that one attends to no “outer” affairs during the period 
when one is performing mortuary rites. 
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4.10.   子張死，曾子有母之喪；齊衰而往哭之。或曰：「齊衰不以弔。」曾子

曰：「我弔也與哉？」 
 
When Zĭzhāng died, Zēngzĭ was in mourning for his own mother, but wearing mourning of the 
second degree he went to wail for Zĭzhāng.1 Someone said, “One does not pay a condolence call 
wearing mourning of the second degree.”  

Zēngzĭ said, “Was I paying a call of condolence?” 
 

1Mourning for one’s mother lasted the full three years, as in the case of one’s father, but the clothes were 
one degree lighter: zīcuī 齊衰, rather than zhăncuī 斬衰. 
 
  Zēngzĭ seems to be using sophistry here, distinguishing going to wail from going to pay condolences. 
The passage has inspired unusually various commentary. Zhèng Xuán is sympathetic to Zēngzĭ: “To go to 
wail for a friend for whom one feels painfully deep grief is not an ordinary call of condolence.” Kŏng 
Yĭngdá, however, believes that while in cases like this, one must go wail for a relative for whom one wears 
mourning, even mourning of the lowest degree, one should not do so for others (he cites 3.102a, above). 
Sūn Xīdàn and others cite the Lĭjì, “Zájì 雜記,” which holds that in the latter stages of a three-year 
mourning process, one may wail for a relative, but that in such cases, one changes from the clothes of 
three-year mourning to those appropriate in degree for the relative for whom one goes to wail (21.21, 
perhaps purporting to quote Xuánzĭ 縣子). Wáng Fūzhī believes that Zēngzĭ was clearly in the wrong, and 
he sees this incident as exemplifying Zēngzĭ’s basic character: he is “simple” (lŭ 魯; quoting Analects 
11.18), which means an excess of plain sincerity and a deficiency in patterned restraint, in contrast to Zĭyóu 
and Zĭxià, who are praised for their mastery of patterned conduct (wén 文) in the Analects (11.3). For Wáng, 
if a choice must be made between plain sincerity and patterned restraint, we cannot expect Zēngzĭ to 
behave like Zĭyóu and Zĭxià, for if he did, he would lose the thing that makes him Zēngzĭ. 

Despite the fact that most agree that Zēngzĭ’s conduct was a breach of lĭ, it is very hard to read the 
passage itself without feeling that its composer meant to convey the sense that Zēngzĭ behaved as a jūnzĭ 
should. In literary terms, this passage seems to me in the same universe as the many passages in the 
Mencius where Mencius breaks rules, large or small, and defends himself with specious reasoning, or, as 
here, responds to just criticism with the sly rhetoric of, “Who, me?” What reader, now or anciently, could 
fail to empathize with Zēngzĭ’s impulse to be part of the mourning party for his fellow disciple? The 
underlying message seems clearly to be an application of “timeliness” (shí 時), the notion that the sage 
knows when to break the rules because he has come to embody the meaning behind them, which the rules 
themselves only approximate.  Having noted Zēngzĭ’s deficiency in patterned restrain, Wáng Fūzhī appeals 
to this ideal of sage spontaneity in saying that if a choice must be made, it is only plain sincerity that can 
lead to being in effortless accord with the Dào (有誠而從容中道). 
 

4.11.   有若之喪，悼公弔焉，子游擯，由左。 
 
At the mourning rites for Yŏu Ruò, Duke Daò paid a visit of condolence.1 Acting as receiver of 
the guests, Zĭyóu received the Duke from the left side.2 

 
1Duke Daò was the ruler of Lŭ, 467-437 BCE. 
 
2The left side was the east side, and this means, for some commentators, that Zĭyóu descended the eastern 
steps and met the Duke on the eastern side of the courtyard. Others say he stood to the left of the Duke. 
Most commentators believe that Zĭyóu was here correcting a misunderstanding about how positions of 
honor applied in death rituals, people of the time applying the same distinctions that applied to other ritual 
occasions, when, by rule, they should have been reversed (the left being the honored position in most 
rituals, but the right being honored in mortuary contexts). However, it is unclear why this correction to a 
general feature of mortuary lĭ would only become evident upon the appearance of the ruler. The issue 
surely pertained to the manner in which respect was shown to the Duke’s particular status as ruler, rather 

擯  bìn 
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than to any more general rule. And since it was not unusual for a ruler to appear at the obsequies for an 
officer of court, it is unclear whether Zĭyóu was exceptional in showing how a ruler should be treated, or in 
showing how a ruler should be treated in this particular case.  
 Guō Sōngtáo gives an unusual interpretation that, correct or not, responds to these questions more 
directly than others. He believes that because Yŏu Ruò had never served at court, the Duke’s visit was 
exceptional and did not conform to the established paradigm, which presumed a ruler/courtier relationship. 
Therefore, Zĭyóu applied a model adapted from the teacher/student paradigm, receiving the Duke as though 
he were Yŏu Ruò’s pupil, which, he says, complied with the will of the Duke. 

 
4.12.   齊穀 a王姬之喪，魯莊公為之大功。或曰由魯嫁，故為之服姊妹之服。

或曰：外祖母也，故為之服。 
 

aGŭ 穀 is treated by all commentators as a loan for gào 告: “to notify.” 
 
Qí sent notice of mourning for Wáng Jī.1 Duke Zhuāng of Lŭ wore mourning of the third degree 
on her behalf. Some say she was married through the good offices of Lŭ, hence the Duke wore 
mourning for her as he would for a sister. Others say she was his maternal grandmother, and that 
is why he wore mourning for her. 
 

1The title “Wáng Jī” denotes that this was a woman of the royal branch of the Jī clan. 
 
  The clans (xìng 姓) of the ruling families of Zhōu and Qí, the Jī 姬 and Jiāng 姜 clans, had a history of 
marital exchange dating back to the founding of the Zhōu Dynasty or before, and the ruling family of Lŭ 
was a branch of the Jī clan. In this case, the woman who has died was a daughter of the trunk lineage of the 
Jī clan, led by the now powerless but still symbolically significant Zhōu kings, and had been married to 
Duke Xiāng 襄 of Qí (r. 697-686 BCE) through the good offices of Duke Zhuāng of Lŭ (r. 693-662 BCE), 
who had received the lady as she came from the west, and, in modern terms, “given the bride away.” The 
two alternative explanations debated in the text are, on the one hand, that Duke Zhuāng wore mourning 
because of the role he played in that marriage and, on the other, that this passage concerns the death of an 
entirely different woman, the mother of Duke Zhuāng’s mother. Duke Zhuāng’s mother was a Qí princess 
of the Jiāng clan, and thus not only wife of Duke Zhuāng’s father, Duke Huán 桓 (r. 711-694 BCE), but the 
sister of Duke Xiāng of Qí. Her mother would likely have been, in turn, a princess of the Jī lineage, married 
into the Jiāng clan in Qí, and wedded to Duke Xī (僖; r. 730-698 BCE: Duke Xiāng’s predecessor), though 
whether she was of the royal lineage (thus a “wáng Jī” 王姬) is unclear. Thus, the question is whether Duke 
Zhuāng was mourning a Wáng Jī who was his grandmother, or the Wáng Jī whose marriage he had 
sponsored. 
 The backstory to this involves a sensational context of intrigue so deep that it is difficult to avoid 
the notion that the choice of this particular ritual issue for debate in the Tán Gōng involves more than 
appears on the surface. The Chūnqiū 春秋 records that this Lady Jī died in 692 BCE, and both the Gōngyáng 
公羊 and Gŭliáng 穀梁 commentaries take her to be the woman who married Duke Xiāng via Duke 
Zhuāng’s good offices (indeed, it would be hard otherwise to explain the recording of the death in the 
Chūnqiū, as the deaths of consorts of Qí dukes are not otherwise recorded). This short-lived lady had 
married Duke Xiāng just the year before, Duke Zhuāng acting as host in the very first year of his reign. 
Duke Zhuāng was, in fact, only fifteen sùi at the time, having succeeded his father prematurely after his 
father had been murdered by Duke Xiāng of Qí. The reason for the murder was the desire of Duke Xiāng 
and Duke Zhuāng’s mother, Duke Xiāng’s sister, to eliminate her husband Duke Huán of Lŭ so they could 
continue to pursue an ongoing incestuous relationship that Duke Huán had discovered. 
 The reason for Lady Jī’s death, approximately seven to nine months after her marriage, is 
unknown, but whatever the reason, it occurred during a year in which her husband was harboring his sister 
in Qí, where their incestuous relationship continued. Duke Zhuāng would at that time have only been in the 
nineteenth month of mourning the death of his own father; he would have had to remove his own first-
degree mourning for his father to put on third-degree mourning for the wife of the man who had colluded 
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with his own mother to murder his father. It may have been the extreme distastefulness of this notion that 
led to the alternative idea that it was, instead, a different Lady Jī, grandmother to Duke Zhuāng, who had 
died. But it is very unlikely that this passage simply reflects a disagreement about a minor point of fact 
concerning the reason the Duke wore a particular grade of mourning clothes. 

 
4.13.   晉獻公之喪，秦穆公使人弔公子重耳，且曰：「寡人聞之：亡國恒於

斯，得國恒於斯。雖吾子儼然在憂服之中，喪亦不可久也，時亦不可失也。

孺子其圖之。」以告舅犯，舅犯曰：「孺子其辭焉。喪人無寶，仁親以為

寶。父死之謂何？又因以為利，而天下其孰能說之？孺子其辭焉。」公子重

耳對客曰：「君惠弔亡臣重耳，身喪父死，不得與於哭泣之哀，以為君憂。

父死之謂何？或敢有他志，以辱君義。」稽顙而不拜，哭而起，起而不私。

子顯以致命於穆公。穆公曰：「仁夫公子重耳！夫稽顙而不拜，則未為後

也，故不成拜；哭而起，則愛父也；起而不私，則遠利也。」 
 
When Duke Xiàn of Jìn died,1 Duke Mù of Qín sent an envoy to pay condolences to Prince 
Chóng’ĕr,2 and further to deliver the following message: “I have heard it said: States are ever lost 
at moments like this, and states are ever won in moments like this. Though you, Sir, are in a 
solemn state of sorrow, do not allow your mourning to extend long, for this moment must not be 
missed. Think upon it, my son.”3 

 Chóng’ĕr reported this to Jiù Fàn,4 who said, “Demur, my son. A man mourning such a 
loss5 has no treasure other than the treasure of love for his parent. How great a loss is the death 
of one’s father! And if a man seizes upon it for advantage, who in the world will make excuses 
for him? Demur, my son.” 
 Prince Chóng’ĕr said to the visitor, “Your lord has so graciously sent condolences to me, 
an exile. He takes it as his own concern that I am here, lost on my own account and with my 
father dead, unable to join in my family’s expression of grief through wailing and tears. How 
great a loss is the death of one’s father! How could I harbor any further aims and so devalue your 
lord’s condescension?” He knelt and bent his forehead to the ground, but did not bow. He wailed 
and rose, but in rising, he added no further personal remarks. 
 Zĭxiăn6 reported all this back to Duke Mù, who said, “What a man of rén is Prince 
Chóng’ĕr! He knelt and bent his forehead to the ground, but did not bow. It was to express that 
he was not yet his father’s heir that he forbore to bow.7 Wailing and then rising expressed his 
love for his father. And in rising but adding no personal remarks, he kept thoughts of advantage 
at a distance.” 
 

1The background to this tale is found at 3.15, where we see how Duke Xiàn of Jìn, infatuated with a young 
consort, so lost faith in his sons that his heir was forced to suicide, and his younger son, Chóng’ĕr, could 
offer his brother no support. Subsequently, Chóng’ĕr and another brother, Yíwú 夷吾, separately fled from 
Jìn, Chóng’ĕr wandering in exile for many years. As the original audience of this passage would have 
known, after Duke Xiàn’s death, Yíwú, an unscrupulous man, seized the Jìn throne, and it was not until 
after his misrule led to his death that Chóng’ĕr finally returned to Jìn and took the throne as Duke Wén 文, 
ultimately becoming the most powerful and successful ruler of his time. His story is one of the great 
romances of ancient China.  
 

 2Duke Mù was the most powerful lord in western China at this time, and his support would allow a 
claimant to the Jìn throne to displace the infant heir that Duke Xiàn had unwisely named as his successor. 
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The scruples that Chóng’ĕr shows in this tale cost him the Duke’s support in the short term, though the 
Duke came to regret backing Yíwú instead.   
 

 3This message constitutes an offer of support. The Duke was aware that in the wake of Duke Xiàn’s death, 
one of the two exiled sons would prevail in capturing the throne of Jìn. 
 

 4Jiù Fàn, literally, Uncle Fàn (he was the brother of Chóng’ĕr’s mother), was Hú Yăn 狐偃 the son of Hú 
Tú 突, whom we met in 3.15 as the former tutor of the Jìn heir, Shēnshēng 申生. Hú Yăn was Chóng’ĕr’s 
closest advisor during his exile and after, serving as both an ethical and politically pragmatic guide. 
 

 5In this instance, the word “loss” (sāng 喪) carries the double meaning of loss of parent and loss of 
homeland.  
 

 6Zĭxiăn is clearly the name of the original emissary. 
 

 7The bow (bài 拜) was the gesture made by the chief mourner at a funeral, acknowledging condolences and 
gifts. In Duke Xiàn’s obsequies, that role would be reserved for his heir, which role Chóng’ĕr is pointedly 
declining to claim. In a version of this story found in the Guóyŭ 國語 (“Jìnyŭ 晉語 II” [4.17]), Chóng’ĕr 
bows, but does not kneel with his head to the ground: precisely the opposite of the actions depicted here. 
Yet Duke Mù is draws the same conclusion that Chóng’ĕr is expressing reluctance to assume the role of 
heir.  

 
  As was the case with passage 3.15, much of this passage may be found, in somewhat altered form, in the 
Guóyŭ (4.17). In the version there, the interview with Chóng’ĕr is followed by a parallel one with Yíwú, 
expressing in the latter ethical qualities precisely opposed to those represented by Chóng’ĕr. 

 
4.14.   帷殯，非古也，自敬姜之哭穆伯始也。 
 
The custom of maintaining a curtain around the coffin chamber is not ancient practice: it stems 
from the way Jìng Jiāng wailed for Mùbó.1 
 

1Mùbó was a member of the powerful Jìsūn 季孫 family in Lŭ, probably dying shortly before 500 BCE, and 
Jìng Jiāng was his widow. According to the Yílĭ, during the three-month period after the corpse was 
encoffined and prior to burial, the coffin was lowered into a pit dug in the platform of the hall, which was 
plastered over. It may be that this was not, in fact, common practice, and the coffin was merely curtained, 
but it may also be that a curtain was erected around the pit. Wailing during the three-month period was 
done by the coffin, and the Lĭjì “Zájì I” chapter specifies that when wailing, the curtain should be drawn 
(21.17). It may be that in this passage, the innovation ascribed to Jìng Jiāng concerned not drawing the 
curtain during wailing.  
 
  Jìng Jiāng is a figure much celebrated in the Guóyŭ (she is the focus of eight passages in the “Lŭyŭ II” 
chapter: 2.26-33), and it seems likely that this passage and the preceding one, which also parallels Guóyŭ 
material, derive from a common source. While the statement in this passage is not found in the Guóyŭ, the 
latter text does note her manner of wailing for her husband, who died when she was young, and her son 
(2.33). The Tán Gōng includes a series of further anecdotes concerning Jìng Jiāng below (4.25a-b; 4.26). 
 In the Guóyŭ, as here, Jìng Jiāng is portrayed as having a particularly strong concern for lĭ, and as 
correlating, in a Confucian manner, punctiliousness in ritual regulation and personal character, particularly 
with regard to matters of sexual self-restraint. The Latter Hàn figure, Zhāng Yì 張逸, is quoted by Kŏng 
Yĭngdá concerning this in relation to the current passage, as well as to Guóyŭ 2.33: “Jìng Jiāng was 
widowed at a young age. She wailed [her husband] in the daylight to avoid suspicion, and it may be that 
she curtained the coffin chamber to avoid suspicion as well, expressing that her husband kept at a distance 
from licentiousness.” 
 Additional accounts of Jìng Jiāng appear in a section devoted to her in the Gŭ liènǚ zhuàn 古列女

傳 (juàn 1) 
. 
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4.15a.   喪禮，哀戚之至也：節哀，順變也；君子念始之者也。 
 
Mortuary lĭ concerns the ultimate of grief: it regulates that grief and enables it to alter; it 
expresses the jūnzĭ’s heed for his origins. 
 

  This is the beginning of a long string of statements that are viewed by many scholars as a single passage, 
but that others treat as individual entries. In the standard Kŏng Yĭngdá commentary, Kŏng’s editorial team 
broke this string into twenty separate sections, each with its own commentarial note. The Zhúzì suŏyĭn 
edition, followed here, consolidates these sections into one, and I think that is the right choice. This potion 
of the text, almost 450 characters in length, seems to me to be an extended, summary reflection on the 
meaning of mortuary lĭ, interpreting component rituals sequentially, for the most part selectively following 
the order indicated in the Yílĭ; 4.15a serves as an introductory statement. Thus passage 4.15 basically 
reflects a single coherent and contiguous micro-text, perhaps part of a larger text on lĭ now lost, that was 
incorporated whole into the Tán Gōng. If that micro-text were independent now, I think it likely that 
modern editors would analyze it as an ordered sequence of shorter components, demarcating them much as 
Kŏng Yĭngdá’s editorial group did. There are multiple ways that the passage could be divided; my division 
into seventeen sections does not match Kŏng Yĭngdá’s, but is generally similar. Wáng Mèng’oū goes 
further than the Zhúzì suŏyĭn editors, and ties 4.16-19 to 4.15 in a single, consolidated passage. I think 
Wáng is in error in this, but only because he includes 4.19. As explained in Appendix B, I think it is cogent 
to see 4.15-18 as a single text unit, likely brought as a block into an embryonic stage of the Tán Gōng and 
appended to the long string of ritual prescripts that begins with passage 3.93. 

 
4.15b.   復，盡愛之道也，有禱祠之心焉；望反諸幽，求諸鬼神之道也；北

面，求諸幽之義也。 
 
The rite of calling back the dead is an expression of exhausting one’s love;1 the attitude of prayer 
lies therein. The hope of retrieving the deceased from the dark realm is a matter of beseeching 
the spirits. Turning towards the north signifies that one seeks for the deceased in the dark realm.2 

 
1The term dào 道 in the components of 4.15 does not seem to refer to a normative ideal of action, a sense 
rendered in this translation simply as “Dào,” and I have used other expressions to render the term.  
 

2The final sentence has the appearance of an added comment, explaining the use of the term yoū 幽 in the 
previous remark. Many of the short passages that follow suggest this same structure: an explanation for a 
step of mortuary ritual is followed by a comment glossing or slightly expanding on the initial statement. 
This could have been a strategy of text composition, or reflect a distinction between core text and initial 
commentary added at a later stage of redaction. 

 

4.15c.   拜、稽顙，哀戚之至隱也；稽顙，隱之甚也。 
 
Bowing and kneeling with one’s forehead to the ground express the utter pain of grief.1 Kneeling 
with one’s forehead to the ground signifies extreme pain. 
 

1The standing bow (baì 拜) and kneeling bow were gestures performed by a chief mourner towards a 
condolence visitor.  
 

 
4.15d.   飯用米貝，弗忍虛也；不以食道，用美焉爾。 
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Filling the mouth with raw rice and cowrie shells expresses the inability to bear its being left 
empty.1 This is unconnected with eating; these items are employed simply because they are fine. 
 

1According to the Yílĭ, immediately after the call for the soul’s return, the mouth of the deceased is propped 
open with a spoon-like tool devised for that purpose. This prevents rigor mortis from locking the mouth in a 
closed position. Once the body has been washed, the chief mourner (generally the eldest son), assisted by a 
ritual functionary, fills the mouth of the dead with handfuls of rice, sealing the rice in with three cowrie 
shells, placed right to left. 

 
4.15e.   銘，明旌也，以死者為不可別已，故以其旗識之。愛之，斯錄之矣；

敬之，斯盡其道焉耳。 
 
The name inscription serves as a numinous banner.1 Because the dead can no longer be 
distinguished physically, they are denoted by flag. Because the deceased is loved his name is 
recorded, and, as a sign of respect, full attention is given to the rules governing this. 
 

1According to the Yílĭ, on the day of death a banner, with fabric conforming to rules that vary according to 
rank, is inscribed with the name of the deceased, and hung from a bamboo pole, to be initially affixed to the 
eaves surrounding the courtyard, above the western steps leading up to the hall. 

 
4.15f.   重，主道也，殷主綴重焉；周主重徹焉。 
 
The stand serves the function of the ancestral tablet.1 Under the Yīn the stand was combined with 
the tablet; under the Zhōu the stand is removed.2 

 
1The stand was constructed of wood, and supported a pole pierced with a hole at the top, in which a bar 
could be inserted so that objects could be hung from it. It was placed in the courtyard, centered, and located 
one-third of the distance from the hall to the main gate. The initial function of the stand was to hold two 
caldrons in which rice leftover from the filling of the mouth has been boiled into a congee. As the final act 
on the day of death, the liturgist in charge of mortuary ritual relocated the inscribed banner and placed it by 
the stand. 
 
2According to Zhèng Xuán, Yīn (Shāng) lĭ called for the tablet to be suspended from the stand in the shrine 
constructed for the deceased ancestor, until the number of generations passed that were required for the 
tablet to be moved into the founding ancestor’s shrine (that number varied according to status), at which 
point the stand was buried. The Zhōu buried the stand at the time the ancestral tablet was initially installed 
in its shrine. 
 
  There is a parallel passage in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.23), discussed in the comment to 4.18. 
 

4.15g.   奠以素器，以生者有哀素之心也；唯祭祀之禮，主人自盡焉爾；

豈知神之所饗，亦以主人有齊敬之心也。 
 
Unornamented vessels are used in making offerings of food to the dead prior to interment, 
because the living feel an unmitigated sense of grief.1 Only after interment, once the regular 
sacrificial rites begin, will the chief mourner exhaust his resources in their form.2 How could it 
be that we know what the spirits will appreciate? Indeed, these matters concern the mourner’s 
attitude of pure respect. 
 

重  chóng 

齊  zhāi 
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1According to the Yílĭ, the when food offerings are laid out for the dead at the time of the initial dressing, 
next to the caldrons that hang from the stand are a set of “plain platters” (sùzŭ 素俎; note, however, that 
Yáng Tiānyŭ takes this to mean non-meat dishes). Sūn Xīdàn notes that in subsequent offerings, the Yílĭ 
specifies food and wine containers that are also unornamented: earthenware bowls, white jars, woven 
baskets, and so forth. The text does not, however, state in so many words that all vessels are unornamented. 
 
2The passage makes a sharp distinction between food offerings to the dead prior to interment, which are 
called diàn 奠, and customary forms of ancestral sacrifice (jì 祭). Sacrifices were considered “auspicious 
lĭ” (jílĭ 吉禮), while mortuary rituals were “inauspicious lĭ” (xiōnglĭ 凶禮), and both the significance and 
psychology of these two divisions were sharply different. The mortuary rites were concluded with 
interment, and immediately upon returning home, the son of the deceased or other chief mourner performed 
the yújì 虞祭, or “Sacrifice of Comfort,” thus initiating true sacrifices – jì, in the strict sense – for the newly 
deceased. Among the patrician elite of the Zhōu period, sacrificial offerings were generally served in 
vessels of cast bronze, often elaborately decorated and sometimes inscribed. 

 
4.15h.   辟踊，哀之至也；有筭，為之節文也。 
 
Beating the breast and stamping express the ultimate in grief.1 These being set by number is a 
matter of regulating grief through patterns.2 

 
1On “stamping,” see the detailed explanation at 3.31B, note 5. As for beating the breast, this is a gloss for bì 
辟 that relies on Zhèng Xuán. Kŏng Yĭngdá goes further, and refers to women beating their breasts and 
men stamping. So far as I know, nowhere in the early literature is this term used to refer to a mortuary form 
of beating the breast, apart from two instances in the Tán Gōng (see also 4.27 below) and twice in the brief 
Lĭjì, “Wèn sāng” 問喪 chapter, all cases associated with stamping. The term does not occur in this sense in 
the Yílĭ, which uses instead the phrase fŭxīn 拊心. 
 
2In the Yílĭ there are instances where the number of stamps is specified, and other cases where stamping 
occurs “wúsuàn” 無筭, which may mean either “countless (many) times” or “an indeterminate number of 
times.” 

 
4.15i.   袒、括髮，變也；慍，哀之變也。去飾，去美也；袒、括髮，去飾之

甚也。有所袒、有所襲，哀之節也。 
 
Baring the shoulder and binding the hair express transformation.1 Languishing is a 
transformation of grief. Eliminating ornamentation is the elimination of what is beautiful. Baring 
the shoulder and binding the hair are extreme examples of eliminating ornamentation. Having 
points at which the shoulder is bared and points at which the upper garment is donned is the 
regulation of grief. 
 

1In mortuary rites, the chief mourner bares his shoulder and replaces his cap by binding the hair with a band 
of hemp cloth as the corpse is first moved from the death chamber to the hall. See 3.61. 

 
  As Jiāng Yŏng notes, there may be a textual problem with this passage, as the issue of languishing (yùn 
慍) seems out of place. The word appears at only one other location in the Lĭjì, below at Tán Gōng 4.27, 
which also uses the rare combination bìyŏng 辟踊, seen in 4.15h, above. As the note to 4.27 indicates, a 
parallel recovered bamboo text, the Wŭxíng 五行, relates languishing and stamping in the formula, yŏng 
yùn zhī zhōng yĕ  踊慍之終也: “stamping is the endpoint of languishing.” Thus, it may be that the phrase 
incorporating the word yùn here was, in an earlier redaction, a part of 4.27, and has been displaced to this 
point, where it does not fit well.  
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Jiāng’s solution is quite different: he takes yùn to be a copyist’s error for tăn 袒 (an emendation of 
which Yáng Tiānyŭ approves). Other commentators, from Kŏng Yĭngdá on, generally accept the text of 
4.15i as it stands, and take it to be drawing a parallel between the arenas of external action (baring the 
shoulder and tying up the hair) and inner feeling (languishing). 

 
4.15j.   弁絰葛而葬，與神交之道也；有敬心焉。周人弁而葬，殷人冔而

葬。 
 
One wears a cap and a headband of kudzu fiber for the interment because it is the manner in 
which one interacts with the spirits: there is an attitude of respect.1 The Zhōu people wear the 
biàn cap; the Yīn people wore the xŭ cap.2 

 
1Biàn 弁 is a generic name for a range of headgear.  There is, in the Tán Gōng, only one other reference to a 
biàn, the “sparrow cap” (jué 爵 biàn) worn by the Son of Heaven in 3.104. In the Yílĭ mortuary chapters, 
the only references to biàn are to the sparrow cap, worn by the person who calls to the soul immediately 
after death, and to suits of ordinary clothes that are denoted by the caps worn with them (the sparrow cap 
suit and the leather cap [pí 皮 biàn] suit; standard outfits for courtiers). Which biàn is involved here is hard 
to say, but Zhèng Xuán claims that it is a “plain” (sù 素) cap, and others follow him. The chief mourner 
would normally wear special headgear designated for the clothes of first-degree mourning, generally 
referred to as the sāngguān 喪冠. 
 Zhèng Xuán claims that the reason why the sāngguān is not worn at the interment is that, as the 
text specifies, this is a context where one interacts directly with the world of spirits, and it is never 
appropriate to wear solely ill-omened clothes (xiōngfú 凶服) during such encounters. The biàn serves to 
avoid that taboo. 
 
2It is unclear to me how it comes to be so, but there are sketches of the xŭ 冔 in some illustrated ritual texts; 
these appear to grow more detailed and elegant as time goes on, though it would seem obvious that at the 
time this text was composed, any such caps, assuming they had once existed, would long since have rotted 
away. (There are, however, even illustrations of the Xià 夏 Dynasty cap, called the shoū 收.) Legge 
includes in his translation an illustration of the xŭ contrasted with the biàn (v. 1, p. 169, drawn from the 19th 
century Sānlĭ tōngshì), and I have placed those examples below, next to a sketch of the first-degree 
(zhăncuī 斬衰) sāngguān, taken from the Sāncái túhuì . 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
         xŭ 冔     biàn 弁    zhăncuī sāngguān 斬衰喪冠 
 

  Within 4.15, this passage marks a transition from the early phase of the mortuary rites to the final day, 
although the following section interrupts this sequence. 

 
4.15k.   歠主人、主婦室老，為其病也；君命食之也。 
 
Feeding1 the chief mourner, the presiding wife, and the elder of the household2 is due to their 
illness. The ruler orders that they be fed. 
 

冔  xŭ 

歠  chuò 
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1The term chuò 歠 signifies that what these people are fed is liquid gruel, the “chicken soup” of its time and 
place. The notion is that extreme grief will cause the leading mourners to neglect nourishment, and, 
becoming weak in this bereavement, they will fall ill unless others intervene. The same notion is expressed 
in the requirement that on the third day after death, those in deepest mourning adopt a staff to support them. 
 
2The chief mourner (literally, the “host”: zhŭrén 主人) is, in most cases, the eldest son, while the “presiding 
wife” (or “hostess”: zhŭfù 主婦) will be the widow, if she is alive, or the wife of the eldest son, if her 
mother-in-law is already dead. The “elder of the household” is understood by commentary to refer to the 
family steward. The implications of this identification lead commentators to note that this section appears 
to apply only to grandees (dàfū 大夫), who would have the wealth and status entailed in having such a 
household officer. Sūn Xīdàn notes that in the Lĭjì, “Wèn sāng” 問喪 chapter, neighbors feed the chief 
mourners. 

 
  This refers to an early stage of the mortuary ritual, out of sequence at this point in the text; if the text was 
composed to correspond generally to the sequence of mortuary rituals, it may have shifted from its original 
position at some stage of redaction.  

 
4.15l.   反哭升堂，反諸其所作也；主婦入于室，反諸其所養也。 
 
When returning to wail,1 one ascends to the hall, returning to the place where the deceased was 
active. The presiding wife enters the chamber, returning to the place where the deceased was 
nourished.2 

 
1The “return” in this passage is from the interment.  
 
2The Yílĭ describes the ascent to the hall by the chief mourner and entry into the chamber by the presiding 
wife. Zhèng Xuán uses the text from the current Tán Gōng passage to supply a rationale for these actions in 
his annotation of the Yílĭ text. 
 

  Commentators differ on whether the hall and chamber referred to here are those of the residential 
quarters of the family compound of the deceased, or of the ancestral shrine that was a separate building on 
the eastern side of the compound (each shrine including both a main hall in front and a chamber in the rear, 
where the spirit-tablet was housed during periods between ritual occasions. Most commentators follow 
Kŏng Yĭngdá in taking the location to be the shrine, accepting Zhèng Xuán’s commentary to the Yílĭ and 
his commentary remark here that zuò 作  (to act) refers specifically to the performance of lĭ. These 
commentators also note that in the Yílĭ, the mourners “subsequently go to the mortuary residence” (suì shì 
bìngōng 遂適殯宮), the “mortuary residence” referring to the residential quarters where the coffin had lain 
in state. However, the Yílĭ text includes this phrase only after the mourners go to the main gate to bid the 
guests goodbye, and does not necessarily picture them going from the shrine to the residential quarters. 
Moreover, it is difficult to account for the final phrase of the passage if it is the shrine chamber being 
discussed, since meals were not eaten by the living there. To address this difficulty, those who hold it is the 
temple pictured here read the final verb as yàng 養 (to provide care for), the phrase suŏ 所 yàng referring to 
the place where the deceased nurtured the spirits. (Yáng Tiānyŭ reads the two suŏ phrases as inversions: 
that is, for example, suŏ yàng should be read as a noun: yàng suŏ: “the place [suŏ] where provision of care 
was carried out.”) 

 
4.15m.   反哭之弔也，哀之至也。反而亡焉，失之矣，於是為甚。殷既

封而弔，周反哭而弔。孔子曰：「殷已慤，吾從周。」 
 
Condolence visits after returning to wail concern the epitome of grief. Returning, the dead is 
found to be truly gone, and he is missed, at this point, to the extreme. The Yīn condoled 

慤  què 
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immediately following the entombment;1 the Zhōu condole upon the return to wail.2 Confucius 
said, “The Yīn rite is too simple; I follow the Zhōu.”3  
 

1The translation of fēng 封 as “entombment” steers a middle course between two alternatives, explored 
earlier in 3.83. All commentators follow Zhèng Xuán in reading the character as a loan for biăn 窆: to 
lower into the grave with ropes; if the character 封 is read in its ordinary sense of “to build a mound” it 
would contravene Zhōu mortuary norms. It would not conflict with Shāng era norms, as they were 
understood, since Shāng graves were mounded; however, the term recurs in a Zhōu context below, in 4.15o, 
and in that context, the character 封 is clearly either a loan for biăn or a simple copyist’s error from 
proximity to this passage. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel below uses biăn. 
 
2This Shāng / Zhōu contrast is interpreted differently in a formula uttered by Confucius in Lĭjì, “Fángjì” 坊
記 (31.12): “The people of Yīn condoled at the graveside; the people of Zhōu condole at the home, to 
signify that they have not turned their backs.” (殷人弔於壙，周人弔於家，示民不偝也。」) 
 
3The final phrase, of limited scope here, is famously used as a blanket endorsement of Zhōu institutions 
over those of the Xià and Shāng at Analects 3.14 (although the phrase may be better read there as, “. . . and 
we follow [after] the Zhōu,” licensing the sort of selective appropriation and reformulation of precedents 
that we actually see at work in the Tán Gōng, and also in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel to 4.15m noted below). 
 
  There is overlap here with a longer passage in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.10): “Zĭgòng asked Confucius, ‘The 
people of Yīn paid condolence at the gravesite after the coffin was lowered; the people of Zhōu pay 
condolence at the home after returning to wail. What should one do?’ Confucius said, ‘Condolence visits 
after returning to wail concern the epitome of mourning. Returning, the dead is found to be truly gone; he is 
missed, at this point, to the extreme, and that is why one expresses condolences then. Death is a person’s 
final affair. Yīn practice is guided by simplicity, but I follow the Zhōu. The people of Yīn installed the 
spirit tablet in the ancestral shrine the day after the liàn year-anniversary ritual; the Zhōu people install the 
tablet the day after the Completion of Wailing. The installation of the tablet is the commencement of 
sacrifices to the spirit: Zhōu practice is guided by keen feelings, but I follow the Yīn.’” (子貢問於孔子

曰：「殷人既窆而弔於壙，周人反哭而弔於家，如之何？」孔子曰：「反哭之弔也，喪之至也，反

而亡矣，失之矣。於斯為甚，故弔之。死、人卒事也。殷以愨，吾從周。殷人既練之明日而祔于

祖，周人既卒哭之明日而祔于祖。祔、祭神之始事也。周以戚，吾從殷。」) 
 
4.15n.   葬於北方北首，三代之達禮也，之幽之故也。 
 
Interment to the north,1 with the head pointed northward, was the lĭ of all three eras,2 because the 
dead go to the dark realm. 
 

1“To the north” is explained in commentary as designating the area north of the city wall (gúo bĕi 國北). 
 
2The three eras are the Xià, Shāng, and Zhōu. 

 
4.15o.   既封，主人贈，而祝宿虞尸。 
 
Once the coffin is lowered into the grave,1 the chief mourner places gifts by it,2 while a liturgist 
returns to prepare the impersonator for the “Sacrifice of Comfort.”3 

 
1In the Yílĭ, this step of ritual is described using the term biăn 窆 rather than fēng 封. 
 
2The gifts here are bolts of cloth (bì 幣) dyed black and red. 
 
3The yú 虞 ritual, translated here as “Sacrifice of Comfort,” begins the final act in the three-month mortuary 
rites. Legge translates the term as “sacrifice of repose,” which, like the rendering here, rests on the gloss of 
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yú as ān 安. There are actually three different performances of the Sacrifice of Comfort. The first of these is 
the one discussed here, which takes place at midday, immediately after the return of the mourning party 
from the gravesite, as the next passage indicates. 
 The Sacrifice of Comfort does not share the form of offerings during the three-month mortuary 
period, when the deceased is presented food by placing it next to the corpse or the coffin. Now, with the 
deceased absent in the grave, the form of ordinary ancestral sacrifice begins, and a person is appointed to 
play the role of the dead, the object of the offerings. This person is called the “corpse” (shī 尸), which is 
conventionally rendered by the euphemism “impersonator.” 

 
4.15p.   既反哭，主人與有司視虞牲；有司以几筵舍奠於墓左；反，日中而

虞。 
 
Having returned and wailed, the chief mourner, together with a ritual aide, inspect the sacrificial 
beast for the Sacrifice of Comfort; aides lay out stools and mats for offerings that are placed to 
the left of the grave, and, upon their return, the Sacrifice of Comfort is offered at midday.1 

 
1The “aides” (yoŭsī 有司 ; more conventionally rendered “officers”) in this passage may be regular 
household servants appointed to fulfill certain roles during the mortuary period. In the mortuary chapters of 
the Yílĭ, agents are normally specified by function (e.g., liturgists [zhù 祝], field overseer [diàn rén 甸人], 
etc.), with those denoted as yoŭsī generally merely asking those in charge for the times at which events are 
to be staged. 
 

4.15q.   葬日虞，弗忍一日離也。是日 a 也，以虞易奠。卒哭曰「成事」；是

日也，以吉祭易喪祭。明日，祔于祖父。其變而之吉祭也，比至於祔，必於

是日也接，不忍一日末有所歸也。殷練而祔，周卒哭而祔。孔子善殷。 
 

a Some editions, including the Shísān jing zhùshū, edition, have yuè 月 in place of rì 日 here, but most 
commentary editions silently alter yuè to rì. In this instance, I depart from the Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn text in 
following this practice (silence excepted). 

 
Performing the Sacrifice of Comfort on the day of burial signifies the unwillingness to be parted 
from the deceased for even a single day. On this day, holding the Sacrifice of Comfort signifies 
the change from presenting offerings.1 When the Completion of Wailing rite is performed,2 it is 
pronounced: “The affair is complete.”3 On this day, holding an auspicious sacrifice signifies a 
change from offering mortuary sacrifices. On the following day, the ceremony installing the 
spirit tablet of the deceased at the shrine of the grandfather of the deceased is performed.4 The 
alteration to auspicious sacrifice is a continuous process until the presentation of the spirit tablet; 
it must succeed upon the very next day, not allowing there to be a single day in which the spirit 
has no place to return.5 The Yīn performed the ceremony of tablet installation after the sacrifice 
marking one-year anniversary of the death;6 the Zhōu perform it after the Completion of Wailing. 
Confucius preferred the Yīn custom. 
 

1On the distinction between mortuary offerings (diàn 奠) and offerings of sacrifice (jì 祭), see 4.15o, note 3.  
 
2The Completion of Wailing rite is an intermediate ceremony, which occurs on a day between the final 
Sacrifice of Comfort and the ceremony installing the spirit tablet. 
 
3Zhèng Xuán reads this as meaning that the completed rite belongs to the category of “auspicious 
sacrifices” (jíjì 吉祭), to which mortuary rituals do not belong.  Commentators are in agreement that the 
Sacrifice of Comfort is a mortuary ritual, and therefore an “inauspicious sacrifice” (xiōngjì 凶祭), while the 
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Completion of Wailing constitutes the initiation of auspicious sacrifices. However, according to the Yílĭ, 
this same phrase is used as the final utterance of the last of the three phases of the Sacrifice of Comfort, 
making it unclear whether it signals in that case or this the change from the mortuary offering to ordinary 
sacrifice, and it seems to me likely that it simply signals completion of the ritual itself. 
 
4The fù 祔 was the initial sacrifice to the spirit tablet, performed at the shrine to the deceased’s grandfather. 
The Zhōu preserved an archaic system of alternating generations, dividing each clan into moieties called 
zhāo 昭 and mù 穆, at one time likely an important feature of clan organization in many respects, but 
preserved only in mortuary form by the time of the dynastic period. Because grandfather and grandson 
belonged to the same moiety, while the father belonged to the other, the spirit tablets of grandfather and 
grandson were placed on the same side of the ancestral shrine, zhāo on the east and mù on the west. In the 
case of ancestral temple complexes with multiple shrines, a shrine to the lineage founder was maintained at 
the north end of the complex, with smaller shrines to the south, numbering two, four, or six, depending on 
social rank, on the east and west sides of the temple path. A simple shì 士 had only a single shrine, with 
tablets ordered to the east and west of the lineage founder’s tablet at the center. For more exalted patricians, 
each of the smaller shrines was devoted to a single ancestor, the shrines of more recent ancestors being to 
the south. When a new spirit tablet was installed in the southernmost zhāo or mù shrine, the tablets of 
ascending generations of that moiety were moved north, to shrines closer to the lineage founder’s shrine, 
with the tablet of the ancestor displaced from the northernmost moiety shrine moved into the founder’s 
shrine, placed at the end of tablets to the east or west of the founder, depending on the moiety of the 
ancestor whose tablet was moved. The Yílĭ basically describes the lĭ that pertains to a simple shì, and as the 
text here seems based on a description much like that of the Yílĭ, I suspect it is picturing the installation of 
the spirit tablet next to the grandfather’s tablet in the context of a single-shrine household. 
 
5There is considerable commentary discussion on the issue of continuity that is emphasized so strongly here. 
The initial statement concerning continuity, “the unwillingness to be parted from the deceased for even a 
single day,” explains the immediacy of the initial Sacrifice of Comfort, performed on the same day as the 
body of the deceased is first physically separated from the household. The Sacrifices of Comfort appear to 
presume that the soul of the deceased continues to abide in the spaces occupied by the mourners as they 
wail. But this is not the proper place for an ancestral spirit to dwell, as its permanent abode will be the 
ancestral shrine. During the period of the three sacrifices of comfort, there are, indeed, days without any 
marked ceremonial interaction with the spirit. The rule for these sacrifices is that the first is performed on a 
“soft” (roú 柔) day within a ten-day calendrical period: that is, the sacrifice (and, obviously, the interment), 
must take place on a day with an “even numbered” cyclical sign (e.g., yĭ, 乙, dīng 丁, etc.; days correlated 
with yīn 陰), while the subsequent two must take place on “hard” (gāng 剛; “odd numbered”) days (e.g., jĭa 
甲, bĭng 丙, etc.; days are correlated with yáng 陽), meaning that at least a one-day ceremonial gap occurs 
between the second and third Sacrifices of Comfort. There must also be a gap before the Completion of 
Wailing rite, because auspicious rituals may only be held on “hard” (yáng) days. Yet in these gap days, the 
deceased is apparently not considered to “have no place to return.” (For patricians of high rank, there are 
many more such gaps, as the number of Sacrifices of Comfort performed corresponds to the number of 
months in which the body lies encoffined in the home: three for shì 士, but five for dàfū 大夫, seven for 
lords [zhūhoú 諸侯], and nine for Sons of Heaven.) It is only with the Completion of Wailing ceremony 
that the mortuary rites are closed; the next day will dawn without the spirit having any place to reside. 
Therefore, to quote Wú Chéng, “The next morning, they hurry to the ancestral shrine to welcome the spirit 
there.” 
 

6On the use of the term liàn 練 to denote the one-year anniversary sacrifice, see 3.19, note 1. 
 

  The intricacies of lĭ involved in the analysis here may seem tedious to read about, but this was probably 
precisely how Rú ritualists were able to make a good living hiring out as masters of mortuary ritual. What 
well heeled patrician wouldn’t pay to save himself the trouble of dealing with such a morass of detail? 

 
4.16.   君臨臣喪，以巫祝桃茢執戈；惡之也，所以異於生也。 
 

茢  liè 
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When the ruler attends the mortuary rites of an officer, he comes with a shaman and liturgist, 
who bear peachwood wand and creeper broom, and with halberd bearers.1 This is because it is 
different from visiting the living, and he abhors it. 
 

1Zhèng Xuán holds that the context for this visit is the immediate aftermath of death, before the body has 
been initially clothed; thus it is a moment of baleful impurity. In visits at later stages, he says, the wand and 
broom were put away. Kŏng Yĭngdá argues that Zhèng Xuán’s notion of the timing of the visit was based 
on passages such as the Gōngyáng zhuàn explanation of a Chūnqiū notice (Zhāo 15/2), which reports that 
when news of the death of a grandee reached court, even if in the midst of conducting a sacrifice, the ruler 
would interrupt everything underway and rush to pay respects. (See also 4.37, below.) 

According to the Yílĭ, when the ruler comes to pay respects at the encoffining, he enters with an 
entourage such as this, but the shaman stops at the gate of the ancestral shrine, while the liturgist replaces 
him, and the ruler continues flanked by two pairs of halberd bearers. It makes no mention, however, of the 
apotropaic paraphernalia listed here: the peachwood wand, which would exorcise malevolent spirits, and 
the broom made of trumpet creeper (liè), which swept away baleful impurities. For more on these issues, 
see 4.45, below. 

 
4.17.   喪有死之道焉。先王之所難言也。 
 
Mortuary rites concern death. The former kings found them difficult to speak of. 
 

  Zhèng Xuán explains that because human death has that in common with animal death, which people 
treat as unworthy of respect, the sages did not speak clearly about such matters. Given the extensive codes 
of lĭ concerning mourning rites, it seems likely that this passage originated with some richer context that 
narrowed its frame of reference. As it stands, however, it seems to read more cogently if we understand the 
point to be not that past sages were reluctant to speak of mortuary rites, but that they were reluctant to 
speak about death itself. Most commentators read the passage as part of 4.16; Hè Yìxíng explicitly rejects 
the separation of the two passages. It would seem that squeamishness about death and a sense of its 
impurity is what links the two. 

 
4.18.   喪之朝也，順死者之孝心也，其哀離其室也，故至於祖考之廟而后行。

殷朝而殯於祖，周朝而遂葬。 
 
The presentation of the coffin at the ancestral shrine accords with the filial heart of the deceased. 
He mourns departing from his home, and thus only after visiting the shrine of his forefathers 
does he depart. The Yīn presented the body at the shrine and then it lay encoffined there;1 the 
Zhōu present the coffin and then it is taken away to interment. 
 

1That is, the shrine served as the mortuary site throughout the three-month period, whereas the residential 
quarters were the mortuary site for the Zhōu.  
 
  There is a parallel passage in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.23) that embeds the phrasing of both 4.15f and 4.18 in 
dialogue form: “Zĭhàn asked Confucius, ‘Why is the stand set up immediately after death?’ Confucius said, 
‘The stand serves the function of the ancestral tablet. Under the Yīn the stand was combined with the tablet; 
under the Zhōu the stand is removed.’ ‘May I ask about the mortuary presentation at the ancestral shrine?’ 
The Master said, ‘The presentation of the coffin at the shrine accords with the filial heart of the deceased.  
Thus only after visiting the shrine of his forefathers does he depart. The Yīn presented the body at the 
shrine and afterwards it lay encoffined there; the Zhōu present the coffin and afterwards it is taken away to 
interment.’” (子罕問於孔子曰：「始死之設重也，何為？」孔子曰：「重、主道也。殷主綴重焉，

周人徹重焉。」「請問喪朝？」子曰：「喪之朝也，順死者之孝心，故至於祖考廟而後行。殷朝而
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後殯於祖，周朝而後遂葬。」) (Some editions replace Zĭhàn with Zĭgāo 子睪, generally assumed to be a 
graphic loan for 子羔/皐.) 

 
4.19.   孔子謂：「為明器者，知喪道矣，備物而不可用也。哀哉，死者而用生

者之器也。不殆於用殉乎哉？」其曰明器，神明之也。塗車、芻靈，自古有

之，明器之道也。孔子謂「為芻靈者善」，謂「為俑者不仁，不 a 殆於用人

乎哉？」 
 

a Following most commentary editions, I depart from the Shísān jing zhùshū and Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn editions 
in supplying the character bù 不 here. 

 
Confucius said, “The person who invented numinous objects surely understood the Dào of 
mortuary conduct.1 All objects are provided, but they cannot be used. How dreadful it would be 
if the dead were provided objects of use of the living! Would this not approach the use of living 
tomb companions?”2  

They are called “numinous objects” because they are treated as belonging to the realm of 
spirit-like brilliance. Pottery carts with figures of straw, these have been made since ancient 
times: they function as numinous objects.3  

Confucius said, “Those invented straw figures were good,” but he said, “Those who 
invented clay figurines were not rén. Did this not approach the use of living tomb companions?”4 

 
1On míngqì 明器 and the translation of “numinous objects,” see 3.69. 
 

2During the late pre-Imperial period, there was a strong sense of revulsion against the practice of entombing 
living people, or those killed for purposes of entombment as companions of elite patricians in the afterlife 
(xùn 殉). We know from the archaeology of Shāng tombs that this was a common practice prior to the 
Zhōu, and instances are documented well into the Eastern Zhōu era (see, e.g., Shījīng 詩經, ode #131, 
which describes the victims interred with Duke Mù of Qín [秦穆公, who appears in 4.13]), and passages 
4.34 and 4.38, below, assure us that the continuing possibility of burying members of the elite with tomb 
companions continued to be, at the least, a literary trope at the time that the tales in Tán Gōng were 
composed. 
 

3The figures of straw were the horses and riders who were posed with the pottery carts. They apparently 
lacked the verisimilitude of clay figurines (yŏng 俑).  
 
4See Mencius 1A.4: “Confucius said, ‘May he who first fashioned figurines to be interred with the dead 
(yŏng) be without descendants!’ He said this because these forms were made in the image of people and so 
used.” 
 
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes two consecutive entries (44.6-7), each of which duplicates a portion of this Tán 
Gōng passage, amidst a significant amount of other contextualizing material. Some of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ text 
duplicates material in passages 3.69 and 3.72, above.  The two Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ entries would not, of course, 
have been presented as distinct in the original text, and it seems best to treat them as a single text. Here is a 
translation in which portions overlapping 4.19 are underscored; portions overlapping 3.69 have wavy 
underscore; portions overlapping 3.72 have dotted underscore; a double slash indicates the contemporary 
division of the text into two passages in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ:  

“Yuán Sī said to Zēngzĭ, ‘The Xia Dynasty employed numinous objects, and thereby indicated to 
the people that the dead were not sentient. The Yīn employed sacrificial vessels, and thereby indicated to 
the people that the dead were sentient. The Zhou employed both, and thereby indicated to the people 
doubt.’ Zēngzĭ said, ‘Not so! Numinous objects are used because they are vessels for the dead; sacrificial 
vessels are for the living. How could the ancients bear to treat their late relatives as dead?’ Zĭyoú asked 
Confucius about this, and the Master said, ‘“Treating the dead as though dead? This is not ren, and one 
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should not act in this way. Treating the dead as living? This is not wisdom, and one should not act in this 
way. Those who fashion numinous objects surely understood the Dào of mortuary conduct. All objects are 
provided, but they cannot be used. Therefore, implements of bamboo not fit for use, pots not polished, 
zithers strung but uneven, pipes of the mouth organs complete but not in tune, bells and chimes supplied 
without frames to hang them on: these are called “numinous objects” because one treats the dead as spirit-
like brilliance. How dreadful it would be if the dead were provided objects of use of the living! Would this 
not approach the use of living tomb companions.’ // Zĭyoú asked Confucius, ‘Pottery carts with figures of 
straw used as grave objects, these have been made since ancient times. But now some people use figurines, 
and these do not enhance mortuary practice.’ Confucius said, ‘Those who invented clay figurines were not 
rén. Did this not approach the use of living tomb companions?’” (原思言於曾子曰：「夏后氏之送葬

也，用明器，示民無知也。殷人用祭器，示民有知也。周人兼而用之，示民疑也。」曾子曰：「其

不然矣。夫以明器、鬼器也；祭器、人器也。古之人胡為而死其親也？」子游問於孔子，子曰：

「之死而致死乎？不仁，不可為也；之死而致生乎？不智，不可為也。凡為明器者，知喪道矣，備

物而不可用也。是故竹不成用而瓦不成膝，琴瑟張而不平，笙竽備而不和，有鐘磬而無簨𧇽𧇽，其曰

明器，神明之也，哀哉！死者而用生者之器也，不殆於用殉也？」// 子游問於孔子曰：「葬者塗車

芻靈，自古有之。然今人或有偶，是無益於喪。」孔子曰：「為芻靈者善矣。為偶者不仁，不殆於

用人乎？」).  
Note that the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passages begin with a statement by the disciple Yuán Sī 原思, while the 

Tán Gōng parallel (3.72) refers to Zhòng Xiàn 仲憲. These are alternative forms of referring to one person, 
whom the Shĭjì calls Yuán Xiàn 原憲, formal name, Zĭsī 子思 (see also 3.72, note 1). 
 

4.20.   穆公問於子思曰：「為舊君反服，古與？」子思曰：「古之君

子，進人以禮，退人以禮，故有舊君反服之禮也。今之君子，進人若

將加諸膝，退人若將隊諸淵，毋為戎首，不亦善乎！又何反服之禮之

有？」 
 
Duke Mù1 asked Zĭsī, “Was it ancient practice for courtiers to return and wear mourning for their 
former lords?”2  
 Zĭsī said, “Formerly, lords appointed men in accord with lĭ and dismissed them in accord 
with lĭ.3 Therefore there was a lĭ calling for courtiers to return and wear mourning for their 
former lords. But the lords of today appoint men as if they were putting them on their knees, and 
dismiss men as though they were flinging them into an abyss. Is it not good enough that these 
men refrain from leading armies against their former lords? What lĭ of returning to wear 
mourning for such lords could there be?” 
 

1On Duke Mù of Lŭ, see 3.71, note 3. 
 

2The issue here concerns men who were cashiered or exiled, though an Yílĭ passage bearing on this pertains 
to retired court officers as well. 
 

3In this passage, the term junzi 君子 signifies no more than a ruler, and carries no normative significance. 
 
  A related passage appears in the Kŏng Cóngzĭ, “Kàngzhì” 抗志 chapter. There, Zĭsī has left Lŭ to live in 
Weì, and, learning of Duke Mù’s death, he declines to wear mourning for him. When asked – by Xuánzĭ 縣
子, who is in Weì as an envoy for Lŭ – he explains that since he is no longer a Lŭ courtier and his family 
sacrifices are now carried out in Weì, it would not accord with lĭ to wear mourning for the Lŭ ruler, as it 
would express allegiance to multiple lords. The overlap of characters and topic between the two accounts 
suggests that there was a sustained textual lineage discussing this issue. 

 

隊  zhuì  [墜] 
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4.21.   悼公之喪，季昭子問於孟敬子曰：「為君何食？」敬子曰：「食粥，天

下之達禮也。吾三臣者之不能居公室也，四方莫不聞矣，勉而為瘠則吾能，

毋乃使人疑夫不以情居瘠者乎哉？我則食食。」 
 
When Duke Daò1 died, Jì Zhāozĭ asked Mèng Jìngzĭ, “In light of the Duke’s death, what should 
we do about eating?”2 

 Jìngzĭ said, “A diet of gruel is the lĭ followed by all in the world. But the unwillingness of 
our three houses to attend to the ducal house is something that no one anywhere has failed to 
hear of. I am certainly capable of forcing myself into emaciation, but would this not simply lead 
people to suspect that I am insincere? I plan to eat as I always eat.”  
 

1On Duke Daò of Lŭ, see 4.11, note 1. 
 
2These two men, together with the head of the Shúsūn 叔孫 family, were leaders of the three powerful 
warlord families of Lŭ, all descendants of Duke Huán (r. 711-694 BCE). These three families had controlled 
de facto power in Lŭ for generations, leaving the dukes of Lŭ only an empty title and little show of respect. 
It is this reality of power in Lŭ that prompts Jìngzĭ’s comment. 

 
4.22.   衛司徒敬子死，子夏弔焉，主人未小斂，絰而往。子游弔焉，主人既小

斂，子游出，絰反哭，子夏曰：「聞之也與？」曰：「聞諸夫子，主人未改

服，則不絰。」 
 
When Jìngzĭ, Minister of People in Wèi died,1 Zĭxià went to condole and arrived, wearing the 
mourning headband, when the chief mourner had not yet completed the initial dressing. Zĭyóu 
went to condole as well, and when the chief mourner had completed the initial dressing, Zĭyóu 
went out and returned to wail wearing the headband. Zĭxià said, “Is this something you have 
learned?” 
 “Yes,” replied Zĭyóu, “I learned it from the Master. Before the chief mourner has 
changed his clothing, one does not wear the headband.”2 

 
1The identity of Jìngzĭ is unclear, but at Zŭozhuàn Dìng 4 (506 BCE) we encounter a Zĭháng Jìngzĭ 子行敬

子 advising the ruler of Weì, and it seems likely we are to understand the Minister of People here to be that 
person. 
 

2At the close of the initial dressing, as the corpse is carried from the chamber into the hall, the chief 
mourner removes his cap, ties up his hair, and bares his shoulder. See passages 3.61 and 4.15i. 
 
  On the funeral of Jìngzĭ, see the comment on passage 3.56c and also passage 4.24, below. 

 
4.23.   曾子曰：「晏子可謂知禮也已，恭敬之有焉。」有若曰：「晏子

一狐裘三十年，遣車一乘，及墓而反；國君七个，遣車七乘；大夫五

个，遣車五乘，晏子焉知禮？」曾子曰：「國無道，君子恥盈禮焉。

國奢，則示之以儉；國儉，則示之以禮。」 
 
Zēngzĭ said, “Yànzĭ1 may be said to have known lĭ; he was reverently attentive to it.” 

个  gè 
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 Yoŭ Ruò said, “Yànzĭ wore a single foxskin jacket for thirty years; he employed only a 
single cart of dispatch;2 he returned immediately after reaching the grave.3 A ruler should have 
seven offerings4 on seven carts of dispatch, while a grandee should have five.5 Wherein did 
Yànzĭ know lĭ?” 
 Zēngzĭ said, “When a state is without the Dào, a jūnzĭ is ashamed to fulfill the regalia of 
lĭ. When a state is extravagant, one should exemplify frugality; when a state is frugal, one should 
exemplify lĭ.” 
 

1Yànzĭ is Yàn Yīng 晏嬰 (c. 578-500 BCE), a famous prime minister of the state of Qí. Yànzĭ became a 
particular hero to the Mohist movement. He is pictured in the “Feī Rú” 非儒 chapter of the Mòzĭ 墨子

characterizing Confucius as treacherous, greedy, and lazy, and the Ru commitment to lavish lĭ as devious 
hypocrisy. There is no reason to believe this portrait has any connection to the historical Yànzĭ, but because 
of the Mohist themes in this passage, it may lie in the background, and Yoŭ Ruò’s criticism of would not be 
unexpected. 
 

2On the “cart of dispatch” (qiănjū 遣車), see passage 4.1, note 2. In the absence of any other specification, 
it should likely be assumed that the context for the criticisms of Yànzĭ’s mortuary conduct here concern the 
funeral of his father. 
 

3Commentary interprets this as meaning that Yànzĭ paid only perfunctory attention at the gravesite. Some 
commentators speculate on his specific lapses, which could have included not bearing grave goods 
sufficient to require a proper interval of time to install with the coffin; not remaining during the ritual 
where guests are recognized for their grave donations; not remaining until the grave had been filled with 
earth. 
 

4The “offerings” here should be understood as cuts of the sacrificial meats, that is, carved joints 
constituting a “portion,” the measure of which was gè 个 (個).  
 

5If the relevant issue is understood to be Yànzĭ’s management of his father’s funeral, then the point is that 
his father, as a grandee, should have had five carts of dispatch. 

 
  This passage appears to be a Confucian attempt to coopt a Mohist hero, Yànzĭ, by finding a perspective 
from which the Mohist valuation of frugality over ritual expense can be reconciled with Confucian ethics. 
Zēngzĭ is a suitable spokesperson for this attempt, as the theme of his own teachings came to be understood 
as an emphasis on ethical attitudes and dispositions over punctiliousness in matters of ritual form. 
 The phrase, “a single foxskin jacket for thirty years” as a description of Yànzĭ is found in Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ 42.6, appearing within a quote by Confucius that otherwise appears in Lĭjì, “Zájì” (21.37), and 
partially in the “Lĭqì” 禮器 chapter (10.19). 
 

 
4.24.   國昭子之母死，問於子張曰：「葬及墓，男子、婦人安位？」子

張曰：「司徒敬子之喪，夫子相，男子西鄉，婦人東鄉。」曰：

「噫！毋。」曰：「我喪也斯沾 a。爾專之，賓為賓焉，主為主焉，婦

人從男子皆西鄉。」 
 

a Zhèng Xuán argues that the proper character here should be zhān 覘 (see the comment below). 
 
The mother of Guó Zhāozĭ1 died, and he asked Zĭzhāng, “When the funeral cortege reaches the 
gravesite, in what positions should the men and women stand?” 
 Zĭzhāng said, “At the funeral of Minister of People Jìngzĭ, where the Master officiated,2 
the men stood facing west and the women stood facing east.”3 

沾 zhān 
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 “No, certainly not!” said Zhāozĭ. “Everyone will be watching how I manage this funeral. 
You are in charge, but the guests will stand as guests and the host mourners will stand as hosts, 
the women of the family facing west as the men do.” 
 

1Guó Zhāozĭ led one of the most powerful grandee families in Qí 齊. 
 
2Note that at 4.22, the story of which is set at Jìngzĭ’s funeral, it appears that Confucius is already dead. 
However, Zĭzhāng’s statement here matches perfectly with Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 42.11, which recounts Confucius’s 
activities at that funeral (referring to the deceased as Sītú Jìng 司徒敬), and incorporates identical wording 
(see the comment on 3.56c, where the full passage is provided). These two anecdotes clearly derive from 
different sources. (The conflict says nothing about which tale has the chronology correct, or even whether 
Confucius and his disciples were actually involved in such a funeral.) 
 
3According to the Yílĭ, the proper arrangement is as Zĭzhāng indicates, with men and women graded from 
the north, such that those closest to the family are at the north end, “hosts” and guests being distinguished 
in this way. 

  There are a number of problems with this passage, some philological, but the most important being the 
lack of clarity in the point it illustrates. To deal with some philological issues first: The translation here 
basically follows Zhèng Xuán, whose interpretation is generally adhered to by most other commentators. 
The character 沾 is read as a loan for zhān 覘: “to look at; to spy out,” and the word sī 斯 before it is read 
as meaning “all” (or jìn 盡, per Zhèng Xuán). But some commentators take 沾 to mean “complacent,” as in 
zhānzhān (or diédié) 沾沾 , with ĕr 爾  marking adverbial usage. On this reading, breaking after the 
character yĕ 也 , zhānĕr zhuānzhī 沾爾專之 becomes, “complacently took charge,” a description of 
Zhāozĭ’s conduct in taking control away from Zĭzhāng and inventing ersatz lĭ. Yáng Shèn pursues this 
strategy, while Guō Sōngtáo, in a related reading, takes Zhāozĭ to be saying, “It’s my funeral: let them 
naturally sort into a division solely (zhuān) based on host and guest.” Yáng Tiānyŭ cites and follows an 
interpretation by Huì Dòng 惠棟 (1697-1758), who reads zhān as signifying “scant” (bó 薄; zhānzhān can 
also carry the meaning of qīngbó 輕薄: “frivolous”), and interprets the comment as saying, “To have the 
women all face in the guests’ direction at my mother’s funeral would be to treat them poorly.” 
 There is agreement, however, on the fact that Zĭzhāng’s proposal is orthodox, and that Zhāozĭ, as 
chief mourner and a powerful man, was assuming the right to improvise. This being the case, what point is 
the tale intended to convey? If we read with Huì Dòng, it is conceivable that the passage is an argument 
against orthodoxy: the underlying ethics of Guō Zhāozĭ’s position may appeal to modern readers – which it 
certainly would not if we follow Zhèng Xuán’s reading. I think, however, that the most likely motive for 
preserving the anecdote was that the Rú who constituted the likely original audience for Tán Gōng would 
relate to the situation. They themselves were students of ritual texts, aspiring to use their knowledge to do, 
on some level, what both Confucius and Zĭzhāng are pictured as doing in this passage: take employment 
officiating at funerals and other ritual occasions at the houses of wealthy and powerful men. Situations like 
this surely would sometimes occur, where a powerful chief mourner took it upon himself to dictate 
violations of lĭ. If the real or fictionalized Guó Zhāozĭ could be pictured doing so despite the fact that the 
precedent his hired master of ceremonies cites is Confucius himself, then Rú of lesser authority would have 
needed to be prepared to encounter, and necessarily submit to, similar demands. (It may be that the 
anecdote anachronistically placed Confucius at Jìngzĭ’s funeral precisely to provide Zĭzhāng a supreme 
authority for Zhāozĭ to reject.) 

 
4.25A.   穆伯之喪，敬姜晝哭；文伯之喪，晝夜哭。孔子曰：「知禮矣。」 
 
During the obsequies for Mùbó, Jìng Jiāng wailed during the day. During the obsequies for 
Wénbó, she wailed day and night.1 Confucius said, “She knows lĭ.”2 

 
1On Jìng Jiāng, see 4.14, note 1, which also explains that Mùbó was her husband, a member of the Jìsūn 季
孫 (or Jì) family in Lŭ. Wénbó was their son, who predeceased his mother.  
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2According to Zhèng Xuán, when a woman is widowed she should not cry during the day, lest she be 
suspected of dwelling on sentimental attachment to her mate (with an apparent implication of 
licentiousness, given the context of other tales of Jìng Jiāng, such as that in passage 4.25B). 
 
  After 4.14, this is the second of four passages concerning Jìng Jiāng in Tán Gōng, the following two 
passages being the others. In pre-Imperial Confucian literature, Jìng Jiāng is exceptional as a female 
exemplar, the subject of eight passages in the “Lŭyŭ II” section of the Guóyŭ (2.26-33), where she is 
known throughout only as “the mother of Gōngfū 公夫 Wénbó.” She is portrayed in that text in terms of 
her knowledge of and fidelity to lĭ, and her understanding of the way in which lĭ constrains men and 
women to fulfill their critical social roles.  
 Despite the shared interest in Jìng Jiāng, the Tán Gōng does not appear to draw directly from the 
Guóyŭ, but to represent instead a separate repository of tales about her, differing in diction and only in this 
passage closely overlapping in content, though even here with significant variants. Its Guóyŭ parallel (2.33) 
reads: “The mother of Gōngfū Wénbó wailed for Mùbó during the day, and wailed for Wénbó at night. 
Zhòngní [Confucius] heard of it and said, ‘The wife of the Jì family may be said to know lĭ. She loves 
without selfishness and her demeanor is proper regarding those above and below’” (公父文伯之母朝哭穆

伯，而暮哭文伯。仲尼聞之曰：「季氏之婦可謂知禮矣。愛而無私，上下有章。」). The pattern of 
wailing in the Guóyŭ account is different, requiring some alternative rationale, Confucius’s assessment 
provides us with the moral lesson explicitly, and, as is invariable in the Guóyŭ, Confucius is referred to by 
his formal name. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ also includes a parallel passage (42.17), which seems to stand midway 
between the Guóyŭ and Tán Gōng versions: “During the obsequies for Gōngfū Mùbó, Jìng Jiāng wailed 
during the day. During the obsequies for Wénbó, she wailed day and night. Confucius said, ‘The wife of 
the Jì family may be said to know lĭ. She loves without selfishness and her demeanor is proper regarding 
those above and below’” (公父穆伯之喪，敬姜晝哭；文伯之喪，晝夜哭。孔子曰：「季氏之婦可謂

知禮矣！愛而無私，上下有章。」). 
 
4.25B.   文伯之喪，敬姜據其牀而不哭，曰：「昔者吾有斯子也，吾以將為賢

人也，吾未嘗以就公室。今及其死也，朋友諸臣未有出涕者，而內人皆行哭

失聲。斯子也，必多曠於禮矣夫！」 
 
During the obsequies for Wénbó, Jìng Jiāng leaned on his bier and did not wail. She said, “When 
in the past I first had this child I believed he would become a worthy man, and I never went to 
observe him in his official chambers. But now that he has died, none of his friends or 
subordinates shed tears, and the women of his inner chamber all wail until they lose their voices. 
This son of mine has surely failed to fulfill lĭ in many respects!” 
 

  This passage clarifies the theme that all the accounts of Jìng Jiāng in the Tán Gōng seem meant to share. 
Legge refers to it when he characterizes her as “prudish” (v.1, p.167, n.2). Her role is to express the way in 
which mortuary conduct on the part of widows should reflect way husband and wife preserved the 
secondary role of marriage, giving priority to duties and attachments to the greater social world. There is a 
complementary version of this anecdote in both the Guóyŭ (2.32) and the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (43.20); the 
somewhat more colorful Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ text reads, “When Gōngfū Wénbó died, his wives and concubines all 
wailed until they lost their voices. Jìng Jiāng reproved them, saying, ‘I have heard that when a man devotes 
himself to society abroad, gentlemen are willing to die for him, and when he devotes himself to the society 
of the inner chambers, his women will die for him. Now that my son has died young, I detest that he should 
be known as one devoted to his inner chambers. If you ladies wish to serve your lord, who has preceded 
you in being the object of sacrificial veneration, please avoid a look of emaciation, do not be wiping away 
tears, beating your breasts, and wearing expressions of grief. Add nothing beyond rule to your mourning 
dress, and on the contrary, lower your degree of mourning. Follow lĭ with composure and in that way 
glorify my son.’ Confucius heard of this and said, ‘There is no wisdom among women to match that of a 
wife, and none among men to match that of a husband. This woman of the Gōngwén family is wise. She 
pares away emotions and restrains expressions of lĭ from a wish to brighten the virtue of her son.’” (公父文
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伯卒，其妻妾皆行哭失聲。敬姜戒之曰：「吾聞好外者，士死之；好內者，女死之。今吾子早夭，

吾惡其以好內聞也。二三婦人之欲供先祀者，請無瘠色，無揮涕，無拊膺，無哀容，無加服，有降

服，從禮而靜，是昭吾子也。」孔子聞之，曰：「女智無若婦，男智莫若夫。公文氏之婦，智矣。

剖情損禮，欲以明其子之令德也。」). 
 
4.26.   季康子之母死，陳褻衣。敬姜曰：「婦人不飾，不敢見舅姑，將有四方

之賓來，褻衣何為陳於斯？」命徹之。 
 
The mother of Jì Kāngzĭ1 died, and her inner garments were laid out.2 Jìng Jiāng said, “A woman 
does not dare to meet her in-laws unadorned. You are about to have guests from all over arrive. 
What are the inner garments doing spread out here?” It was ordered they be removed. 
 

1Jì Kāngzĭ (d. 468 BCE) was the head of the Jì family in Lŭ and the de facto ruler of the state. Jìng Jiāng 
was the widow of his great-uncle. 
 

2The corpse was dressed in many layers of clothing, added in three stages. The initial three layers were first 
fitted soon after death, immediately after the corpse was bathed. This was done within the death chamber. 
The more formal dressings involved up to nineteen layers for the initial dressing ceremony (xiăoliàn 小斂) 
on the following day, and then up to thirty layers for the greater dressing that was part of the encoffining 
ceremony (dàliàn 大斂). The way the corpse was robed in these layers was by laying the suits of clothes 
one on top of the other, from outer to inner, and then placing the corpse above them all and fitting them on, 
one by one. 

However, before any of these layers was laid out to be fitted on the corpse, what the Yílĭ calls the 
“bright suit” (míngyīshāng 明衣裳; perhaps “numinous suit”) was placed on the body; this was essentially 
plain cloth upper and lower underwear, the xièyī 褻衣 of this passage. If one judges by the norms of the Yílĭ, 
then the Jì family had indeed made a ritual error in laying out the underclothes at any stage. 

 
4.27.   有子與子游立，見孺子慕者，有子謂子游曰：「予壹不知夫喪之

踊也，予欲去之久矣。情在於斯，其是也夫？」子游曰：「禮：有微

情者，有以故興物者；有直情而徑行者，戎狄之道也。禮道則不然。

人喜則斯陶，陶斯咏  a，咏斯猶 b，猶斯舞，舞斯慍，慍斯戚，戚斯

歎，歎斯辟，辟斯踊矣。品節斯，斯之謂禮。人死，斯惡之矣，無能

也，斯倍之矣。是故制絞衾、設蔞翣，為使人勿惡也。始死，脯醢之

奠；將行，遣而行之；既葬而食之，未有見其饗之者也。自上世以

來，未之有舍也，為使人勿倍也。故子之所刺於禮者，亦非禮之訾

也。」 
 

a The Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn text has 詠.  b Zhèng Xuán suggests that yóu 猶 is an error for yáo 搖. 
 
Yŏuzĭ was standing with Zĭyóu as they observed a child crying for its parents.1 Yŏuzĭ turned to 
Zĭyóu and said, “I have never understood the mortuary stamp,2 and have long wished to do away 
with it. When the emotion is present, shouldn’t we behave like this child?” 
 Zĭyóu said, “In lĭ there are elements that are meant to abate our emotions, and there are 
elements meant to stir them up. Immediate expression of straightforward feelings is the Dào 
followed by Róng and Dí nomads.3 The Dào of lĭ is not like this.  

陶  yáo 
 

絞  jiăo 
 

蔞  liù 
 

倍  [背] 
 

翣  shà 
 

訾  zĭ 
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 “When a person is pleased, he becomes joyous;4 joyous, he sings; as he sings, he sways; 
swaying he begins to dance. Once he has danced, he languishes; languishing, he becomes 
dejected; dejected he begins to sigh; sighing, he beats his breast;5 beating his breast he stamps.6 
Regulation of all this by degrees is what we call lĭ. 
 “When a person dies, he becomes an abhorrent thing, bereft of animating ability. All turn 
their backs upon him. It is for this reason that the straps7 and shroud are mandated, and the 
hearse shell and feathered fans are set up.8 These cause people no longer to feel abhorrence. 
Immediately after death, offerings of dried and minced meats are made, and when the funeral 
cortege is readied for its journey to the grave, offerings of dispatch are made before it leaves.9 
Once interred, the spirit is provided food, though none has ever seen the spirits partake.10  

“From the most ancient ages on, none of this has been set aside, because it prevents 
people from turning their backs on the dead.11 Thus, your criticisms of lĭ are indeed not flaws in 
lĭ at all.”  
 

1The reading of mù 慕 as acting in ways that show longing for parents is well established; we see it also in 
3.41. That earlier passage does not necessarily entail crying, though it may. Here, Yŏuzĭ’s comment seems 
to establish kinetic expression that suggests we are meant to envision a crying tantrum. 
 

2I am following Wáng Fūzhī’s reading of yī 壹 as yīxiàng 一向: in this case, “never.” On the “mortuary 
stamp,” see the description at 3.31B, note 5. 
 

3The Róng and Dí are ethnonyms most often used to denote peoples living in steppe regions north and west 
of the centers of Zhōu culture. Assuming that this passage originated among the Rú of eastern China, the 
non-Chinese people most familiar to its authors would have been the Yí 夷, a group of settled coastal 
cultures. A number of other passages seem to treat the rituals of the Yí with sympathy (see the discussion in 
Appendix A), and this may be why, when naming “barbarian” peoples without ritual constraint in the 
present passage, nomad peoples associated with the northwest are chosen. 
 

4According to the Jíyùn 集韻, when read yáo (generally duplicated as yáoyáo), the character 陶 carries the 
meaning of “joyous” (hélè 和樂). 
 

5On bì 辟 as “beating the breast,” see passage 4.15h, note 1. 
 

6This string is problematic because of the sudden transition from a state of dancing joy to one of depression. 
Lù Démíng interrupts his phonetic commentary to suggest that the phrase wŭ sī yùn 舞斯慍 is an intrusion, 
and Kŏng Yĭngdá notes that there are multiple variants of the text used by Zhèng Xuán, including one that 
omits this problem phrase. Kŏng Yĭngdá, however, provides an interpretation to make sense of this 
transition from dancing to “languishing” (Kŏng also provides a nice gloss of yùn 慍 as the feeling one has 
when “the external environment thwarts the heart”): citing the Lĭjì “Qūlĭ” 曲禮 chapter, “Joy (lè 樂) should 
not be taken to an extreme” (1.2), he develops the theme of “grief and joy give birth to one another” (aīlè 
xiāngshēng 哀樂相生), a phrase found in the “Kŏngzĭ xiánjū” 孔子閒居 chapter (30.1). 
 The 1993 discovery of the recovered bamboo text Xìng zì mìng chū 性自命出 has provided new 
insight into the nature of this string. A portion of that text reads: “When a person is pleased, he becomes 
joyous; joyous, he is excited; excited, he sings; as he sings, he sways; swaying, he begins to dance. Dance 
is the endpoint of pleasure. When a person languishes, he becomes careworn; careworn, he becomes 
dejected; dejected he begins to sigh; sighing, he [beats his breast]; [beating his breast] he stamps. Stamping 
is the endpoint of languishing" (喜斯慆，慆斯奮，奮斯羕，羕斯猷，猷斯舞。舞，喜之終也。慍斯

憂，憂斯戚，戚斯戁，戁斯 X，X 斯踊。踊，慍之終也). (The character designated X is legible, but 
unfamiliar, and scholars disagree on its proper transcription. Most published suggestions are that it should 
be analyzed as the form wáng 亡 over mĭ 米, with its phonetic element either mĭ [*miʔ] or a simplification 
of bì 㡀 [perhaps, *bet], loaned for bì 辟 [*bek], and I have followed this rationale. Others argue phonetic 
loans for fŭ 撫 [which would correspond to fŭxīn 拊心, the Yílĭ term of choice for “beating the breast”] or 
hū 虖, taking the phonetic element of the unknown graph to be wú 亡.)  
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 The key difference between the two passages is that the version in Tán Gōng requires that the 
notion of joy giving birth to grief be adopted, while the Xìng zì ming chū version does not. While this may 
seem to be a major distinction, in a text passage prior to the one that figures here, Xìng zì ming chū tells us: 
“Utmost joy inevitably turns to sadness” (zhì lè bì bēi 至樂必悲 – although the word “joy” here is 
wordplay on “music,” which inspires joy), suggesting that the two versions are likely deployed to convey 
very similar notions. Psychologically, of course, the observation that high states of elation may be followed 
by depression is not without basis. 
 

7The jiăo 絞 were the straps that secured the many suits of clothing around the corpse. 
 

8The word liù 蔞 is generally agreed to be a loan for lĭu 柳, the decorated shell-like cover that topped the 
coffin in the hearse as the funeral cortege proceeded to the gravesite. It was surrounded by feathered fans 
mounted on poles, called shà 翣 (see 3.12). 
 

9“Offerings of dispatch” (qiăn 遣) were named on the same logic as “carts of dispatch” (see 4.1). 
 

10This comment, together with the rationale for lĭ offered in this passage and summarized in the following 
sentence, suggests why Confucians were labeled as atheists by Mohists. 
 

11Commentators generally take this sentence to refer directly to the one preceding it, concerning sacrificial 
offerings to the dead, but nothing in the sentence seems to me to restrict it in this way, and the logic of the 
passage’s close is clearer if it is understood to refer to all the aspects of lĭ enumerated by Zĭyóu. 

 
4.28.   吳侵陳，斬祀殺厲。師還出竟，陳大宰嚭 a 使於師。夫差謂行人

儀曰：「是夫也多言，盍嘗問焉；師必有名，人之稱斯師也者，則謂

之何？」大宰嚭曰：「古之侵伐者，不斬祀、不殺厲、不獲二毛；今

斯師也，殺厲與？其不謂之殺厲之師與？」曰：「反爾地，歸爾子，

則謂之何？」曰：「君王討敝邑之罪，又矜而赦之師與？有無名

乎？」 
 

a See note 3. 
 
When Wú invaded Chén,1 its armies cut down altar trees and killed those stricken with disease.2 
As the army turned to cross the border back home, [Yí, Chief Envoy]3 of Chén, was sent as an 
envoy to the army of Wú. Fūchāi4 said to [Grand Steward Pĭ], “This gentleman is full of talk. 
Why don’t we try posing a question to him? Armies are always given names. What is it that 
people are calling this army?”5 

 [Chief Envoy Yí] said, “Those who have invaded and attacked us in the past never cut 
down our altar trees, never killed those stricken with disease, and never took captive men whose 
hair had begun to turn white. Now, has not this army killed those stricken with disease? Is it not 
known as the Kill-the-Ill Army?” 
 “If we returned to you your territories and sent your sons home to you, what would the 
army be called then?” 
 “Your Majesty having punished our poor city for its crimes, would it not then be called 
the Army of Pity and Pardon? Could it lack such a name?”6 

 
1There are multiple cases of the coastal state of Wú launching a war against its weaker inland neighbor 
Chén, an ally of Wú’s great enemy, Chŭ 楚. Most commentators take this to be an invasion campaign dated 
494 BCE, while others assign it to a subsequent war in 489 BCE The casus belli in either case was Chén’s 
decision some years earlier to reject an overture from Wú and remain faithful to its alliance with Chŭ, 
despite the superior strength of Wú. 
 

還  xuán 
 

竟 [境] 
 

大  tài  [太] 
 

嚭  pĭ 
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2Altars to the spirits of the soil were planted with trees, thus the army of Wú was waging war against the 
supernatural forces of the state as well as its people. The term lì 厲 denoted epidemics or deadly sickness. 
 
3The name and title of Yí are in brackets because the text is obviously defective. Grand Steward Pĭ is a 
figure well known in history as one of Fūchāi, King of Wú’s chief ministers, a man whose greed and 
treachery helped destroy the state of Wú. The text, however, refers to “Grand Steward Pĭ of Chén. 
Although some commentators note the theoretical possibility that two men named Pĭ happened to be Grand 
Stewards of two warring states simultaneously, the odds are, in fact, better that Elvis is still alive. Clearly, 
at some iteration or redaction stage, the names of the Grand Steward and the Chief Envoy became confused. 
Here, the Chinese text is corrected in translation. 
 
4Fūchāi is the name of the last ruler of Wú (r. 495-477 BCE), a non-Zhōu state that used the title “king” for 
its lord.  
 
5The first portion of this speech must be spoken to the Grand Steward out of the hearing of the envoy, while 
the latter portion appears to be directed by the king to the envoy, rather than to the Grand Steward. Wú 
Chéng, on the other hand, takes the latter phrases to be asked of the envoy by the Grand Steward, rather the 
king (thus it is also the Grand Steward who suggests that Wú might alter its conduct). On either reading, the 
abrupt change may result from the same redaction error that transposed the names of the envoy and Grand 
Steward throughout the passage.  
 

6My translation does not accord with any commentary I have consulted; more common text breaks would 
read: 君王討敝邑之罪，又矜而赦之。師與有無名乎, and more usual rendering would be Legge’s: “O 
ruler and king, you came and punished the offenses of our poor state. If the result of the campaign be that 
you [are] now compassionate and forgive it, will the campaign be without its proper name?” (Either way, 
the change in Yí’s rhetoric after the king’s suggestion of mercy is a nice literary touch.) 

 
4.29.   顏丁善居喪：始死，皇皇焉如有求而弗得；及殯，望望焉如有從而弗

及；既葬，慨焉如不及其反而息。 
 
Yán Dīng1 conducted himself well in mourning his parents. Immediately after they died, he 
rushed about, as though he were seeking and not finding them. Once they were encoffined, he 
gazed far off, as though following behind and unable to catch up. After their interment, he 
seemed despondent, sighing as though from awareness that they would never return.2 
 

1Zhèng Xuán identifies Yán Dīng as a man from Lŭ, but the name is otherwise unknown, and this may 
simply be a stock character (the surname Yán is closely connected with Lŭ, and Zhèng Xuán’s 
identification may be based on no more than this). This passage is close in form to 3.19, which takes the 
form of general prescriptions, and the chief difference may simply be the choice to introduce a named 
exemplar in this case. However, if Yán Dīng was in fact an historical figure, it would be unsurprising if he 
were connected with the Rú group. Far more of Confucius’s followers bore the Yán surname than any other, 
likely a function of the fact that Confucius’s mother’s family was surnamed Yán, and that Confucius almost 
certainly grew up among his mother’s kin, rather than his father’s. 
 

2My reading of xí 息 as “sigh” does not follow commentary, which understands the term as “to rest.” “He 
seemed despondent, as though [his parent] were never coming home to rest.” Wú Chéng suggests a variant 
interpretation: “While on the road home to welcome his father’s spirit [through the Sacrifice of Comfort], 
he said that it seemed as though his father had already reached his home, and there was no way to catch up 
with him; his strength exhausted and unable to go further, he stopped to rest.” Jiāng Yŏng approved this 
reading, and it certainly can’t be faulted for lack of imagination. 
 
  See 3.19 and 3.41, which resonate with this passage. 
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4.30.   子張問曰：「《書》云：『高宗三年不言，言乃讙。』有諸？」仲尼

曰：「胡為其不然也？古者天子崩，王世子聽於冢宰三年。」 
 
Zĭzhāng asked, “The Documents says, ‘Gāozōng did not speak for three years. When he spoke 
there was joy.’1 Is this so?” 
 Confucius2 said, “Why would it not be so? Formerly, when the Son of Heaven died, the 
royal heir left governance to the prime minister for three years.” 

 
1The quote is close to text found in the current “Wúyì” 無逸 chapter of the Documents (Shàngshū), which 
reads: “When [Gāozōng] assumed the throne, he dwelt in the funeral hut and did not speak for three years. 
Having not spoken, when he did speak, there was harmony” (作其即位, 乃或亮陰, 三年不言, 其為不言, 
言乃雍). Gāozōng is the Shāng king Wŭdīng 武丁 (r. c. 1250 -1189 BCE). 
 

2Confucius is referred to by his formal name, Zhòngní 仲尼. This is the first of four instances where that 
form is used (the others are 4.39, 4.41, 4.65). There is some evidence that naming choices for Confucius 
became marks of certain distinct teaching traditions concerning him. For example, the Guóyŭ, which treats 
Confucius as if he were a mage, uses the form Zhòngní solely, and in the Analects, the term appears only in 
a contiguous string of four passages (19.22-25), in which the disciple Zĭgòng speaks of Confucius is semi-
deified terms. Within the Zŭozhuàn we encounter two streams of commentary from Confucius, one 
captioned “Kŏngzĭ yūe” 孔子曰, the other “Zhòngní yūe”; the styles and approaches of the two streams are 
significantly different. 

The four passages we encounter here, in the latter portion of the Tán Gōng II, may signal that this 
portion of the chapter draws on a textual corpus that was not consulted in redaction of early portions of the 
chapter. However, in the case of this passage, it is clear that the source text drew on a corpus also available 
to the redactors of portions of the Analects other than Book 19, since, as noted below, it is a near-duplicate 
of 14.40.  
 

  The entire passage is very close to Analects 14.40, which reads: “Zĭzhāng said, ‘The Documents says, 
“During Gāozōng’s period of mourning for his father, for three years he dwelt in his mourning hut and did 
not speak.” What does this mean?’ The Master said, ‘This did not necessarily apply only to Gāozōng. All 
the ancients were thus. When the ruler died, the officers of state gathered themselves and for three years 
took their orders from the prime minister.’” (子張曰:「《書》云: 『高宗諒陰三年不言, 』 何謂也?」 
子曰: 「何必高宗? 古之人皆然; 君薨, 百官緫己以聽於冢宗三年」).  
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (41.19) includes an even closer parallel, though adding several sentences beyond: 
“Zĭzhāng asked, “The Documents says, ‘Gāozōng did not speak for three years. When he spoke there was 
joy.’ Is this so?” Confucius said, “Why would it not be so? Formerly, when the Son of Heaven died, the 
royal heir entrusted governance to the prime minister for three years. When Chéng Tāng died, Tàijĭa left 
governance to Yī Yīn; when King Wŭ died, King Chéng left governance to the Duke of Zhōu. The 
principle is the same in all of these cases ” (子張問曰：「《書》云：『高宗三年不言，言乃雍。』有

諸？」孔子曰：「胡為其不然也！古者天子崩，則世子委政於冢宰三年。成湯既歿，太甲聽於伊

尹。武王既喪，成王聽於周公。其義一也」). 
 
4.31.   知悼子卒，未葬；平公飲酒，師曠、李調侍，鼓鐘。杜蕢自外

來，聞鐘聲，曰：「安在？」曰：「在寢。」杜蕢入寢，歷階而升，

酌，曰：「曠飲斯。」又酌，曰：「調飲斯。」又酌，堂上北面坐飲

之。降，趨而出。平公呼而進之曰：「蕢，曩者爾心或開予，是以不

與爾言；爾飲曠何也？」曰：「子卯不樂；知悼子在堂，斯其為子卯

也大矣。曠也大師也，不以詔，是以飲之也。」「爾飲調何也？」

蕢 kuì 
 

曩 năng 
 

飲(曠)  yìn 
 

不樂  bù yuè 
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Zhì 觶 goblet 

曰：「調也君之褻臣也，為一飲一食，忘君之疾，是以飲之也。」

「爾飲何也？」曰：「蕢也宰夫也，非刀匕是共，又敢與知防，是以

飲之也。」平公曰：「寡人亦有過焉，酌而飲寡人。」杜蕢洗而揚

觶。公謂侍者曰：「如我死，則必無廢斯爵也。」至于今，既畢獻，

斯揚觶，謂之杜舉。 

 
Zhī Dàozĭ died.1 Before his interment had occurred, Duke Píng was drinking wine with Shī 
Kuàng and Lĭ Diào in attendance as the bells were being struck.2 Dù Kuì entered from outside 
and heard the sound of the bells.3  

“Where is the music being performed?” he asked. 
 “In the chamber,” was the reply. 
 Dù Kuì entered the chamber, climbing the stairs in double step.4 Then he poured out 
some wine and said, “Kuàng, drink!”5 

 He poured wine again and said, “Diào, drink!” 
 Then he poured out a third cup, and, facing north at the top of the hall, he drank it himself. 
Then he descended and hurried to leave. 
 Duke Píng called out and commanded him to come forward, saying, “Kuì, I thought just 
now that you were acting from your heart to enlighten me about something, and so I did not 
speak to you. Why did you have Kuàng drink?” 
 “On zĭ and măo dates, music is not performed.6 Zhī Dàozĭ being encoffined in his hall is a 
matter graver than zĭ and măo dates. Kuàng is the Grand Master of Music, yet he did not alert 
you to this. That is why I had him drink.” 
 “Why did you have Diào drink?” 
 “Diào is My Lord’s intimate subject, but for the comforts of food and drink he 
overlooked My Lord’s fault.7 That is why I had him drink.” 
 “Why did you yourself drink?” 
 “I am the kitchen steward, and not only did I fail to perform service of the meal, I 
dared to take heed of impropriety. That is why I myself drank.” 
 Duke Píng said, “I too have been at fault. Pour again and have me drink.” 
 Dù Kuì washed a goblet and then raised it for the Duke to drink. The Duke addressed 
all in attendance. “When I am dead, be sure never to discard this wine cup!” And to this day, 
once the wine has been poured all round and goblets are lifted to the ruler, it is called, “Dù’s 
toast.”  
 

1Zhī Dàozĭ (d. 533 BCE) was leader of one of the great warlord families in the state of Jìn 晉. 
Although the heads of these families were in charge of divisions of the ducal armies, for over a 
century the great families of Jìn had contested with the ducal house for power (and, some decades later, 
three of them divided the state amongst them). According to the Zuŏzhuàn, which includes a version of this 
tale (Zhao 9/3f), it had been the Duke’s intent to dismiss Dàozĭ from his military position, but Dàozĭ’s 
sudden death (while bringing home his bride from the state of Qí) saved him the trouble. Unseemly as it 
may have been, Duke Píng had good reason to celebrate the death of one of his chief rivals. 
 
2Duke Píng reigned 557-532 BCE (outliving Zhī Dàozĭ by just one year). Shī Kuàng was a Grand Music 
Master in Jìn, so famous for his skill that his name became proverbial for great musicians. Lĭ Diào is 
otherwise unknown, and in the Zuŏzhuàn version of this story, the ruler’s favorite is simply called 
“Favorite Shú” (bì Shú 嬖叔). 
 

匕  bĭ 
 

與知 yù zhī 
 

觶 zhì 
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3The character of Dù Kuì in the Zuŏzhuàn account is called “Butcher Kuăi” (tú Kuăi 屠蒯). Here, he refers 
to himself as the court zăifū 宰夫, or kitchen steward, in charge of food service, or, as it is called here, 
matters of “the knife and spoon” (daōbĭ 刀匕). The point at issue, however, has to do not with his own area 
of responsibility, but with the violation of a taboo on musical performances during the period of mortuary 
rites for a court grandee. 
 
4Yáng Tiānyŭ explains the term lì jiē 歷階: the ordinary ascent to the hall and chamber beyond involved 
both feet resting on each step; in this case, Dù Kuì took each stair in one step. 
 
5Pouring wine for someone to drink alone (as opposed to reciprocally) was a penalty or form of 
remonstrance for a fault. 
 
6Zĭ 子 and măo 卯 are the first and fourth of the twelve “earthly branches,” one of two sets of counters in 
the sexagesimal calendrical system of ancient China (still reflected in the twelve animal-year cycle). The 
taboo on performing auspicious ceremonies (jílĭ 吉禮) on days that include either of these counters is said 
to have been based on the fact that Jié 桀, last ruler of the Xià Dynasty, and Zhòu 紂, last ruler of the Shāng, 
were deposed and died on days that included these signs, Jié on the day yĭmăo 乙卯 and Zhòu on the day 
jĭazĭ 甲子. Whether the taboo had any relation to these historical events is not knowable, but since the 1976 
excavation of the inscribed Western Zhōu bronze vessel, Lì gŭi 利簋, dated just after the Zhōu conquest, 
we have known from its inscription that Zhòu was indeed toppled on a jĭazĭ day. 
 
7This could be read as meaning either that Lĭ Diào was more anxious to banquet than to advise his lord 
correctly, or that he was unwilling to risk his cushy lifestyle by providing unpleasant advice. 

 
4.32.   公叔文子卒，其子戍請謚於君曰：「日月有時，將葬矣。請所以易其名

者。」君曰：「昔者衛國凶饑，夫子為粥與國之餓者，是不亦惠乎？昔者衛

國有難，夫子以其死衛寡人，不亦貞乎？夫子聽衛國之政，修其班制，以與

四鄰交，衛國之社稷不辱，不亦文乎？故謂夫子『貞惠文子』。」 
 
When Gōngshú Wénzĭ1 died, his son Shù requested that his ruler bestow on him a posthumous 
name.2 “Time is passing and the interment will soon come. I ask so that we may alter the title by 
which he is known.” 
 The ruler said, “When the state of Weì encountered severe famine, he had gruel made to 
feed those who were starving; was he not kind? When the state of Weì was threatened, he was 
prepared to defend me to the death; was he not steadfast?2 When he was in charge of the 
governance of Weì, he perfected the regulations of rank and duty, conducting diplomacy with 
neighboring states so that the state altars of Weì were never disgraced; was he not patterned? 
Therefore, let him be known as Zhēnhuì Wénzĭ.”3 

 
1Gōngshú Wénzĭ was a member of the ruling house in Weì. He served Duke Líng 靈 (r. 534-493 BCE), and, 
according to the Zuŏzhuàn (Ding 6), as an old man, unable to walk, he had himself wheeled to court to 
advise the Duke to desist from engaging in a needless military attack. He is mentioned positively in the 
Analects (14.18), where Confucius approves his receiving the posthumous name “Wén.” 
 

2According to Zhōu custom, posthumous names (shì 謚) were given by rulers to grandees as term of respect. 
(Ministerial grandees in turn selected names for their rulers.) They were meant to avoid people presuming 
to use familiar forms of reference for elite men after their deaths. They were chosen from a limited set of 
terms, and were meant to reflect some dominant feature of the moral lives of these men. 
 

3In the literature Gōngshú Wénzĭ is always referred to simply as “Wénzĭ.” Sūn Xīdàn points out that the 
Zhōu tradition was for these names to include only one word (character) denoting the chosen moral quality, 
but that during the Warring States era, some rulers were granted posthumous names including two 
characters. There is no other instance of a name including three characters. 
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  Note that all but one of the passages from 4.32 to 4.37 has some connection to the state of Weì, perhaps 
suggesting that they may have been incorporated into the Tán Gōng together from a common source.  

 
4.33.   石駘仲卒，無適子，有庶子六人，卜所以為後者。曰：「沐浴、佩玉則

兆。」五人者皆沐浴、佩玉；石祁子曰：「孰有執親之喪而沐浴、佩玉者

乎？」不沐浴、佩玉。石祁子兆。衛人以龜為有知也。 
 
Shí Táizhòng1 died without an heir by his wife and with six sons of concubines. A turtle shell 
divination was arranged to determine who would succeed him. The sons were told that they 
should bathe and affix jade pendants to their sashes, and the divination would be done. Five of 
the sons bathed and hung their pendants. But Shí Qízĭ said, “Who bathes and affixes jade 
pendants while conducting obsequies for his father?” He did not bathe nor hang pendants; the 
divination determined him to be heir. The people of Wèi said the turtle was wise. 
 

1Shí Táizhōng was a grandee of Weì, active c. 700 BCE. His son, Shí Qízĭ appears as a wise advisor to the 
Weì ruler in the Zŭozhuàn (Zhuāng 12/5; Mĭn 2/7). 
 

4.34.   陳子車死於衛，其妻與其家大夫謀以殉葬。定而后陳子亢至，以告曰：

「夫子疾，莫養於下，請以殉葬。」子亢曰：「以殉葬，非禮也；雖然，則

彼疾當養者，孰若妻與宰？得已，則吾欲已；不得已，則吾欲以二子者之為

之也。」於是弗果用。 
 
Chén Zĭjū1 died in Wèi, and his wife the chief steward of his family were considering having a 
tomb companion interred with him.2 After they had decided to go forward with this plan, Chén 
Zĭgāng arrived. They said to him, “There will be no one to tend to him below if he should be 
afflicted, thus we request that a companion be interred with him.” 
 Zĭgāng said, “To inter a person with tomb companions is contrary to lĭ. Nevertheless, 
should he be afflicted and in need of tending, who would be better than his wife or steward? If 
we can avoid this, I would prefer it. But if it must be done, then my wish is that you two serve 
this office.” 
 Thereupon, they did not employ the plan after all.3 

 
1Zhèng Xuán identifies Chĕn Zĭjū as a grandee of Qí. The powerful Tián 田 family of Qí, which ultimately 
usurped the throne of that state, was descended from the ducal line of the state of Chén 陳, and was known 
as the Chén family, Chén and Tián being near homonyms. This may lie behind Zhèng Xuán’s identification. 
Zhèng Xuán further asserts that Zĭjū’s brother, Zĭgāng, was Chén Gāng 亢 , named as a disciple of 
Confucius in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (his formal name is given there as Zĭqín 子禽, and Chén Zĭqín appears three 
times in the Analects, though not in the clear role of a disciple; he is not listed as a disciple by the Shĭjì). 
The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, however, says that Chén Gāng was from Chén, and as the family branch in Qí had left its 
home state two centuries earlier, it is not likely that this identification is consistent with the claim that Chén 
Gāng belonged to the powerful family branch in Qí. Thus Zhèng Xuán’s attempt to tie the characters in this 
tale to an historical family is probably speculative. The tale seems more likely to be edifying fiction, 
without historical basis. (Note that passage 4.38 is also a tale involving a someone named Chén, also deals 
with tomb companions in a way that seems satirical, and is identical in the structure of its closing phrase.) 
 

2On tomb companions (xùn 殉), see 4.19, note 2. 
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3This is the first of four passages that all end similarly, each noting that a plan was not carried out, and 
using the sentence pattern: fú guŏ 弗果 Verb (“did not Verb after all”). The passages are evenly spaced: 
4.34, 4.36, 4.38, 4.40. Their arrangement appears to be a deliberate redaction strategy, and they may share a 
common source. 

 
  It would probably be unwise to infer from this tale more about the currency of tomb companion sacrifice 
during the later Warring States era than that the practice was alive in cultural memory and still good for an 
artfully comic turn, such as the one this passage takes. 

 
4.35.   子路曰：「傷哉貧也！生無以為養，死無以為禮也。」孔子曰：

「啜菽飲水盡其歡，斯之謂孝；斂首 a足形，還葬而無椁，稱其財，斯

之謂禮。」 
 

a The Shísān jing zhùshū text reads shŏu 手, rather than 首. The editorial notes prepared by Ruăn Yuán 阮
元 list a variety of editions employing the variant 首, and I have chosen to follow them here.  

 
Zĭlù said, “How injurious poverty is! While they are alive, one has nothing with which to nurture 
one’s parents; when they die, one has no means to perform the lĭ due them.” 
 Confucius said, “Though a person may be able to provide only bean gruel to eat and 
water to drink, if his parents live content to the full, he is worthy of being called filial. Though 
able merely to cover their bodies from head to foot1 and quickly bury them without an outer 
coffin, if that is all his means can provide, it is worthy of being called lĭ.” 
 

1Following the Shísān jing zhùshū edition, the reading would be, “to cover their bodies from limb to limb.” 
 
  This passage deals with a pervasive tension in Confucian ritualism between form and intent, in light of 
the differential impact that economic and social circumstances may have on an individual’s practice of lĭ 
and associated norms of ethical conduct. With their concern for the detailed requirements of ritual codes, 
Confucians were accused, particularly by Mohists, of demanding that families bankrupt themselves, 
spending beyond their means to meet the public standards of conduct by which people were judged 
ethically. In general, Confucian texts do not explicitly make such demands on people, but they rarely refute 
the accusations as directly as is done in this passage. The consistent position of Confucian texts, when they 
deal with questions around this issue, is that the specific demands of lĭ were designed to draw people 
towards proper norms of conduct, and were subject to modification as circumstances dictated. Those 
circumstances should, however, be real constraints on the ability to fulfill standards of ritual conduct, not 
disinclination to honor or follow those standards. For example, Mencius was criticized for not burying his 
father as lavishly as he later buried his mother, but the Mencius explains this as neither a matter of being 
overly lavish in the latter case or stingy in the former, but as a function of Mencius’s changing personal 
circumstances. The desire to fulfill lĭ was constant, but was expressed at different levels due to changes in 
constraints. 
 This issue is a very different one than the question of the relevant importance of attention to ritual 
detail as opposed to sincerity of feeling, without regard to external constraints. In general, the early 
Confucian response in that context is to stress that the lĭ were essentially devised by sages to channel 
ethical intent, providing a perfect expression of sincere emotions for those who felt them, while ensuring 
that the expressions were curbed where they might reach damaging levels, and nurturing through external 
conduct the appropriate inner emotions in those who did not. (The long description of the way lĭ functions 
in 4.27 may be the best example of this approach in the Tán Gōng.) 
 As for the degree to which external circumstances may reduce one’s ability to perform lĭ, it seems 
worth noting that while Confucius’s comment in this passage envisions burying parents in a simple shroud 
and without an outer coffin – the four-sided frame that surrounded the coffin in the tomb – it pointedly 
specifies the outer coffin only: the more essential, fully enclosed inner coffin, which protects the wrapped 
corpse from direct contact with the soil, is apparently a feature that cannot be dispensed with. This would 
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be consistent with the Mencian belief that mortuary rites grew from people’s innate horror of leaving the 
corpses of family members unprotected (Mencius 3A.5), though it extends that basic impulse from an 
aversion to leaving corpses exposed above ground to leaving them exposed below. 
 The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes a closely parallel passage (42.24); the only discrepancy of any 
magnitude is the addition of a final phrase to Confucius’s statement: “What injury is there in poverty?” (貧
何傷乎). 
  

4.36.   衛獻公出奔。反於衛，及郊，將班邑於從者而后入。柳莊曰：

「如皆守社稷，則孰執羈靮而從；如皆從，則孰守社稷？君反其國而

有私也，毋乃不可乎？」弗果班。 
 
Duke Xiàn of Weì fled his state.1 When he returned to Weì, as he entered the outskirts of the 
capital prior to entering the city, he was preparing to distribute fortified demesnes to those who 
had followed him into exile.2 Lĭu Zhuāng3 said, “If all had stayed to protect the altars of state,4 
who would then have taken your halter and bridle in hand and followed you? If all had followed 
you, who would have protected the altars of state? Would it not be impermissible for you, My 
Lord, to return to your state and show partiality?”  

The Duke did not distribute these allotments after all. 
 

1Duke Xiàn (r. 576-559, 546-544 BCE) was forced into a long exile in the state of Qí because of conflicts 
with powerful grandee families in his state. Through the diplomatic efforts of his brother, he was ultimately 
able to divide the ranks of his enemies and return. He is pictured in the Zŭozhuàn as an arrogant and 
difficult man. 
 
2The lands the Duke was preparing to distribute included walled settlements (yì 邑), which would have 
served as defensive fortifications for the families assigned to them. This suggests that, in a context of a 
decade of divided loyalties within the state, the Duke’s plan was essentially a redistribution of existing 
demesnes, rather than the portioning of lands under direct control of the ducal house. 
 
3Lĭu Zhuāng, the hero of both this passage and the next, where he is given the office of Grand Scribe, is 
unknown outside Tán Gōng. The Zŭozhuàn lays stress on the wisdom of the advisors of the Duke in exile, 
but those advisors are his younger brothers. It may be that Lĭu Zhuāng is a fictional substitute for those 
more problematic figures. 
 
4“Altars of state” (literally, the altars of the soil and of its grain [shèjì 社稷]) refers to a shrine to the spirits 
of the land that it was the ruler’s duty directly to serve through sacrificial rituals. The altars were used to 
refer to the state itself by synecdoche, as in this passage and the next. 
 
  This passage seems to have no connection to the main themes of the Tán Gōng chapters. Perhaps it was 
incorporated along with passage 4.37 as a single text addition, this initial part serving to clarify why the 
Duke responds to Liŭ Zhuāng’s death as he does, or even, perhaps, to raise the ironic issue discussed in 
4.37, note 4. 

 
4.37.   衛有大史曰柳莊，寢疾。公曰：「若疾革，雖當祭必告。」公再拜稽

首，請於尸曰：「有臣柳莊也者，非寡人之臣，社稷之臣也，聞之死，請

往。」不釋服而往，遂以襚之。與之邑裘氏與縣潘氏，書而納諸棺，曰：

「世世萬子孫，無變也。」 
 
There was a Grand Scribe in the state of Weì named Lĭu Zhuāng. He lay in his chamber mortally 
ill. The Duke said, “When your illness takes a turn for the worse, though I am at my sacrifices, 
this must be reported to me.”1 
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 The Duke bowed twice, touched his forehead to the ground, and begged of the 
impersonator of the dead,2 “I speak of our subject Lĭu Zhuāng: he is not my personal subject, but 
the subject of the altars of state. I have just heard of his death and I beg leave to go to him.” And 
without removing his ritual robes, he went off to make his visit, removing the robes there to 
donate them as a grave gift.3 He also bequeathed to Lĭu Zhuāng the fortified demesnes of the Qíu 
family and the Xuánpān family, including a document in the coffin which read, “Let there be no 
alteration in this for ten thousand generations of descendants.”4 

 
1The phrase “takes a turn for the worse” is a euphemism: the Duke is here telling Lĭu Zhuāng that he 
intends to pay him the honor due a grandee upon learning of his death. On the interruption of a ruler’s 
sacrifices to rush to pay condolences upon the death of a state grandee, see passage 4.16.  
 

2Clearly, the passage either has lost a transition sentence or assumes that readers will recognize that the 
presence of an impersonator indicates that the Duke is being pictured at his sacrifices, implying that news 
of Lĭu Zhuāng death has just arrived. (On the role of the impersonator, see 4.15o, note 3.) 
 

3Chén Hào notes that the donation of the ruler’s own sacrificial robes to a grandee, while expressing great 
respect, is a contravention of lĭ. 
 

4It scarcely needs to be said how ironic this bequest to Lĭu Zhuāng appears, in light of the previous passage. 
That these fortified land holdings were taken from other families to bestow upon Lĭu Zhuāng (fictional 
though he may be) is made clear in the names of the land parcels, and seems directly contrary to the 
exemplary advice attributed to Lĭu Zhuāng in 4.36. 
 

4.38.   陳乾昔寢疾，屬其兄弟，而命其子尊已曰：「如我死，則必大為

我棺，使吾二婢子夾我。」陳乾昔死，其子曰：「以殉葬，非禮也，

況又同棺乎？」弗果殺。 
 
Chén Gānxí1 lay in his chamber mortally ill. He assembled his brothers and ordered his son Zūnjĭ, 
saying, “If I die, you must fashion me a large coffin and put my two concubines in it with me, 
one on each side.” 
 When Chén Gānxí died, his son said, “To bury him with tomb companions would be a 
violation of lĭ, let alone putting them in his coffin!”  

He did not kill them after all. 
 

1Chén Gānxí has not been identified. 
 

  As in the case of 4.34, this tale appears to turn the archaic practice of burying companions in the tomb to 
humorous purpose in fiction. There is a somewhat similar anecdote in the Zuŏzhuàn (Xuān 15/4), which 
Kŏng Yĭngdá refers to, in which a man orders his son first to marry off one of his concubines when he dies, 
and then orders him to bury her with him. Like Zūnjĭ in the present anecdote, the son in the Zuŏzhuàn tale 
ignores the latter wish. 

 
4.39.   仲遂卒于垂；壬午猶繹，萬入去籥。仲尼曰：「非禮也，卿卒不繹。」 
 
Zhòngsuì died at Chuí.1 On rénwŭ day the “Prolongation” rite was nevertheless held; however, 
when the wàn dance was performed, the pipes were excluded from the music.2 Confucius said, 
“This was a violation of lĭ. When a high minister dies, the Prolongation is not held.” 
 

屬  zhŭ 
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1 Zhòngsuì (d. 601 BCE) was a senior member of the ducal family of Lŭ, a brother of Duke Zhuāng 莊 (r. 
693-662 BCE) and a great-uncle of the reigning Duke Xuān 宣 (r. 608-591 BCE). He died while returning 
from a visit to the state of Qí. 
 

2 According to the Chūnqiū, Zhòngsuì died on xīnsì 辛巳 day; rénwŭ day was the day following; since he 
died away from the Lŭ capital, the news of his death would have come within hours of the ceremony, as it 
is reported here. The “Prolongation” (yì 繹) was a ceremony held the day after the dì 禘 sacrifice, a royal 
rite that was supposedly performed in Lŭ by special dispensation, in light of the stature of the Duke of 
Zhōu, founder of the ducal lineage in Lŭ. Thus the yì was a supplement to an unusually important ritual. 
According to Sūn Xīdàn, the wàn 萬 included both “civil” (wén 文) and “martial” (wŭ 武) dances, with the 
former being less important and accompanied by pipes. If Sūn is correct, we are to understand that the less 
important component was excluded. 
 
  A parallel passage is found in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.12); “In the eighth year of the reign of Duke Xuān, in 
the sixth month, on xīnsì day, there was a great sacrifice in the grand temple, and Xiāng Zhòng of the East 
Gate (i.e., Zhòngsuì) died. On rénwŭ day the Prolongation rite was nevertheless held. When Zĭyoú saw a 
record of this matter, he asked Confucius, who said, ‘This was a violation of lĭ. When a high minister dies, 
the Prolongation is not held.’” (宣公八年，六月辛巳，有事于太廟，而東門襄仲卒，壬午猶繹。子游

見其故，以問孔子曰：「禮與？」孔子曰：「非禮也。卿卒不繹。」). 

 
4.40.   季康子之母死，公輸若方小。斂，般請以機封，將從之。公肩假

曰：「不可！夫魯有初，公室視豐碑，三家視桓楹。般，爾以人之母

嘗巧，則豈不得以？其母以嘗巧者乎？則病者乎？噫！」弗果從。 
 
The mother of Jì Kāngzĭ died.1 Gōngshū Ruò was young at the time.2 After the encoffining, Bān 
asked to set up a system of his devising for lowering the coffin into the grave, and the plan was 
going to be adopted. Gōngjiān Jĭa3 said, “That would not be permissible. There is precedent in 
Lŭ: the ducal house employs the stele-form windlass; the three families employ the pillar-form 
windlass.4 Bān, how can you test out your skill on another man’s mother unless it is absolutely 
necessary? Using his mother to test your skill – what if things go wrong, eh?”5  

They did not follow through with the plan after all. 
 

1On Jì Kāngzĭ, see 4.26, note 1, which also concerns his mother’s obsequies. 
 

2 Gōngshū Ruò is clearly the name of an artisan involved in this tale, but he seems to play no actual role in 
it, and it is difficult to account for the inclusion of this initial statement. Zhèng Xuán tells us that Bān was 
his kinsman. Gōngshū Bān (sometimes designated by the alternative character 班, and also known as Lŭ 魯
Bān) is the name of an artisan so skilled that his name becomes proverbial for mechanical craft. He is a 
significant figure in the military chapters of the Mòzĭ, where he is pictured as having moved from Lŭ to 
Chŭ. Although it is probably wise to regard Gōngshū Bān primarily as a legendary figure, the era he is 
generally assigned to would fit a claim that during the early years of Jì Kāngzĭ’s family leadership, Bān was 
a young man. Thus the simplest way to make sense of this passage would be to take ruò 若 as a mistake for 
bān 般 (a confusion that would not, however, be easily explained, since the two characters were not written 
in similar forms). This is the conclusion Legge reaches, although he, for unclear reasons, does not think that 
the chronology fits Gōngshū Bān. 
 

3Other than the tacit assumption that Gōngjiān Jĭa was a patrician in Lŭ, no identification of this figure has 
been offered. 
 

4Zhèng Xuán considers the word shì 視 to signal that both levels of practice involve a usurpation of 
privilege. The use of windlasses bolstered by three stele-like blocks was the rightful privilege of only the 
Son of Heaven, and the use of pillar-like windlasses should have been a monopoly of the state ruler. In Lŭ, 
the down-migration of this sort of sumptuary restriction was often attributed to the special privileges 

封  biăn  [窆] 
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originally granted to the Duke of Zhōu, founder of the Lŭ ducal lineage, in the 11th century BCE, as a reward 
for his exceptional services in securing the Zhōu Dynasty’s grip on power during his tenure as Regent. 
 

5This difficult sentence has elicited a variety of interpretations. In some, including Zhèng Xuán’s, the graph 
母 is read wú 毋, and one such reading would be: “Do you think you will have no other opportunity to try 
out your plan? What if it goes wrong?” The grammar of the last two sentences is, in the end, problematic, 
and no interpretation that does not implicitly involve some sort of emendation will make sense of this 
passage. 

 
4.41.   戰于郎，公叔禺人遇負杖入保者，息曰：「使之雖病也，任之雖

重也，君子不能為謀也，士弗能死也不可！我則既言矣。」與其鄰重 a

汪踦往，皆死焉。魯人欲勿殤重汪踦，問於仲尼。仲尼曰：「能執干

戈以衛社稷，雖欲勿殤也，不亦可乎！」 
 

a All commentators take the two 重 graphs before the name 汪踦 to be errors for tóng 童. 
 
At the battle of Láng,1 Gōngshú Yùrén2 encountered defenders entering the city shouldering their 
pikes. As they paused to rest, he said, “Though worn out by the service required and bearing 
heavy duties,3 our superiors unable to make any plan of action,4 it is still impermissible for a 
serviceman to be unwilling to fight to the death. And I shall live up to these words I have 
spoken!” Together with a youth of his neighborhood named Wāng Yĭ he proceeded into battle, 
and both of them died. 
 The people of Lŭ wished not to bury Wāng Yĭ with the ritual abatement due for a youth 
who died prematurely,5 and they asked Confucius what to do. Confucius said, “He was able to 
carry a shield and spear to defend the altars of state. Is it not fitting that you wish not to bury him 
with the ritual abatement due a youth who died prematurely?” 
 

1The location of Láng is unclear. This battle is documented in the Zŭozhuàn as well (Ai 11/1; 484 BCE) – a 
number of Confucius’s disciples fought in it, and Răn Qiú 冉求 (Yŏu 有) was a leading actor. The action 
relevant to these events all takes place just outside the capital of Lŭ. While there are places names Láng in 
the region of Lŭ, none is close enough to the capital to have been the site of this battle. 
 

2This is Gōng Wéi 公為, a son of Duke Zhāo of Lŭ (r. 541-510 BCE). He is called by that name and also 
Gōngshú Wùrén 公叔務人 in the Zŭozhuàn account. It is difficult to say what role he plays in this passage 
as it stands, but in the Zŭozhuàn version, which influences Legge’s translation, and the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
version, which more directly influences mine, it is Gōng Wéi who speaks and it is also he who dies together 
with the boy (see the comment below for the parallel texts). 
 

3Zhèng Xuán takes these phrases to refer first to labor duties (including military service), and second to 
taxation. 
 

4The stage of battle pictured here is one where the armies of Lŭ were retreating in disarray. 
 

5Obsequies for youths who died before the age of 20 suì were not as lavish as those for an adult (see 
passage 4.1). The people questioning Confucius wish to provide full honors in light of the boy’s service. 

 
  The Tán Gōng version of this story is not as cogent as that in the Zŭozhuàn, although the latter is only an 
interlude in a much more comprehensive narrative of the battle. The sections relevant as a parallel with Tán 
Gōng read as follows: “The very old and young who were left behind to defend the palace. . . .  Gōngshú 
Wùrén observed the defenders and wept, saying, ‘The demands of service are at their height and the 
burdens are heavy. The superiors are unable to plan and the servicemen unwilling to fight to the death. 
How can the people be governed so? Now that I have said this, dare I fail to do to my utmost?’ . . . Gōng 
Wéi and his favorite servant boy, Wāng Yĭ, rode to battle in a chariot and both died. Mortuary rites were 

踦  yĭ 
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held for both, and Confucius said, ‘One who is able to carry a shield and spear to defend the altars of state 
may be buried without the ritual abatement due a youth who died prematurely’” (老幼守宮。。。公叔務

人見保者而泣曰，事充、政重，上不能謀，士不能死，何以治民？吾既言之矣，敢不勉乎？公為與

其嬖僮汪錡乘，皆死。皆殯，孔子曰，能執干戈以衛社稷，可無殤也.。). A Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.15) 
version draws elements from both accounts, but retains the key Zŭozhuàn element of portraying Gōng Wéi 
as the principal actor: “The army of Qí invaded Lŭ. Gōngshú Wùrén encountered men entering the city to 
defend it. They bore their pikes on their backs and stopped to rest. Wùrén cried, saying, ‘Though worn out 
by the service required and bearing heavy duties, with superiors unable to make any plan of action, it is 
impermissible for a serviceman to be unwilling to fight to the death. Now that I have said this, dare I fail to 
do to my utmost?’ He and his neighbor and favorite boy, Wāng Yĭ, rode together in a chariot and rushed at 
the enemy, dying there. Mortuary rites were held for both, and the people of Lŭ wished not to bury Wāng 
Yĭ with the ritual abatement due for a youth who died prematurely. They asked Confucius, who said, ‘One 
who is able to carry a shield and spear to defend the altars of state may be buried without the ritual 
abatement due a youth who died prematurely, may he not?’” (齊師侵魯，公叔務人遇人入保，負杖而

息。務人泣曰：「使之雖病，任之雖重，君子弗能謀，士弗能死不可也。我則既言之矣，敢不勉

乎？」與其鄰嬖童汪錡乘往，犇敵死焉。皆殯。魯人欲勿殤童汪錡，問於孔子。子曰：「能執干戈

以衛社稷，可無殤乎？」). 
 
4.42.   子路去魯，謂顏淵曰：「何以贈我？」曰：「吾聞之也：去國，

則哭于墓而后行；反其國，不哭，展墓而入。」謂子路曰：「何以處

我？」子路曰：「吾聞之也：過墓則式，過祀則下。」 
 
Zĭlù was leaving Lŭ, and he said to Yán Yuān, “What parting words shall be your gift to me?” 
 “I have heard that when leaving one’s state, one departs only after wailing at the graves 
of one’s parents. When returning, one does not wail; one visits to inspect the graves and enters 
the city.” 
 Then Yán Yuān said to Zĭlù, “With what words do you leave me here?” 
 Zĭlù said, “I have heard that when passing a grave, one bows against the chariot bar; 
when one passes a shrine to the spirits, one dismounts.” 

 
  Commentary specifies that the graves referred to at times of departure are those of one’s parents, which 
context implies. The references in the latter injunction are less clear, but Kŏng Yĭngdá’s view is generally 
accepted: these are the mounded graves of other families and the tree-shaded roofed shrines to local spirits 
of landscape features. Zhèng Xuán interprets the underlying themes to be cultivating attention to filiality 
when departing and leaving one’s state, and to respectfulness when abiding within it.  

 
4.43.   工尹商陽與陳棄疾追吳師。及之，陳棄疾謂工尹商陽曰：「王事

也，子手弓而可。」手弓。「子射諸。」射之，斃一人，韔弓。又

及，謂之，又斃二人。每斃一人，揜其目。止其御曰：「朝不坐，燕

不與，殺三人亦足以反命矣。」孔子曰：「殺人之中，又有禮焉。」 
 
Gōngyĭn Shāngyáng1 and Chén Qìjí2 were pursuing the troops of Wú. When they caught up with 
them Chén Qìjí said to Gōngyĭn Shāngyáng, “This is a matter of service to the King. Take up 
your bow, Sir,” and, once Gōngyĭn Shāngyáng had taken up his bow, he said, “Shoot them, Sir.” 
He shot and killed a man, and put his bow back in its case. 
 When they caught up with the troops again, Chén Qìjí spoke once more, and Gōngyĭn 
Shāngyáng killed two more men. Each time a man was killed, they stopped to shut his eyes. 

韔  chàng 
 

揜  yăn  [掩] 
 

與  yù 

式  [軾] 
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 Then Gōngyĭn Shāngyáng told the charioteer to stop the pursuit. “I am not one who has a 
seat when the court councilors meet at morning court, nor am I among those seated in attendance 
at court banquets.3 I have killed three men, and that is indeed sufficient to fulfill my orders.” 
 Confucius said, “In the midst of killing there is still lĭ.” 
 

1Gōngyĭn was an official title in the state of Chŭ 楚. It may have designated an overseer of laborers. Given 
what Gōngyĭn Shāngyáng states about his status, the court rank of this office could not have been 
particularly high. 
 

2Qìjí is identified by Zhèng Xuán as a Chŭ royal prince, the future King Píng 平 (r. 528-516 BCE), who, as 
Gōngzĭ 公子 Qìjí figures significantly in various Zŭozhuàn accounts (including a battle against Wú in 530 
BCE, which Zhèng Xuán and others take to be the setting for this tale). The apparent surname of Chén here 
is explained as a function of the Prince’s former subjugation of the state of Chén and appointment as its 
viceroy, leading to his being called “Qìjí of Chén.” While nothing rules this out definitively, we encounter 
Qìjí as a personal name of a different person in Chŭ in the Zŭozhuàn, and the role that the character of Qìjí 
plays in this Tán Gōng anecdote does not seem consistent with a man who was an heir apparent and army 
leader. If the composer of the passage had intended us to understand Qìjí to be the heir, we would expect 
greater stress on how courageous Shāngyáng’s final statement would be, saying, as it would, “I will kill no 
further on your behalf.” I have therefore adopted the view of Wáng Fūzhī, which is that Chén Qìjí is to be 
understood as a fellow combatant sharing a war chariot with Gōngyĭn Shāngyáng. On this view, Shāngyáng 
is the chariot archer, Qìjí the lanceman, and the driver is a third soldier standing between them. 
 

3The text is difficult to interpret. I am following Sūn Xīdàn’s reading here. Sūn’s commentary states that no 
courtiers sat during the morning court, but that the court adjourned to discussion between the ruler and his 
high councilors, where the custom was for the latter to be granted the privilege of sitting. Banquet seating 
divided those in the inner circle, who sat in the hall, from lower ranking men, who sat below. 
 
  The point of the passage seems to be a portrait of the parallel operation of moral sentiment and ritual 
conduct. Many commentators note that in the passage, the army of Wú is clearly in retreat, and thus the 
issue is not a matter of winning the battle, but of killing enemy soldiers. This explains Shāngyáng’s 
reluctance from the outset, and why Qìjí would need to urge him to fulfill his charge and use his bow. The 
ritual pause to close the eyes of the dead is a sign of recognition of them as human beings, expressive of 
humane emotions that dictate a mortuary act, just as lĭ are believed to be ultimately dictated by feelings. 
 The point is underscored by the parallel passage in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.10), which is essentially 
identical in its overlapping portion, but which appends the following exchange: “Zĭlù stepped forward in 
agitation and said, ‘The code of a subject requires that when pursuing the great affair of one’s ruler, one’s 
only concern is to do all within one’s strength, stopping only with death. What do you find praiseworthy in 
this matter, Master?’ The Master said, ‘Yes, it is as you say. I was referring only to his feeling how 
unbearable it is to kill others.’” (The text of the entire passage reads as follows, with the added portion 
underscored: 楚伐吳，工尹商陽與陳棄疾追吳師。及之，棄疾曰：「王事也，子手弓而可。」商陽

手弓。棄疾曰：「子射諸。」射之，斃一人，韔其弓。又及，棄疾謂之，又斃二人。每斃一人，輒

掩其目，止其御，曰：「吾朝不坐，燕不與，殺三人亦足以反命矣。」孔子聞之，曰：「殺人之

中，又有禮焉！」子路怫然進曰：「人臣之節，當君大事，唯力所及，死而後已。夫子何善此？」

子曰：「然。如汝言也，吾取其有不忍殺人之心而已。」) 
 
4.44.   諸侯伐秦，曹桓公卒于會。諸侯請含，使之襲。 
 
When the lords of the states campaigned against Qín, Duke Huán of Caó died while at their 
meeting.1 The lords asked to perform the ritual of inserting jade between his teeth,2 and they 
were made to shroud the corpse as well.3 

 
1This event is recorded in the Chūnqiū as occurring in 578 BCE. As Zhèng Xuán notes, the name is given in 
error: this was Duke Xuān 宣 of Caó. 
 

含 hàn   [vb.] 
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2In the case of a lord such as the Duke, the ordinary practice of filling the mouth with rice and cowries is 
supplemented by the insertion of a jade pice between the teeth. Zhèng Xuán sets the interpretive tradition of 
this act here by saying it symbolizes friends giving one another food to eat. 
 

3Commentary seems unanimous that this was a contravention of lĭ, since shrouding was normally 
performed by ritualist subalterns, unlike the rite of filling the mouth, which was performed by sons. Sūn 
Xīdàn simply does not believe the report is accurate, and, indeed, the phrasing, as if there were present 
someone able to compel the lords to perform this service, raises the question of who that could have been 
(unlike the case in 4.45, below, where coercion was clearly involved). Nor, if we grant that the report is in 
error, is it easy to account for the reason why such a statement would have been made or have been 
preserved in text. 

 
4.45.   襄公朝于荊，康王卒。荊人曰：「必請襲。」魯人曰：「非禮也。」荊

人強之。巫先拂柩。荊人悔之。 
 
When Duke Xiāng paid court in Jīng, King Kāng died.1 The people of Jīng said, “We insist that 
you shroud him.”  

The people of Lŭ said, “This would be a violation of lĭ.”  
The people of Jīng forced the issue, and had a shaman first perform an exorcism over the 

coffin.2 Later, they regretted it. 
 
1Duke Xiāng (r. 572-542 BCE) was the ruler of Lŭ. The events in this passage occurred in 544 BCE, 
according to the Zŭozhuàn account (Xiāng 29/1). The use of the phrase “paid court” (cháo 朝) reflects the 
fact that Lŭ was at this time a member of an alliance of which the ruler of Chŭ (楚; here, referred to by its 
alternative name, Jīng 荊) was a leader. The rulers of a number of states were to convene by prior 
agreement just as the ruler of Chŭ (which had appropriated the title of “king,” wáng 王, for its rulers) died. 
 
2Following Wáng Fūzhī, who takes fú 拂 to be a loan for fú 祓: exorcize (undoubtedly based on the 
Zŭozhuàn passage discussed below). 
 
  There are many problems connected with this passage, not all stemming from the Tán Gōng account 
itself. The Zŭozhuàn reports that King Kāng died in the twelfth month of the previous year, but the specific 
day it names for his death is one that cannot be reconciled with other dated entries. Duke Xiāng arrived in 
Chŭ only subsequently, hearing of the king’s death while in the region of the River Hàn 漢, some distance 
from the Chŭ capital, and the events here described are set, in the Zŭozhuàn, in the initial month of the 
following year, well after the body would have been shrouded. Moreover, in the Zŭozhuàn, the Duke is not 
asked to shroud (xí 襲) the body, but rather to make a presentation of grave clothes (suì 襚), to be placed 
near the coffin (Zhū Bīn makes similar points). The Zŭozhuàn account reads: “The people of Chŭ made the 
Duke present grave clothes in person. The Duke was concerned about doing this. Mùshú said, ‘If there is an 
exorcism of the body lying in state, then it is no different than presenting bolts of cloth at court.’ So they 
made a shaman take a peach branch and creeper broom and first exorcize the body lying in state. The 
people of Chŭ did not prohibit them doing this, but later regretted it.” (楚人使公親襚，公患之。穆叔

曰：「祓殯而襚，則布幣也。」乃使巫以桃、茢先祓殯。楚人弗禁，既而悔之。). It is unclear 
whether the term I have translated “the body lying in state,” bìn 殯, denotes the body in its coffin or not, 
and since the rituals of Chŭ, a culture very different from the Zhōu, are unclear, it is probably difficult to 
know whether it is proximity to the corpse or the coffin that is of concern to the Duke. In the case of 
applying the shroud, it would clearly be the corpse. Wáng Fūzhī interprets the word jiù 柩 in the Tán Gōng 
passage to refer to the corpse, rather than to the coffin. 
 It is further a question what caused those in Chŭ to feel regret. Chén Hào offers one cogent 
response. While the request reported in the Tán Gōng, that the Duke shroud the body, would have cast the 
Duke in the role of a subaltern subservient to the King of Chŭ, the appointment of a shaman attendant to 
purify the mortuary site cast the Duke in the role of a ruler paying condolence upon the death of a subject 
(see passage 4.16). 
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 Note that both 4.44 and 4.45 are concerned with breaches of lĭ connected with lords in attendance 
upon the mortuary rites of other lords. They are surely adjacent for this reason, and, in fact, Kŏng Yĭngdá 
treats them as a single entry. 
 

4.46.   滕成公之喪，使子叔敬叔弔，進書，子服惠伯為介。及郊，為懿伯之

忌，不入。惠伯曰：「政也，不可以叔父之私，不將公事。」遂入。 
 
For the funeral procession for Duke Chéng of Téng,1 Lŭ sent Zĭshú Jìngshú to pay condolences 
and present a written document.2 Zĭfú Huìbó served as his aide.3 When they reached the outskirts 
of the city, Jìngshú would not enter, because it was the death day of Yìbó.4 Huìbó said, “We are 
executing a mission of state, and we cannot fail to conduct the Duke’s business because of a 
private matter concerning our family elders.” They proceeded to enter the city.  
 

1Duke Chéng died in 539 BCE. 
 

2Zĭshú Jìngshú, whose personal name was Gōng 弓, was a member of the ducal clan in Lŭ. The Zĭshú 
family was descended from Duke Wén. The written document would have been a record listing the grave 
gifts sent by the ruling duke of Lŭ, Duke Zhāo. 
 

3Zĭfú Huìbó, whose name was Jiāo 椒, was also a member of the Lŭ ducal clan. The Zĭfú family was 
descended from Duke Huán, and part of the larger Mèngsūn 孟孫 branch of the family. 
 

4Yìbó had been the leader of the Mèngsūn family; Huìbó’s father had been his younger brother. 
 
  This passage has been much debated. The major point of contention concerns the term jì 忌. Zhèng Xuán 
understood this term to mean yuàn 怨, “grievance,” and to refer to bad blood between Zĭshú Jìngshú and 
Zĭfú Huìbó, stemming from conflict between the former and Yìbó. Kŏng Yĭngdá adopted this view, which 
was consistent also with the Zŭozhuàn commentary of Dù Yù 杜預 on that text’s record of this event (see 
below). Later commentary specifies that Zĭshú Jìngshú had, in fact, killed Yìbó, resulting is his dying 
without issue (leadership in the Mèngsūn family had passed to a brother other than Huìbó’s father), creating 
a deadly tension between him and his deputy on this mission, which coincided with the anniversary of 
Yìbó’s death. However, there is no record in any annals of such a background of intrigue, and it seems 
instead a product of commentarial efforts to explain the passage itself. 
 The Sòng scholar, Liú Chăng 劉敞 (1019-1068) first suggested that jì refers to Yìbó’s death day, a 
straightforward reading, and others, including Wáng Fūzhī and Sūn Xīdàn adopted this view. Such an 
interpretation removes any need to posit enmity between Zĭshú Jìngshú and Zĭfú Huìbó. On the contrary, 
on this reading the passage suggests that Zĭshú Jìngshú proposed suspending the mission for a day out of 
concern for Zĭfú Huìbó’s need to observe a death-day taboo on behalf of his uncle, while Huìbó’s response 
declines the honor on the basis of courtly duty. On this reading, both figures emerge as concerned to find 
the proper balance between sentiment and the sometimes conflicting requirements of lĭ. 
 The Zŭozhuàn account of these matters (Zhāo 3/3) reads as follows: “In the Fifth Month, Shúgōng 
traveled to Téng for the funeral of Duke Wén. Zĭfŭ Jiāo acted as his aide. They reached the outskirts of the 
capital of Téng on the anniversary of Yìbó’s death, and Jìngshú would not enter the city. Huìbó said, 
‘Matters of state concern state benefits; they can brook no private taboos.’ Jiāo requested permission to 
enter the city first and having done so and arranged lodgings, Jìngshú followed” (五月，叔弓如滕，葬滕

成公，子服椒為介。及郊，遇懿伯之忌，敬子不入。惠伯曰：「公事有公利，無私忌。椒請先

入。」乃先受館。敬子從之。). 
 

4.47.   哀公使人弔蕢尚，遇諸道。辟於路，畫宮而受弔焉。曾子曰：「蕢尚不

如杞梁之妻之知禮也。齊莊公襲莒于奪，杞梁死焉，其妻迎其柩於路而哭之
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哀，莊公使人弔之，對曰：『君之臣不免於罪，則將肆諸市朝，而妻妾執；

君之臣免於罪，則有先人之敝廬在。君無所辱命。』」 
 
Duke Aī sent a man to pay his condolences to Kuì Shàng, and the envoy encountered him as he 
led the funeral procession to the gravesite.1 Kuì Shàng diverted the cortege off the road and drew 
a diagram of his family’s residence on the ground to receive the condolences of the Duke.2 
Zēngzĭ said, “Kuì Shàng does not understand lĭ as well as the wife of Qĭ Liáng.3 When Duke 
Zhuāng of Qí launched a raid on Jŭ through a defile,4 Qĭ Liáng was killed. When his wife met his 
coffin on the road and wailed piteously, Duke Zhuāng sent a man to pay his condolences. She 
said to him, ‘If My Lord’s serviceman was unable to avoid fault, then his body should be left out 
exposed in the market and court, and his wife and concubines arrested. If My Lord’s serviceman 
was able to avoid fault, then the humble hut of his fathers is standing. Let My Lord not lower his 
dignity with condolences here.’” 
 

1The identity of Kuì Shàng is unknown; condolences would have been for his father’s death. Duke Aī (r. 
494-477) was the Duke of Lŭ. 
 

2The proper form for a ruler’s visit required that the Duke appear at the residence during the mortuary 
period when the corpse resided there.  
 

3The circumstances of the death of the soldier Qĭ Liáng and the conduct of his wife are portrayed in the 
Zŭozhuàn (Xiāng 23/13; 550 BCE). (In the Zŭozhuàn, the principal’s name is rendered as both Qĭ Liáng and 
Qĭ Zhí 殖.) 
 

4The word duó 奪 does not denote “a defile.” In the Zŭozhuàn account, the word is suì 隧, and the 
assumption of all is that duó is a loan or error for suì. Zhèng Xuán claims that the words were phonetically 
close, but this is not the case. There simply appears to be a fault of transmission. 

 
  It is hard to sympathize with the way this passage makes Kuì Shàng the target of criticism. Duke Aī 
failed to fulfill the ruler’s obligations with regard to condolences, and Kuì Shàng’s solution upon 
encountering the Duke’s belated envoy seems graciously creative. The Zēngzĭ we meet here is a tough 
critic, indeed. 
 The Zŭozhuàn parallel reads: “Qĭ Zhí and Huá Xuán donned armor and at night, they passed 
through a defile at Jūyú . . . Qĭ Liáng was captured. The people of Jŭ sued for peace. The Marquis of Qí 
was returning and encountered the wife of Qĭ Liáng on the outskirts of the city. He sent a man to convey 
his condolences, but she declined to receive them, saying, ‘If Zhí was at fault, why should you lower your 
dignity? If he avoided any fault, then the tattered hut of his fathers is standing. A humble woman like me 
cannot receive condolences outside the city. The Marquis had his condolences conveyed to her at her 
home’” (杞殖、華還載甲夜入且于之隧。。。獲杞梁。莒人行成。齊侯歸，遇杞梁之妻於郊，使弔

之。辭曰：「殖之有罪，何辱命焉？若免於罪，猶有先人之敝廬在，下妾不得與郊弔。」齊侯弔諸

其室。). 
 
4.48.   孺子𪏆𪏆之喪，哀公欲設撥，問於有若，有若曰：「其可也，君之

三臣猶設之。」顏柳曰：「天子龍輴而槨幬，諸侯輴而設幬，為榆沈

故設撥；三臣者廢輴而設撥，竊禮之不中者也，而君何學焉！」 
 
At the funeral of the young prince, Tūn,1 Duke Aī wished to affix pull-ropes and he asked Yoŭ 
Ruò about it. Yoŭ Ruò said, “That would be permissible. Even your three subjects2 affix them.” 
 Yán Liŭ3 said, “For a Son of Heaven, a hearse with dragon-embellished shafts is fitted 
with an outer coffin and shell, and for a state lord, a shell is fitted on the hearse.4 Because heavy 

𪏆𪏆  tūn 
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elm wood axles are used, pull ropes are affixed.5 The three subjects do not employ such a hearse, 
but affix pull ropes nevertheless, a deviant appropriation of lĭ.6 How could you emulate them!” 
 

1Tūn was the young son of the Duke. Wáng Fūzhī believes Tūn was a member of the ducal harem (rúzĭ 孺
子 could carry that meaning), but he seems alone in this view. 
 

2“Three subjects” refers to the three powerful warlord houses descended from Duke Huán of Lŭ: the Jìsūn, 
Mèngsūn, and Shúsūn families. Yoŭ Ruò seems to be analogizing from the practice of grandee families to 
the appropriate form for a ruler’s son prematurely dead. 
 

3Yán Liŭ is identified in commentary as a disciple of Confucius, Yán Xìng 幸 (formal name, Zĭliŭ 子柳). 
 

4The carriage used as a hearse for a Son of Heaven or state lord (chūn  輴) is described at 3.105. It is a type 
different from that used for other patricians (gŏng 輁), which was closer to a gurney in design.  
 

5“Heavy elm wood axles” renders yúchén 榆沈, and is based on Wú Chéng’s commentary. Wú argues that 
the load borne by this type of hearse is such that it requires axles fashioned out of strong elm wood, which 
increases the weight, and it is this which requires that the hearse be pulled with additional cables. The more 
common explanation, based on Zhèng Xuán’s commentary, is that the phrase refers to elm sap that is 
sprinkled on the ground as the hearse is moved, enabling the heavy load to be pulled by decreasing the 
friction of the wheels as they roll. 
 
6More literally: “an illicit appropriation of an unbalanced form of lĭ.” The ropes would have been 
unnecessary to pull the lighter cart employed as a hearse. The three warlord families are being pictured here 
as usurping a relatively minor point of ritual – the ropes – but not the greater, the hearse due to a ruler.  
 
   There is considerable commentarial disagreement on particular points in this passage, and I have low 
confidence that I’ve been able to choose the optimal readings. It is unclear whether the Duke was, from the 
outset, planning to employ a chūn-type hearse, or the lighter gŏng vehicle used by grandees. The ropes in 
question would be functional for a chūn, but merely ceremonial for a gŏng, and it may be that, since Tūn 
was, after all, not a ruler, the lighter vehicle was to be used, and the Duke was seeking to modify lĭ in a way 
that signified his son’s status as a member of the ducal lineage. This type of incongruous ritual seems to be 
what the “Three Huán” families had been undertaking: usurping the privilege of using the ropes, but not 
usurping the right to use the chūn-style hearse. This is probably why Yán Liŭ refers to their practice as 
“unbalanced” (bùzhōng 不中). 

This would be consistent with the way that Sūn Xīdàn interprets this puzzling passage. According 
to Sūn, Yoŭ Ruò is not, in fact, recommending to the Duke that he adopt the ritual model of the Three Huán 
families, but rather hinting that their practice is problematic, since he is recommending that the Duke 
emulate subjects who routinely employ ritual forms inappropriate for their station. Consequently, in Sūn’s 
view, Yán Liŭ is not questioning Yoŭ Ruò’s understanding of ritual, but showing concern that the Duke 
will miss the point. (Judging from commentary, if Sūn is correct, both Yoŭ Ruò’s point and the point of the 
passage have been missed by almost everyone.) 

 
4.49.   悼公之母死，哀公為之齊衰。有若曰：「為妾齊衰，禮與？」公

曰：「吾得已乎哉？魯人以妻我。」 
 
The mother of Duke Dào died1 and Duke Aī wore mourning of the second degree for her.2 Yoŭ 
Ruò said, “Wearing mourning of the second degree for a concubine: would that be lĭ?” 
 The Duke said, “Can I help it? Everyone in Lŭ thinks she was my wife.”3 

 
1Apparently the future Duke Dào (Prince Níng 寧) was not the son of Duke Aī’s principal wife. Duke Aī 
had three sons: Tūn 𪏆𪏆, who died young, Níng 寧, and Zĭjīng 子荊. Tūn may have been his heir by a 
principal wife, but apparently neither of the other two was. 
 

妻  qì (verb) 
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 2The appropriate mourning garb for a concubine was fifth degree, but that did not apply to rulers, who were 
not supposed to wear mourning for a concubine at all (perhaps in light of the size of their harems). 
 

 3Note that Yoŭ Ruò’s question is framed in such a way as to suggest a type of sly humor that would be 
quite consistent with the tone that Sūn Xīdàn reads into his speech in the previous passage. The Duke’s 
response seems to be in a similar spirit, although commentators frown that he was “embellishing his error.”  

There may some confusion of historical fact behind this passage. According to the Zŭozhuàn, 
Duke Aī’s approach to marital status was, indeed, unusually flexible, but not in a way consistent with the 
account here. An entry for 471 BCE states that the Duke did have a favorite concubine, and one whom he 
wished to marry. However, she was not the mother of the future Duke Dào. In the Zŭozhuàn account, it is 
the mother of his other surviving son, Zĭjīng, who was the Duke’s favorite, and he wished to marry her and 
install her as his wife (qī 妻), with Zĭjīng becoming the Duke’s heir apparent (Aī 24/f3). Although there 
was opposition within and without the court, and his clan ritualist refused the Duke’s request to marry his 
concubine, he nevertheless did designate Zĭjīng as heir, which was generally resented, according to the 
Zŭozhuàn account. However, three years later, Duke Aī went too far in his attempts to curb the power of 
the Three Huán families, and he was forced to flee the state, dying shortly thereafter in Yue 越. Perhaps out 
of dislike for the Duke, the powers at court apparently installed Níng as his successor (nothing more being 
heard of Zĭjīng in the texts). There is no record (that I can locate) of Níng’s maternity, though, of course, it 
may be the Zŭozhuàn that has confused the two sons, and it was Níng’s mother whom the Duke wished to 
marry. In that case, however, the relevance of the text’s comment that there was dissatisfaction with the 
appointment of the heir would become harder to explain. But if we rely on the Zŭozhuàn account, and this 
passage recalls an historical event in any way, it would likely have been the death of Zĭjīng’s mother 
shortly before the Duke’s self-exile, the Duke, perhaps, having simply treated as a wife the concubine 
whom his clan elders had refused to install formally. 

 
4.50.   季子皐葬其妻，犯人之禾，申祥以告曰：「請庚之。」子皐曰：「孟氏

不以是罪予，朋友不以是棄予，以吾為邑長於斯也。買道而葬，後難繼

也。」 
 
Jì Zĭgāo1 buried his wife, and the funeral cortege trampled someone’s crops. Shēn Xiáng2 
reported this to him and said, “Please compensate them.” 
 Zĭgāo said, “The Mèng family has not blamed me for it and my friends have not cut me 
off because of it. I am in charge of the city here, and to pay for a funeral’s right of way would be 
a difficult precedent to maintain.” 
 

1Zhèng Xuán identifies this person as Gāo Chái 高柴, a disciple of Confucius whose formal name was 
Zĭgāo 子羔 (treating 皐 and 羔 as homophonic loan graphs; he is called 高子皐 in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
[44.11]), and this seems correct, although Wáng Fūzhī does not accept it. Gāo Chái is referred to as Jì Gāo 
季羔 in the Zŭozhuàn (Aī 17/f7), and is pictured in conversation with the leader of the Mèng 孟 family. 
Below, at 4.72, he is identified as the steward of the city of Chéng 成, which was the garrison center of the 
Mèng family demesne (he appears also at 3.38) 
 
2On Shēn Xiáng, who is generally understood to be Zĭzhāng’s 子張 son, see passage 3.30. 
 
  Zĭgāo offers three reasons not to compensate the peasants whose crops he has damaged: neither his 
employer nor his friends are concerned about his conduct, and the precedent might not be followed. Sūn 
Xīdàn argues that the last reason is cogent, but the unprincipled nature of the first two reasons makes them 
illegitimate, and so undermines the notion that we are to understand Zĭgāo’s reasoning as justified. 
 

4.51.   仕而未有祿者：君有饋焉曰獻，使焉曰寡君；違而君薨，弗為服

也。 
 

使  shì 
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When one has begun in the employ of the court but not yet received a set emolument,1 if the ruler 
sends a gift, it is called a “contribution”;2 if one serves as a envoy to other states, refer to the 
ruler as “my meager lord”; if one leaves office and the ruler dies, one does not wear mourning 
for him.3 

 
1The form by which men who did not occupy roles at court on the basis of heredity received compensation 
for work in high court positions was to be assigned a portion of the crops from a designated piece of land, 
so long as they remained in their court positions. Such men were known as “guest ministers” (kèqīng 客卿), 
and they were frequently true “kè”: that is, travelers from other states who went from court to court in 
search of employment at high levels. Sūn Xīdàn points to Mencius as an example. Mencius served as a high 
advisor at the Qí court for about a year, and when the ruler declined to act on Mencius’s advice, he resigned, 
claiming that because he had doubts about the ruler from the start, he had never accepted a stipend 
(Mencius 2B.14).  
 
2Zhèng Xuán and Kŏng Yĭngdá read this as pertaining to instances when such a courtier sends a gift to a 
ruler. I am following Zhū Bīn, Wáng Fūzhī, and others in reading this as referring to the ruler’s gifts. 
According to Chén Hào, in referring to gifts as “contributions,” the kèqīng did not differ from regular court 
appointees, which all agree is the case for the way he refers to the ruler he is serving; however, Zhū and 
Wáng see the normal term for gifts from a ruler as sì 賜. 
 

3Normally, retired courtiers or ones who had left the state were expected to wear mourning for a former 
lord, even though they had left his service (see passage 4.20). 

 
4.52.   虞而立尸，有几筵。卒哭而諱，生事畢而鬼事始已。既卒哭，宰

夫執木鐸以命于宮曰：「舍故而諱新。」自寢門至于庫門。 
 
At the Sacrifice of Comfort, an impersonator is designated and stools and serving mats are 
employed.1 With the Completion of Wailing, the name of the dead is tabooed, signifying that the 
services to him of life are complete and the services to him as a spirit of the dead have begun.2 
After the Completion of Wailing, the steward, grasping the wooden bell, announces throughout 
the compound, “Dispense with the old and taboo the new,”3 walking from the entry to the inner 
chambers to the gate of the storehouse. 
 

1On the Sacrifice of Comfort, see 4.15o-4.15q. On the Completion of Wailing, see 4.15q. The stools and 
mats indicate that food is presented at this ceremony in the manner it is served to the living. Henceforth, it 
will be offered in the manner of the temple sacrifice.  
 

2The name taboo (huì 諱) was a proscription on the use of the personal name of the deceased. Rules for the 
name taboo are detailed in Lĭjì “Qūlĭ I” (1.41), where it is specified that the taboo only applies for those 
whose relation to the dead falls within the first two degrees of mourning. 
 

3Based on this passage, the name taboo was applied for a specified number of generations. When the taboo 
was enacted on the name of the newly deceased, the name of the most senior of one’s ancestors whose 
name was formerly tabooed could now be spoken and written. Judging from commentary, which correlates 
the issue of “dispensing” with the taboo to the custom of destroying the most senior individual shrine with 
the construction of a shrine to the newly deceased, the span of generations involved in the taboo 
corresponded to the span of generations allotted individual temple shrines in the family shrine complex, 
which varied according to social rank. For a grandee family with three shrines, for example, the names of 
the most recent two generations, whose ancestors’ tablets were housed in individual shrines, seem both to 
have been tabooed. With the installation of the newly deceased parent in a shrine, the shrine of that 
individual’s grandfather was destroyed, the tablet moved to the permanent shrine devoted to the lineage 
founder, and the taboo on that ancestor’s name ended. 

 

鐸  duó 
 

舍  shĕ  [捨] 
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4.53.   二名不偏 a諱：夫子之母名徵在；言「在」不稱「徵」，言「徵」不稱

「在」。 
 

a All commentators read piān 偏 (one-sided) as a loan for biàn 徧 (pervasive). 
 
One does not taboo separately both words of a double name.1 The mother of the Master was 
named Zhēngzài. When he used the word zài he did not say zhēng; when he used the word zhēng 
he did not say zài. 
 

1This statement of rule is identical to the formula in Lĭjì, “Qūlĭ I” (1.41), including the use of the word piān. 
In fact, in this context, the words piān and biàn, normally near antonyms, would function equivalently. The 
idea is that of the two components of the the parent’s name, neither is tabooed individually, and one does 
not taboo both individual characters. 
 
  This passage may be a composite, in which case, the latter portion would be an independent micro-text 
about Confucius’s conduct. However, I think it more cogent to regard this as a single statement, where the 
comment about Confucius is used as an illustrative example. A freer rendering would be, “For example, the 
mother of the Master was named Zhēngzài, so he would not have used zhēng before zài when speaking, nor 
zài after zhēng.” 

 
4.54.   軍有憂，則素服哭於庫門之外，赴車不載橐韔。 
 
When one’s state army suffers defeat, one dresses in a suit of white silk and wails outside one’s 
storehouse gate.1 When the war carts reenter the state, the armor and weaponry are not in their 
cases.2 

 
1According to Zhèng Xuán and others, mortuary lĭ is borrowed to express grief for a public loss. 
 

2Commentary agrees that exposing armor and weapons (more specifically, bows) exhibits intent to avenge 
the defeat. 

 
4.55.   有焚其先人之室，則三日哭。故曰：「新宮火，亦三日哭。」 
 
When an ancestor’s shine is burnt down, wail for three days. Hence it is said: “The new temple 
burnt down, and, indeed, there was wailing three days.”1 

 
1The quotation is from the Chūnqiū, Chéng 3/4, which does not include the word yì 亦 (here rendered as 
part of the quotation, though it could be read as “yì yùe” 亦曰, linking the two parts of the original text). 
The “new temple” is explained by the Gōngyáng and Gŭliáng commentaries as the shrine of the recently 
deceased Duke Xuān of Lŭ. 
 
  Legge interprets the first portion of this passage as describing the event that the Chūnqiū reported, rather 
than as a general rule, rendering the phrase xiānrén 先人 as “father.” 

 
4.56.   孔子過泰山側，有婦人哭於墓者而哀，夫子式而聽之。使子路問之曰：

「子之哭也，壹似重有憂者。」而曰：「然，昔者吾舅死於虎，吾夫又死

焉，今吾子又死焉。」夫子曰：「何為不去也？」曰：「無苛政。」夫子

曰：「小子識之，苛政猛於虎也。」 

橐  tuó 
 

韔  chàng 
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Confucius was passing the slopes by Mount Tài. A woman there was wailing beside a grave. The 
Master bowed to his carriage bar and listened. Then he sent Zĭlù to inquire and say, “Your 
wailing seems an expression of very heavy sorrow, indeed.”  

“It is so. Formerly, my husband’s father was killed by a tiger, and my husband was too. 
Now my son has died in this way as well.”  

The Master said, “Why don’t you leave.”  
“There is no cruel government here.”  
The Master said, “Mark this, young men. Cruel governance is fiercer than a tiger!” 

 
  This very famous anecdote appears in only one other early source: the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (41.13). It is next 
found in the Later Hàn Lùnhéng 論衡. The key phrase, “cruel governance” (kēzhèng 苛政) is otherwise 
used almost exclusively to refer to the government of the Qín 秦 Dynasty, suggesting that this tale, at least 
in this formulation, may well postdate the fall of the Qín. Zhū Bīn reports a reading from Wáng Yĭnzhī 王
引之 (1766-1834) that argues zhèng 政 should be read as a loan for zhēng 征: tax levies. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
version has minor variations: “Confucius traveled to Qí, and as he was passing the slopes by Mount Tài, a 
woman was wailing in the wilderness there. The Master bowed to his carriage bar and listened, saying, 
‘Such grieving seems an expression of very heavy sorrow, indeed.’ He sent Zĭgòng to ask her about it, and 
she said, ‘My husband’s father was killed by a tiger, and my husband was too. Now my son has died in this 
way as well.’ Zĭgòng said, ‘Why don’t you leave.’ ‘There is no cruel government here.’ Zĭgòng reported 
this to Confucius. The Master said, ‘Mark this, young men. Cruel governance is fiercer than a raging 
tiger!’” (孔子適齊，過泰山之側，有婦人哭於野者而哀。夫子式而聽之，曰：「此哀一似重有憂

者。」使子貢往問之。而曰：「舅死於虎，吾夫又死焉，今吾子又死焉！」子貢曰：「何不去

乎？」婦人曰：「無苛政。」子貢以告孔子。子曰：「小子識之！苛政猛於暴虎也。」) 
 
4.57.   魯人有周豐也者，哀公執摯請見之，而曰不可。公曰：「我其已

夫！」使人問焉，曰：「有虞氏未施信於民而民信之，夏后氏未施敬

於民而民敬之，何施而得斯於民也？」對曰：「墟墓之間，未施哀於

民而民哀；社稷宗廟之中，未施敬於民而民敬。殷人作誓而民始畔，

周人作會而民始疑。茍無禮義忠信誠愨之心以涖之，雖固結之，民其

不解乎？」 
 
There was in Lŭ a man named Zhōu Fēng.1 Duke Aī wished to visit him and sent a courtesy gift 
with his request, but Zhōu Fēng declined to see him. The Duke said, “I will not pursue the visit 
further.” But he sent a messenger with a question: “For the House of Yŏuyú, before it had acted 
to gain the faith of the people, the people had faith in it. For the House of Xiàhoù, before it had 
acted to show reverence for the people, the people had felt reverence for it. How must one act so 
as to gain such responses from the people?”2 

 Zhōu Fēng replied, “When among ruins or in a graveyard, though nothing has caused 
them to grieve, people feel grief. At the altars of state or the ancestral temple, though nothing has 
caused them to be reverent, people are reverent. The men of Yīn enacted oaths and the people 
first rebelled; the men of Zhōu convened conclaves and the people began to doubt.3 If you 
approach the people without an attitude of lĭ, righteousness, loyalty, faith, authenticity, and 
earnestness, though you wish to bind them to you, your hold on them will unravel.” 
 

1The identity of Zhōu Fēng is unknown; he seems likely to have been a fictional representative of the 
popular tradition of sage hermits. 

涖  lì  [蒞]  
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2The House of Yŏuyú refers to the sage rulers Yáo 堯 and Shùn 舜. Although the House of Xiàhoù refers to 
the rulers of the Xià Dynasty, it seems more likely that this reference is focused on the dynastic founder, 
Yŭ 禹, whose sage profile was not matched by his royal descendants. 
 

3By binding participants to conduct through words, even the most ethically oriented of oaths would be 
essentially an expression of mistrust. Conclaves (huì 會) were treaty-making gatherings of the Eastern 
Zhōu era, and were chiefly instruments of balance-of-power politics. Both oaths and the pacts (méng 盟) 
that conclaves generated were sealed with blood pledges that endorsed sanctions for violators, a reflection 
of their essentially coercive nature. 
 
  The comments that the authors of the passage provide to Zhōu Fēng concerning the manner in which 
people respond to culturally structured environments seem to me an unusually vivid illustration of how 
carefully Confucian thinkers reflected on the affective and moral dimensions of human psychology. 

 
4.58.   「喪不慮居，毀不危身。」喪不慮居，為無廟也；毀不危身，為無後

也。 
 
 “In mourning, pay no attention to homely comfort; one’s distress should not endanger one’s 
person.” In mourning, pay no attention to homely comfort: because the dead does not yet have a 
temple. One’s distress should not endanger one’s person: because one may thus produce no 
descendants. 
 

  The passage is clearly a commentary on preexisting text, the source of which is unknown. Zhèng Xuán 
believed that the initial phrase meant that one should sell one’s home to fund a parent’s funeral, if 
necessary, which would align the passage with the type of Rú extremism that became a target for the 
Mohists. Sūn Xīdàn points out that the typical courtier of the period held his landed property by grant from 
a ruler, and thus was not free to sell it. The explanation of the passage itself seems clear enough: one should 
not attend to issue of the comforts of one’s home during the mortuary period because one’s late parent 
would be without a home until the spirit tablet was installed in a shrine when the mortuary rites came to an 
end. 

 
4.59.   延陵季子適齊。於其反也，其長子死；葬於嬴、博之間。孔子曰：「延

陵季子，吳之習於禮者也。」往而觀其葬焉。其坎深不至於泉，其斂以時

服。既葬而封，廣輪掩坎，其高可隱也。既封，左袒，右還其封且號者三，

曰：「骨肉歸復于土，命也。若魂氣則無不之也，無不之也。」而遂行。孔

子曰：「延陵季子之於禮也，其合矣乎！」 
 
Yánlíng Jìzĭ traveled to Qí.1 As he was returning, his eldest son died, and Jìzĭ buried him 
between Yíng and Bó.2 Confucius said, “Yánlíng Jìzĭ is a man of Wú well versed in lĭ,” and he 
went to view the interment.  

The grave pit was not so deep as to penetrate any underground spring, and the corpse was 
dressed in ordinary clothing.3 After the coffin was interred, the grave was mounded, its 
dimensions matching the span of the pit, tall enough for a man to lean on.4 Once the grave was 
mounded, Jìzĭ bared his left shoulder, circled the mound to the right, and crying out three times, 
said, “That flesh and bone return to the earth is fate, but there is nowhere the qì of your spirit 
cannot go, nowhere it cannot go!”5 Then he resumed his journey home. 
 Confucius said, “When it comes to lĭ, how well Yánlíng Jìzĭ accords with it!”6 
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1Yánlíng Jìzĭ was the sobriquet of Jì Zhá 季札, a prince of the state of Wú 吳, who, it is said, declined the 
throne of the state and retired to live on his demesne in the Wú region of Yánlíng (Zŭozhuàn Xiāng 14/1f; 
the Shĭjì includes a variety of tales concerning Jì Zhá in its annals of the state of Wú [juan 31]). The 
Zŭozhuàn includes a very long account of a visit Jì Zhá paid to Lŭ and other states for the purpose of 
studying the Zhōu ritual and music forms preserved there (Xiāng 29/8; 544 BCE), and a much later mission 
of state he is reported to have made to the “upper states” (shànggúo 上國; understood as the states of the 
North China Plain) in 515 BCE (Zhāo 27/3). Clearly, the composer of the current passage intends us to 
understand that this tale concerns the later reported mission, when Confucius was an adult, and a Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ parallel, discussed below, makes this explicit by using the phrase “upper states.” Jìzĭ became a figure 
of legendary stature, and tales of him, such as the one in this passage, bear the mark of fiction. (A 
recovered Warring States bamboo text in the Shanghai Museum collection, “The Disciples Asked” [“Dìzĭ 
wèn” 弟子問], quotes Confucius praising Yánlíng Jìzĭ by referring to him as “one of Tiān’s people” 
[tiānmín 天民].) 
 

 2Yíng and Bó were locations in Qí, about 40-50 miles northeast of the Lŭ capital. 
 

 3Zhèng Xuán takes the depth of the grave to be a matter of empathizing with the dead as one would with 
the living, and avoiding exposing them to the discomfort of water. Chén Hào takes shífú 時服 to denote 
“seasonal clothes”; Wáng Fūzhī believes the phrase indicates that Jìzĭ’s son had yet to attain rank, and so 
was not clothed in court robes. I believe that we are intended to understand the phrase as meaning that the 
corpse was clothed without ritual embellishment of any kind; the basis for this reading is the addition, in 
the parallel Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version, of the rhetorical marker éryĭ 而已 (“dressed in ordinary clothing and that 
is all”). The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ text points to the simplicity of the burial, which would seem more aligned to 
Mohist prescripts than to Confucian ones. In fact, in its chapters on frugality, the Mòzĭ (6.2) uses language 
parallel to the text here: “One should not dig the grave pit so deep as to penetrate any underground spring” 
(堀穴深不通於泉). In the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ account of the burial of Confucius (40.5) it is specified that the pit 
did not penetrate any underground spring (入地不及泉). 
 

 4The word yĭn 隱 is rendered as in the phrase, yĭnjĭ 隱机: “to lean on a bench,” following commentary. It 
suggests that the mound was low. If the word possessed its more common meaning of “hide,” it would 
suggest a tall mound, but the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ text below seems to rule that out, at least for that version. 
 

 5“Fate” renders mìng 命, and here seems simply to denote natural limits of the body, rather than any more 
profound religious notion. Zhèng Xuán accordingly glosses the word as equivalent to xìng 性: human 
nature. The untranslatable term qì 氣 refers a vaporous energy that permeates and animates the body during 
life. In the bipartite division of the person that was sometimes envisioned for the dead (though not 
frequently explicit in early texts), hún 魂 and pò 魄 constitute the two components: hún light, mobile, and 
associated with the qì; pò earthbound. The Lĭjì, “Jiāo tèshēng” 郊特牲 chapter (11.27) formulates the 
division this way: “The qì of the hún returns to the sky; the embodied pò returns to the earth” (魂氣歸于

天，形魄歸于地). I have rendered hún as “spirit,” a term usually reserved for the word shén 神, because I 
think that although their ranges of application are different, hún and shén function as similar concepts (the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ [17.2] is explicit: “When the qì of the hún returns to the sky, it is called shén” [魂氣歸天，此

謂神]). Note that the point of Jìzĭ’s speech is probably related to the fact that he was burying his son far 
from his home in Wú, where a spirit tablet would ultimately provide a place of rest for his shén, so long as 
the distance could be traversed. 
  
6Chén Hào holds that the final sentence particle, hū 乎, carries its normal interrogative sense, reflecting the 
fact that the lĭ enacted by Yánlíng Jìzĭ was, in fact, improvisatory, and that Confucius’s praise is muted to 
recognize this. (Note that the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version does not include this particle; a Shuìyuàn parallel text, 
noted below, also lacks it.) 

 
  The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel (42.25) reads: “Yánlíng Jìzĭ of Wú went on a mission to visit the courts of the 
upper states and traveled to Qí. As he was returning, his eldest son died between Yíng and Bó. Confucius 
heard of this and said, “Yánlíng Jìzĭ is a man of Wú well versed in lĭ,” and he went to view the interment. 
The corpse was simply dressed in ordinary clothing. The grave pit matched the span of the hole dug for the 
coffin, and was not so deep as to penetrate any underground spring. The interment included no gifts of 
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numinous objects. After the interment, the grave was mounded, its dimensions matching the span of the pit, 
tall enough for a man to lean his elbow on. After the grave was mounded, Jìzĭ bared his left shoulder, 
circled the mound to the right, and crying out three times, said, “That flesh and bone return to the earth is 
fate, but there is nowhere the qì of your spirit cannot go, nowhere it cannot go!” Then he resumed his 
journey. Confucius said, “When it comes to lĭ, how well Yánlíng Jìzĭ accords with it!” (吳延陵季子聘于上

國，適齊。於其返也，其長子死於嬴、博之閒。孔子聞之，曰：「延陵季子、吳之習於禮者也。」

往而觀其葬焉。其歛以時服而已，其壙揜坎，深不至於泉，其葬無明器之贈。既葬，其封廣輪揜

坎，其高可肘隱也。既封，則季子左袒，右還其封，且號者三，曰：「骨肉歸于土，命也。若魂氣

則無所不之，無所不之」，而遂行。孔子曰：「延陵季子之於禮，其合矣。」) 
 The anecdote also appears in the Shuìyuàn, “Xiūwén” 修文 chapter (19.23). The text there more 
closely parallels the Tán Gōng, with the major exception being that rather than indicating the Confucius 
went to view the interment, the Shuìyuàn specifies that he sent the disciple Zĭgòng instead (which is surely 
the reason why Wáng Fūzhī, in his Tán Gōng commentary, claims that Confucius sent a deputy to the 
interment). 
 At various points in the Tán Gōng we have seen the issue of grave mounding arise. This was 
considered a violation of Zhōu lĭ; it was a “barbarian” practice of the Yí 夷 people of Eastern China (both 
in text accounts and in archaeological fact). Nevertheless, we see Confucius mounding his own parents’ 
joint grave (3.6), and his own grave is said to be mounded (3.92). The issue of whether graves described in 
the text are mounded is confused by the fact that the term fēng 封 (to build a mound) is conflated in this 
text with the term biăn 窆 (to lower into the grave pit) (see the discussion at 3.83). Here, we see unqualified 
praise of the mounding of a grave as lĭ, and yet the lĭ that is praised is clearly not orthodox Zhōu lĭ, but a 
form of improvisation by a representative of Wú, a state that was the center of Yí culture in its day 
(although the ruling house claimed to be of Zhōu royal descent). 
 

4.60A.   邾婁考公之喪，徐君使容居來弔含，曰：「寡君使容居坐含進侯玉，

其使容居以含。」有司曰：「諸侯之來辱敝邑者，易則易，于則于，易于雜

者未之有也。」容居對曰：「容居聞之：事君不敢忘其君，亦不敢遺其祖。

昔我先君駒王西討濟於河，無所不用斯言也。容居魯人也，不敢忘其祖。」 
 
At the obsequies for Duke Kăo of Zhūloú,1 the ruler of Xú2 sent Róng Jū to offer condolences 
with a gift for the filling of the mouth. Róng Jū said, “My meager ruler has sent me to kneel at 
the filling of the mouth and insert the jade of a lord, deputing me to do so by my own hand.”3 

 The ritual officiant said, “When a lord demeans himself by coming to our humble city, if 
simplicity is appropriate the ceremony is simple, and if grandeur is appropriate the ceremony is 
grand. But there has never been an intermingling of simple and grand.”4 

 Róng Jū replied, “I have heard that in serving one’s ruler, one neither dares to forget the 
ruler, nor dares to set aside his forbears. In the past, my former ruler, King Jū, crossed the 
Yellow River in his westward campaigns, and he always employed speech of this kind. I am a 
simple man, and I dare not forget my forbears.”5 

 
1Zhūloú was a small state just to the southwest of Lŭ, and its culture was that of the Yí 夷 peoples of the 
southeast. Duke Kăo reigned during the early fifth century BCE. However, because the state of Xú, which is 
central to this passage, ceased to be an independent state after 512 BCE, it seems likely that the composer of 
the passage has been unintentionally anachronistic. Commentators have proposed altering the name of the 
duke to an earlier one, and a proposal by Gù Yánwŭ 顧炎武 (1613-1682) to substitute Duke Dìng 定 (r. 
613-574 BCE), who is the subject of 4.63, below, is widely accepted by recent commentators. 
 

2Xú was probably located to the southwest of Zhūloú, perhaps in the Huái River Basin. It too was probably 
not originally part of the Zhōu cultural sphere, as reflected in the fact that its rulers traditionally 
appropriated the title of “king” (wáng 王), supposedly reserved for the Zhōu royal house. This is reflected 
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in the passage by the reference to a former ruler as a king, and also confirmed by multiple surviving bronze 
inscriptions from the state. The disjunctions of ritual norms that we see in this passage are likely a function 
of the cultural uniqueness of Xú, compounded, perhaps, by the mixed cultural status of Zhūloú (which was 
not far behind Xú in claiming for its ruler the title of “duke,” far above what was warranted by the Zhōu 
system). 
 

3On the rite of filling the mouth of the dead, see passage 3.98, note 3. An instance of lords personally 
inserting jades between the teeth is portrayed in 4.44. The basic form of the rite involved the chief mourner, 
with the assistance of the liturgist, personally filling the mouth. The chief mourner could insert objects of 
value sent by a ruler, but only the ruler himself could substitute in the act of placing the object between the 
teeth. In this case, the ruler of Xú has sent the object and specified that his deputy, a grandee, should 
personally insert it. This is what creates the ritual problem of the passage. 
 

4The gloss of yú 于 as “grand” is based on a phonetic loan relation to yū 迂, proposed by Kŏng Yĭngdá. 
Zhèng Xuán simply says that yì 易 signifies the lĭ appropriate to a subject and yú that appropriate to a ruler. 
The problem is that Róng Jū is, indeed, a subject requesting a ritual prerogative reserved for rulers. 
 

5Róng Jū’s statement not only recalls the past glories of Xú, when the state had territorial pretentions that 
accorded with the royal title its ruler appropriated, it also reveals that Róng Jū is himself a member of the 
Xú ruling house. King Jū of Xú is not, however, recorded elsewhere in early texts. 

 
4.60B.   子思之母死於衛，赴於子思，子思哭於廟。門人至曰：「庶氏之母

死，何為哭於孔氏之廟乎？」子思曰：「吾過矣，吾過矣。」遂哭於他室。 
 
Zĭsī’s mother died in Weì.1 When the message reached Zĭsī, he wailed for her in the temple. One 
of his followers2 came to him and said, “Your late mother was a member of a different lineage.3 
Why are you wailing in the temple of the Kŏng family?”  

Zĭsī said, “I am in the wrong! I am in the wrong!” and he wailed in his chamber. 
 
1Zĭsī’s father, Confucius’s son, died young, and Zĭsī’s mother remarried, joining the household of a man in 
Weì (see passage 3.74, above). 
 

2I am interpreting ménrén 門人 as a reference to young men who studied with Zĭsī at his residence. 
 
3Once remarried, Zĭsī’s mother was no longer a member of her first husband’s lineage. 

 
4.61.   天子崩，三日祝先服，五日官長服，七日國中男女服，三月 a 天

下服。虞人致百祀之木，可以為棺椁者斬之；不至者，廢其祀，刎其

人。 
 

a The Shísān jing zhùshū has rì 日, rather than yuè 月, and the Lĭjì zhúzì suŏyĭn follows. However, Kŏng 
Yĭngdá’s commentary shows that the base text for the Zhèngyì editors read yuè at this point. 

 
After a Son of Heaven dies, on the third day, the liturgist is the first to put on mourning;1 on the 
fifth day, the senior officers of court put on mourning; on the seventh day, the men and women 
of the state adopt mourning; by the third month, the world wears mourning.2 The forester fells 
and presents the wood of hundred year-old trees suitable for fashioning the coffin and outer 
coffin.3 Those who do not pay their respects have their sacrificial shrines destroyed and they 
themselves have their throats cut.4 

 
1Commentary is agreed that it is because the liturgist assists at the preparation of the corpse that he is 
therefore the first to adopt mourning, even before the heir, who is not to put on mourning until after the 
initial period of dressing the corpse has passed, which, in the case of the Son of Heaven, is said to be seven 

刎  wĕn 
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days. The Lĭjì, “Sāng dàjì” 喪大記 and “Sāngfú sì zhì” 喪服四制 chapters specify that all courtiers adopt 
mourning that includes the staff. 
 

 2I am following Wáng Fūzhī in associating the three-month lag in time with the differential times at which 
the news of the death reaches the outer realms. The people of the “state” (guó 國) are those within the 
domain directly administered by the king; “the world” (tiānxià 天下) includes all the lordly realms 
acknowledging the rule of the Son of Heaven. 
 

 3Most commentators, from Zhèng Xuán on, take the phrase băisì zhī mù 百祀之木 to refer to the trees 
planted at the many shrines of the royal domain, their sacred nature and age making them especially suited 
for a king’s coffins. I believe Wáng Fūzhī is more plausible in reading sì as “year,” a common usage in 
early texts, adopted from Shāng practice. The duties of the forester (yú 虞) are generally specified as 
connected to the woodlands of the mountains and marshes, not to domestic trees, such as those at shrines.  
 

 4This is generally taken to apply to foresters who do not present the proper wood from the shrines where 
trees are to be cut, and as Hè Yìxíng notes, the entire section seems to involve perverse lĭ that has led 
commentators to be uneasy about it. I think that, once again, Wáng Fūzhī is correct in taking these last 
phrases to refer to lords who do not present themselves during the mourning period of their overlord. The 
fact that the word sì 祀 occurs twice in the passage seems likely to have misled commentators; on Wáng’s 
reading, the usages are unrelated. The notion of cutting off sacrifices is one that is generally applied only to 
lords, and tied to the process of depriving them of their hereditary offices. (Wáng’s reading is so simple and 
straightforward, that I am puzzled that Wáng Mèng’oū, who is often inclined to follow Wáng Fūzhī’s 
readings in other passages, ignores it.) 

 
4.62.   齊大饑，黔敖為食於路以待餓者而食之。有餓者蒙袂輯屨，貿貿

然來。黔敖左奉食，右執飲，曰：「嗟！來食。」揚其目而視之，

曰：「予唯不食嗟來之食，以至於斯也。」從而謝焉；終不食而死。

曾子聞之曰：「微與？其嗟也可去，其謝也可食。」 
 
There was a great famine in the state of Qí. Qín Aó1 took food to the roadside in order to wait 
upon those who were starving and feed them. A starving man staggered by, hiding his face with 
his sleeve and dragging his feet. Offering some food in his left hand and some drink in his right, 
Qín Aó called out, “Hey! Come eat!” 
 The man raised his eyes and stared at him. “It is because I do not eat hey-come-eat food 
that I have come to this.” Qín Aó apologized, but the man ultimately refused to eat and died. 
 Zēngzĭ heard of this and said, “That does not seem right. The ‘Hey!’ should have been 
retracted, but once the apology was offered, it was permissible to eat.” 
 

1No identification for Qín Aó has been offered. 
 
  This anecdote appears virtually verbatim in the Xīnxù 新序 (7.24). 

 
4.63.   邾婁定公之時，有弒其父者。有司以告，公瞿然失席曰：「是寡

人之罪也。」曰：「寡人嘗學斷斯獄矣：臣弒君，凡在官者殺無赦；

子弒父，凡在宮者殺無赦。殺其人，壞其室，洿其宮而豬焉。蓋君踰

月而後舉爵。」 
 
During the time of Duke Dìng of Zhūloú there was a man who murdered his father. An officer 
reported this to the Duke, who fell from his seat with a startled look. “This is my fault!” he said.1 

袂  meì 
 

嗟  jīe 

豬  [瀦] 
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“I have studied how to pass judgment in such cases. If a subject murders his ruler, he may be 
killed by any officer and no mercy should be granted. If a son murders his father, he may be 
killed by any member of the household and no mercy should be granted. Kill this man, destroy 
his home, then dig out the grounds of his compound and flood it.2 And I, as ruler, should 
probably refrain from wine until a month has passed.” 
 

1Presumably, the Duke blames himself for not having strengthened the moral fiber of his subjects to the 
point where such an act could not occur. This theme is not developed, but is likely related to the Duke’s 
final statement that he should deny himself wine – a “sentence” rendered somewhat vague by the addition 
of the word “probably” (gài 蓋). 
 

2The word zhū 豬 is glossed by Zhèng Xuán as dū 都, meaning, “to pool water” (equivalent to zhū 瀦). 
 
4.64.   晉獻文子成室，晉大夫發焉。張老曰：「美哉輪焉！美哉奐焉！

歌於斯，哭於斯，聚國族於斯。」文子曰：「武也得歌於斯，哭於

斯，聚國族於斯，是全要領以從先大夫於九京也。」北面再拜稽首。

君子謂之善頌善禱。 
 
Zhào Wénzĭ of Jìn1 built a new home and the grandees of Jìn came to inaugurate it. Zhāng Lăo2 
said, “Beautiful – so spacious! And beautiful – such décor! You shall sing here, and wail here, 
and gather the clans of the state here.” 
 Wénzĭ said, “I may indeed sing here, and wail here, and gather the clans of the state here, 
and may I so preserve my person whole so that I can follow the grandees of my family to my 
grave at Jiŭjīng.”3 And he faced north, bowing twice and kneeling to touch his forehead to the 
ground.4 

 The jūnzĭ will say of them that one was fine at praise and the other fine at prayer.5 

 
1Zhào 趙 Wénzĭ (personal name, Wŭ 武, d. 541 BCE) was a grandee, the head of one of the great families of 
Jìn. The character xiàn 獻 is problematic. Zhèng Xuán took it to refer to a gift from the ruler, but xiàn 
would not be the word to denote such a gift. Chén Hào took it to be part of a double posthumous name, but 
such names were not given in Wénzĭ’s era, and he is not elsewhere referred to in this way. Wáng Fūzhī 
thought the character was simply an intrusion. Zhào Wénzĭ appears below, in passage 4.70, where his name 
is given as “Zhào Wénzĭ,” which is what we would expect, as there are at least four Jìn grandees referred to 
as “Wénzĭ” in the Zŭozhuàn alone. Although the graphs are not particularly close, early manuscript 
examples of xiàn and zhào suggest that they might have been confused by a copyist looking at a damaged 
manuscript, and it is on the basis of such slender evidence that I have rendered 獻 as “Zhào” in this instance. 
 

 2Zhāng Lăo was a high minister in Jìn, portrayed as a sagely man in the Gúoyŭ 國語. 
 

 3In passage 4.70, a graveyard of Jìn grandees is called Jiŭyuán 九原, and all commentators take Jiŭjīng to 
refer to the identical place, the discrepancy in names being the product of a copyist’s error. 
 

 4In facing north, the position of a guest, while in his own home, Wénzĭ was adopting a posture of piety. 
 

 5Kŏng Yĭngdá regards Zhāng Lăo’s praise as sarcastic, meant to suggest the ostentatiousness of Wénzĭ’s 
home, and Yáng Tiānyŭ agrees. Other commentators see a cautionary note in Zhāng’s speech: for example, 
Wáng Fūzhī sees it as urging Wénzĭ to stay away from immoral behavior and protect his family, and Sūn 
Xīdàn also reads it as gentle instruction that Wénzĭ acknowledges. Given the final judgment of the jūnzĭ-
composer, it is indeed plausible that we are to understand the speech as having an edge to it, one that Wénzĭ 
recognizes and responds to with grace. 
 

要  yāo  [腰] 
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  In the “Jìnyŭ VIII” 晉語 section of the Gúoyŭ, there is a resonant anecdote (4.100), in which Zhāng Lăo 
critiques the way that Zhào Wénzĭ is having the rafters of his new home finished as being inappropriately 
lavish for his rank, leading Wénzĭ to order his carpenters to alter their work. The passage is immediately 
followed by a parallel to Tán Gōng 4.70, below. It seems reasonable to speculate that a source from which 
both Tán Gōng and the Gúoyŭ drew included the two Zhāng Lăo tales concerning Wénzĭ’s home in 
sequence, in which case, the cautionary nature of Zhāng Lăo’s advice would have been established in the 
section concerning the rafters, and there would be no reason to read it into his comments here. 

 
4.65A.   仲尼之畜狗死，使子貢埋之，曰：「吾聞之也：敝帷不棄，為埋馬

也；敝蓋不棄，為埋狗也。丘也貧，無蓋；於其封也，亦予之席，毋使其首

陷焉。」 
 
A dog that Confucius kept died and he had Zĭgòng bury it. “I have heard that one should not 
discard a tattered curtain, because it may be used to bury a horse, and that one should not discard 
a chariot awning, because it may be used to bury a dog. I am a poor man and have no awning. 
But you may use my mat to lower him into the ground. Don’t let his head fall into the dirt.” 
 

1Zhèng Xuán reads lùmă 路馬 as a ruler’s chariot horse, and all commentators follow him. However, in a 
note to the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel passage, Wáng Sù 王肅 (195-256) glosses the term as “a commonly used 
chariot horse”: that is, a “horse for the road” (as opposed to a workhorse). Zhèng Xuán’s gloss would work 
poorly in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ context, and I see no reason to apply it here.  

 
  The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ includes a parallel passage (43.24): “When Confucius’s guard dog died, he said to 
Zĭgòng, “When a chariot horse dies, one covers him with a curtain; a dog is covered with an awning. I have 
heard that one should not discard a tattered curtain, because one may bury a horse with it, and one should 
not discard a tattered awning, because one may bury a dog with it. Now, I am poor and have no awning. I 
give my mat to lower him into the ground. Don’t let his head fall into the dirt.” (孔子之守狗死。謂子貢

曰：「路馬死則藏之以帷，狗則藏之以蓋。汝往埋之。吾聞弊帷不棄，為埋馬也；弊蓋不棄，為埋

狗也。今吾貧無蓋，於其封也，與之席，無使其首陷於土焉。」) 
 

4.65B.   路馬死，埋之以帷。 
 
When one buries a chariot horse, one uses a curtain to bury him. 
 

  This seems clearly a text independent of 4.65A, placed here because of an overlap in detail, and not a 
true appendix to the tale of Confucius’s dog. 

 
4.66.   季孫之母死，哀公弔焉，曾子與子貢弔焉，閽人為君在，弗內

也。曾子與子貢入於其廄而脩容焉。子貢先入，閽人曰：「鄉者已告

矣。」曾子後入，閽人辟之。涉內霤，卿大夫皆辟位，公降一等而揖

之。君子言之曰：「盡飾之道，斯其行者遠矣。」 
 
The mother of Jìsūn died1 and Duke Aī went to pay condolences. Zēngzĭ and Zĭgòng arrived to 
pay condolences, but the gatekeeper would not let them in because the Duke was within. They 
repaired to the stable, where they adjusted their appearance. Zĭgòng returned to the gate first and 
the gatekeeper said, “I have already announced you.”  Zēngzĭ followed, and the gatekeeper stood 

閽  hūn 
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aside. When they reached the inner courtyard, all the high ministers and grandees left their seats, 
and the Duke descended a step and bowed to them.  

A jūnzĭ will say, “If one exhausts the Dào of adornment, it can go a long way.” 
 
1This would have been the senior woman of the most powerful family in the state of Lŭ. 
 
  If one had to choose the most problematic passage in the Tán Gōng, it might well be this one. Chén Hào 
cites at length the objections raised by Liú Yí, who argues, among other things, that it makes no sense to 
portray the two disciples coming to pay a condolence call at the home of the leading grandee family in the 
state wearing less than proper attire, and that it makes even less sense for them to retreat to the stables. The 
idea that the attending patricians would have responded with respect to the two men because of their attire, 
rather than because of their reputations is absurd, and thus to cap the passage with a quote reinforcing the 
notion that this was the case indicates that the composer lacked understanding. Later scholars all agree with 
the thrust of Liú’s objections. 
 I think all of these points are valid, but this leaves us with the question of how the passage came to 
be. Why would such a cockeyed tale, one marked by a high degree of verisimilitude (such as the irrelevant 
point of the sequence of the two disciples’ return to the gate), be concocted for so strange a notion as a 
jūnzĭ-endorsed “Dào of adornment” (shì zhī dào 飾之道)? Appealing as such a puzzle is, I cannot report 
that I have a solution. I have sometimes wondered whether this could be an early example of comic satire. 

 
4.67.   陽門之介夫死，司城子罕入而哭之哀。晉人之覘宋者，反報於晉

侯曰：「陽門之介夫死而子罕哭之哀，而民說，殆不可伐也。」孔子

聞之曰：「善哉覘國乎！《詩》云：『凡民有喪，扶服救之。』雖微

晉而已，天下其孰能當之。」 
 
A soldier at the Yángmén Gate died1 and Minister of Works Zĭhàn2 entered and wailed 
grievously for him. A man who was spying on Sòng on behalf of Jìn returned and reported to the 
Marquis of Jìn, “When a soldier at the Yángmén Gate died, Zĭhàn wailed grievously for him and 
the people were pleased. The state is likely unassailable.”3 

 Confucius heard about this and said, “A fine spy! The Poetry says, ‘When there is death 
among the people, rush to their aid.’4 It was not just Jìn: who in the world could have been a 
match for such a state?” 
 

1The man was a defender posted at the city wall of the Sòng capital. 
 

2Zĭhàn is identified as Yuè Xĭ 樂喜, a member of the ducal house of Sòng, frequently mentioned in 
Zŭozhuàn accounts of the mid-sixth century BCE. His official title of sīchéng 司城 was unique to the state 
of Sòng; his role was actually identical in profile to the widely used office of sīkōng 司空, but the word 
kōng had been the name of a former ruler of Sòng, and was therefore taboo. Thus Zĭhàn was not only a 
member of the ruling house, he was also one of the three high ministers of state, which is why his ritual 
display for a common soldier is pictured as having such impact. 
 

3Sūn Xīdàn notes that exemplary as Zĭhàn’s conduct was, during the period when he was active Jìn and 
Sòng were allied states; he doubts the historicity of the account here. 
 

4The poem is Shījīng 詩經, Ode #35 (Gŭfēng 谷風). Fúfú 扶服 is a loan for púfú 匍匐 (see the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ version below). It seems worth noting that this is the sole citation of the Poetry in the Tán Gōng: a 
scarcity far from typical in early Confucian texts. It stands alongside 4.30, which cites the Documents, as 
the only two citations of those two authoritative classics in the approximately two hundred entries in the 
text. As a contrast, among the seventy-five entries in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ chapters 40-44, over half of which 
include overlap with the Tán Gōng, eight passages include citations of the Poetry. 
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  There is a parallel version in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (42.9): “Jìn was planning to attack Sòng and sent a man to spy 
out the situation. A soldier at the Yángmén Gate in Sòng died and Minister of Works Zĭhàn wailed 
grievously for him. The spy returned and reported to the Marquis of Jìn, ‘A soldier at the Yángmén Gate 
died, and Zĭhàn wailed grievously for him. The people were all pleased. Sòng is likely unassailable.’ 
Confucius heard about this and said, ‘A fine spy! The Poetry says, “When there is death among the people, 
rush to their aid.” This captures Zĭhàn. It was not just Jìn: who in the world could have been a match for 
such a state? Thus Zhōu Rèn had a saying: “When the people are happy in his love, none can be a match for 
him.’” (晉將伐宋，使人覘之。宋陽門之介夫死，司城子罕哭之哀。覘者反，言於晉侯曰：「陽門之

介夫死，而子罕哭之哀。民咸悅。宋殆未可伐也。」孔子聞之，曰：「善哉覘國乎！《詩》云：

『凡民有喪，匍匐救之。』子罕有焉。雖非晉國，天下其孰能當之？是以周任有言曰：『民悅其愛

者，弗可敵也。』」) 
 
4.68.   魯莊公之喪，既葬，而絰不入庫門。士、大夫既卒哭，麻不入。 
 
At the funeral of Duke Zhuāng of Lŭ,1 after the interment, no mourning headbands entered 
through the storehouse gate.2 After the Completion of Wailing ceremony, the courtiers and 
grandees did not enter wearing hemp.3 

 
1The circumstances of Duke Zhuāng’s (r. 693-662 BCE) funeral were exceptional. The Duke died in the 
eighth month, but his brother, Qìngfŭ 慶父, wishing himself to take the throne, engineered the immediate 
assassination of the late Duke’s son and heir, bringing the state into chaos. Another son, merely eight suì 
old, was raised to the throne as Duke Mĭn (r. 661-660 BCE), but the threat of Qìngfŭ’s ambition remained (a 
year later he had the boy Duke killed as well), and the funeral of Duke Zhuāng was postponed until the 
corpse had been in its coffin nearly a year.  
 

2Amidst the tension of the time, a decision was made to abrogate mourning. According to Zhèng Xuán, 
Duke Mĭn did not dare to wear mourning past the interment, and attempted to restore normal court function 
immediately. Thus, returning from the interment, he removed his mourning (here represented by the 
headband) prior to entering the initial gate of the palace grounds, which is where the storehouse stood. 
 

3Other courtiers performed the Sacrifice of Comfort and Completion of Wailing ceremonies, and then they, 
like the young Duke, removed their mourning dress. 
 

4.69.   孔子之故人曰原壤，其母死，夫子助之沐椁。原壤登木曰：「久

矣予之不托於音也。」歌曰：「貍首之班然，執女手之卷然。」夫子

為弗聞也者而過之，從者曰：「子未可以已乎？」夫子曰：「丘聞

之：親者毋失其為親也，故者毋失其為故也。」 
 
Confucius had an old friend named Yuán Răng.1 When his mother died, the Master assisted in 
preparing the outer coffin. Yuán Răng climbed on the wood and said, “How long it has been that 
I have made no music!” and he sang out:  

The patterns on the fox’s head; 
Holding your hand, so delicate!”  

The Master pretended not to hear and passed by him. His followers said, “Should you not 
break with him, Sir?” 

The Master said, “I have heard that one should not lose closeness with one’s family, nor 
lose the friendship of old friends.” 
 

1Yuán Răng appears in Analects 14.43, which is consistent with the portrait here: “Yuan Rang sat waiting 
with his legs crossed. The Master said, ‘As a youth disobedient and disrespectful to your elders, as an adult 
accomplishing nothing worth speaking of, old and still not dead – nothing but a thief!’ And he struck him 
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on the shin with his staff.” (原壤夷俟。子曰：「幼而不孫弟，長而無述焉，老而不死，是為賊。」以

杖叩其脛。) Yuán Răng is often seen as a proto-Daoist type, and that is probably the role he is meant to 
play in these anecdotes. Sūn Xīdàn compares him to the Zhuāngzĭ 莊子 characters Mèng Zĭfăn 孟子反 and 
Qín Zhāng 琴張, who sing at the obsequies for their friend Zĭsānghù 子桑戶. Confucius’s affectionately 
ironic attachment to Yuán Răng may be an anecdotal portrait of the desire of the Rú school not to alienate 
itself from a group of moralists with whom, like various hermits in Analects, Book 18, it shared a common 
ethical view. 
 
  There is a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel passage (37.4), atypically outside the range of the final five chapters, 
where almost all of the overlap with Tán Gōng occurs: “Confucius had a friend of old named Yuán Răng. 
When his mother died, The Master was going to help him make the wooden outer coffin. Zĭlù said, ‘Master, 
in the past I have heard you say, “Have no friends unlike yourself; when you err, do not fear to correct 
yourself.” Why do you seem to fear breaking with this man, Master?’ Confucius said, ‘“When there is 
death among the people, rush to their aid”; how much more so in the case of an old friend! Your counsel is 
an abrogation of friendship. I am going.’ When it came to working on the outer coffin, Yuán Răng climbed 
on the wood and said, ‘How long it has been that I have made no music!’ and then he sang: ‘The patterns 
on the fox’s head; Holding your hand, so delicate!’ The Master made a pretense of not hearing and passed 
by him. Zĭlù said, ‘Master, such a compromise of propriety goes beyond limits. He has lost any claim on 
friendship. Can you still not break with him?’ Confucius said, ‘I have heard that one should not lose 
closeness with one’s family, nor lose the friendship of old friends.’” (孔子之舊曰原壤，其母死，夫子將

助之以木槨。子路曰：「由也昔者聞諸夫子，無友不如己者，過則勿憚改。夫子憚矣。姑已，若

何？」孔子曰：「凡民有喪，匍匐救之，況故舊乎？非友也，吾其往。」及為槨，原壤登木，曰：

「久矣，予之不託於音也。」遂歌曰：「狸首之班然，執女手之卷然。」夫子為之隱佯不聞以過

之。子路曰：「夫子屈節而極於此，失其與矣。豈未可以已乎？」孔子曰：「吾聞之，親者不失其

為親也，故者不失其為故也。」) (Note that this passage incorporates the identical line from the Poetry 
cited in 4.67. While poetic lines recur in the literature, the close proximity of these identical citations in Tán 
Gōng, located in different portions of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, may provide a clue as to the redaction processes 
that led to these two texts.) 

 
4.70.   趙文子與叔譽觀乎九原。文子曰：「死者如可作也，吾誰與

歸？」叔譽曰：「其陽處父乎？」文子曰：「行并植於晉國，不沒其

身，其知不足稱也。」「其舅犯乎？」文子曰：「見利不顧其君，其

仁不足稱也。我則隨武子乎，利其君不忘其身，謀其身不遺其友。」

晉人謂文子知人。文子其中退然如不勝衣，其言吶吶然如不出其口；

所舉於晉國管庫之士七十有餘家，生不交利，死不屬其子焉。 
 
Zhào Wénzĭ1 and Shú Yù2 were touring the Jĭuyuán cemetery.3 Wénzĭ said, “If the dead here 
were to rise, whom among them would I go with?” 
 Shú Yù said, “With Yáng Chŭfŭ, perhaps?”4 

 Wénzĭ said, “He held the power of the state of Jìn in his hands, but could not live out his 
days. His wisdom is not worthy of praise.”5 

 “With Jiù Fàn, perhaps?”6 

 Wénzĭ said, “When he saw advantage he did not consider his lord. His quality of rén is 
not worthy of praise.7 As for me, I would follow Wŭfŭ, perhaps.8 In benefiting his lord he did not 
forget himself; in planning for his own benefit he did not abandon his friends.” 

 The people of Jìn said that Wénzĭ understood people.  
Wénzĭ seemed himself frail of body, as though unable even to bear up his robes, and he 

labored over his words as though he could not get them out of his mouth. More than seventy men 
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were raised from lowly office in Jìn on his recommendation. During his life, he never sought any 
form of advantage from them, and at death he did not impose upon any of them the care of his 
son.9 

 
1Already encountered in 4.64, above, Zhào 趙 Wénzĭ (personal name, Wŭ 武, d. 541 BCE) was a grandee, 
the head of one of the great families of Jìn. As this passage suggests, early texts portray him as a man of 
admirable qualities. 
 

2Shú Yù is also known as Shú Xiàng 向; his personal name was Yángshè Xì 羊舌肸, and because he had a 
demesne in Yáng 楊 he is also known as Yáng Xì. He was a prominent minister in the state of Jìn. 
 

3Jĭuyuán 九原 was a grave district where many grandees of Jìn were buried.  
 

4Yáng Chŭfŭ (d. 621 BCE) was a high minister in Jìn for many years.  
 

5Yáng was known for his good judgment of people and for the effectiveness of his administration, but also 
assessed as overly rigid in the Zŭozhuàn (Wén 5/6f). He was assassinated by Hú Yìgū 狐射姑, son of the 
next figure discussed here. 
 

6This is Hú Yăn 偃, on whom see passage 4.13, note 4. He is called Jiù Fàn (Uncle Fàn) because he was 
brother to the mother of the ruler he served, Prince Chóng’ĕr, who became Duke Wén of Jìn. 
 

7Commentators take Wénzĭ to be singling out a particular episode in the long story of Hú Yăn’s association 
with his nephew. Returning together to their home state of Jìn after nineteen years in exile, during which 
time Hú Yăn had acted as Chóng’ĕr’s chief advisor, the two paused on the bank of the Yellow River, where 
Hú Yăn, referring to times when his counsel had aroused the anger of his nephew, returned to Chóng’ĕr a 
valuable jade and announced that he intended to make amends by sending himself into permanent exile, 
rather than joining Chóng’ĕr as the latter ascended to the Jìn throne. Chóng’ĕr responded by throwing the 
jade into the river as a token that he would keep faith with Hú Yăn (the story is told in both the Zŭozhuàn 
[Xī 24/1f; 636 BCE] and the Gúoyŭ [4.38]). 
 

8Wŭfŭ is Fàn Wŭzĭ 范武子, who is also known as Shì Huì 士會 and, in light of his alternative demesne in 
Suí 隨 (his hereditary demesne, Fàn, gave its name to his family), as Suí Jì 季, as well as by other names; 
he is recorded by the Zŭozhuàn as active 632-589 BCE. He was a general and Grand Tutor in Jìn, and was in 
his late years the most powerful advisor to the Jìn court. 
 
9The final paragraph testifying to Wénzĭ’s exceptional qualities appears to be appended text.  

 
  A parallel text appears in the “Jìnyŭ” VIII chapter of the Gúoyŭ (4.101): “Zhào Wénzĭ and Shú Xiàng 
were wandering in the Jĭuyuán cemetery. Wénzĭ said, ‘If the dead here were to rise, whom among them 
would I go with?’ Shú Xiàng said, ‘With Yáng Chŭfŭ, perhaps?’ Wénzĭ said, ‘Yángzĭ’s conduct in Jìn was 
honest and straightforward, but he himself could not evade danger. His wisdom is not worthy of praise.’ 
Shú Xiàng said, ‘With Jiù Fàn, perhaps?’ Wénzĭ said, ‘When Jiù Fàn saw advantage he did not consider his 
lord. His quality of rén is not worthy of praise. I would follow Suí Wŭzĭ, perhaps. In providing counsel he 
did not forget his teacher; in speaking on his own behalf he did not abandon his friends. In serving his lord, 
he recommended men without regard for his own advancement, and dismissed men without seeking to 
curry favor with his lord.’” (趙文子與叔向遊於九原，曰：「死者若可作也，吾誰與歸？」叔向曰：

「其陽子乎！」文子曰：「夫陽子行廉直於晉國，不免其身，其知不足稱也。」叔向曰；「其舅犯

乎！」文子曰：「夫舅犯見利而不顧其君，其仁不足稱也。其隨武子乎！納諫不忘其師，言身不失

其友，事君不援而進，不阿而退。」) 
 
4.71.   叔仲皮學子柳。叔仲皮死，其妻魯人也，衣 a 衰而繆 b 絰。叔仲

衍以告，請繐衰而環絰，曰：「昔者吾喪姑姊妹亦如斯，末吾禁

也。」退，使其妻繐衰而環絰。 
 

a Zhèng Xuán emends yī 衣 to zī 齊. b Zhèng Xuán emends miù 繆 to jiāo 樛. 

繐衰  suìcuī 
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Shúzhòng Pí was teacher1 to his son Zĭliŭ.2 When Shúzhòng Pí died, Zĭliŭ’s wife, a simple 
woman, wore mourning of the second degree and a headband with a chin strap.3 Shúzhòng Yăn 
spoke to Zĭliŭ about this, and asked that she wear mourning of sparsely woven gauze and a 
headband without a strap.4 “For our past obsequies,” he said, “our aunts and sisters have all worn 
mourning of this kind and no one has ever stopped us.”5 He withdrew and had his wife wear 
gauze mourning and a headband without a strap.6 

 
1Zhèng Xuán reads the character 學 as jiāo 斆, the equivalent of 教. Wáng Fūzhī, who disagrees on almost 
every point of interpretation with commentarial consensus for this passage, reads it as it appears: xué. 
Wáng Mèng’oū follows Wáng Fūzhī’s commentary in his own. 
 

2Shúzhòng Pí is identified as a member of the Shúsūn 叔孫 family in Lŭ; his father Shúzhòng Péngshēng 
彭生 was active in the late seventh century BCE, and he is recorded as having a son named Zĭliŭ. Wáng 
Fūzhī, however, believes that Zĭliŭ was Xiè 泄 Liŭ, a man commended by Mencius, who lived in the fifth 
century BCE. Wáng sees Shúzhòng Pí as a later descendant of Péngshēng, and he sees the simple wife in 
this passage as his widow, not the wife of Zĭliŭ. 
 

3Zĭliŭ’s wife, for all her simplicity, has this right, according to the Yílĭ. Mourning for her father-in-law 
should be of the second degree, and that entails a headband with tassels that are to be tied, as opposed to the 
headband that was stitched in a ring (huán 環). 
 

4Shúzhòng Yăn was the younger brother of Pí and the uncle of Zĭliŭ. He is requesting that Zĭliŭ have his 
wife wear mourning suitable for the third or fourth degree. The weakness of his rationale (we’ve always 
done it this way and no one has ever objected), shows that he is less learned in lĭ than the simple wife of his 
nephew. 
 

5In Wáng Fūzhī’s reading, this speech is made by the widow of Shúzhòng Pí. 
 

6Commentators disagree as to whether this final statement concerns the uncle, Yăn, or the nephew, Zĭliŭ; 
most take the subject to be Zĭliŭ, but, again, Wáng Fūzhī and Wáng Mèng’oū disagree. While the passage 
is ambiguous, it would seem that the introductory sentence would only possess a function in the anecdote if 
the subject of the sentence were Zĭliŭ. If so, the point would presumably be to show that despite teaching 
his son himself, Shúzhòng Pí was unable to educate him in lĭ to a degree surpassing the knowledge of his 
simple wife. For Wáng Fūzhī, the lesson is that a teacher like Xiè Liŭ can have so great an influence on 
those he teaches that, as in this case, even the simpleminded wife of his student is able to have an 
understanding of what is right that exceeds the uneducated views of a patrician like Shúzhòng Yăn, who 
merely follows customary practices. 

 
4.72.   成人有其兄死而不為衰者，聞子皐將為成宰，遂為衰。成人曰：「蠶則

績而蟹有匡，范則冠而蟬有緌，兄則死而子皐為之衰。」 
 
There was a man in the city of Chéng1 whose brother died and who did not wear the second 
degree mourning suit. However, when he heard that Zĭgāo was to become steward of the city, he 
put on mourning.2 The people of Chéng said, “The silkworm spins thread and the crab has the 
casket; the bee wears the cap, the cicada the strings. His brother has died and Zĭgāo made him 
mourning.”3 

 
1Chéng was the garrison town in Lŭ at the center of the Mèng family demesne. 
 

2Zĭgāo is the Confucian disciple Gāo Chaí 高柴. See 4.50 for another example of his ties to the Mèng 
family. 
 

3This seems likely to be meant as a chanted ditty: the words wĕi 緌 and cuī 衰 rhyme. Kuāng 匡 is a loan 
for the homonym 筐: here, it is an analogy for the crab’s shell. Zhèng Xuán glosses fàn 范 as a loan for 
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fēng 蜂, and Kŏng Yĭngdá assures us that the tops of bee heads look like caps. As for cicadas, we are told 
by Zhèng Xuán that their low-slung beak-like mouths are like cap strings. 

 
4.73.   樂正子春之母死，五日而不食。曰：「吾悔之，自吾母而不得吾情，吾

惡乎用吾情！」 
 
When Yuèzhèng Zĭchūn’s mother died, he did not eat for five days, saying, “I would regret it. If 
even my mother did not elicit my true feelings, of what use to me would my feelings be?” 

 
  My reading differs from the commentarial tradition, which takes Yuèzhèng Zĭchūn to regret exceeding 
the stipulated three days of fasting required by lĭ. Zhèng Xuán tied this to the issue of feelings by 
interpreting Zĭchūn to be saying that the final days of his fast were, in fact, an act of willfulness that 
exceeded his true feelings of sorrow. Zĭchūn was a disciple of Zēngzĭ (see passage 3.18). At 3.32B, we see 
Zēngzĭ tell Zĭsī that he fasted for seven days when his parents died, and Zĭsī lectures him about the 
moderation enjoined by lĭ, which does not permit such an excessive display of feeling. Zĭchūn seems here 
to capture the spirit of Zēngzĭ’s general approach. Sūn Xīdàn points out the link to Zēngzĭ, but still holds to 
Zhèng Xuán’s reading concerning the matter of regret. 

 
4.74.   歲旱，穆公召縣子而問然 a，曰：「天久不雨，吾欲暴尪；而奚

若？」曰：「天久不雨，而暴人之疾子，虐；毋乃不可與！」「然則

吾欲暴巫；而奚若？」曰：「天則不雨，而望之愚婦人，於以求之，

毋乃已疏乎！」「徙市則奚若？」曰：「天子崩，巷市七日；諸侯

薨，巷市三日。為之徙市，不亦可乎！」 
 

a Commentators follow Zhèng Xuán in reading rán 然 as a loan for yān 焉. 
 
There was a drought in Lŭ and Duke Mù summoned Xuánzĭ,1 asking, “Long have the heavens 
failed to grant us rain! I plan to expose a crookback in the sun. What do you think?”2  

Xuánzĭ said, “To expose someone’s afflicted child to the sun because the heavens have 
long failed to grant rain would be cruelty! How could that be permissible?”  

“What about exposing a shaman? What do you think?”3 

“The heavens having granted no rain, you would pin your hopes on an ignorant woman to 
plead for it! Is that not absurd?”  

“What about suspending the market?”4 

“When the Son of Heaven perishes, the people trade in their lanes for seven days; when a 
lord passes, they trade in their lanes for three days. To suspend the market upon the occasion of a 
drought would be appropriate indeed.” 

 
1On Duke Mù and Xuánzĭ, see passage 3.71, above. 
 

 2The term rendered here as “crookback,” wāng 尫, has a range of senses. Zhèng Xuán tells us that it 
denotes here a person who body is contorted in such a way that his or her face is turned up towards the sky, 
on the theory that Tiān, seeing this face directly, will feel pity when the person is exposed in the sun 
without water and will send down rain. 
 

 3“Shaman” is a poor rendering for wú 巫, which may cover a range of religious figures, including men who 
practice purifying exorcisms for lords in an authorized ritual context (see, e.g., passages 4.16 and 4.45, 
above). Here, it clearly refers to a woman who is viewed among the uneducated as having some form of 
unauthorized access to spirits. Legge renders the term, “witch.” 
 

暴  pù 
 

尪  wāng 
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 4More literally, the Duke asks whether the market may be “moved.” From Xuánzĭ’s response, we can tell 
that this effectively means closing the official market while allowing people to trade informally. 

 
4.75.   孔子曰：「衛人之祔也，離之；魯人之祔也，合之，善夫！」 
 
Confucius said, “When the people of Weì install spirit tablets in the temple shrine, they leave a 
space between them. The people of Lŭ place them adjacent, which is better.” 
 

  There are two completely different ways to read this passage, and I have chosen to follow the minority 
interpretation. The word fù 祔 may denote either of two types of “conjoining” (fù 附) rite. One of these 
concerns the installation of the spirit tablet in the ancestral shrine the morning after the Completion of 
Wailing ceremony; that act is called the fù 祔 ritual. In the Tán Gōng, we see a discussion of this rite at 
4.15q.  On the other hand, the same term fù can denote joint burial, as we see in passage 3.28A. The words 
in the current passage appear in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (44.3), and in that context, it is clear that Confucius is 
speaking of joint burial. (The relevant section of the passage is translated in the general comment to 3.3; the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ text adds the phrase, after lí zhī 離之 [separates them]: yoŭ yĭ jiàn yān 有以閒焉 [they place 
something between them], which informs my rendering here.) While the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage is 
unambiguous in indicating that these words are being applied to joint burial, this does not necessarily mean 
that the same words were not otherwise applied to the spirit tablet arrangement. Yáng Tiānyŭ follows Wàn 
Sīdà in construing the issue here to be whether a buffer was placed between spirit tablets in the ancestral 
temple, on the zhāo and mù sides of the shrine. Wàn specifically takes this to refer to storage of the tablets 
in a box. If the issue is actually about joint burials, as Zhèng Xuán and others agree it is, then there are also 
two possibilities connected with that reading. One is that the issue is whether to leave space or place an 
object between the adjoining coffins (guān 棺) within a single outer coffin (guŏ 椁), the four-sided frame 
that formed an inner structure with the grave pit (e.g., Kŏng Yĭngdá; Chén Hào; Sūn Xīdàn); another is 
whether the coffins are placed within a single pit or in adjacent pits (e.g., Wáng Fūzhī; Wáng Mèng’oū). 
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APPENDIX A 
Did the Zhōu People Practice “Joint Burial” and Mound Their Graves? 

A Discussion of Tán Gōng 3.3 and 3.6 
 
 
Tán Gōng passage 3.3, an anecdote set in the state of Lŭ 魯, raises the issue of whether “joint 
burial” (hézàng 合葬) was orthodox practice. Joint burial, which is alternatively referred to as a 
“ritual of attachment” (fù 祔), involved reopening a grave pit in order to install an additional 
coffin, a practice that might typically be carried out in the case of spouses. Just a few sentences 
removed from passage 3.3, Tán Gōng 3.6 refers to the best known story of joint burial: 
Confucius’s joint burial of his mother in his father’s grave. Passage 3.6 starts its tale just after the 
burial is complete, but not far ahead, passage 3.10 supplies the “prequel”: the tale of how 
Confucius searched for the location of his father’s grave so that he could inter his parents 
together. Neither 3.6 nor 3.10 indicates that there may be a ritual problem with joint burial, but 
3.6 focuses on a different ritual matter of dispute: the orthodoxy of mounding the grave after 
interment. 
 
I have a particular interest in these passages and issues, having laid out a theory of the mounding 
of Confucius’s parents’ grave that relates it to what I see as Confucius’s bicultural roots: the son 
of a mother from a non-Zhōu culture, the Yí 夷 culture, with which the region of Zhūloú 邾婁, 
south of Lŭ, was associated, and a father who may have been of Shāng 商, Zhōu 周, or Yí 
cultural origins, living in a center of orthodox Zhōu culture, the state of Lŭ, the demesne of the 
descendants of the Duke of Zhōu, located at the original edge of the Zhōu cultural ecumene.* I 
don’t want to reargue my earlier claims here; I note them in order to indicate why I’ve chosen to 
focus on the specific issues of mortuary culture discussed here, and to clarify that I have a certain 
vested scholarly interest in the outcome. In my earlier article, I maintained that narratives of the 
burial of Confucius’s parents show him knowingly transgressing a Zhōu ritual prohibition 
against mounded graves, and that this was a function of Confucius’s multicultural identity. Close 
examination of Tán Gōng 3.3 and 3.6, along with associated texts from within Tán Gōng and 
from other sources indicates that the matter is no so clear – in fact, not clear at all. My 
reexamination of these issues here will, on balance, support my original claims, but they will also 
reveal counter-evidence I had not attended to adequately before, and, perhaps more pertinently 
for an appendix to this Tán Gōng translation, provide a good opportunity for exploring 
complexities of text relationships that lie behind the text at hand. 
 

                                                 
*I won’t detail the points of my former argument in this appendix, but they are located in: “The Background of the 
Kong Family of Lu and the Origins of Ruism,” Early China 28 (2003), 1-41.  

I also want to note that although I have avoided engaging contemporary secondary scholarship throughout 
this project in order to limit its scope, I cannot fail to mention that my colleague Michael Ing has written an 
important interpretation of Tán Gōng 3.6, touching on 3.3 as well, in his engaging book, The Dysfunction of Ritual 
in Early Confucianism (2012; pp. 152-175). Ing deals with the issues raised here, sometimes seeing them differently 
from me, and he extends the discussion to general interpretations of ritual function and interpretation beyond those I 
consider. 
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Tán Gōng 3.3 reads:  
 

季武子成寢。杜氏之葬在西階之下，請合葬焉。許之。入宮而不敢哭。武子曰：

「合葬非古也，自周公以來，未之有改也。吾許其大而不許其細，何居?」命之

哭。 
 

Jì Wŭzĭ was constructing a chamber. A grave belonging to the Dù family lay beneath the 
steps on the west side, and the family asked permission to perform a joint burial rite. 
Permission was granted, and when the Dù family entered the compound, they did not 
dare to wail. Wŭzĭ said, “Joint burial is not an ancient practice. This has been unchanged 
since the time of the Duke of Zhōu. How could I have granted the greater matter yet not 
grant the lesser?” He ordered that they wail. 

 
There are many problems with this passage, as indicated in the notes to the translation. Here, I 
want to focus on one problem alone: is joint burial itself pictured as ritually problematic in this 
passage? I believe we have to assume it is, but standard interpretations argue it is not. They read 
Jì Wŭzĭ’s comment on joint burials in this way: “Joint burial was not an ancient practice, but since 
the time of the Duke of Zhōu, it has been so without alteration.” I do not think that this is a cogent 
reading of literary Chinese grammar, nor do I think it makes sense in the passage. On the 
grammatical issue, the only possible referent for the object of the verb “alter” (găi 改), is the 
phrase “not ancient” (feī gŭ 非古). What does that phrase mean? 
 
Commentary consensus glosses the meaning of the phrase feī gŭ in several instances within the 
Tán Gōng text to mean, “not Shāng practice,” that is, not the practice of the old days, before 
Zhōu ritual norms were applied. In that sense, we would expect it to be a phrase indicating 
approval of a practice as being in accord with Zhōu lĭ. But this is not generally the case.  The use 
of feī gŭ as a predicate is actually quite rare in ancient texts. It appears in no early masters texts, 
apart from one instance in the Mòzĭ, which belittles Confucian admiration of the Zhōu in light of 
the antiquity of the Mohist exaltation of the Xià 夏 dynastic founder Yŭ 禹: “Your ‘ancient’ isn’t 
ancient” (子之古非古也) declares the Mòzĭ to the Ruists (12.2). While the text has little 
application to the current discussion, it does indicate what we might expect: it is good to be gŭ, 
and feī gŭ is not a term associated with approval.  
 
All other early instances of the phrase being used as an isolated predicate appear in the Lĭjì, 
which employs it in eight passages, including Tán Gōng 3.3 and five other Tán Gōng passages; 
two further instances appear in the “Yùzăo” 玉藻 chapter. No other Warring States or early Hàn 
texts employ the predicate in this way. Let’s consider the other seven instances. 
 
1. Tán Gōng  3.32A 
 

古者，冠縮縫，今也衡縫；故喪冠之反吉，非古也。 

 
In ancient times, caps were stitched with vertical pleats; today the pleats are horizontal. 
Thus the custom that mourning caps be different from caps worn on auspicious occasions 
is not ancient practice. 
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2. Tán Gōng 3.49 
 

易墓，非古也。 
 

To weed the grave is not ancient practice. 
 
3. Tán Gōng 3.79 
 

縣子曰：「綌衰繐裳，非古也。」 
 

Xuánzĭ said, “To use sackcloth of kudzu for the tunic and fine, sparsely woven gauze for 
the skirt is not ancient practice.” 
 

4. Tán Gōng 3.87 
 

讀賵，曾子曰：「非古也，是再告也。」 

 
As for the reading of the grave gifts, Zēngzĭ said, “It was not ancient practice. It is a 
duplication of the report.” 
 

5. Tán Gōng 4.14 
 

帷殯，非古也，自敬姜之哭穆伯始也。 

 
The custom of maintaining a curtain around the coffin chamber is not ancient practice: it 
stems from the way Jìng Jiāng wailed for Mùbó. 
 

6. “Yùzăo” 13.13 
 

朝服之以縞也，自季康子始也。孔子曰：「朝服而朝，卒朔然後服之。」曰：「國

家未道，則不充其服焉。」唯君有黼裘以誓省，大裘非古也。 
 
Use of the white silk cap with court robes began with Jì Kāngzĭ. Confucius said, “Court 
robes are only worn for attendance at court after the ritual announcing the 
commencement of the month.” He said, “When a state has not yet implemented the Dào 
one does not wear full court robes. Only the ruler wears the axe-patterned tunic in 
delivering the oath at the spring rite of the fields; wearing the great tunic is not ancient 
practice. 

 
7. “Yùzăo” 13.15 
 

笏：天子以球玉，諸侯以象，大夫以魚須文竹，士竹本象可也。見於天子與射，無

說笏，入大廟說笏，非古也。小功不說笏，當事免則說之。 

 
As for writing tablets: the Son of Heaven employed one made of pearly jade; those of 
lords of were made of ivory; those of grandees were made of bamboo in a fishbone 
pattern; gentlemen were permitted tablets of bamboo with an ivory handle. When 
appearing in audience before the Son of Heaven or participating in an archery match, the 
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tablet was not to be removed. To remove the tablet when entering the Grand Temple was 
not ancient practice. Mourners of the fourth degree did not remove the tablet, but when 
participating in mortuary ritual requiring the mourning turban it was removed. 
 

In examples 4, 6, and 7, it seems clear that “not ancient practice” means that something should 
not be done. The other cases are ambiguous, but example 5 makes very clear “ancient” was not 
necessarily connected with pre-Zhōu practices: Jìng Jiāng was a contemporary of Confucius, and 
the sense of “not ancient practice” in that instance is clearly, “a recent innovation.” Note that 
Jìng Jiāng, Jì Kāngzĭ (the innovator in 13.15), and Jì Wŭzĭ (who approves feī gŭ practice in 3.3) 
were all members of the Jì family in Lŭ, a target in the Analects (3.1, 3.6) precisely because of its 
misappropriation of ritual forms.  
 
It is very hard to see in these passages any confirmation that the gŭ in feī gŭ concerned pre-Zhōu 
norms. On the contrary, it is clear that it refers specifically to long-sanctioned Zhōu norms, ones 
that might, perhaps, be altered with good reason (a permissible inference for examples 1, 2, 3, 
and 5, though unlikely for some of them). Thus in 3.3, when Jì Wŭzĭ says that joint burial is not 
ancient practice, patterns of usage make it clear he is saying that it is a recent innovation. 
 
There are a number of cases like example 5, where texts note recent ritual innovations with 
apparent approval (e.g., Tán Gōng 3.20-21 and, famously, Analects 9.3). Could it be that this is 
the sense of 3.3? The logic of the passage indicates otherwise. When Jì Kāngzĭ says that he has 
granted “the greater matter,” he is could be referring to one of two things: the imposition of the 
Dù family on his premises or their violation of orthodox lĭ in performing a joint burial. However, 
if the composer of the passage meant it to be the former, what is the function of the discussion of 
the antiquity of joint burial? That discussion must be linked to the concluding sentence, and it 
cannot be linked if what it says is, “Joint burial was not an a pre-Zhōu custom in Lŭ, but it has 
been practiced without alteration ever since the Duke of Zhōu was given a demesne here and 
Zhōu culture was introduced.” The phrases must mean, “Joint burial is not orthodox and has 
never been since the time of the Duke of Zhōu”; that is, since the founding of the Zhōu dynasty 
and the state of Lŭ. The “greater matter” is that Jì Kāngzĭ is condoning a violation of lĭ; 
compared with that, the annoyance of wailing is of little moment. 
 
While I think this argument is strong so long as the focus is fully on the reading of passage 3.3, it 
is confounded by a phrase found in Tán Gōng 3.28A that seem directly to address Wŭzĭ’s 
comments in 3.3: 
 

舜葬於蒼梧之野，蓋三妃未之從也。季武子曰：「周公蓋祔。」 
 
Shùn was buried in the wilds of Cāngwú. It seems none of his three consorts were buried 
with him. Jì Wŭzĭ said, “It is likely that joint burial began with the Duke of Zhōu.” 
 

Although the term hézàng is here replaced by fù, it is so exceptional to have the head of a 
warlord family cited as an authority on ritual history that it is hard to doubt that it is the text of 
3.3 that is being referenced here – so much so that I have let that presumption influence my 
translation: the comment more literally asserts that the Duke of Zhōu was himself buried in a 
joint grave. It may be worth noting here that no evidence concerning the interment rites 
employed in the Duke of Zhōu’s case likely existed. Moreover, the Duke, according to the only 
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accounts we have, never traveled to Lŭ and was buried in the Zhōu homeland (Shĭjì 33.1522). If 
awareness of the circumstances of his burial had been transmitted, it would indeed have likely 
been through his lineage in Lŭ, to which the Jì family members belonged. However, any tradition 
that the Duke underwent or initiated joint burial would almost certainly have been devised much 
later to rationalize a practice of joint burial that had come to exist in contravention of recognized 
Zhōu norms, with about as much historical basis as accounts of the sage king Shùn (which is to 
say, not much). 
 
Passage 3.28A is not the only one to reinforce the idea that in 3.3, Wŭzĭ is asserting that the 
Duke of Zhōu sanctioned joint burial, and here we move into the territory of the tale of 
Confucius’s joint burial of his parents. Let’s begin this stage by reviewing the two Tán Gōng 
accounts that concern this event. Neither actually recounts the joint burial: one narrates the 
events that precede the burial and allow it to occur, the other concerns the events that ensue after 
the burial was completed. Although they occur in reverse order in Tán Gōng, we will look at 
them in the sequence of their narrative chronology, passage 3.10 preceding passage 3.6: 
 

 

3.10  孔子少孤，不知其墓。殯於五父之衢。人之見之者，皆以為葬也。其慎也，蓋殯

也。問於郰曼父之母，然後得合葬於防。 

 
 

Confucius was a child when his father died and he did not know where his father’s grave 
was located. He led the hearse [of his mother] to the Crossroad of the Five Elders. Those 
who saw him there first took this to be a rite of interment, but observing the rope of the 
carriage, they saw it was an encoffining rite. After questioning the mother of Mànfŭ of 
Zoū, Confucius was able to complete a joint burial at Fáng. 
 

3.6  孔子既得合葬於防，曰：「吾聞之：古也墓而不墳。今丘也，東西南北人也，不可

以弗識也。」於是封之，崇四尺。孔子先反，門人後，雨甚；至，孔子問焉曰：

「爾來何遲也？」曰：「防墓崩。」孔子不應。三，孔子泫然流涕曰：「吾聞之：

古不脩墓。」 

 
Confucius, having completed the joint burial at Fáng, said, “I have heard that according 
to ancient rule, graves should not be mounded. Now, I am a man from all parts north, east, 
south, and west, and cannot fail to mark this grave.” Thereupon he marked the grave with 
a mound that was four feet tall. 
 Confucius returned first. As his disciples followed later, a strong rainstorm burst. 
Confucius asked them, “Why have you come back so late?” 
 “The grave at Fáng collapsed,” they said. 
 Confucius did not respond. After the disciples repeated what they had said 
several times, Confucius flushed with tears. “I have heard that according to ancient rule, 
no mound was constructed on graves,” he said. 
 

In this account, the appropriateness of joint burial seems to be a given; the issue of mortuary 
orthodoxy is focused on the mounding of the grave, a concern expressed only in 3.6. The 
mounding of graves came to be common over all of China, but there is question as to whether it 
was an element of orthodoxy in Zhōu mortuary ritual, or an innovative practice that was 
ultimately accepted, but was contested through the era during which these texts developed. My 
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earlier arguments concerning this passage noted that the culture Confucius’s mother’s family 
(and perhaps his father’s) came from, Yí 夷 culture, was a culture of grave mound builders (as 
archaeological evidence demonstrates), and I see 3.6 as placing Confucius between two 
conflicting sets of cultural norms: Zhōu culture, which was aspirational for Confucius, prohibited 
mounding, while his natal culture encouraged it. I read 3.6 as showing Confucius contravening 
the Zhōu norms that formed his adult identity, and being confronted negatively by the apparently 
providential response of his efforts being reversed. 
 
However, is it true that Zhōu orthodox ritual prescribed flat graves? The evidence is weaker than 
I realized when I initially made claims concerning it. There are a number of early text passages 
that suggest that mounding graves was, at least, a norm, if not a sanctioned rule during the Zhōu. 
In Lĭjì, “Qūlĭ” 曲禮 (2.11), a formula for remonstrating against a gentleman (shì 士) quitting his 
home state is given as, “How can you leave [your family’s] mounded graves?” (奈何去墳墓). In 
the “Sānglĭ sìzhì” 喪禮四制 chapter (50.5), there is also an instruction that “one does not repair a 
grave mound” (墳墓不培), implying, of course, that such a mound was initially constructed. 
 
In the “Wáng zhì” 王制 chapter, there is a passage which, at first glance, appears to specify that 
one was not supposed to mound graves or plant trees on them (5.29). The passage seems to read, 
“The three-year mourning period applies to all, from the Son of Heaven to the common man. 
Coffins are lowered into the pit by ropes, interments are not delayed because of rain, graves are 
neither mounded nor planted with trees. None during mourning attends to other affairs, from the 
Son of Heaven to the common man” (三年之喪，自天子達庶人。縣封，葬不為雨止，不封

不樹。喪不貳事，自天子達于庶人 [note that the initial character 封 is understood as a loan 
for biăn 窆: see Tán Gōng passage 3.83]). However, Zhèng Xuán breaks the initial sentence after 
dá 達, and later commentators regard the phrases (repunctuated to reflect the changed context), 
庶人縣封，葬不為雨止，不封不樹 as an intervening or intrusive text block, concerning rules 
restricted to common people. Thus we could conclude that the Zhōu rule held that while common 
people were prohibited from doing so, patricians were expected to mound their graves. (It should 
be noted that Zhèng Xuán’s reading implicitly lays heavy stress on the absence of the preposition 
yú 于 after the initial dá, a grammatical departure that is not unusual, and that it is unlikely that 
we would place weight on such a point unless we were otherwise inclined to assume that elite 
graves were mounded, and so rule out the more straightforward reading on different grounds.)  
 
At least two other sources suggest that the graves of patricians were mounded. The Zhōulĭ 周禮, 
“Chūnguān zōngbó” 春官宗伯 section includes a description of the duties of the “Master of 
Cemeteries” (zhŏngrén 冢人) which reads, in part, “He regulates the sizes of grave mounds and 
numbers of trees according to rank” (以爵等為丘封之度與其樹數). And in the Lijì, “Lĭqì” 禮器

chapter (10.11), we find: “In some respects, size is a mark of rank. The scale of one’s dwelling, 
the measure of one’s vessels, the thickness of one’s coffins, and the height of one’s grave mound: 
these are cases where size is a mark of rank” (有以大為貴者：宮室之量，器皿之度，棺椁之

厚，丘封之大。此以大為貴也). It is certainly true that after the Qín 秦 era, large scale 
mounded graves for emperors, not known to have been the practice of Zhōu kings, became a 
norm, mortuary practices in this regard changed, and massive patrician graves became common. 
The Later Hàn text, Báihŭ tōngyì 白虎通義 reports that, according to the “weft” text Chūnqiū 
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hánwénjiā 春秋含文嘉: “The [grave of a] Son of Heaven is mounded to thirty feet and planted 
with pines; graves of lords are half as high and planted with cedars; grandee graves are mounded 
to eight feet and planted with luán trees; the graves of gentlemen are mounded to four feet and 
planted with locust trees; no mound is made for commoners, and they are planted with poplars 
and willows” (「天子墳高三仞，樹以松。諸侯半之，樹以柏。大夫八尺，樹以欒。士四

尺，樹以槐。庶人無墳，樹以楊柳」). But it is unclear how this was reflected in Zhōu 
practice or Confucian orthodox norms of the pre-Imperial era. Moreover, if we consider the 
application to this passage, Confucius’s father, whose grave is in question here, was a 
“gentleman” (shì 士): the chief military aide to one of the most powerful families in Lŭ. If the 
rule cited in the Báihŭ tōngyì were an established one, the issue would not have arisen – it would 
have been understood by the passage authors that Confucius’s father’s grave would already have 
been mounded before he interred his mother.  
 
If we focus on the textual presentation of Confucius’s relation to this issue, apart from the Tán 
Gōng passage here, the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ suggests that grave mounding was, indeed, considered 
unorthodox by those who took Confucius to be a ritual authority. Its opening passage (1.1), 
recounting Confucius’s reputed accomplishments as an official, begins: “When Confucius first 
rose to office, he was the steward of Zhōngdū. He set regulations for nurturance of family and 
mortuary rites . . . People must employ the slopes of hills as grave mounds, and neither construct 
an additional mound nor plant additional trees” (孔子初仕，為中都宰。制為養生送死之節 . . . 
因丘陵為墳，不封不樹).  The use of natural land forms to form identifying “gravescapes” 
contrasts with the labor-intensive nature of grave mound construction suggested in Tán Gōng 
passage 3.92. In that passage, the disciple Zĭxià describes the work that he and his companions 
had done on Confucius’s grave by saying, “Today we laid down three layers, formed within the 
wooden frames, and completed the mound in a single day” (今徒一日三斬板而以封). This 
suggests that grave mounds were constructed using the hāngtŭ 夯土  method, the building 
technique that provided early China with some of the most enduring walls and foundations in the 
world. 
 
For what it’s worth, according to the report of the Hànshū 漢書, the Former Hàn scholar Liú 
Xiàng 劉向 (77-6 BCE) opposed the construction of lavish tumuli during his day, claiming the 
elite of the Zhōu era had never built such mounds (qiūlŏng 丘隴), but had buried their dead in 
obscurity (weí 微), until the king of Wú 吳 (an Yí state), Hélǘ 闔閭 (r. 514-496), had created a 
fad for tumuli, one emulated by the later pre-Imperial Qín rulers, and then the emperors who 
followed (36.1952-54). Encyclopedic a scholar as Liú Xiàng may have been, it seems unlikely 
that the various accounts of simple interment cited in his memorial on this subject are based on 
more than imaginative tales (the Tán Gōng passage we are now considering is among them, 
along with 3.70 and 4.59, below). However, it is of interest to note that in the early Hàn, an era 
of lavish elite graves and mountainous imperial tumuli, the tradition that the Zhōu did not mound 
their graves was familiar enough for Liú to draw on. 
 
Moreover, while Liú Xiàng may have cherry-picked legends about what was to him the distant 
past in order to establish an argument, archaeological evidence suggests a story that is not in 
conflict with his claims. According to the contemporary archaeologist Gāo Chóngwén 高崇文, 
evidence for mounded graves is absent for the regions settled by the Zhōu elite during the 
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Western Zhōu era. In Gāo’s view, this is because of the central importance of the temple shrine 
in the lineage-based religious practices of the Zhōu. He argues that the Yílĭ mortuary scripts, 
which make the mortuary residence and the temple shrine the locus of all sacrificial rites to the 
dead, reflect a Zhōu religious ideology that left the grave with no important function in housing 
or honoring the spirit. The lack of mounds to mark graves was correlated with full focus on the 
temple shrine and spirit tablet. Evidence for mounded graves during the early Chūnqiū period 
has indeed been found; however, it appears at the edge of the Zhōu ecumene, in extreme 
southern Hénán, south of the Huái 淮 River. Not until the Warring States era do such graves 
seem to have begun appearing among the elite on the North China Plain and to the west, in the 
Yellow River valley.* The river valley region where early elite grave mounds have been found 
was home during that time to cultures associated with the Huái Yí 淮夷: that is, the peoples who 
formed the inland extension of the coastal Yí culture. It may thus not have been too far fetched 
for Liú Xiàng to settle upon one notorious example of such an Yí grave as the spur for emulation 
in the heartland of the Zhōu. 
 
Significant additional light can be shed on this issue by considering a passage in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
(44.3) that is largely parallel with Tán Gōng 3.6, but includes additional elements, some unique 
in the literature, but others having overlap with a string of Tán Gōng passages, including 
3.3/3.28A, 3.23, 3.92, and 4.75. Below, the text and translation are shaded to clarify eight 
component parts of the passage, which will aid our analysis: 

 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 44.3: 

 

孔子之母既喪，將合葬焉。曰：「古者不祔葬，為不忍先死者之復見也。《詩》

云：『死則同穴。』自周公已來，祔葬矣。故衛人之祔也，離之，有以閒焉。魯人

之祔也，合之，美夫！吾從魯。」遂合葬於防。曰：「吾聞之，古者墓而不墳。今

丘也，東西南北之人也，不可以弗識也。吾見封之若堂者矣，又見若坊者矣，又見

若覆夏屋者矣，又見若斧形者矣。吾從斧者焉。」於是封之崇四尺。孔子先反虞，

門人後，雨甚至；墓崩，脩之。而孔子問焉，曰：「爾來何遲？」對曰：「防墓

崩。」孔子不應。三云，孔子泫然而流涕，曰：「吾聞之，古不脩墓。」及二十五

月而祥，五日而彈琴不成聲，十日過禫，而成笙歌。 
 
○1E

A Once the mortuary rites for Confucius’s mother were completed, he prepared to bury 
her jointly [with his father]. He said, “In ancient times, one did not add new bodies to a 
burial because it was unbearable to see once again the corpses of those who had 
previously died. A○2E

A The Poetry says: ‘Upon death they shared a grave.’ A○3E

A From the time 
of the Duke of Zhōu on, the dead were added to existing burials. A○4E

A In the state of Weì, 
this was done by separating the plots to create a space between them. In the state of Lŭ, 
the dead were joined in a single plot. This is superior. I follow Lŭ.”  

A○5E

A Then he buried them jointly at Fáng. He said, “I have heard that according to 
ancient rule, graves should not be mounded. Now, I am a man from all parts north, east, 
south, and west, and cannot fail to mark this grave.” 

                                                 
* “Shìlùn Xiān-Qín Liăng-Hàn sāngzàng lĭsú de yănbiàn” 试论先秦两汉丧葬礼俗的演变, Kăogŭ xuébào 考古学报 
2006.4, 447-72 (esp. 460-62). 
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A○6E

A He said, “I have seen graves mounded like the platform of a hall, like a dyke, 
like a roof over a grand corridor, and like an axe-head. I will follow the axe-head 
pattern.”  

A ○7E

A Thereupon he marked the grave with a mound that was four feet tall. 
Confucius returned first to perform the Sacrifice of Comfort. As his disciples were 
following later, a strong rainstorm burst and the grave mound collapsed. They repaired 
the grave. Confucius asked them, “Why have you come back so late?” “The grave at 
Fáng collapsed,” they said. Confucius did not respond. After the disciples repeated what 
they had said several times, Confucius flushed with tears. “I have heard that according to 
ancient rule, one does not repair a grave,” he said.  

A○8E

A When he performed the xiáng sacrifice in the twenty-fifth month, for five days 
he played his zither with no melody coming forth. Ten days after performing the tăn 
sacrifice, he harmonized song and mouth organ. 

 
The initial section of the text has no parallel elsewhere in the literature. This is followed by a 
citation from the Poetry (even numbered sections are shaded in gray for clarity). The third 
section has no parallel, but is a close echo of 3.28A, which, as we have seen, bears closely on 3.3. 
The fourth section is a parallel with Tán Gōng 4.75. The fifth is the first part of 3.6, and it joins 
with the next unshaded section. In between is a parallel to Tán Gōng 3.92 that also appears 
elsewhere in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (40.5). And the final, eighth, section is a parallel to Tán Gōng 3.23. 
 
Thus Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 44.3 is largely a composite of text elements that are dispersed in the Tán Gōng, 
with 3.6 as its core. What are the implications for our understanding of 3.6? First, in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
44.3, joint burial is indeed a contested issue, as it was in Tán Gōng 3.3, but not in 3.6. Here, we 
find a model consistent with commentarial tradition on 3.3: “ancient” means “before the Duke of 
Zhōu.” But notice that, even so, the composer feels obligated to make a case for joint burial: and 
it is an effortful task. He cites three different pieces of evidence: Ode 73 from the Poetry (which 
I believe is misconstrued, but I don’t want to get completely lost in the weeds, so let’s put that 
argument aside), a claim about the Duke of Zhōu, resonant with 3.28A, and a text string about 
how joint burial is carried out that also exists as an independent micro-text in Tán Gōng 4.75. 
(As I indicate in my commentary to Tán Gōng 4.75, I believe it likely that this appended text 
actually concerns an issue other than joint burial, though once imported into the context of 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 44.3, that area of ambiguity is closed.) The composer/redactor of this passage 
devoted considerable effort to justifying Confucius’s action by demonstrating the orthodoxy of 
this mortuary form. But if joint burial were, in fact, an established Zhōu norm, why would this be 
an issue? 
 
This is true for the matter of mounded graves as well. When Confucius says that according to 
ancient rule, graves should not be mounded, but that he, as man from all parts, cannot fail to 
mark his parents’ grave, it is clear that the underlying logic is that the ancient rule forms a 
current constraint, and that Confucius is justifying a breach of that constraint. There could be no 
logic in reading him as saying that there existed an ancient constraint that no longer applies, and 
that he feels forced to violate that abrogated constraint. But the passage authors go on to 
interpolate phrases that testify to the ordinary nature of mounded graves, normalizing them by 
shifting the issue from whether to mound a grave to the question of which designer model to 
choose, and to close by appending a somewhat off-topic micro-text that portrays Confucius’s 
scrupulous care in according with mortuary lĭ for his mother.  
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One further important discrepancy exists between the Tán Gōng and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ accounts of the 
burial of Confucius’s mother. The latter text adds two characters to the account of the disciples’ 
actions: xiū zhī 脩之: they repaired the grave. As a result, the two accounts of the grave mound 
collapse become utterly different. In Tán Gōng, Confucius responds to the news of the 
destruction of the grave mound with stunned silence, and then utters a phrase that can be read as 
repeating the basic injunction against mounding graves: one does not xiū them. The word xiū has 
multiple meanings, and in the Tán Gōng context, the most natural one to deploy would lead to a 
reading that one does not “embellish” or “refine” a grave with a mound. The message is that 
Confucius’s wish to contravene ritual by embellishing his parents’ grave with a mound has been 
overridden by the forces of the world: Nature, Tiān, Fate – the alternatives are left open, but it is 
the providential appearance of the storm that accounts for Confucius’s long silence.  
 
In the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, by adding that the disciples repaired the grave after the rain, and using the 
word xiū to denote this act, the natural reading for the final statement is different: we would 
expect the word xiū to maintain a single meaning, and Confucius’s statement to be an injunction 
against repairing graves. Since the disciples have already done so, his statement means, “You 
should not have repaired the grave.” Why then is Confucius stunned into silence? There is no 
explanation. I should add that even if one reads the Tán Gōng conclusion as saying graves should 
not be repaired, the silence there makes sense, because Confucius would then simply be 
declaring that there is nothing he can do: greater forces have defeated his intent. In the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ version, however, they have not: the grave mound survives. 
 
Moreover, the reading of xiū as “repair” introduces a different problem. Confucius has just 
demonstrated that an ancient injunction against mounding graves cannot override his need to 
mark his parents’ grave. Why would an ancient injunction against repairing graves be an 
impediment for him?  
 
The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version is, thus, not coherent as a literary idea, and this should be no surprise. 
Its composite structure indicates that it has been pasted together to create a new meaning out of 
old ones, and coherence is always likely to suffer when that is done. The rationalizing, 
commentarial character of the material resonant with 3.28A and parallel to 4.75, the logical gaps 
caused by the brief assertion that the disciples repaired the grave mound, and the irrelevance of 
the appended account of Confucius’s later orthodox ritual conduct, parallel to 3.23, all suggest 
that this material has been added to supplement a basic account. While we cannot say that the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ version directly borrows from and alters Tán Gōng material, it is probably fair to 
say that it manipulates the shared material according to a specific agenda of aligning Confucius’s 
actions with orthodoxy that the Tán Gōng does not seem to possess. 
 
It would be good to pause here to consider just what we mean when we speak about “orthodox” 
practices and “norms.” From a later perspective, Zhōu ritual rules were largely presented as 
universal codes through the various lĭ texts, particularly the Yílĭ, which is entirely prescriptive at 
a level of practical detail that indicates a connection with real-world practices (as opposed to, say, 
the schematic and generalized structures of the Zhōulĭ, and the mixture of anecdote, argument, 
and theory that dominates many chapters of the Lĭjì). But even in the case of the Yílĭ, it is an 
open question when these rules were set, by whom, and when and where they came to be 
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recognized as authoritative prescripts within the wide geographical reach of Zhōu cultural areas. 
The original practices of the Zhōu people were confined to the Weì 渭 River Valley region in the 
extreme west, and the larger state that the Zhōu ruling house seized from the Shāng was a 
culturally diverse polity, as the texts indicate and as archaeology bears out. In garrison outposts 
such as Lŭ, where members of the Zhōu ruling family were thrust into an area of non-Zhōu 
culture of far lower prestige, we might expect that maintaining distinct ethnic practices that 
marked the elite status of the Zhōu ruling contingent would have been of high importance to the 
initial Zhōu settler population.  
 
In the Shĭjì, there is a discussion of the different approaches to cultural hegemony pursued by the 
two major Zhōu outposts in Shāndōng: the states of Qí 齊 and Lŭ. The ducal house of Qí, which 
was descended from a branch of the Jiāng 姜 lineage group, distinct from the royal lineage of the 
Zhōu (surnamed Jī 姬), is said to have followed policies of cultural accommodation with its new 
neighbors at the edge of the Zhōu cultural sphere, and to have avoided conflict with them, while 
the heirs of the Duke of Zhōu in Lŭ attempted to impose Zhōu norms, and found themselves in 
persistent tension with surrounding tribal groups (Shĭjì 33.1524). Throughout the Spring and 
Autumn period records of the Zŭozhuàn, we see evidence of this tension in Lŭ’s repeated battles 
with Yí states such as Zhūloú. Where we pick up the story in ritual terms, half a millennium after 
the founding of Lŭ and long after the decrepit Zhōu royal house had ceased to act as any type of 
unifying cultural force, it would not be surprising to see the orthodox strain in Lŭ fighting a 
rearguard action against accommodation to local influences. 
 
We see evidence of this in Tán Gōng 3.20-21, where we are told that the lĭ of wearing the zhuā 
hairstyle in mourning – a practice explicitly condoned by Confucius – was not “ancient,” having 
been an innovation to memorialize a battle with Zhūloú in 569 BCE. Despite its character as an 
innovative ritual form in Lŭ, the use of the zhuā in mortuary rites is prescribed in three different 
chapters of the Yílĭ (including the “text” portion of “Sāngfú” 喪服, the “Shì sānglĭ” 士喪禮, and 
“Jìxì” 既夕 chapters), which is supposedly a record of orthodox Zhōu lĭ. And Tán Gōng 4.14 
seems to cite with approval the practice of curtaining off the coffin area during period when it 
lies in state, even though it claims that this lĭ originated in the practice of a Jì family matriarch of 
Lŭ in 613 BCE, and was thus “feī gŭ”: not ancient. 
 
My broader theory about what we understand about “Zhōu” ritual and its relation to the men who 
presented themselves as authorities on it, the Rú 儒, is that Ruism grew out of the traditions of 
one particular grandee family in Lŭ, appointed as garrison lords of the borderland with the Yí 
state of Zhūloú in the seventh and sixth centuries BCE. I suggest that this family, the patrons of 
Confucius’s father, modeled the type of cultural accommodation I have discussed here, and that 
this laid the foundation for a dynamic reanimation of “orthodoxy” in Lŭ and ultimately more 
broadly, through the ritual activism of Confucius and his disciples. Obviously, the reading of Tán 
Gōng 3.3 and 3.6 that I provide here dovetails with and is influenced by my broader point of 
view. But I think the evidence for it is strong, and that the closer we look, the more evidence we 
will find in the Tán Gōng and parallel texts, such as the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, that the “Zhōu lĭ” 
traditionally understood as the unified design of the Duke of Zhōu and other dynastic founders, 
and “preserved” in texts like the Yílĭ, is, in fact, a constructed and rationalized distillation derived 
from Rú-adjudicated outcomes of ritual needs and controversies in late Spring and Autumn and 
Warring States Shāndōng. 
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In sum, then, the best answer to the questions, “Did the Zhōu people practice joint burial and 
mound their graves?” may be that there were no definitive “rules” governing these issues. Norms 
may have varied among peoples who saw themselves as in some sense identified with the Zhōu 
according to region, social class, and kinship relation to the those lineages associated with the 
Zhōu at the time of the conquest of the Shāng. In the region of Lŭ, where a sizable elite was 
distant in time and place from the Zhōu royal house, to which it was closely related, there may 
have been a strong awareness of antique ritual norms associated with the Zhōu royal house, and a 
desire by some to maintain those in the face of strong cultural attractions exerted on others by the 
local traditions of that remote cultural outpost. As the Rú sought to build their own credibility by 
the articulation of explicit codes governing every aspect of ritual ceremony, the norms they 
established may have drawn on both conservative and accomodationist impulses, seeking to 
devise an attractive and fully rationalized body of rules that they could treat as authoritative in 
order to establish their own authority as its masters. The specific issues of grave design that are 
discussed in this appendix may have been a particular point of contention in this regard, and that 
may be why some extant texts treat them as matters of importance, and why they seem filled 
with inconsistency.  
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Appendix B 
The Tán Gōng as a Tripartite Text 

 
Tán Gōng is a messy text, a composite of many distinct micro-texts in an order that frustrates 
attempts to detect editorial principles. There is a history of scholarship on the origins of the text – 
not particularly long or complex, so far as I am aware – but I do not want to rehearse it here, 
much less add to discussions about the chapter in relation to the Lĭjì, or the provenance and date 
of the Lĭjì itself. That is well beyond the project I am undertaking. Nor do I have an all 
encompassing key to disclose the process of composition of the Tán Gōng or provide certainty as 
to its date. But I do think I can add some clarity to on two general points: the nature of the 
overall structural contour of the chapter, and types of major redaction steps that created the text 
we have today. 
 
When we approach the Tán Gōng now, we encounter on the order of 200 individual passages, the 
exact total varying among editions of the text, divided into two major sections of roughly 
equivalent size. The earliest commentary we have, Zhèng Xuán’s second century CE work, does 
not divide passages as modern editions do; Zhèng Xuán’s interlinear comments are interwoven 
in ways that break up the text at many points within what we see as coherent passages today, and 
although the text is broken into “upper” and “lower” sections in all editions of Zhèng’s 
annotations, the annotations do not indicate that the text as Zhèng encountered it was divided in 
this way. It is only with the Táng period Zhèngyì 正義 commentary, wherein subcommentary 
sections demarcate divisions between micro-texts and the bipartite division of the entire text is 
specified, that we find modern framework for the text essentially set, though these conventions 
may have predated the Zhèngyì edition. 
 
I think that framework has skewed our view of the text in major and minor ways. To take the 
minor aspect first, I think that a significant portion of the micro-text breaks may be at variance 
with the intent of the final redactors of the Tán Gōng. An obvious example is the way that 
passage 4.15 is viewed: should we see it as 20 micro-texts, as the Zhèngyì editors did, or as one 
complex micro-text, as the Zhúzì suŏyĭn editors do? I follow the latter here, but there are many 
other passages where I believe the Zhúzì suŏyĭn fails to detect that what it construes as a single 
micro-text is, in fact, multiple tenuously related or unrelated entries. In my translation, the 188 
passages of the Tán Gōng, though keeping their Zhúzì suŏyĭn numbers, unpack to 204 distinct 
entries. (Yáng Tiānyŭ’s edition has 218.) There may also be cases where the basic meaning of a 
passage would only be clear if we realized that it forms an essential unit with an adjacent passage, 
an idea I have suggested in a few cases, such as 3.108-109. These are ways in which our 
demarcation of micro-text boundaries may lead to specific errors in our understanding. 
 
But the larger problem, in my view, is that the division of the Tán Gōng into two parts is 
arbitrary and misleading. This is so, I believe, not because the text is undivided, but because it is, 
in fact, a composite of three parts, something the bipartite division has obscured. I think we can 
see this clearly – and discover that the Tán Gōng is, in fact, a more orderly text than we usually 
think, if we sketch and apply a simple typology of chapter micro-texts. 
 
Re-sorting the text 
 
One of the confusing things about the Tán Gōng is that it sometimes seems like an anecdote 
collection, creating a portrait of the initial generations of Rú in the time of Confucius and after, 
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while at other times it reads like a handbook of ritual rules, resembling a miscellany gathered 
from Yílĭ-like texts. If we map the distribution of these passages, allowing each micro-text equal 
standing, this is what the chapter looks like: 
 

 
上篇       下篇 

 
In Diagram 1, the portions shaded black are either stories about individuals or authoritative 
pronouncements by Ruist figures such as Confucius, Zēngzĭ, and so forth. The white sections are 
ritual prescripts, statements about ritual history, and so forth, that include neither descriptions of 
people nor their voices. (I have made an exception by including in this group passage 4.15, 
which, in its nearly 450-character length, devotes thirteen characters to comments about or by 
Confucius). The dotted line indicates the division between the two halves of the chapter. While 
this array of micro-texts may seem to be little better than a random distribution at first glance, a 
certain degree of order can be obtained simply by breaking the spectrum into three: 
 

 
   PART A         PART B   PART C 
    3.1-3.92         3.92-4.18   4.19-4.75 
    5059 字          1489 字    3955 字 
 
Looked at this way, in Diagram 2, the chapter breaks into alternating sections, emphasizing, first, 
anecdotes, next, ritual prescripts and formulas, and finally, anecdotes once again. 
 
Moreover, if we move away from passage counts and look more closely at passages in terms of 
the total space they occupy, the uniformity of the three sections is greatly enhanced. Altogether, 
the Tán Gōng includes 10,503 characters, 5422 in the traditional “upper” section and 5081 in the 
“lower” (these counts, done by the Qīng scholar Huì Dòng 惠棟, are included in Ruăn Yuán’s 
text notes to the Zhùshū edition). This tripartite division distributes these counts as indicated 
above. If we count the actual number of characters in passages that do not fit the primary forms 
of each of these sections (anecdotes and authoritative pronouncements for Parts A and C, ritual 
prescripts and descriptions in Part B), we find that they amount to only 10% of Part A, 25% of 
Part B, and 5% of Part C. Moreover, because Part B includes one exceptionally long intrusion 
(passage 4.13: 202 characters), if we exclude that one intrusion to eliminate the distortion its 
length introduces (discussed further below), the portion of Part B that is “out of form” drops to 

Diagram 1 

Diagram 2 
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13%. In other words, each of the three parts, in terms of text density, conforms on the order of 
90% to its text type: anecdote/Rú pronouncement vs. ritual prescript/description. 
 
Using a different distinction, we can get a clearer picture of the relations between the two 
anecdotal collections, Parts A and C. Although both parts are rich in stories and pronouncements 
of early Rú, particularly Confucius and the disciples Zēngzĭ and Zĭyoú, there are also numerous 
tales of contemporary and historical figures outside the Rú community, and the balance between 
these two types of passages is very different in the two parts. In Part A, there are 76 passages that 
are anecdotes or authoritative pronouncements (out of a total of 99). Of these, all but eight 
concern Confucius and other figures identifiable as Rú. (I am including the elusive Xuánzĭ 縣子 
in this company.) That is, only 11% of the Part A anecdotes and authoritative pronouncements 
do not involve a Ruist cast of characters. In Part C, however, the number is significantly higher: 
either 22 or 23 anecdotal passages do not involve identifiable Rú (the uncertainty concerns 4.29, 
where it is uncertain whether Yán Dīng 顏丁 should be considered a member of the large 
contingent of Rú from the Yán family, Confucius’s maternal lineage). These constitute about 
38% of the total, three and a half times the rate of Part A.  
 
In this respect, Parts A and C are significantly dissimilar, the former being very much a text 
concerning Confucius and his group, the latter collecting anecdotes of a much broader range. We 
see this also in the source parallels for the two sections. While Part A includes only one passage 
that finds a close parallel in the two narrative texts, Zuŏzhuàn and Guóyŭ, there are eight such 
passages in Part C, and several others that share close common features with the latter text (e.g., 
4.26 on Jìng Jiāng 敬姜 and 4.64 on Zhào Wénzĭ 趙文子).  
 
The distinctions among the three parts of the chapter are illustrated in the chart below, which 
tracks the percentage of passages devoted to anecdotes about and pronouncements by Rú, those 
concerning non-Rú, and passages that are devoted to ritual prescripts and descriptions alone. 
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In Chart A, I have broken down the instances for each ten-passage cluster within the three parts, 
so that the dominant mode within the flow of each part can be seen. (Note that the final group in 
Part A includes only nine passages, and the final group in Part B includes only 5; in a very few 
cases, short passages defied classification, and were not included.) The difference between Part 
B and the other two is not surprising, but notice how the profiles of Parts A and C also differ in 
terms of the relative dominance of Rú-related passages and passages that recount the stories of 
people who have no Ruist connections. The conclusion seems straightforward: the Tán Gōng is 
basically a conjoining of three distinct texts which share a concern with death and mortuary 
rituals, and which otherwise are, to varying degrees, different in their specific profiles. 
 
Intrusive passage groups 
 
I want to turn now to an examination of passages that appear to interrupt the basic forms of each 
of the three parts, focusing first on a single example. These intrusions sometimes involve an 
isolated passage appearing in the midst of a string of passages that conform to the local norm for 
that region of text, but it is more often the case that intrusive passages appear in groups: only 
fifteen instances of a one-passage interruption in text form occur (considering only the two forms 
of anecdote/ pronouncement vs. ritual prescript/description). The remaining intrusions all appear 
in four groups of 4-6 passages (at least, accepting the way I divide passages). I would like to 
consider one of these groups in this section as an example (fairly successful, I hope) of how we 
might explore the provenance of such intrusions. 
 
Towards the end of Part B, located just prior to the long and intricate passage 4.15, we encounter 
a five-passage cluster, 4.10-14, that is inconsistent with the predominant form of that portion of 
the text: micro-texts that fall within the ritual prescript/description category. (Passage 4.14 is 
actually a hybrid form, including both a prescript and a link to a named individual and her 
actions; for reasons that will become clear, the semi-anecdotal link is more critical in the analysis 
that follows). This is the thick black line within Part B visible in the diagrams above. How did 
this cluster come to be located where it is? 
 
To approach this problem, it is useful to note that there are actually some important additional 
subtypes within the category of “ritual prescript/description,” which characterizes most of Part B. 
The dominant subtype is passages that consist of prescripts that would have been of practical use 
to a professional ritualist needing to choreograph ritual performance. I would identify a total of 
44 passages of this type in the Tán Gōng. But there are also passages that have more to do with 
the aesthetics of ritual motion or facial expression, or aphorisms concerning the moral qualities 
of the good performer. Others discuss ritual in terms of their historical dynastic variations or 
their antiquity, and there are others yet that primarily provide interpretations of the meanings of 
specific rituals, something a professional Rú would need to know as essential to the intellectual 
and moral capital that Ruism was seen to possess, but which was not actually necessary for 
performance purposes. (Of course, these distinctions are often not perfectly clear, and there are a 
number of passages that might fall into more than one category.) 
 
Passage 4.15, although including brief sections that deal with ritual evolution and that quote 
Confucius, is almost entirely a series of interpretations of the significance of mortuary rituals. 
This is true of the three passages that follow it as well, and these four passages are the only such 
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passages in the Tán Gōng, apart from 3.66 and the very brief 3.100A and 3.100D. (Passage 4.18 
also includes a brief subsection describing ritual evolution, a Shāng/Zhōu contrast.) Thus, 4.15-
18 form a coherent group, separated from the rest of Part B by a string of five passages, 4.10-14 
that may be seen as an intrusion. Those five passages are not a coherent group, but the first of 
them, passage 4.10, bears a clear relation to 4.9: 
 

4.9.  If, while one is conducting mortuary rites in the home, one learns of the 
death of a brother living at a distance, one wails for him in the side chamber; if 
one’s home does not have a side chamber, one wails for him on the right inside 
the main gate. If the deceased’s home was in one’s own state one goes to wail for 
him there. 
 
4.10.  When Zĭzhāng died, Zēngzĭ was in mourning for his own mother, but 
wearing mourning of the second degree he went to wail for Zĭzhāng. Someone 
said, “One does not pay a condolence call wearing mourning of the second 
degree.” Zēngzĭ said, “Was I paying a call of condolence?” 
 

The issue 4.9 concerns the criteria for wailing for someone when one is oneself already in 
mourning, and 4.10 takes this as the subject of an anecdote, which becomes illustrative when 
placed after 4.9. There is editorial logic in arranging this sequence as it appears. 
 
If we look at the closing passage of 4.10-14, it concerns a particular individual, Jìng Jiāng, a 
woman who plays a significant role in the “Lŭyŭ” section of the Guóyŭ. This is not the only 
place where the Tán Gōng portrays Jìng Jiāng: she appears also in the sequence 4.25A-25B, and 
the first of those two passages begins with the identical context that we see in 4.14: 
 

4.14  The custom of maintaining a curtain around the coffin chamber is not 
ancient practice: it stems from the way Jìng Jiāng wailed for Mùbó. 
 
4.25A  During the obsequies for Mùbó, Jìng Jiāng wailed during the day. During 
the obsequies for Wénbó, she wailed day and night. Confucius said, “She knows 
lĭ.” 
 

Moreover, passages 4.13-14 share a common background in material found in the Guóyŭ: the 
long passage 4.13 is directly parallel to a “Jìnyŭ” passage, and 4.25A is found in a close variant 
in the “Lŭyŭ.” Although 4.14 does not appear in the extant Guóyŭ text, it is clearly from the 
same literary tradition, and it would be logical that at some stage, 4.13-14 and 4.25A-B were 
brought into the embryonic Tán Gōng text together. Even if that were not the case, an editor 
might logically attach the block 4.10-14 just prior to 4.25A-4.25B, so that a literary sequence is 
created. In that case, the four prior anecdotal passages (4.10-13) would have been “in form” for 
Part C, which is basically an anecdote collection, whereas they are intrusions in Part B. 
 
And Part C is likely, I believe, to have been where the passages did appear in an earlier redaction, 
until someone working with the text of a conjoined Part B and Part C, seeing greater logic in 
moving 4.10 up to serve as a gloss on 4.9, displaced a text block much larger than 4.10 alone. 
Why the block was so large is not possible to say: the reason might have had to do with the 
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physical state of the text at that point in time, the boundaries between bamboo strips or silk bolts 
on which the text was inscribed. Given that 4.15-18, the final set of passages in the current Part 
B, represent a type of ritual passage different from the remainder of Part B, it is also possible that 
4.15-18 was also at some point an appended portion of Part B. If so, some versions of the 
embryonic Tán Gōng – either conjoined Parts A and B or Part B in isolation – may have ended at 
4.9, with 4.15-18 being appended later in some versions and 4.10-14 in others, a final redactor 
choosing to combine the versions by retaining the 4.9/4.10 linkage, finding that logic more 
compelling editorially than any urge to extend the homogeneity of a Part B that was already seen 
as a component of a larger, more varied text. 
 
This sort of hypothesis can explain the presence of the major intrusive group in Part B and 
identifies both the reason the join between text portions was made at 4.9/10 and the original 
location of the text block in Part C. It is only partly satisfactory, because it can merely speculate 
in a general way about the reasons why 4.11-14 remained conjoined with 4.10 when that passage 
was moved, but if those reasons were, in fact, a function of the physical form of the text, they 
will likely never be recoverable. If we grant the hypothesis, despite this significant gap in proof, 
Tán Gōng Part B becomes an almost uniform text of 1115 characters in 40 passages, with only 
73 characters in three passages off form (and, as discussed in the comment to 3.109, that off-
form passage may actually be an appended coda to 3.108, in which case it would not be an 
intrusion at all).  
 
A look at the distribution of passage types given this one change will illustrate its impact: 
  

 
 
   Part A       Part B         Part C 
 
The discrete quality of Part B is now difficult to question. It should also be recalled that because 
the ritual prescript passages are, in general, significantly shorter than anecdotal passages, what 
appear to be fairly broad areas of of-out-form text, such as the wide band towards the right of 
Part A (3.62-67), are actually much briefer than they appear: the seven passages in that band total 
only 159 characters, or three percent of Part A, though they are pictured on the chart as if they 
constituted seven percent of Part A. In terms of form consistency, if passages 4.10-14 are 
relocated in Part C, the consistency of form in the three parts, in terms of character counts, 
becomes 90%, 93%, and 95%.  
 
Thus I think we can say with fair certainty that the major redaction step in the textual history of 
the Tán Gōng was the combination of three originally independent texts into a single text. 
Whether persuasive or not, this analysis represents a standard approach to issues of text disorder, 
and does demonstrate a pathway towards reverse engineering the complex organization (or 
disorganization) of the Tán Gōng.  
 

Diagram 3 
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Further points 
 
I do not think any of the other text groups or individual passages can provide a specific 
hypothesis as strong as the one that can be made for passages 4.10-14, but there are certain 
observations that we can make about the way the current text may reflect late redaction 
alterations that introduced disorder into an earlier, more orderly text. For example, the conjoining 
of the three major parts may not have been the final redaction step for the Tán Gōng. There 
remain a significant number of apparent formal intrusions in the text, particularly in Part A. 
Some of these may be insertions made after the three parts of the text were joined together. 
However, it does not seem to me that we are likely to be able determine whether such late 
insertions are present, or to distinguish individual passages on that basis. If we were nevertheless 
to seek for candidates in this regard, I would suggest looking to the largest formal intrusion in 
Part C: passages 4.51-55, which together represent over sixty percent of the formal intrusions in 
Part C, together with the anecdotal passage that follows, 4.56, which recounts Confucius’s 
famous encounter with the widow who preferred remaining in a tiger-infested land to risking a 
safer place with cruel governance (kēzhèng 苛政). As mentioned in the comment to 4.56, the 
term kēzhèng is closely associated in the literature with the supposed tyranny of the Qín Dynasty, 
and this raises the possibility that 4.56 was incorporated into the Tán Gōng during the early Hàn, 
which would be the latest possible period for text redaction. If, based not on form, but on a likely 
late date, we see passage 4.56 as a possible late insertion, its placement after a group that appears 
out of place formally may suggest that all were brought into the Tán Gōng at the same, late point. 
 
This raises the possibility that the entire latter portion of Part C (4.51-75) may have been added 
after the three main parts were conjoined. If so, then an original Part C consisting of 4.10-14 and 
4.19-50 would have included 35 anecdotal passages without formal intrusions. However, as 
Chart A above indicates, there is no dramatic change in the general composition of the anecdotes 
before and after the join between 4.50 and 4.51, so positing a Part D, consisting of 4.51-75 (or 
4.57-75), does not seem warranted. It should also be noted that even if the composition date for 
4.56 was as late as early Hàn, while other passages, such as those paralleled by Guóyŭ material, 
were clearly composed much earlier, dates of passage composition and inclusion in an evolving 
Tán Gōng text are distinct issues. A passage as apparently out of place as 3.15, the Guóyŭ 
narrative about Prince Shēnshēng, likely composed by the mid-Warring States era, could have 
been inserted after the text was otherwise complete – it seems an outlier micro-text under any 
redaction theory. 
 
The inclusion of a long, irrelevant passage such as 3.15 is by no means the most puzzling feature 
of the profile of Tán Gōng. The story of Prince Shēnshēng is a literary gem, and an editor might 
choose to appropriate it simply on that basis. In contrast, no literary rationale can explain the 
placement of passages 3.6 and 3.10, which both deal with the interment of Confucius’s mother. 
Passage 3.6, which we encounter first, signals at the outset that it continues a missing narrative: 
“Confucius, having completed the joint burial at Fáng . . .” A reader would naturally assume that 
the editors had supposed the “prequel” too well known to require inclusion, but there it is, after 
all, sitting just four passages away at 3.10. What logic of redaction accounts for the editorial 
decision to divide the narrative and place the latter part second? The context of surrounding and 
intervening passages seems to me to provide no clue. (The inverted order of the two parts of 3.34 
represents a similar, though less dramatic example.) There seem to me to be only two 
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possibilities: sustained editorial indifference persisting until the text, either a conjoined whole or 
an earlier Part A alone, came to accrue a veneer of sacred antiquity that precluded further 
tampering, or some unintended disruption of the physical text, noted only after that same 
transition to semi-sacred status had occurred.  
 
There is also an unusual editorial pattern that can be seen in both Parts A and Part C, whereby 
passages that seem clearly linked in origin are separated from one another by a single passage 
that does not share this linking characteristic. In Part A, this applies to passages 3.1 and 3.3, and 
3.25B and 3.27.  
 
Passages 3.1 and 3.3 share a common theme: both involve the rationalization of aberrant conduct 
in a mortuary context with appeals to historical precedent. But beyond this, what makes them 
appear to have been linked from an early point is a shared linguistic feature: both employ the 
question word héqí 何居, a locution so rare that only ten other instances of it are recorded in the 
entire corpus of early literature (and one of those is in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel to 3.1). It would 
be hard to find stronger evidence that 3.1 and 3.3 derive from a common source at some stage of 
redaction. The probability that the homiletic 3.2 is not merely a formal intrusion, but was an 
actual editorial insertion in an ur-text that placed 3.1 and 3.3 in orderly sequence is high. In the 
case of passages 3.25B and 3.27, separated by an aphoristic interlude, we have two anecdotes 
that share the common element of Confucius’s criticism of excessively prolonged mourning, and 
that end with identical rhetoric: “X heard this and subsequently relinquished their behavior” (X 
聞之, 遂除之). Why are these passages not sequential? 
 
Part C includes a more sustained example. Passages 4.34, 4.36, 4.38, and 4.40 are (like 3.25B 
and 3.27) all linked in sharing a single coda: “In the end they did not Verb after all” (弗果 Verb). 
In this case, the four linked passages are separated by anecdotes, and thus part of a more 
formally homogeneous context than the Part A examples, but the question of why they are 
separated at all is the same. 
 
I think that there are only two possibilities: either we see here traces of a process of late insertion 
that did not attend to issues of literary value, or that avoidance of rhetorical monotony by 
breaking up instances of repetitive form was considered a literary enhancement. It seems to me 
that the latter explanation is much more likely, especially given the regularity of the intervals in 
the Part C examples, and that we have here a rare glimpse of the aesthetic values of the Tán 
Gōng redactors, and what may appear to be textual disorder is, in fact, precisely the opposite. 
 
There remain many puzzles to be solved in reconstructing the process by which the current 
redaction of Tán Gōng came to be. I do not think we have the necessary data to develop a fully 
detailed model, but I am sure that there are further formulas of editorial logic that can be inferred 
from the information we do possess. 
 
One step that I have yet to take systematically is to use close comparison of parallels in texts 
outside the Tán Gōng as a tool to attempt to reconstruct the redaction history of the present text. 
Much of this sort of work would hinge on a theory of the relationship and relative dates of the 
Tán Gōng and the final five chapters of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, where full or partial parallels for at 
least 57 passages, or almost 30% of the Tán Gōng, an extraordinary degree of overlap. (The 
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overlap seems even more profound when assessed from the standpoint of these Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
chapters, over 50% of which have significant overlaps with Tán Gōng material.) My suspicion, 
however, is that this future research is more likely to throw light on the composition of the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ chapters, which seem to me, with some exceptions, to bear signs of direct 
borrowing from a largely complete and invariant Tán Gōng, than to throw light on the 
composition of the Tán Gōng from its ur-sources. Nevertheless, one reason that I have in so 
many cases included full texts and translations of Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ materials in the comments on 
individual passages in the Tán Gōng is to make it easier for readers who may encounter this 
translation and be interested in these issues of redaction history to be able to pursue them. 
Perhaps I may have more to write along these lines in a future Version 2.0.  
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Appendix C 
Confucian Factionalism in the Tán Gōng 

 
The Xúnzĭ 荀子 and Hán Fēizĭ 韓非子 both describe the state of Warring States Confucianism in 
the decades prior to the Qín conquest as an array of factions. It is immaterial for our purposes 
here whether Xúnzĭ, who claimed that five major factions existed, or Hán Fēi, who claimed there 
were eight, was more accurate. The salient fact is that after the death of Confucius, his disciples 
dispersed, and a number of them became teachers to a new generation of Rú, each apparently 
offering himself as most authoritative. We see the consequences in Book XIX of the Analects, 
where members of a subgroup of the younger disciples are pictured bickering and sniping at one 
another through their students. The disciples featured there – Zēngzĭ, Zĭyoú, Zĭxià, and 
Zĭzhāng – are central figures in the Tán Gōng, and a significant portion of the text is devoted to 
celebrating, denigrating, or contrasting them, particularly the first two. Another important junior 
disciple in the text, though with a somewhat different profile, is Yŏu Ruò, who is absent from 
Analects XIX, but who is elsewhere reported to have been initially selected by most of the 
younger disciples to be their lead master, after the death of Confucius. The only senior disciple 
who possessed the stature to lead the Rú was Zĭgòng. Zĭgòng also appears in Analects XIX, but 
he is in an entirely different space, not a leader of disciples but the figure among the Rú who is 
portrayed as being a competitor with the memory of Confucius himself in the eyes of the high 
patricians in the state of Lŭ. Zĭgòng apparently sought a different path for his life after the 
Master’s death. Although he appears with some frequency in the Tán Gōng, he is pictured only 
once in a context which may have postdated the mourning period for Confucius (passage 4.66, 
one of the most bizarre in the text), and his textual profile is more like those of the senior 
disciples who predeceased Confucius, Zĭlù and Yán Yuān, than of the younger followers who 
carried Confucianism into the future. 
 
The Tán Gōng’s picture of the Rú community can be thought of as portraying it in two major 
stages, intermixed in the text. The first is the era of Confucius’s lifetime. The portrait of that 
stage is dominated by the character of Confucius himself, although it seems clear that a number 
of passages showing junior disciples interacting with the Master were intended to help establish 
their authority as well as to draw on his. The second stage portrays Ruism during the mid- and 
late fifth century BCE, when the junior disciples had, indeed, become the authorities in whom the 
school was vested, and the seeds of later factionalism were growing. Although the Tán Gōng 
itself cannot be said to serve as a partisan text, advocating for one faction over the others, it does 
appear to collect passages that were, individually, taking sides in that competition, and these will 
be our main interest here. The purpose of this appendix is to explore the way in which the Tán 
Gōng reflects this earliest stage of Ruist factional development. 
 
The Tán Gōng as an anthology beyond factions 
 
Although many Tán Gōng passages about mortuary ritual alone may have originally served some 
factional purpose, advocating a point of lĭ characteristic of one faction to rebut a different faction, 
we generally cannot decipher those purposes now. The passages that we can interpret in these 
terms are those that do one of two things: a) they may contrast two Rú disciples in a way that 
acknowledges the authority of one and the error of the other; b) they may portray a disciple 
uttering an authoritative precept or exemplifying authoritative action, as Confucius is so often 
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portrayed, and by including the portrait unchallenged in the text, transfer to that disciple the Tán 
Gōng’s tacit endorsement of the precept or example. The simplest entry point to this issue is 
through the passages that contrast two disciples in such a way as to convey the superior authority 
of one. Let’s begin with a specific example involving the disciples Zēngzĭ 曾子 and Zĭxià 子夏. 
 
Zēngzĭ and Zĭxià are the two Analects disciples who have been traditionally portrayed as most 
influential in shaping the development of Ruism after Confucius’s death. Their profiles are too 
well known to need documentation here, but, we can characterize them succinctly. Zēngzĭ made 
a career in Lŭ as a private teacher, like his master, and the teachings associated with him seem to 
represent the lineage that gave rise to the doctrinal stress on the virtue of filiality and the high 
valuation of ethical dispositions as a guide in action, in preference to explicit and inflexible rules. 
His lineage of Confucianism appears to generate the Mencian approach to doctrine. Zĭxià 
followed a different course, finding employment as a courtier in the newly founded state of Wèi 
魏, where he was appointed tutor to the princes of the ruling house. He is associated with text-
based study: tradition ascribes to him the earliest commentary on the Poetry. He also represents 
the Ruist commitment to lĭ and to the power of ritual rules and training. The earliest commentary 
to the Yílĭ, the canonical “tradition” (zhuàn 傳 ) which is incorporated into the chapter on 
mourning dress (“Sāngfú”), is attributed to Zĭxià. 
 
One of the most dramatic passages in the Tán Gōng portrays these two disciples in a way that 
conveys no doubt as to which is morally superior. 
 

3.36  Zĭxià lost his son and lost his sight. Zēngzĭ went to pay his condolences and said, “I have 
heard that when a friend loses his sight one should wail for him.” 

Zēngzĭ wailed and Zĭxià wailed as well, saying, “Oh, Tiān! I am without fault!” 
Zēngzĭ spoke with agitation. “Shāng, how can you said that you are without fault? You 

and I served the Master between the Zhū and Sì Rivers; you retired to grow old by the banks of 
the West River and allowed the people there to compare you to the Master; this was your first 
fault. When you went into mourning for your parents, nothing in your conduct was remarked on 
by others; this was your second fault. When you lost your son, you lost your sight; this was your 
third fault. How can you say you are without fault?” 
 Zĭxià threw his staff away and bowed, saying, “I have erred! I have erred! Indeed, I have 
left the group and lived apart too long!” 
 

While the passage begins as a sentimental portrait of old friends, it abruptly becomes a recitation 
of Zĭxià’s crimes, and an accusation that his later career was essentially severed from the core of 
the Rú movement, resulting in the deterioration of Zĭxià’s moral authority. I think there can be 
little question that this micro-text was composed as a partisan document. However, its inclusion 
in the Tán Gōng does not necessarily mark that text as partisan in the same way. Zĭxià is shown 
elsewhere in a positive light, and, as we shall see, Zēngzĭ’s profile is sometimes harshly 
unflattering. 
 
To give an example of the latter case, consider a rare portrait of three disciples interacting:  
 

3.70  Yoŭzĭ questioned Zēngzĭ: “Did you ever ask the Master about mortuary rites?”  
 “What I learned from him was that in mortuary rites one should wish quickly to be 
impoverished, and in death one should wish quickly to rot away.” 
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 Yoŭzĭ said, “These are not the words of the jūnzĭ.” 

 “I heard them from the Master himself,” said Zēngzĭ  
 Yoŭzĭ said, “These are not the words of the jūnzĭ!” 
 “It was together with Zĭyoú that I heard them,” said Zēngzĭ. 
 Yoŭzĭ said, “If that is so, then the Master must have had a particular reason for saying 
this.” 
 Zēngzĭ reported this conversation to Zĭyoú, who said, “How very much Yoŭzĭ’s speech 
resembles the Master! 

“Once, when the Master was dwelling in Sòng, he observed Huán, the Minister of War, 
having a stone sarcophagus fashioned for himself. After three years it was still not finished. The 
Master said, ‘How improvident he is! Better he rot quickly when he dies.’ His comment about 
wishing quickly to rot after death was made with reference to Huán, the Minister of War. 

“When Nángōng Jìngshú returned to court, he brought precious gifts. The Master said, 
‘How extravagant he is! Better he had sunk into quick poverty after his loss.’ His comment about 
wishing for quick impoverishment was made with reference to Jìngshú.” 

Zēngzĭ reported Zĭyoú’s words to Yoŭzĭ, who said, “So, as I originally said, those were 
not the words of the Master.” 

Zēngzĭ said, “How did you know?” 
“When he set regulations in Zhōngdū,” said Yoŭzĭ, “the Master specified that coffins 

should be four inches thick, and outer coffins five inches. This was the reason I know he did not 
believe one should quickly rot away. And formerly, after Confucius lost his position of Minister 
of Crime in Lŭ and was planning to set out for Jīng, he sent Zĭxià to scout ahead, and then Răn 
Yŏu in addition. This was the reason I know that he did not wish to become quickly 
impoverished.” 

 
This is more than an attack on Zēngzĭ’s style of Ruism, it is a burlesque of his intellectual 
capacities, picturing him as a dolt, incapable of comprehending Confucius in anything but the 
most literalistic way (interestingly, quite counter to type for Zēngzĭ’s actual philosophical 
profile). While it is possible to see this simply as a comic tale in which the disciples are 
randomly assigned as stock characters, it is only the most extreme of five passages in the Tán 
Gōng that directly undermine Zēngzĭ’s authority, generally to the benefit of the disciple Zĭyoú. 
For example, consider this sequential pair: 
 

3.51  Zēngzĭ paid a condolence call in Fùxià. The chief mourner, having already performed the 
rite of setting out, had the offerings removed, the coffin’s position reversed, and the hearse 
returned to its starting point. Then he had the women descend the stairs before initiating the lĭ. 
Zēngzĭ’s followers asked, “Is this in accord with lĭ?” 
 Zēngzĭ said, “‘Setting out’ carries the sense of ‘about to.’ What is to prevent a return to 
the starting point?”  
 The followers also asked Zĭyoú, who said, “The corpse’s mouth is sealed with rice below 
the window; it is given its initial dressing within the chamber door; it is given its full dress above 
the eastern steps; it is encoffined at the guest position; it sets out from the court; it is interred in 
the grave. With each step it moves more distant. Thus, in obsequies, there is always a motion 
forward, never back.” 
 When Zēngzĭ heard this he said, “A far better statement of the rite of setting out than 
mine!” 

 
3.52  Zēngzĭ went to pay a visit of condolence with his skin jacket covered by a cloth tunic. Zĭyoú 
wore his tunic open, exposing the jacket beneath. Zēngzĭ pointed to draw attention to Zĭyoú and 
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said, “That man! If he is expert in lĭ, how can he wear his tunic open and expose his jacket when 
paying a call of condolence?” 
 After the chief mourner had completed the initial dressing, bared his shoulder, and tied up 
his hair, Zĭyoú quickly exited and returned with his jacket covered by his tunic and wearing a 
sackcloth belt and head sash. Zēngzĭ said, “I was wrong! I was wrong! That man was right.” 
 

In these passages, Zēngzĭ is caught pontificating on lĭ illegitimately, and sniping small mindedly 
at a colleague who knows more than he. He is granted by the authors of the passages the courtesy 
of declaring his own errors, but this serves also to underscore the authority granted in these cases 
to Zĭyoú. Passages such as these might be labeled “toppers”: anecdotes in which the authority of 
one disciple is portrayed as exceeding that of another. We can legitimately understand these as 
reflecting the partisan orientation of the original author of the passage. 
 
The pattern of “toppers” in the Tán Gōng is inconsistent. In addition to the four we have already 
examined, we elsewhere see Zĭyoú further prevail over Zēngzĭ, and Zēngzĭ prevail over other 
disciples. Yŏu Ruò, who seemed so advantaged in 3.70 takes a beating elsewhere, while Zĭyoú is 
unexpectedly attacked though a Rú of the next generation called Xuánzĭ 縣子, almost unknown 
outside the Tán Gōng. Here is a list of thirteen “toppers” and their partisan orientation, including 
the four we have already considered: 
 

3.32B: Zĭsī 子思 is granted authority in preference to Zēngzĭ 
3.36: Zēngzĭ is granted authority in preference to Zĭxià 
3.51: Zĭyoú is granted authority in preference to Zēngzĭ 
3.52: Zĭyoú is granted authority in preference to Zēngzĭ 
3.70: Yŏu Ruò and Zĭyoú are granted authority in preference to Zēngzĭ 

 3.72: Zēngzĭ is granted authority in preference to Yuán Xiàn 原憲 
 3.77: Zhòngliàngzĭ 仲梁子 is granted authority in preference to Zēngzĭ 
 3.78: Zĭyoú is granted authority in preference to Zēngzĭ 
 3.84: Xuánzĭ is granted authority in preference to Zĭyoú 
 4.22: Zĭyoú is granted authority in preference to Zĭxià 
 4.23: Zēngzĭ is granted authority in preference to Yŏu Ruò  
 4.27: Zĭyoú is granted authority in preference to Yŏu Ruò  
 4.48: Yán Liŭ is granted authority in preference to Yŏu Ruò 
 
The inconsistency of this pattern indicates that the redactors of the Tán Gōng, unlike the 
composers of the individual passages, adopted no partisan orientation. This is significant 
evidence that the Tán Gōng is a product of a post-partisan era. But by incorporating these micro-
texts, the redactors preserved the expressions of an earlier time when there was more than 
historical memory at stake in determining which founder of a teaching lineage was authoritative. 
 
This background of passages that contrast the disciples is why passages that picture these men 
speaking authoritatively should most likely be understood not as an inclusive appreciation of 
these founding members of the Rú community, but as an anthology of passages reflecting 
different factions celebrating the original leader of their own lineages. The disciple most often 
gaining authority through such a platform is Zēngzĭ. Without considering how often he is 
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pictured unfavorably in passages that contrast him with other disciples, he would certainly 
appear unchallenged as the authoritative successor to Confucius in the Tán Gōng’s presentation.  
 
Instead, when the larger picture is viewed, the disciple Zĭyoú emerges from the text with a less 
compromised hold on the reader’s admiration. While Zēngzĭ is the most frequently encountered 
Confucian disciple in the text, appearing in 22 of the 76 passages that portray individual disciples, 
as opposed to Zĭyoú, who appears in 14, there is nothing in the Zēngzĭ corpus to match the 
portraits of Zĭyoú demonstrating command of ritual form beyond anyone else’s abilities (3.52, 
4.22), or of this triumph that Zĭyoú achieves in, we might say, “speaking lĭ to power”: 
 

3.54  At the funeral of Sīkòu Huìzĭ, Zĭyoú appeared in mourning clothes of fine hemp cloth while 
wearing a sash of coarsest hemp. Wénzĭ begged his pardon, saying, “Sir, you deigned to associate 
with my brother and further deign to wear mourning for him. I beg to decline the honor.” 

 Zĭyoú said, “This is according to lĭ.” 

 Wénzĭ withdrew and returned to his wailing. 
 Zĭyoú strode over to stand with the household servants. Wénzĭ again begged his pardon. 
“Sir, you deigned to associate with my brother, have deigned to wear mourning for him, and now 
you further deign to join his funeral.” 
 Zĭyoú said, “I insist, if you please.” 
 Wénzĭ withdrew, and escorted the heir to stand facing south. “Sir, you deigned to 
associate with my brother, have deigned to wear mourning for him, and further deigned to join his 
funeral. Can Hŭ dare not to resume his place?” 
 Zĭyoú strode over to stand with the guests. 

 
This is a much stronger version of the anecdote that opens the Tán Gōng collection, where the 
otherwise unknown Tán Gōng questions the designation of an heir, seemingly using ritual dress 
to express his skepticism (though if that idea was the author’s intent, it was poorly expressed).  
Moreover, in 3.1, Tán Gōng’s protest is capped by a patrician’s rationalizing response, and in the 
end it is actually Zĭyoú who carries an appeal to Confucius, who overrides the patrician and sides 
with Tán Gōng in that passage. 
 
The portrait of Zĭyoú in the Tán Gōng is so strong that despite the more pervasive presesnce of 
Zēngzĭ in the text, the Sòng era scholar Liú Yí 劉彝 wrote, “The Tán Gōng chapter begins by 
speaking of Zĭyoú and talks about him throughout. I suspect the chapter is a record compiled by 
his disciples.” His comment was frequently cited without challenge by later writers. 
 
But there does exist one passage where Zĭyoú does not fare as well. In it, he is harshly 
challenged by a man virtually unknown outside the Tán Gōng, Xuánzĭ. Within the confines of 
the chapter, Xuánzĭ possesses considerable stature (though he is present over a relatively narrow 
band of the total text: five of the six passages in which he is encountered appear in the range of 
fourteen passages, 3.71-84). Xuánzĭ advises his ruler on weighty matters of ritual and public 
action, and is cited as a ritual authority by others. His juxtaposition with Duke Mù of Lŭ fixes 
him as a member of the generation succeeding the original disciples, reinforced in the Kŏng 
Cóngzĭ, where he is pictured as a contemporary of Zĭsī. In the Tán Gōng, his sole encounter with 
the original Confucians is his rude critique of Zĭyoú: 
 

3.84  Master of Officers Bēn told Zĭyoú, “I will be pleased to clothe the corpse with a tunic on the 
bed.”  
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Zĭyoú said, “Go ahead.” 
Xuánzĭ heard of this and said, “How full of himself Uncle is! He takes it upon himself to 

grant permission in matters of lĭ.” 
 

We must not, of course, assume that any such event occurred, though it is possible that it did. 
What is certain is that the composer of the passage wished to convey irritation with the 
authoritative stature that Zĭyoú had achieved, and did so very effectively. 
 
The Xúnzĭ identifies four Rú lineages that it views as debased, and assigns their origins to men 
who figure significantly in the Tán Gōng: Zĭyoú, Zĭxià, Zĭzhāng, and Zĭsī. It seems curious that 
Zēngzĭ is not viewed as a lineage founder, but it is possible that the Zĭsī lineage was viewed as 
deriving from Zēngzĭ. Although the Tán Gōng reveals tension between advocates of these two 
masters in 3.32B, where Zĭsī reproves Zēngzĭ for the way he conducted himself when mourning 
his parents (a major matter), traditionally the two were viewed as complementary Ruist 
exemplars, as they are in the Mencius, and Zĭsī is sometimes considered to have been a student 
of Zēngzĭ (in this way, perhaps, bringing his own considerable authority as Confucius’s sole 
grandson to bear in bolstering the stature of a Zēngzĭ teaching lineage). The lineage that Xúnzĭ 
celebrated was associated with one Zĭgōng 子弓, a disciple whose identity is disputed: he is most 
often identified as Zhòng Gōng 仲弓 (Răn Yōng 冉雍), a figure praised but rarely seen in the 
Analects, and absent not only from the Tán Gōng, but from the final five chapters of the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ, where so many textual parallels to Tán Gōng are to be found. 
 
The longer list of eight Confucian factions in the Hán Feīzĭ is significantly different from those 
mentioned in the Xúnzĭ, and there are three that bear on the portrait we see in the Tán Gōng. The 
Hán Feīzĭ’s list includes factions named after disciples surnamed Zhòngliáng 仲良, Yuèzhèng 樂
正 , and Yán 顏 . Allowing for a loan relationship between the graphs 良  and 梁 , both 
phonologically reconstructed identically as *raŋ, we see in the Tán Gōng possible evidence of all 
three of these faction leaders. Passage 3.77 portrays an otherwise unknown Zhòngliángzĭ getting 
the last word by contradicting Zēngzĭ; in passage 4.74, we see Zēngzĭ’s disciple Yuèzhèng 
Zĭchūn 子春 speaking authoritatively; and we also find in the text two passages with positive 
presentations of otherwise unidentified men surnamed Yán: Yán Liŭ, who “tops” Zēngzĭ in 4.48, 
and who is generally taken to be Yán Zĭliŭ 子柳, or Yán Xìng 幸, who is listed in the Shĭjì 67 
and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 38 disciple lists, but who is otherwise unknown, and Yán Dīng 丁, praised as a 
ritual exemplar in 4.29. The disciple lists in the Shĭjì and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ show that besides famous 
Yán Huí, disciples surnamed Yán far outnumber any other family: a total of eight and seven are 
listed in the Shĭjì and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ respectively. This is not surprising, considering that 
Confucius’s mother was a member of the Yán family, and Confucius grew up in her family home, 
rather than in his father’s. Although he is not named in the disciple lists, this suggests that, given 
the characterization of him in the Tán Gōng, Yán Dīng was likely a member of the Rú 
community. 
 
These observations reinforce the notion that the Tán Gōng has assembled the perspective of a 
wide range of early Confucian factions without indication that the redactors were themselves 
partisans of any one of them. This has implications for the date of the text’s redaction, but before 
exploring these, I want to consider in this connection a marked contrast between the Tán Gōng 
and the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. 
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Disciple factionalism in the Tán Gōng and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
 
As noted in Appendix B, and evident throughout the commentary on the Tán Gōng, there is an 
unusually high degree of textual overlap between the Tán Gōng and the last five chapters of the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. About thirty percent of Tán Gōng passages have some textual parallel in those 
sections of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, and if the lens were narrowed to consider only anecdotal passages 
involving disciples that proportion rises to 35% (still well short of the 80% parallel rate in 
passages that concern Confucius directly). It would therefore be natural to assume that the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, like the Tán Gōng, preserved a reflection of early Ruist factionalism. However, this 
is not the case, and there seem to be two salient factors generating this distinction. 
 
One factor distinguishing the two texts is that the range of Tán Gōng passages that I have 
nicknamed “topper” micro-texts is almost entirely missing in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. Of thirteen such 
Tán Gōng passages identified above, only one appears in a similar form in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. 
Most of the others simply have no parallel in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, and in the case of passage 3.70, 
which, if it was not meant as a comic interlude is truly a broadside attack on Zēngzĭ, although 
there is a Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ parallel (42.2), it is stripped of the contextualizing shell that brings Zēngzĭ 
and his doltish misunderstanding into the story. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage is about Confucius, not 
about the disciples. As for the exception, it is passage 3.72, which contrasts Zēngzĭ and Yuán 
Xiàn, and it may be significant that among all Confucius’s disciples, the one most famous for 
eschewing all contention for recognition after Confucius’s death was Yuán Xiàn, who is recalled 
as a man who retreated to live in eremitic poverty, completely disengaged from the Rú 
community as it developed a factional character. 
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The other factor is the profile of Zēngzĭ, who is by far the greatest presence in the Tán Gōng 
among senior and junior disciples alike, appearing in 29% of the 76 passages involving disciples. 
In the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ chapters he is almost absent, appearing in only four of 66 such passages, a 
rate of 6%. Chart B compares the numbers of passages in which each of the Confucian disciples 
mentioned in the Tán Gōng appears (adding Zĭsī and Xuánzĭ for greater context). 
 
In addition, the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ chapters also include passages with disciples who do not appear in 
the Tán Gōng, including two passages involving the disciple Fán Chí 樊遲 and one with Qín 
Zhāng 琴張. Certain other significant disciples, such as Mĭn Zĭqiān 閔子騫 and Qīdiào Kāi 漆調

開 (the latter of whom may be the founder of a teaching lineage mentioned in the Hán Feīzĭ), 
appear in neither the Tán Gōng nor the final chapters of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, like the absent disciple 
Răn Yōng 冉雍, mentioned above. 
 
Obviously, the disparity in the role of Zēngzĭ is the most striking contrast this comparison 
reveals. And the disparity is even greater than it seems: apart from the parallel to 3.72, in which 
Zēngzĭ is in conversation with Yuán Xiàn, in his only three appearances in the final chapters of 
the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, Zēngzĭ’s function is to do no more than pose a brief question to Confucius: no 
profile of the lineage master emerges at all. It is clear, then, that despite the unusually large 
overlap between the two texts, the Tán Gōng drew on sources including both positive and 
negative accounts of Zēngzĭ and reflections of early Ruist factional divisions that the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ chapters either did not have access to or chose not to engage. The degree to which the 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ ignores Zēngzĭ seems as analogous to the treatment accorded him in the Shĭjì 
account of Confucius’s disciples, where he is dismissed in a little over thirty characters, far fewer 
than any other well known disciple.  
 
In this connection, passage 3.70 becomes of particular interest. Here we have a micro-text that 
seems to include major elements shared by both texts, indicating either some form of mutual 
borrowing or a common source, but the Tán Gōng includes components denigrating Zēngzĭ and 
celebrating, in particular, Yŏu Ruò, that the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ does not. In fact, however, the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ passage, although providing the grist for the Tán Gōng narrative, differs in a substantive 
way. Here is the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passage with the elements common to Tán Gōng 3.70 indicated in 
dotted underline:  
 

Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 42.2   When Confucius was in Sòng, he saw that Huán Tuí was having a stone 
sarcophagus made for himself. Its construction had been underway for three years and the artisans 
were all worn out. The Master frowned and said, “How improvident he is! Better he rot quickly 
when he dies.”  

Rănzĭ was serving as Confucius’s carriage driver and said, “According to lĭ, one does not 
prepare in advance for ill fortuned events. What does this mean?” The Master said, “Once a man 
is dead one discusses his posthumous name; once the name is settled, one divines the gravesite; 
once he is buried the shrine to him is erected: all these are matters for his servants and sons to 
attend to, and not things ordered in advance, much less arranged by the man himself!”  

Nángōng Jìngshú offended Duke Dìng by his accumulation of wealth and fled to Weì. 
The Marquis of Weì asked leave to arrange his return, and Jìngshú came back to court carrying 
precious objects. When the Master heard of it he said, “How extravagant he is! Better he had sunk 
into quick poverty after his loss.” Zĭyoú was in attendance and said, “May I ask why you say 
this?” Confucius said, “To be wealthy and not love lĭ is to court disaster. Jìngshú’s loss was 
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occasioned by his wealth and he has not changed. I fear he will have cause to regret it later.” 
Jìngshú heard of this and he rushed to see Confucius. Afterwards, he followed lĭ and distributed 
his wealth. 

 
In Tán Gōng 3.70, translated above, the context that made Nángōng Jìngshú’s court visit a 
“return” is ellipsed, resulting in an element of incoherence. This suggests that the redactors of the 
Tán Gōng micro-text had assembled it as a cut-and-paste product, and it becomes unlikely, then, 
that the Tán Gōng could have been in any way the source of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ text (which could 
itself be analyzed as two separate ur-texts conjoined at some stage of redaction). We can 
conclude then that the evidence suggests not that the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ late chapter redactors were 
avoiding elements that reflected factional tensions, but that factional tensions were, as far as that 
text is concerned, absent from the background of the those chapters, while they were an 
important factor for the sources of the Tán Gōng. 
 
All this suggests that for information concerning the factionalization of the Rú community after 
the death of Confucius, the Tán Gōng may be our best direct testimony, providing a more 
complex picture over a much longer period than is the case with Analects XIX. 
 
Bearing on the date of the Tán Gōng 
 
A general consensus among modern scholars views the Lĭjì as the product of the first century of 
the Hàn era, and I see no reason to question that. As for the individual chapters of the text, there 
is no uniform dating approach. We know, for example, that the “Zīyī” 緇衣  chapter was 
essentially complete by about 300 BCE, the approximate date at which a recovered bamboo 
manuscript of the chapter, and several others also recovered in recent years, was buried in a tomb 
in Chŭ. Yet I have argued in spite of this that two other chapters, the well known Great Learning 
and Doctrine of the Mean, contain features that date them to the Qín Dynasty period, an era that I 
look on as a period of intense text production and redaction. 
 
The “Zīyī” manuscript and received text have an important lesson to teach us about the process 
of text creation in ancient China, and elsewhere. As Edward Shaughnessy has demonstrated, the 
manuscript version is in key respects significantly more coherent than the received version, 
which appears to be a later redaction. From this we can learn to avoid privileging the latest 
version of a text, or viewing it as more than a snapshot of a moment in a text history when, for 
reasons that may be unknowable, a process that may be as much devolutionary as evolutionary 
comes to a close, and a text that has been in a state of continual change is frozen in whatever 
form it had reached. 
 
We can be fairly certain that the development of many texts in early China was profoundly 
affected by the dramatic dislocations that occurred during three intervals of the transition from 
the chaos of the Warring States to the stable empire of the mid-Western Hàn. The first of these 
was the era of the final Qín conquest, from 230 to 221 BCE, when the dislocations of ecumene-
wide war disrupted the environments in which a textual corpus had been evolving. The second 
was the era of strong Qín rule, extending until shortly after 210 BCE. I share the view of a 
minority of scholars that the Qín government, contrary to later reports, strongly patronized text 
collection, collation, and submission for possession by the Imperial House, and that many early 
texts that are encyclopaedic in aspiration or that take the form of edited anthologies are the 
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product of that period. (For more on this issue, let me insert here an online link to a short paper 
on that topic, and note that priority in these ideas belongs to the late Japanese sinologist, Kanaya 
Osamu.)  The third period was the interval from the fall of the Qín to 191 BCE, the date at which 
the late-Qín ban on private ownership of non-approved books was finally lifted. This was an era 
that saw the burning of the Qín palace grounds, where the dynastic libraries had been maintained, 
and the dispersion of state-sponsored scholars who lost the legal standing to possess manuscripts 
individually, and who discarded the books they owned or hid them for nearly two decades. Only 
with the lifting of the ban could the process of textual evolution be resumed for those 
manuscripts that had survived. 
 
That process, however, was resumed on terms different from those that pertained when their 
previous period of development had been interrupted. The texts that had survived were no longer 
necessarily viewed as they had been before: instead of being products of an organically evolving 
cultural world, subject to constant reshaping by members of that culture, they could be seen as 
sacred relics of a lost past, which the present was no longer qualified to alter, and which were 
curated with a preservationist imperative, rather than a creative one. From this point on, a text 
understood to be “ancient” could be created or altered only so long as it had not yet been made 
widely known, since the terms under which it was offered to private followers or power holders 
in the new state depended upon an understanding of it as an intact piece of the lost past. 
 
In terms of the Tán Gōng, this is the logic that explains how, in the canonized text of the Lĭjì, the 
plainly dislocated order of the broken tale of Confucius’s burial of his mother could remain 
uncorrected, despite the obvious fact that this was the product of some earlier moment of 
editorial inattention or physical disruption. In my view it means that if a Warring States 
manuscript of the Tán Gōng were ever to be recovered, we should expect to find passages 3.6 
and 3.10 as part of a single passage, and in coherent order. (And if it that turns out not to be the 
case, drinks are on me.) 
 
What we cannot know, however, is how much of the chapter may have been in place at the 
various stages of the chaotic period from 230 to 191 BCE, and how many alterations may have 
been made in the text from the last days of that period, when it would have been safe to bring it 
back to light (if, indeed, there were any such text), to the point at which those in possession of 
the text, part or whole, brought it forth as a relic, establishing the authority of the text master, or 
serving as a tribute to power in exchange for forms of status or wealth. 
 
Insofar as the Tán Gōng’s status as a reflection of Warring States Ruist factionalism is concerned, 
a key clue to its date is its evident willingness to incorporate partisan micro-texts that appear to 
have been generated by a number of different factions, and to present them without any overall 
indication of a redactor’s preferences among them. This best matches a date after the 
establishment of the Qín empire, which brought to a close Ruist factionalism by drafting 
prominent Rú and their many students into state service, with a mandate to collect all the wisdom 
available from the records of the pre-Qín Ruist community, so it could be appropriated and put to 
use or destruction by the rulers of the Imperial state. This would account for the broad, if 
inconsistent, reach of the Tán Gōng in collating micro-texts from many factions. 
 

http://www.indiana.edu/%7Ep374/Confucian_Collaborators_(1997).pdf
http://www.indiana.edu/%7Ep374/Confucian_Collaborators_(1997).pdf
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But the editorial disorder of the Tán Gōng suggests that this was most likely not a text that stood 
complete at the time that the Qín fell into chaos, and it is equally plausible that it was the product 
of the post-191 BCE recovery/manufacture of “lost” texts, in which case it is easy to imagine the 
Tán Gōng being stitched together from a variety of remnant manuscripts by masters whose skills 
in reading and understanding faded texts in a now archaic script may have made what now seems 
like editorial and philological disorder simply a product of their eroded skills. It also allows for 
the possibility of the late addition of entirely new passages, meant to appeal to students or 
literary patrons of those times, and if I am right in believing that Tán Gōng 4.56, the famous tale 
of Confucius comparing cruel governance to a tiger, is framed so as allow Confucius’s words to 
reinforce early Hàn rhetoric about the evils of the Qín, then we would see in it the way that an 
early text could be prepared for distribution to a target audience through the insertion of 
additional materials meant to appeal to Hàn power holders and courtiers. 
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APPENDIX D 
Index of Passage Parallels in the Tán Gōng and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 

 
Specific information on each of instance, including full text and translations for 
passages with extensive overlap and significant variation, is found above in the 
comments to individual Tán Gōng passages. 

 
A. Tán Gōng passages with elements found in Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 

 
Tán Gōng Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
3.1   44.2 
3.3   44.3 
3.5   42.19 
3.6   44.3 
3.7   43.21 
3.13  24 
3.21   42.18 
3.22   42.22 
3.23  44.3 
3.25B  42.28 
3.27   42.29 
3.34a-b  42.27 
3.37   42.4 
3.40   43.13 
3.41   42.20 
3.42  44.8 
3.44A  40.1 
3.44B   40.3 
3.45   40.4 
3.46   42.19 
3.47   43.1 
3.48   40.3 
3.50   42.26 
3.53   15.5 
3.56c  42.11 
3.58   42.8 
3.61   43.15 
3.69   44.6 
3.70   42.2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Tán Gōng Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
3.72   44.6 
3.73   42.14 
3.80  43.19 
3.82  43.22 
3.83   42.26 
3.84  42.11 
3.89   43.4 
3.90   43.6 
3.92   40.5; 44.3 
3.107   40.2 
3.109  43.19 
4.15f  43.23 
4.15m  43.10 
4.18  43.23 
4.19   44.6-7 
4.24  42.11 
4.25A   42.17 
4.25B   43.20 
4.30   41.19 
4.35   42.24 
4.39   42.12 
4.41   42.15 
4.43  42.10 
4.56   41.13 
4.59   42.25 
4.65A   43.24 
4.67   42.9 
4.69  37.4 
4.75  44.3 
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B. Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ passages with elements found in Tán Gōng 
 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ  Tán Gōng  
40.1  3.44A 
40.2  3.107 
40.3  3.44B; 3.48 
40.4  3.45 
40.5  3.92 
41.13  4.56 
41.19  4.30 
42.2  3.70 
42.4  3.37 
42.8  3.58 
42.9  4.67 
42.10  4.43 
42.11  3.56c; 3.84; 4.24 
42.12  4.39 
42.14  3.73 
42.15  4.41 
42.17  4.25A 
42.18  3.21 
42.19  3.5; 3.46 
42.20  3.41 
42.22  3.22 
42.23  3.16 
42.24  4.35 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ  Tán Gōng  
42.25  4.59 
42.26  3.50; 3.83 
42.27  3.34a-b 
42.28  3.25B 
42.29  3.27 
43.1  3.47 
43.4  3.89 
43.6  3.90 
43.10  4.15m 
43.13  3.40 
43.15  3.61 
43.19  3.80; 3.109 
43.20  4.25B 
43.21  3.7 
43.22  3.82 
43.23  4.15f; 4.18 
43.24  4.65A 
44.2  3.1 
44.3  3.3; 3.6; 3.23; 3.92; 4.75 
44.6  3.69; 3.72; 4.19 
44.7  4.19 
44.8  3.42
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APPENDIX E 
Index to Wú Chéng 吳澄 ; Lĭjì zuănyán, “Tán Gōng”《禮記纂言。檀弓》 

四庫全書 文淵閣本。卷 14 上、中、下 (1., 2., 3.) 
 

The Yuán 元 period Lĭjì commentary of Wú Chéng is complete and influential one, but the 
usefulness of his Tán Gōng interpretations is somewhat undercut by the fact that Wú made the 
reasonable decision to rearrange the order of the passages, dividing them into twenty different 
topically themed sections plus added miscellany. The finding list on the following two pages 
correlates the text numbers of the Zhúzì suŏyĭn 逐字索引 edition of the Tán Gōng that is 
followed in this translation with the page location of the corresponding passages in the Sìkù 
quánshū edition of the Wú Chéng commentary.  
 
Because Wú Chéng chose to rearrange the entire Lĭjì text, the Tán Gōng chapter became juàn 14, 
and he divided it into three rather than two parts. Those three parts are – 上、中、下 for Wú – 
and represented by the numbers 1-3 on the list, followed by the page number on which they are 
located. In a few cases, Wú divided passages and included their parts in separate sections. This is 
reflected here by multiple numbers for a single passage, separated by semi-colons. In other cases, 
Wú divided up complex passages into separate sequential sections, making commentary easier. 
This is reflected by multiple page numbers linked by a hyphen. Wú also reordered, in a minor 
way, the seventeen subsections of the long passage 4.15 (tossing 4.18 into their midst), which is 
not fully indicated in this finding list. 
 
These are Wú Chéng’s subsection headers and entry counts: 
 

喪禮尊卑 22 節 
人有喪之禮 11 節 
己有喪之禮 14 節 
喪禮沒革 4 節 
喪服得失 19 節 
考終之事 3 節 
初喪之事 15 節 
葬事 20 節 
孔氏喪葬之事 7 節 
聖師卒葬之事 4 節 
師弟子相為之事 4 節 

朋友相為之事 3 節 
知舊相為之事 6 節 
天子諸侯為親葬 2 節 
臣為君喪之事 4 節 
為鄰國君大夫喪之事 5 節 
君為大夫喪之事 5 節 
士庶國殤喪之事 5 節 
喪不圖利之事 4 節 
喪禮情文之中 22 節 
附記雜事雜辭 23 節
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《逐字索引》, 吳澄《禮記纂言。檀弓》對照表 

 
索引本條號    《纂言》卷.頁 
3.1  2.8a 
3.2  1.1a 
3.3  2.30a 
3.4  2.36a 
3.5  3.21b 
3.6  2.32a 
3.7  2.43b 
3.8  2.44a 
3.9  3.14a-b 
3.10  2.31a 
3.11  1.34b 
3.12  1.32b-33b 
3.13  1.32a 
3.14  2.51b; 1.9b 
3.15  1.47b 
3.16  3.24b 
3.17  3.8a 
3.18  1.51a 
3.19  1.18b 
3.20  3.9a 
3.21  1.45a 
3.22  3.25b 
3.23  3.24a 
3.24  3.24b 
3.25A  1.14b 
3.25B  3.27a 
3.26  2.25b 
3.27  3.26b 
3.28A  2.29a-b 
3.28B  2.1a 
3.29  1.37b 
3.30  1.50b 
3.31A  2.1b 
3.31B  2.5a 
3.32A  1.34a 
3.32B  3.17a 
3.33  1.40a 
3.34a/b.  2.47a-b 
3.35  3.28a 
3.36  2.45a 
3.37  3.28b 
3.38  3.23b 
3.39  1.36b-37a 
3.40  2.48b 
3.41  3.23a 
3.42  2.43a 
3.43  2.34a 
3.44A  2.37b 
3.44B  2.42b 
3.45  2.41b 

索引本條號    《纂言》卷.頁 
3.46  2.42a 
3.47  3.48b 
3.48  2.43a 
3.49  1.33b 
3.50  3.16b 
3.51  2.13b 
3.52  2.12b 
3.53  3.25b 
3.54  2.9a 
3.55  3.28a 
3.56a/c  1.31a-b 
3.57  3.13b 
3.58  3.30b 
3.59  2.25a 
3.60  3.18b 
3.61  2.2b 
3.62  1.6b 
3.63  1.39b 
3.64  1.19a 
3.65  1.19b 
3.66  1.38a 
3.67  1.16a 
3.68  2.46b 
3.69  2.17a 
3.70  3.33a-35a 
3.71  2.58a 
3.72  2.16a 
3.73  1.41a 
3.74  2.34b 
3.75  1.43a 
3.76  3.15a 
3.77  2.2b 
3.78  2.2a 
3.79  1.46b 
3.80  2.6a 
3.81  2.6a 
3.82  2.6b 
3.83  3.15b 
3.84  2.1a 
3.85  2.15b 
3.86  3.12b 
3.87  2.2.15b 
3.88  2.24b 
3.89  2.54b 
3.90  2.46a 
3.91  2.23b 
3.92  2.39b-40a 
3.93  1.34b 
3.94  1.17a 
3.95  1.17b       (cont. ) 
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索引本條號    《纂言》卷.頁 
3.96  1.9a 
3.97  1.6a 
3.98  1.16a 
3.99  1.7a 
3.100A  1.16b 
3.100B  1.17b 
3.100C  1.16b 
3.100D  1.17a 
3.101  1.35a 
3.102A  1.13b 
3.102B  1.14a 
3.103  1.3b 
3.104  1.5b 
3.105  1.5a 
3.106  1.5b 
3.107  2.39a 
3.108  3.31b 
3.109  3.32a 
3.110  3.29b 
3.111  1.8a 
3.112  1.18 
3.113  1.9b 
4.1  1.8b 
4.2  1.7b 
4.3  1.10a 
4.4  1.14b 
4.5  2.7a 
4.6a/e  1.12b; 14b; 15b 
4.7a/c  1.10b-11a; 12a 
4.8  1.12b 
4.9  1.13b 
4.10  2.44b 
4.11  2.11a 
4.12  1.44a 
4.13  3.10a 
4.14  2.3b 
4.15a/q.  1.20a-28b 
4.16  1.11a 
4.17  1.12a 
4.18  1.25b 
4.19  2.18a-b 
4.20  2.53a 
4.21  2.53b 
4.22  2.12b 
4.23  3.36a-37b 
4.24  2.21b 
4.25A  2.4a 
4.25B  2.4a 
4.26  2.3a 
4.27  3.19a-21a 

索引本條號    《纂言》卷.頁 
4.28  3.46a 
4.29  3.22b 
4.30  2.51a 
4.31  3.3b 
4.32  3.2b 
4.33  3.12a 
4.34  2.19a 
4.35  3.16a 
4.36  3.1a 
4.37  3.1b 
4.38  2.18b 
4.39  3.3a 
4.40  2.21a 
4.41  3.7a 
4.42  3.33a 
4.43  3.44b 
4.44  2.55a 
4.45  2.55a 
4.46  2.57a 
4.47  3.6b 
4.48  2.19b 
4.49  1.44a 
4.50  2.23a 
4.51  3.29b 
4.52  1.18a 
4.53  2.33b 
4.54  3.30b 
4.55  3.31b 
4.56  3.32a 
4.57  3.41b-42a 
4.58  1.19b 
4.59  2.26b 
4.60A  2.55b 
4.60B  2.34a 
4.61  1.2b 
4.62  3.43b 
4.63  3.47b 
4.64  3.38a 
4.65A  3.49b 
4.65B  3.49b 
4.66  2.11a 
4.67  3.5b 
4.68  2.52a 
4.69  2.49a 
4.70  3.39a-40b 
4.71  1.45b 
4.72  1.46b 
4.73  3.17b 
4.74  3.43a 
4.75  2.30b 
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Appendix F 
Analytic Index of Confucian Figures in Tán Gōng 

 
ITEMS INDEXED WITH BOLD TYPE HAVE KONGZI JIAYU [KZJY] PARALLELTEXTS 

 
CONFUCIUS (Kŏngzĭ 孔子, Zhòngní 仲尼; 551-479 BCE) 

 
Confucius plays a far greater role in the Tán Gōng than does any other Rú. The items indexed 
below include passages where he is referred to only as “master” (fūzĭ 夫子), an honorific form 
used for other senior men as well. 
 
 responds to question 

on designation of heir, 3.1 
on vengeance, 3.47 
on mortuary preparations, 3.83 
on mourning for ruler’s wife or mother, 3.89 
on mourning conduct of past kings, 4.30 

 action or words recalled by others: 3.4, 3.50, 3.70, 4.22, 4.24, 4.53 
 precepts concerning mortuary ritual: 3.5, 3.82, 3.109, 4.15m/q, 4.75  
 burial of mother, 3.6, 3.10 
 mourns disciples, 3.7, 3.42 
 corrects conduct of others, 3.16, 3.25B, 3.27, 3.43 
 instructs others on lĭ  and ethics, 3.21, 4.35, 4.56 
 assesses conduct of others, 3.22, 3.41, 3.60, 3.86, 4.25A, 4.39, 4.43, 4.59, 

4.67 
 as ritual exemplar, 3.23, 4.65A 
 paying condolences, 3.34, 3.40 
 death and funeral of, 3.44A, 3.44B, 3.45, 3.48, 3.92 
 on numinous objects (míngqì), 3.69, 4.19 
 conduct towards friends, 3.90, 4.69 
 memorialized by ruler, 3.107 
 authorizes ritual exception, 4.41 

 
 

DISCIPLES AND OTHER RÚ 
 

Dates follow Qián Mù or disciple lists in Shĭjì 67 and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 38 
 
Gāo Zĭgāo 高子臯 (born c. 521 [or 511] BCE)  

 
Gāo Zĭgāo is the formal name of Gāo Chaí 柴. In other texts, his formal name is written Zĭgāo 羔, 
which is the way it appears in the Analects and the disciple lists in the Shĭjì and Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ (and 
in the only other chapter of the Lĭjì in which he appears, the “Zájĭ”). In the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, his name 
also seems to appear as Zĭgāo 子睪. (As a further confusion, the Zhúzì suŏyĭn text prefers the 
graph form 皋 to the Zhùshū edition’s 皐, adopted here.) Zĭgāo is closely associated with Zĭlù, 
who is pictured securing him a position in the Analects (to Confucius’s dismay), and with whom 
he traveled to serve in the court of Weì 衛: it is a famous fact of his biography that when a coup 
d’état erupted there, Confucius correctly predicts that Zĭlù would face death in order to hold his 
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principles, and Zĭgāo would survive. His reputation in those other texts where he appears, which 
are not many, is mixed, and he does not seem to have been a contributor to the growth of the Rú 
community. (His reputation among scholars, however, has risen in recent years with the recovery 
of a bamboo manuscript text entitled Zĭgāo, a distinction granted few in Confucius’s circle.) 
 
 as exemplar in mortuary conduct, 3.38 
 as ritual authority, 3.80 [replaced by Zĭyoú in KZJY parallel] 
 conduct as official, 4.50, 4.72 

 
Gōngmíng Yí 公明儀 
 

Little is known about Gōngmíng Yí. In Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 42.19 he is pictured directing the funeral of 
Zĭzhāng’s father, and asking Confucius for guidance, but other texts portray him as the disciple of 
Zēngzĭ, himself among Confucius’s more junior students, and thus Gōngmíng Yí seems likely to 
have been a generation too late to have known Confucius personally, and, indeed, the Tán Gōng 
pictures him directing the funeral of Zĭzhāng himself, an event about three decades removed from 
Confucius’s death. Although the Tán Gōng passage suggests that he was a follower of Zĭzhāng, 
the Mencius cites Gōngmíng Yí as an authority on four occasions, indicating that he was probably 
a link between Zēngzĭ and Mencius in that teaching lineage. 

 
 designs Zĭzhāng’s funeral, 3.46 

 
Gōngxī Chì 公西赤 (born c. 509 BCE) 
 

Gōngxī Chì’s formal name was Zĭhuá 子華, and in the Analects he is also called Gōngxī Huá. He 
was from Lŭ, and the Analects portrays him as well schooled in court ritual. He is not a major 
presence in early texts, and his one appearance in the Tán Gōng is also his sole appearance in the 
Lĭjì. The disciple lists include two other men with the surname Gōngxī, presumably reflecting a 
family commitment to Confucius. 

 
 designs Confucius’s funeral, 3.45. 

 
Răn Yŏu 冉有 (c. 522-462 BCE)  

 
Răn Yŏu was a senior disciple from Lŭ whose personal name was Qiú 求. He was a courtier of 
influence in the household of the de facto rulers of the state, the Jì family, and he appears in the 
Zŭozhuàn on several occasions in connection with affairs of state. He seems to have played no role 
in the Rú community after Confucius’s death, which may account for his marginal presence in the 
Tán Gōng. 
 
 intervenes inappropriately in ritual, 3.34a 
 assistant to Confucius, 3.70 

 
Shēn Xiáng 申祥  

 
Shēn Xiáng is identified as the son of Zĭzhāng by commentators, and this seems consistent with 
his portrait in the Tán Gōng, but it is anomalous that his surname does not match Zĭzhāng’s 
(which was Zhuānsūn 顓孫), and efforts to align them phonetically have not been particularly 
successful. He may have been a follower of Zĭzhāng, rather than his son. His only textual 
appearances outside Tán Gōng are in the Zĭsī-centered chapters of the Kŏng Cóngzĭ, where he is 
pictured as a follower of Zĭsī, and in the Mencius (2B.11; his name is given there as Shēn Xiáng 
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詳), where he is listed as one of two men in Lŭ at the time of Duke Mù (r. 415-383 BCE), who 
maintained ties with the Duke, but were not viewed by him as indispensable worthies. 
 
 at Zĭzhāng’s deathbed, 3.30 
 critical of Zĭgāo, 4.50 
 as exemplar, according to Zēngzĭ, 3.31B 

 
Xuánzĭ Sŭo 縣子瑣 (dates unknown; portrayed as active late 5th century BCE)  

 
Xuánzĭ Sŭo (his name might properly have been Xuán Sŭo) is little known outside the Tán Gōng, 
but he appears to have been a Rú, although it is possible that he was not associated with any 
Confucian teaching lineage (he might also have been a ritual authority who did not regard himself 
as a Rú). Aside from the Tán Gōng, he appears briefly in the Lĭjì, “Zájì” chapter, discussing 
mortuary ritual, and several times in the Kŏng Cóngzĭ, in all instances in association with Zĭsī. He 
would have been active during the mid- to late 5th century BCE. 
 
 as ritual authority, 3.71, 3.75, 3.76, 3.79, 4.74 
 criticism of Zĭyoú, 3.84 

 
Yán Dīng 顏丁 

 
No information about Yán Dīng exists outside the Tán Gōng, but the likelihood that he was a Rú is 
high. Among Confucius’s recorded disciples, more men bearing the surname Yán are included 
than any other (seven; the next closest is Răn 冉, with four), and this is likely due to their 
connections with Confucius’s mother’s family, surnamed Yán, among whom Confucius grew up. 
The sole characterization of Yán Dīng in the Tán Gōng is consistent with a Ruist profile. 
 
 as ritual exemplar, 4.29 

 
Yán Liŭ 顏柳 (born c. 505? BCE) 

 
Yán Liŭ is generally understood to be the otherwise unknown disciple Yán Xìng 幸, whose formal 
name is listed in both the Shĭjì and  Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ disciple lists as Zĭliŭ 子柳. 
 
 favorably contrasted to Yŏu Ruò, 4.48 

 
Yán Sī 言思 
 

Yán Sī, who appears once in the Tán Gōng, is identified in commentary as the son of Zĭyoú (Yān 
Yăn 偃). This may be correct, but as he is otherwise unrecorded in early texts, the identification 
must remain tentative. 
 
 mourning for, 3.31B 

 
Yán Yuān 顏淵 (顏回: c.521-481 BCE)  

 
Yán Yuān’s personal name was Huí 回. He is, perhaps, the best known Confucian disciple, praised 
repeatedly in the Analects for his ethical perfection. Lŭ was his native state, and it seems likely 
that he and his father, Yán Lù 路, who also appears in the Analects, had a family connection with 
Confucius’s mother, also surnamed Yán.  His role in Confucian tradition was great, but he is 
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scarcely a presence in the Tán Gōng, appearing only once as a live character, in a formulaic 
anecdote of little significance. 
 
 death and mourning of, 3.42, 3.44B 
 as ritual authority [with Zĭlù], 4.42 

 
Yŏu Ruò 有若 (c. 518-457 BCE)  

 
Yŏu Ruò is generally referred to by the honorific Yŏuzĭ 有子 in the Analects, where he plays a 
significant role only in Book I (the honorific is dropped in his only appearance elsewhere in the 
text). His presence in the Tán Gōng is also unusual in that, uniquely among the disciples, most of 
his appearances are in the second juan of the text. He is sparsely discussed elsewhere, but the 
Mencius and Shĭjì claim, in accounts that are not otherwise particularly similar, that after 
Confucius’s death, many of the disciples briefly viewed him as the Master’s successor. Yŏu Ruò 
was from Lŭ, and is mentioned once in the Zŭozhuàn participating in battle on behalf of his state. 
 
 as ritual exemplar, 3.24 
 favorably contrasted to Zēngzĭ, 3.70 
 death and mourning of,  4.11 
 contrasted unfavorably  

   to Zēngzĭ, 4.23 
   to Zĭyoú, 4.27 
   to Yán Liŭ, 4.48 

 as courtier, 4.49 
 
Yuán Xiàn 原憲 (born c. 516 BCE) 

 
Yuán Xiàn (formal name, Zĭsī 子思) plays a minor role in the Analects, but his profile after the 
death of Confucius is distinctive. He is said to have elected to live an eremitic life of poverty, and 
a tale recorded in multiple early sources contrasts the ascetic purity of his lifestyle to the 
extravagant wealth that Zĭgòng is reported to have accumulated as a merchant. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ 
says that he came from Sòng. BCE 
 
 as ritual authority, 3.31B [(?) more likely a reference to Kŏng Jí (Zĭsī)] 
 contrasted unfavorably to Zēngzĭ, 3.72 

 
Yuèzhèng Zĭchūn 樂正子春  

 
Yuèzhèng Zĭchūn was a disciple of Zēngzĭ. Apart from his minor role in the Tán Gōng, he appears 
only a few times in the literature, most regularly in a tale of his concern to maintain the health of 
his body out of filial piety, reported in the Lĭjì and several other texts. A fourth-century BCE 
political figure in Lŭ with the surname Yuèzhèng was closely associated with Mencius, and may 
have been a descendant of Zĭchūn. 
 
 at Zēngzĭ’s deathbed, 3.18 
 as ritual authority, 4.73 

 
Zēng Diăn 曾點  
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Zēng Diăn, whose formal name was Xī 晳, was Zēngzĭ’s father. He is famous as the key figure in 
the longest of Analects passages (11.26), where his eccentric wishes are praised by Confucius, and 
the Mencius classes him among Confucius’s eccentrically purist followers (7B.37). Otherwise, he 
is portrayed in the literature chiefly as a foil for Zēngzĭ, his overbearing parental temperament 
allowing Zēngzĭ to display filial patience (rather in the manner of the sagely Shùn). 
 
 purposeful violation of lĭ, 4.5 

 
Zēng Shēn 曾申 (c. 474-405 BCE) 

 
Zēng Shēn was a son of Confucius’s disciple Zēngzĭ (whose name also transcribes as Zēng Shēn, 
an unfortunate coincidence). In other tales about Zēngzĭ’s death, Shēn, pictured at that scene in 
3.18, is replaced by Zēng Huá 華, so perhaps the same man was known or remembered by that 
name as well. He is referred to in the same honorific fashion as his father in Tán Gōng 3.14, 
suggesting that he succeeded his father in playing a leading role in the Rú community of Lŭ. Little 
else is known of him. According to the preface to Kŏng Yĭngdá’s commentary to the Zŭozhuàn, 
Liú Xiàng’s 劉向 Hàn-era bibliographic work, Biélù 別錄, reported that Zēng Shēn had received 
training in the Zŭo tradition from Zŭo Qīumíng 左丘明, and was thus a master in the Zŭozhuàn 
teaching lineage. The account is certainly problematic as fact, but may reflect something of the 
stature of Zēng Shēn in the understanding of Warring States era Rú community. 
 
 as ritual authority, 3.14 
 at Zēngzĭ’s deathbed, 3.18 

  
Zēng Yuán 曾元  

 
Zēng Yuán, like Zēng Shēn 申, was a son of Zēngzĭ, and although in the Tán Gōng Yuán plays a 
lesser role than his brother, it appears he was the elder and Zēngzĭ’s heir. The Mencius portrays 
him, unflatteringly, caring for Zēngzĭ in old age. Otherwise, apart from playing a role in all 
versions of the Zēngzĭ deathbed scene in early texts, he is almost unknown. Only the Xúnzĭ, in a 
brief anecdote (in chapter 27), suggests that he was a presence beyond the family context. 
 
 at Zēngzĭ’s deathbed, 3.18 

 
Zēngzĭ 曾子 (c. 505-436 BCE)  

 
Zēngzĭ (Master Zēng) is an honorific title generally give to Zēng Shēn 曾參 , in traditional 
memory, the disciple who exerted the most influence in the Rú community in the generations after 
Confucius’s death, and one whose stature in Confucian tradition rose to vie with Yán Yuān for 
moral authority, and Mencius for intellectual impact, at least in terms of the Imperial Confucian 
temple cult, which honored him with an altar position beside these others. He appears to have 
attracted a major following in his home state of Lŭ, and according to the Mencius he was 
frequently consulted by the ruler. He plays a major role in many texts that bear his name, 
including a chapter of the Lĭjì and ten chapters in the Dà Dài lĭjì 大戴禮記; he is the reputed 
author of the Dàxué 大學 (originally a Lĭjì chapter), and, perhaps most important traditionally, he 
was viewed as the author or transmitter of the Xiàojīng 孝經. Some texts claim that he was the 
teacher of Zĭsī, and Mencius appears to have viewed the two of them as the greatest Confucian 
authorities after the Master. As noted in Appendix C, the Tán Gōng’s presentation of Zēngzĭ is 
mixed, and far less celebratory than later tradition might lead us to expect. 
 
 as ritual authority, 3.8, 3.31A, 3.31B, 3.33, 3.35, 3.85, 3.87, 4.47, 4.62 
 death and mourning of, 3.18, 3.28B,  
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 contrasted unfavorably 
 to Zĭsī, 3.32B 
 to Zĭyoú, 3.51, 3.52, 3.70 [and to Yoŭ Ruò; missing in KZJY parallel] 
 to Yoŭ Ruò, 3.70, 3.78 

 contrasted favorably 
 to Zĭxià, 3.36 
 to Yuán Xiàn, 3.72 
 to Yoŭ Ruò, 4.23 

 as ritual exemplar, 3.68, 4.10 
 contrasted with Zhòngliángzĭ, 3.77 
 paired with Zĭgòng in ritual performance, 4.66 

 
Zhòngliángzĭ 仲梁子  

 
The identity of Zhòngliángzĭ has been the subject of much speculation on very, very little evidence. 
He seems to have given his name to one of the factions mentioned in the Hán Feīzĭ, but almost 
nothing else is known of him with certainty. Scholars have argued that he should be identified 
with a figure mentioned in the Mencius, but although the argument is cogent enough, the evidence 
for it is simply too slim (see the comment on passage 3.77). It is not possible even to assign to him 
a date reflecting an approximate period of activity. 
 
 contrasted with Zēngzĭ, 3.77 

 
Zĭgòng 子貢 (c. 520-450 BCE)  

 
Zĭgòng was the formal name of Duānmù Sì 端木賜, whose profile is perhaps the most complex 
and elusive among the disciples. Zĭgòng acted as the senior disciple at the time of Confucius’s 
death, mourning him in place of the son who predeceased him, Kŏng Lĭ, before returning to his 
native Weì 衛 to take up a court position (three passages link Zĭgòng with Weì: 3.34, 3.40, 3,41). 
The Zŭozhuàn portrays Zĭgòng as a key diplomatic aide in Lŭ during Confucius’s lifetime, and the 
Shĭjì portrays him in later days as the first of the great merchants of China (though there are 
reasons for doubting the historicity of that tale, as there are for doubting the grandiose portrait of 
his diplomatic skills Shĭjì 67). The Tán Gōng says almost nothing about Zĭgòng’s profile after 
Confucius’s death. The Analects indicates that senior courtiers in Lŭ hoped to honor him as 
Confucius’s successor, or even superior, but he seems to have taken a different path. 
 
 assistant to Confucius, 3.34, 3.40, 3.44A, 4.65A 
 as ritual authority, 3.41 
 leads disciples in planning mourning for Confucius, 3.44B 
 paired with Zēngzĭ in ritual performance, 4.66 

 
Zĭlù 子路 (c. 542-480 BCE)  

 
Zĭlù was the formal name of Zhōng Yoú 仲由 (also referred to as Jì 季 Yoú), Confucius’s senior 
disciple, said to have come originally from Biàn 弁, a small state east of Lŭ. He has a strong 
personality profile in early texts as a somewhat unrestrained man, deeply loyal to Confucius, 
whose intentions were earnest, but whose disposition could be problematic (as we see in some 
passages in the Tán Gōng where he is corrected by Confucius). He is often paired with Yán Yuān 
as senior disciples with contrasting temperaments. As may have also been true of Yán Yuān, 
Zĭlù’s well defined character may have made him a favored literary choice for authors composing 
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anecdotes about Confucius and his group that were illustrative, rather than historical. He left the state of Lŭ 
to take a position as courtier in Weì 衛, where he was killed defending the ruler during a coup d’état. No 
textual tradition is associated with Zĭlù. 
 
 death & mourning of, 3.7, 3.44B 
 corrected by Confucius, 3.16, 3.25B, 4.35 
 as ritual authority, 3.50, 4.42  
 assistant to Confucius, 4.56 

 
Zĭsī 子思 (c. 483-402 BCE)  

 
Zĭsī was the formal name of Kŏng Jí 孔伋, said to have been Confucius’s only grandson (a lineage 
connection cogently questioned by the contemporary scholar Mark Csikszentmihalyi). Zĭsī’s name is 
attributed to a Ruist lineage by both the Xúnzĭ and Hán Feīzĭ, and contemporary scholarship generally 
follows this notion by linking him with his intellectual descendant, Mencius, and speaking of a “Sī-Mèng” 
思孟 School of Ruism, closely associated with the recovered manuscript “Wŭxíng” 五行, to which the 
Xúnzĭ appears to refer. There exists a tradition that Zĭsī was a pupil of Zēngzĭ (the very late Mèngzĭ wàishū 
孟子外書 testifies to this idea); given that Zĭsī was too young to study with Confucius, his training must 
have come from some disciple. The Mencius sometimes seems to bracket Zĭsī and Zēngzĭ so closely that a 
relationship is implied, but no early text specifies Zĭsī’s teacher, and several picture Zĭsī and Zēngzĭ in an 
edgy relationship, as seems the case in Tán Gōng 3.32B (though these portraits might have been created to 
strengthen Zĭsī’s claims to authority, given his unique tie to Confucius). Zĭsī was traditionally credited with 
composing the Zhōngyōng. 
 
 mourning conduct for divorced wife and divorced mother, 3.4, 3.74, 4.60B 
 as ritual authority, 3.9, 3.31B [(?) possibly referring to Yuán Xiàn], 4.20 
 contrasted favorably to Zēngzĭ, 3.32B 

 
Zĭxià 子夏 (c. 507-420 BCE)  

 
Zĭxià was the formal name of Bŭ Shāng 卜商. He is one of three junior disciples found in the Tán Gōng 
whose names are given to Ruist factions named by the Xúnzĭ. His state of origin is given only by the Kŏngzĭ 
jiāyŭ, which says he was from Weì 衛. Later Ruists credited him with preserving early teachings about the 
Poetry, a book with which he is closely associated. Other works attributed to him include a commentary to 
the Yìjīng 易經 and a commentary to the “Sāngfú” 喪服 chapter of the Yílĭ. Analects Book XIX pictures 
him as a leading disciple after Confucius’s death. Decades later, when the state of Weì 魏 was created, 
Zĭxià accepted an invitation to serve as Court Tutor there. He is among the more frequently mentioned 
junior disciples in the Tán Gōng, and somewhat more prominent in the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. 
 
 criticized by Zēngzĭ, 3.36 
 questioning Confucius, 3.47, 3.89 
 contrasted neutrally with Zĭzhāng, 3.53 
 assists Confucius, 3.70 
 contrasted inconclusively with Zĭyoú, 3.73 
 authoritative, 3.92 
 compared unfavorably with Zĭyoú, 4.22 
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Zĭyoú 子游 (Yán Yăn 言偃: c. 506-445 BCE) 
 

Zĭyoú was the formal name of Yán Yăn 言偃. He is one of three junior disciples found in the Tán 
Gōng whose names are given to Ruist factions named by the Xúnzĭ. The Shĭjì says that he was a 
native of the state of Wú 吳, which would be extraordinary, as Wú was not only geographically 
remote from Lŭ, but also an Yí 夷 state; thus, Zĭyoú would have been functioning as a Rú in an 
alien linguistic environment. The Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ, however, claims that he was from Lŭ. The two 
texts also differ about his age; the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ would place his birth at 516, making him 
significantly senior to faction leaders such as Zēngzĭ and Zĭxià, and close in age to Zĭgòng. The 
Analects claims that he served as the steward of the town of Wŭchéng 武城 in Lŭ. Analects Book 
XIX pictures him as a leading disciple after Confucius’s death. His son, Yán Sī, is indexed above. 
Among the Confucian disciples, Zĭyoú appears in the Tán Gōng more frequently than any other, 
apart from Zēngzĭ, and is even more prominent in the final books of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. This 
prominence did not continue past the early Hàn. Although he is the portrayed as the interlocutor in 
the utopian “Lĭyùn” 禮運 chapter of the Lĭjì, he is more commonly associated with punctilious 
allegiance to ritual form, and the eventual eclipse of Zĭyoú and celebration of Zēngzĭ may reflect a 
shift in the core character of Ruism from a school of ritual specialists to a broader ideological role. 

 
 questioning Confucius, 3.1, 3.83 
 as ritual authority, 3.54, 3.55, 3.61, 4.11, 4.22 
 contrasted favorably, 

  to Zēngzĭ, 3.51, 3.52, 3.70, 3.78 
  to Yoŭ Ruò, 4.27 

 contrasted neutrally with Zĭxià, 3.73 
 criticized by Xuánzĭ, 3.84 

 
Zĭzhāng 子張 (c. 503-450 BCE)  
 

Zĭzhāng is the formal name of Zhuānsūn Shī顓孫師, who is recorded as being from the state of 
Chén 陳. He is one of three junior disciples found in the Tán Gōng whose names are given to 
Ruist factions named by the Xúnzĭ, and he is the only one also named by the Hán Feīzĭ. Analects 
Book XIX pictures him as a leading disciple after Confucius’s death, but one held in less esteem 
by his peers. He is somewhat less prominent than the other leading junior disciples in the Tán 
Gōng, and a minimal presence in the late chapters of the Kŏngzĭ jiāyŭ. Tán Gōng 4.24 pictures 
him pursuing his profession in the state of Qí 齊. 

 
 death and mourning of, 3.30, 3.46, 4.10 
 contrasted neutrally with Zĭxià, 3.53 [replaced by Mĭn Zĭqiān in KZJY 

parallel] 
 as professional Rú, 4.24 
 questioning Confucius, 4.30 
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